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book grew slowly out of a short essay which I wrote in
1952, on the principal changes which had taken place in the
government of Zaria since the Fulani conquest. The essay
was stimulated by the publication of two Hausa documents dealing with the history of the Habe government of Zaria.
I showed it to Professor Daryll Forde for his comments, and
fmmd that further material had to be included in the redraft. The
essay was duly rewritten a number of times, expanding progressively without, however, losing its essay character. At this stage it
lacked a theoretical vie"Wpoint and a detailed history of the process
of change; only the weU-remembered salient factors and events
were dealt with, and the relevant field materials remained unanalysed. But as the description of the differing governmental
systems gradually filled out, I began to feel the need for some conceptual framework on which to base their analysis and comparison. The first draft of Chapter 2-3 theory of governmentwas the result. Then. when the whole manuscript was lost shortly
after, I found that I had either to abandon the work or to think of
it afresh as a monograph on governmental change.
By this time I had become too involved with the subject to
abandon it, and so I started afresh, indexing my notebooks and
writing up all the data relevant to my theme. In this new version
I included a detailed chronicle of the history of Zaria from 1804 to
1950, and equally systematic accounts of the alternative governmental forms. When this was done, I found that I had set out the
materials for a study of governmental change, but had no theory
or method of analysis for dealing with it. In Chapter 8, which was
my solution of these problems, I was able to test the theory of
government set out in Chapter 2 by application. From this history
of the manuscript it will be seen that the two theoretical chapters
with which it begins and ends arose at different times out of the
problems presented by the materials when these had been set forth.
Hitherto. social anthropologists have tended to avoid historical
studies, yet without this it is hard to see how an adequate theory
of social change can be developed. As social anthropologists,
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however, we differ from the historians in certain important ways.
The two theoretical chapters and the general organization of this
study illustrate my view of an anthropological approach to history,
and the account of the growth of this book shows how this approach
and the theories associated with it have developed.
To Professor Daryll Forde lowe far more than T can acknowledge for his tireless interest and careful criticism of all the drafts
of this book. He has always insisted on clarification and fullness of
detail, and even when disagreeing with my interpretations, has
given generous constructive criticism. It is not too much to say
that withont his interest the manuscript might not have got much
further than the first draft.

Nigerian Institute of Social and Economic Research. I am most
grateful to Professor R. H. Barback and the Institute for providing
me with this opportunity. and to the University College of the
West Indies for granting an extension of leave for this purpose. My
object in returning to Northern Nigeria and studying the history
of these states was simply to test those generalizations about the
process of governmental change with which this book concludes
against new bodies of data. For if, to the social anthropologist,
history may permit or require theories of change, these theories
must be stated explicitly and must be subject to comparative tests.
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Dr. Esther Goldfrank and her husband, Professor Karl A.
Wittfogel, have also criticized the manuscript at different stages,

and I have drawn much encouragement from their stimulating
comments.
To Mallam Hassan and hi8 brother MaUam Shu'aibu, whose
books on the Habe of Abuja initially made this endeavour p088ible,
lowe the warmest appreciation and thanks. Mallam HaSBan taught
me Hausa at the School of Oriental and Mclean Studies, and I had
the good fortune to meet Mallam Shu'aibu in Katsina Province,
Nigeria, where he was Provincial Education Officer, in February
1959. We discussed his text in detail, and he gladly answered
certain critical questions about the pattetn8 of recruitment to
Abuja offices which my further experience in Nigeria had raised.
A paragraph in the text summarizes this new information.
My Fulani infonnants are too many to name individually. The
chief of them were the Madaki Sa'idu, son of the Emir Aliyn, the
Galadima Hayatu, the Mada.uci Ibrahim, the Fagaci Muhammadu,
MaDam Abdulkadiri of Tukur-Tukur, and especially Mallam
Ibrahim Mijiniya, who has since died. To these and all others who
taught me the cultural significance of their history, I am most
sincerely indebted. I also drew on District Notebooks and other
administrative records.
The fieldwork on which this study is based was carried out in
1949-50 on a Fellowship of the Colonial Social Science Research
Council. Since completing work on this manuscript, I have also
had the opportunity to return to Northern Nigeria to carry out
comparable studies of political history in the emirates of Kana,
Katsina, Daura, and Sakata as a member of the staff of the
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I. THE CONTEXT

.

~

II

E kingdom whose fortunes we shall he studying is situated
in the centre of Northern Nigeria, and has a present area of
approximately 13,000 square miles, lying between latitudes 9
and u degrees North, and longitude 7 to 9 degrees East. It is a
country of many names, Zazzau, Za.kzak, Zegzeg, or Zaria, the last
being also the name of the capital city. Founded by a legendary
warrior queen called Zaria in the sixteenth or seventeenth centuries, the capital had a population of c. 5°,000 in 1950, excluding
its suburbs.1
The land of Zazzau is rolling orchard bush country at a general
elevation of 2,000 feet, intersected by thickly wooded watercourses
infested with tsetse fly, and broken by clusters of rocky outcrops,
particularly in its southern half. Climate, and especially rainfall,
varies in a north---south direction, and so to a lesser extent does
temperature also; but throughout the area there is a common
agricultural cycle failing into two clearly marked seasons: a short
rainy period from mid-May to September, and a long dry spell
which begins with the harvest, October to December, and is
followed by two cold months, finishing with the hot dry months
of the harmattan, February to May. Rainfall in Northern Zaria
averages about 4-0 inches a year, but is nearly 60 inches in the
south of the state. Vegetation is denser in the south, and the profit·
able savannah cash crops, such ascottonandgroundnutsortobacco,
do not flourish there. Intensive farming is limited to the rainy
season; and although some marsh cultivation is carried on in the
rainless months, the dry season is traditionally the period of concentrated craft production, long-term trading expeditions, marriage celebrations, hunting, hush clearing. for new farms, and,
formerly, slave raids and war.
In 1950 Zazzau had a population of approximately 800,000 with

1 For a fuller account of life in modem Zaria,

M:. G. Smith, 1955-

lee

Mary F. Smith, 1954, and

a
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an average density of 60 per square mile, but this density varied
widely throughout the area. However, with such a relatively low
over-all population density, arable land has little commercial value,
except on the immediate outskirts of the large settlements. With
this: low population density we find a system of land tenure under
which rights of use and occupancy now have priority over other
rights of ownership.l In pre-British days the rulers of Zaria
sought to increase this population by acquiring slaves for £ann
production. Of the present population of the Kingdom, about 60
per cent. are Muhammadan Hausa and Fulani, while the rest are
members of some thirty or more tribes who are distinguished as
'pagans' (arna) from the surrounding Muslims and Christians.
Excluding the few settlements of non-Islamized Hausa lmown as
Maguzawa in Northern Zaria, the entire pagan population occu~
pies areas in the southern and western half of the territory which
has heavier rainfall and denser woodland than the more open and
cloee1y 8ettled north peopled by Muhammadans. Throughout this
area of predominantly pagan population the Hausa are found in
enclaves, walled towns, or open viUages, which are the foci of
eoonomic, political, and administrative life in their respective
areas. Some of these Hausa enclaves are centuries old, others are
of recent foundation. Throughout the territory one also encounters cattle-camps in the bush where the nomad Fulani
pastoralists tend their large-horned herds in the course of
migratory cycles which follow the movement of the seasons and
8eCk to avoid the tsetse fly."
This large area and variegated population is: now administered
as a single unit under the Fulani Sarnn Zazzau (ruler of Zaria, or
Emir, in the language of the Nigerian Government). Until 1950
he was directly responsible to the Government of Nigeria through
the senior local officers of the British Administration. the Resident,
and the Divisional Officer.
~
Before the British established their rule in Northern Nigeria
the beginning of this century, the Fulani had ruled Zaria by .
of conquest for almost a hundred years; and before the ~,
.
conquest Zaria was a Habe kingdom, the southernmost of Seven
independent but closely related Rausa states, whose origins are
lost in antiquity.
For present purposes three critical events may be regarded Il8
1 See Cole, 1949-

I See Stenning, )9.5'1 and )959.

3

roarking eras in the development of Zazzau: (I) the introduction
14561; (2) the conquest of Zaria by the Fulani in 1804;
':.(3) the incorporation of Zaria into the Protectorate of Northern
'Nigeria by Lugard in 1900. A fourth era began in 1951 with the
~'promulgation of the Macpherson constitution for the federation of
Nigeria, and with the development of responsible government
based on elections. However, as our study will not be concerned
with developments after 1950, no discussion of this new constitution and its consequences will be attempted here.
Islamic influences reached Zaria, the capital of Zazzau, from the
north by way of the Habe states of Kano and Katsina, to which
also came camel caravans with salt and other products from the
Sahara and beyond, returning with grain, slaves, leather, cloth.
etc. In view of the number of pagan Hahe kings who ruled at
{ Zaria between 1486 and 180{. when the Fulani expelled the Habe
dynasty, it seems that Islamic prose1ytization at first made slow
headway in Zazzau. At this period the principal bond8 between the
seven Habe kingdoms, including Zazzau, and the more thoroughly
Is1amized populations of the Western Sudan, were commercial
and political rather than religious. But eventuaUy, in the early
nineteenth century, peaceful proselytization gave way to force.
Nomadic, semi-nomadic, and settled Fulani groups differing
6harply from the sedentary Hausa in physical and cultural features,
and led by a group of militant Fulani mallams (religious leaders
and Islamic scholars), then conquered all the Hausa 8tates in
turn, beginning with Daura, the oldest; these Habe kingdoms
were then incorporated into an expanding Fulani empire under
the leadership and control of Othman Dan Fodio, the Fulani leader
who was thereafter known as the Sarkin Musulmi (Chief of the
',of Islam, c.

M..lim8).
When the Fulani attacked Zazzau in 1804> the reigning Habe
king, Makau, fled southwards with certain followers to Zuba, and
managed to resist Fulani attacks from that place. Makau's successors consolidated their position and established an independent
Habe state later known as Ahuja in this area, the population of
which had previously owed allegiance to them as rulers of Zazzau.
This Habe kingdom 8urvived until the arrival of the British,
despite severe Fulani attacks, and the kings of Ahuja to this day
8tyle themselves 'rulers of Zazzau', adhering to the distinctive
!

Arnett, (909.
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institutions of their former home .. far as new conditions have
pennitted. There are thU8 at prcaeot two Zazzaus, Habe Zazzau
with its capital at Ahuja l and Fulani Zazzau with its capital at
Zaria.
The Fulani invll8ion was by no means the first occasion on which
the Hausa states had suffered individual defeat or even temporary
subjugation. In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries the seven
kingdoms were all tributary provinces of the Songhai Empire.
The ancient Muslim kingdom of Bomu near Lake Chad had
conquered Zazzau and Kano on different occasions; so had the
Jukun or Kororofa to the south-east. For the Hausa, the novel
features of the Fulani jihad (holy war) were twofold j firstly. it led
to the conquest of almost all the Hausa states by an ethnic group
which had a single leadership and no other political base in the
region; secondly, that conquest was consolidated by a form of
direct administration which radically transfonned the pre-existing
Habe state organization. When Lugard incorporated this Sokoto
empire into the Protectorate of Northern Nigeria, it was administered under 'indirect role l , the essential feature of which
was officially accorded recognition of traditional chiefs and their
administrations.
Unlike their Fulani conquerors, who stenuned from and at
first remained closely linked with nomadic pastoralists, the Habe
were a sedentary people principally engaged in fanning grains,
such as millet, sorghum, and maize, with a wide range of subsidiary
crops. The Rausa manipulated a comparatively high and varied
technology and operated a we1l-deve1oped economy which, although pre-capitalistic, is particularly interesting for its range of
crafts, institutionalized markets, cowrie and other currencies, and
long-distance two-way caravan trade (fatauci). Even to-day, after
several decades of British rule, the traditional settlement pattern
of compact walled towns ringed around by bush hamlets is
universal in Hausa Zaria. The walled town and its hamlets, now
as in the last century, forms the typical unit of territorial administration under the community chief, who is ultimately
responsible through his superiors to the head of the elate. In
Hausa government, chieftainship is essential.
Though originally of different ethnic stock, the Habe and their
Fulani rulers are now normally referred to en masse as Rausa.
Rausa was originally the name of the Habe language, which is now

the native tongue of the conquerors also. After 1804 the Fulani
rulers of Hausa states progressively adopted the sedentary habits
ofthe subject population, together with language and other cultural
elements. By interbreeding with the Habe, these Fulani conquerors came to form a group quite distinct from the pastoral
nomadic Fulani, who have no share in the government of the
conquered states. 'Settled Fulani' or 'Town Fulani' are the terms
used to distinguish this ruling aristocracy from the 'Bush' or
nomad Fulani of the cattle-camps. In the following pages the
terms 'Fulani' or 'Hausa-Fulani' are applied to the kingdoms conquered and administered by the Fulani aristocracy, and the term
'Habe' is reserved for such states and populations during the
period of their independence of the Fulani. As an ethnic term,
'Hausa' will refer primarily to the subject population of a Fulani
state.
Islam simultaneously links and divides the Habe and Fulani
within the conquered kingdoms and those which remained independent. It supplies common and closely identified religious and
legal systems, a common framework of theory snd technique for
government. It further invests the Fulani conquest of Hausaland
with the religious sanction of Allah's will and so provides religious
and moral support for ~ Fulani rule. During the jihad religious
ideals and forms imposed restrictions on the rapacity of the conquerors who had the responsibility for demonstrating their religious fervour; and this initial Fulani self-restraint may have
influenced the Habe towards acceptance of this conquest and its
consolidation. In these ways Islam has helped to define the roles
of the Fulani as the guardians and teachers of the Faith on the
one hand, and the Habe as the wards and pupils on the other.
There is evidence that throughout pre-Fulani Hausaland nonIslamic rituals figured prominently in state organization and ceremonies. Even to-day, after a century of Fulani rule, the bon cult,
which Greenberg has shown to be organized on a lineage basis
among the pagan Hausa, flourishes in the Islamic capitals. 1 But
since the jihad of 1804, the distinction between Muslims and nonMuslims has been far deeper than that between the Rabe and the
Fulani. Among the non-Muslims we must now include the
British, together with Ibo and Yoruba immigrants from southern
Nigeria. However, these immigrants are distinguished as Christians

...

1 Greenberg, 19+6.
G.Z.--2
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from the pagan tribes of southern _ .
have
traditionally fonned the legitimate target
, the
exaction of tribute, and so forth, and wboae iJ.lilrior tedmology,
smaller settlements, and peculiar modes of organ_dan have left
them relatively defenceless. Traditionally, these pagan. groups
sought security by recognizing the suzerainty of Zazzau and by the
payment of tribute or tax. On the whole, the closer the pagan group
to the limits of Hausa settlement, the more complete was its subjection to Zaria, and the same alS9 held fot those tribes surrounding
the outlying Hausa enclaves. Subject pagan communities within
the territory of Zazzau were administered through their own elders
or headmen under the supervision of the king's officers.
Government in these kingdoms is conducted through a system
of ranked and titled offices known as sarautu (sing. sarau.ta, literally title, rank, office), each of which can be regarded as an exelusive permanent unit, a corporation sole. These titled offices are
characterized by such attributes as fiefs, clients, praise-songs,
allocated farmlands, compounds and other possessions, and are
grouped differently in the various structures we shall be studying,
into orders of rank. Relations between offices of subordinate
and superordinate rank-orders are highly formalized, while those
between offices of co-ordinate status are not clearly laid down.
In Ham; and Fulani Zazzau alike, very few of these offices were
hereditary. In nineteenth-<:entury Abuja, apart from the vassal
chieftainships and royal o£Iil::es, the only title filled on hereditary
grounds was that of the Mapjin MaDam. who was the ruler of
Bomu·. deputy, cba.rpd with~of Ahuja affairs.!
In FuIaai 'Zaria. tho cmWnual··i.troreuein the number of sub-

t

ordinate.1itIe&i1:lleJfrulCldOlltthe~oftheirdiBtribu

W.,.... .

tion llIIlOllI~ Iineages . . . . ~ . .to them. Even
such Fulaaio6:laaa ChiluUB••
·~··.which most
nearly &pEla4l1l i!,wed to the condiriona·of_~~ were
held conditionaUy. and Fulani rulers did not~..I.....~ e
these of6ale..among client8 lacking all ~,~ •• them.
It is per.in this feature that the goy
.
Zaria,
under bot'a,fbc Habe and the Fulani, lIhowlJ
of
continuity. . is most unique among these
In

au~ofinf• . •_Ab:':~1~~=~'

the ac.count of . .' with him in KatIina in Febnmy
book bad bem ~

I

I
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Daura and Katsina, under both Habe and Fulani, hereditary
office was the nonn. In Kano and Sokoto also, the Fulani administration was based on hereditAry offices. To my knowledge,
only in Zazzau, under Habe and Fulani, were the majority of the
important offices of the state free of hereditary lineage restrictions,
and perhaps only in Zaria were the royal slaves never a dominant
political influence. Given these peculiarities of the Zaria government, and its multidynastic character under the Fulani, it would
be highly misleading to base generalizations about the Hausa
kingdoms on these Zaria data, and it is neeessary to undertake
comparative studies on the organization and development of these
allied states'!
Changes which have occurred or are occurring in the functions
of particular sarautu do not constitute any break in the continuity
of the individual corporations concerned, but represent wide
readjustments consequent on changes in the system of relations of
which these sarautu are the fixed points. For example, an important characteristic of sarautu in nineteenth-century Fulani Zazzau
was the power to appoint a subordinate administrative staff and to
invest them with titled offices, but this does not seem to have been
a typical feature of sarautu in Zazzau before the Fulani conquest. 2
Changes in the function of sarautu under the Fulani developed as
adjustments to prior changes in the relations holding between the
throne and all subordinate offices of the government.
In the central state system, appointive offices were held by
freemen, by members of the royal family, eunuchs, and slaves, and
the important differences of status among these office-holders
found some expression in the differentiation by rank-orders of
offices for which different categories of persons were eligible, and
also in distinctions between the levels and types of authority
attaching to these different offices. As can be gathered from the
incomplete list of legally and politically significant statuses just
given, differences of social status figured prominently in the social
1 I undertook such studies as a member of the staff of the Nigerian Institute
of Social and Economic Research of the University College of Nigeria at Ihadan.
This paragraph summarizes sonle observations in Katsina} Daura, Kana and
Sokolo.
2 Certain references in the accounts of Habe government at Ahuja during the
last century indicate that a few Ahuja sarautu did bead series of subordinate
titles. I cannot say whether this was an imitation of Fulani patterns, or the
persistence of an ancient practice, or a case of convergence. See Heath, 1952,
PP. 7, 20, %1, :l2., "7.
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organization of Zazzau, even before the Fulani conquest. After the
conquest, clientage provided the principal mode for the political
integration of these markedly different status-groups.
Force was also important in sanctioning and maintaining the
state, and the army was drawn from territorial units of the subject
population under the leadership of officials who administered these
as fiefs. Under such conditions the system depended for its
stability on a type of organization which limited the power of
fief.holders and controlled their political ambitions while stressing
their loyalty and obedience to the king. Clientage within a context
of political competition contributed substantially to the development of this solidarity between the king and his officials in ways to
be described later.
In its most general and abstract features, clientage is an exclusive relation of mutual benefit which holds between two persons
defined as socially and politically unequal, and which stresses their
solidarity. There are a wide variety of types and situations of
clientage, perhaps most easily classifiable in terms of the statuses
of the parties relative to one another and to the conununity at
large. The dependence of the client on his patron increases in
proportion to the social distance which separates them, hut this
dependence is also affected by the position and prospects of the
superior within the society at large.
We can illustrate certain features of political clientage most
conveniently here by considering the two most senior of the subordinate grades in the hierarchy of govenunent, namely, the appointive officials of state, and vassal-chiefs. Both these groups
styled themselves 'clients' (barr"i) of the king. in the same way as
the king of Zaria even today styles himseH the client (bara) of the
Sultan of Sokoto. But vassal-chieftainship differed from the freely
appointive offices of state in that the hereditary character of the
fanner office set definite limits to the freedom of choice exercisable
by the suzerain. Nevertheless, in theory at least, the successful
competitor for vassal-chieftainship depended for the retention of
his office as well as for his initial appointment on the goodwill of
his overlord. and hence the vassal's relation to his suzerain was
conceived in terms of clientage. On his accession to office the
vassal chief was ritually installed by the suzerain in the latter's
capital or by the suzerain's emissary in his own, and in the course
of this ceremony he made formal oaths of allegiance which specified
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'~1he mutual rights and obligations bolding between vassal and overs:Jord. Transgression of these prescriptions could give rise to con~Jlict, and if the vassal resisted successfully. the powers he appro·
;.:priated. from this suzerain would be legitimized as rights.
' ,: Unlike vassal chieftains, officials of Fulani Zaria were appointed,
:'.'promoted, transferred, and dismissed at the king's pleasure, and
~: without any formal restrictions, hereditary or otherwise. limiting
>the ruler's freedom of action. These appointive offices lacked
legislative power and, apart from the judiciary, they exercised no
formal judicial authority even within their fiefs, although they
could and did intervene in the courts held by the village chiefs of
their administrative areas to secure the decisions they wished.
Similarly the appointed officers of state lacked independent
military authority, and in theory could only levy such military
forces, supplies, or tax, as the king directed, keeping a set portion
(ushira) of the tax as reward; they also took part in the council of
8tate as the king required. acted as captains in war and slave raids,
and remained in the capital at the court, administering the communities allotted to them as fiefs through a staff of officials whom
they were themselves free to appoint and control.
There were quite significant differences in the rights, obligations, and statuses of vassals and state officials. Yet both were
bound to the overlord by relations phrased in tenos of clientage.
and in these relations contractual elements, even if not always
fully explicit. figured prominently. However, the vassal was head
of a political unit which was highly discrete and internally autonomous. although subordinate, and his relation with the suzerain
laid stress on the community of status elements which they shared
at the expense of the fonnally contractual ones; in contrast the
bond between the king and his subordinate state official. although
not fully capable of explicit fonnulation as a contract, has a
pre·eminently contractual content and fonn and emphasizes
reciprocal solidarity and interdependence within a context in
which the fonnal differences of status of client and king are
maximized.
2. THE DATA

It is now necessary to examine the credentials of our data.
Hitherto social anthropologists have not often controlled the kinds
of data which allow them to trace and analyse over a sufficient
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period of time and with sufficient accuracy the development of an
institutional complex within a single society. The criticisms of unreliability which have been leveUed at unrecorded historical data
are especially pertment to the present study, since data on past
political relations and administrative systems must be verba~ and
verbalizations about political administration form a large part of
the very stuff and technique of that activity. As a rule, general
statements about political and administrative practice and organization can hardly be regarded as satisfactory evidence in the absence
of fairly detailed and systematic checks. This means that it is inadmissible to use traditions which do not check one another
systematically or in sufficient detail even though they may be
collected from several sources; likewise, traditions which corres-

Such use of M. Hassan's material involves certain assumptions
.ch must be made explicit at the outset. Our first assumption is
at M. Hassan's account is substantially correct for Abuja as far
it goes. Its author's membership of the royal family and high
cia! rank suggest that all relevant information on the affairs and
ry of the state ha5 hem available to him freely over a period
::-0£ many years, while the fact that the compilation was undertaken
';,.t the Emir of Abuja's request suggests that all reliable sources of
",local infonnation wele also fleely aCce55ible. It is thus of special
'interest that, whatever may be the bias in the narrative of past
'wars, the account of political and administrative customs and
institutions which M. Hassan gives is almost wholly free from
value tenus and assumptioI15 as may be scm by examining the
appendix. It is perhaps of even greater importance to us that M.
Hassan has simply presented a list of the offices of the traditional
Abuja govemmmt, and has detailed their principal characteristics
without indulging in any speculations or recorurtruction himself
(see Appendix A).
Our second assumption is that the Habe of Abuja continued to
adhere to the institutions which were typical of Zazzau before the
Fulani conquest; in effect, thiB means that we can treat M. Hassan's description of nineteenth~centurygovernment organization at
Ahuja as a provisiOnal account of the government of Habe Zazzau
in the previous century. No general categorical statement of
equation is made by M. HaSfl3ll in the publications referred to, and
it is clear from a critical study that his compilation was made with~
out reference to these problems. None the less, these accounts
contain numerous references to customs which obtained both at
Zaria and Abuja, while certain diffelences were also noted. Such
references suggest that, unless otherwise qualified, the institutioI15
described are regarded by the author as common to both historical
periods, and this view is borne out by a letter to the present writer
after the first draft of this study was completed, in which M. Hassan
eays simply that 'nothing was changed in the political system of
the Habe when they moved to Abuja'.
It is reasonable to assume that the Habe who fled from Zaria
to Abuja continued to practise their traditional institutions as far
as the new conditions permitted, if only because the unity 80
essential to the suCt:eSS of their continued resistance to the Fulani
would probably have required such conservatism in their govern~
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pond systematically and in detail but which are drawn from
related sources, cannot provide an acceptable basis for sound re~
constructions. In the present case, however, a combination of
happy circumstances has by good fortune greatly reduced these
difficulties.
On the Fulani invasion of Zaria in 1804, the Habe ruler fled
southward to Zuba, and, as mentioned above, he and his descend~
ants there established a state known as Abuja, from which they
successfully resisted the Fulani until the British arrived. In two
recent publications, Mallam Hassan, then Barkin Ruwa of Ahuja,
and himself a younger brother of M. Suleimanu Barau, the present
Emir of Abuja, has given an account of the customs and history
of that kingdom flOm Makau's reign down to the year II}44, when
the present Emir succeeded to the throne and suggested that these
traditions should be recorded. l M. Hassan's account, interesting
and valuable in itself, is especiaUy useful in that it extends our
historical knowledge of the sarauta institutions of Zazzau, and
hence of the system of government of which they were the key
institutions, backwards for over 150 years, thereby enabling us to
study changes to which these institutions of government have been
subject in Zaria since the Fulani conquest.
1 M. HIl8lIUl, Sarkin Ruwa, Ahuja. and Shu'aibu, Mulraddmrio Makamnta,
Bida, Makau, Sarkin Za:uau na Hah (hereafter referred to 81 (I), and TariM
da Al'adtm H~ na Ahuja (hereafter referred to M (:a» pubJishecl by Gaekiya
Corporation. Zaria, 1952. A tranalation of both boob by Frank Heath has since
been published by the Ibadan University Preet for the Abu,ia Native Ad~
minUtration, under the title, A ChrotticU6f Abuja. 1952. Mr. Heath'. translation
is sometimes too free for our Purpo8e and m-.y be compared with that of Appendir A; d. Heath, op. cit., pp. 7z-&4.
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ment, and also more prosaically because these were the institutions
best known to them. Granted this, it would follow that an account
of pre-British Ahuja will be largely valid for pre-Fulani Zazzau
also. We shall later test this assumption of institutional continuity
in nineteenth-century Ahuja by making a detailed comparison of
the sarautu (offices) of Ahuja and Fulani Zazzau during the last
century, concentrating naturally on reported differences between
these systems. It may also be pointed out here that the Habe who
settled in Abuja, far from copying the political institutions of their
subject Gwari, Koro, and Bassa populations, have supplied these
tribes with models which have been extensively copied, even if
poorly understood.
Finally, we assume that omissions from the data on Ahuja and
Zaria are not critical for the present analysis. In fact the adequacy
of M. Hassan's data will be tested in the course of the analysis, but
it goes without saying that no attempt to use either body of data
would have been made if they did not seem both useful and
challenging. Here again their detailed and systematic correspondence provides the decisive test of their adequacy, utility, and
reliability alike. In this regard we are particularly fortunate in our
Habe source, both in that its author's privileged position permitted
thorough acquaintance with all the locally available information,
and especially in that his particular interests led him to give a
highly detailed and systematic account of government, in contrast
with his more cursory and general treatment of such equaUy
interesting fields as kinship or economics. Furthermore, after this
study was first drafted, I was able to put to M. Hassan certain
questions which the analysis of his published material had shown
to be critical, and his replies, in the letter already referred to, have
considerably increased the value of his account.
The rare advantage of possessing, through M. Hassan's systematic account of nineteenth-century Abuja, an approximate
description of the state organization in eighteenth·century Habe
Zaria, great though it is, does not exhaust our good fortune, which
is the greater when it is remembered that the Fulani conquerors of
Zaria systematically destroyed all the written Habe recordts on
which they could lay hands. If we could not bring a systematic set
of detailed checks to bear on this account of Abuja, or if we could
not show in sufficient detail how nineteenth-century Fulani
government at Zaria developed to replace this Abuja system which
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forms our base-line. then the data given by M. Hassan might have
'a primarily antiquarian interest. However, during the course of a
socia-economic survey of Hausa-Fulani Zazzau in 1949-50, and
before I was aware of M. Ha88an's materials, I decided to make as
exhaustive and detailed a study of the historical background and
development of the present system as possible to clear up certain
puzzles and obscurities.
The material on which the foUowing accounts of Fulani Zazzau
in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries are based was thus collected in the course of fieldwork with rather different interests and
problems in mind from those of the present study. In particular
when these data on the development of Fulani rule in Zaria were
being collected, I had no idea of tracing connections between the
government organization of Zazzau before and since the Fulani
conquest. as none of my infonnants at Zaria was able to discuss
pre-Fulani organization in sufficient detail, and I did not then
know that information on these matters was otherwise obtainable.
During my field enquiries, Fulani Zazzau was therefore treated as
a self-contained system. the development of which could be
studied in isolation to determine continuities of governmental
form and process from the FuJani conquest until the present day.l
For much of my data on the history of Fulani Zazzau I am particularly indebted to Malam Ibrahim Mijiniya, who was 8+ years
of age at the time of our discussions and was himself a grandson of
Malam Musa, the Fulani conqueror of Zazzau. Mallam Ibrahim.
together with several other elders of high rank in Zaria city and the
rural areas, discussed the history of the Fulani state, and especially
its political and administrative organization and de\re!opment, with
great patience, interest and scrupulous attention to concrete
particulars. The reliability and detail of the information given to
me first became apparent when accounts collected from the same
individuals on different occasions and in different contexts were
checked against one another. and later when the accounts collected
from difi'erent individuals showed an impressive correspondence.
But it was not untii the resulting composite account of nineteenthcentury F ulani Zazzau was checked against the record ofnineteenth~ See Smith. M. G., J955, Ch. 4, 'The Historical Background.,' which illu.entes this point. The chapter referred to. and the Report of which it is part,
was completed and prepllled for publication before I be2an the present study.
and also before the Hauu texts of M. Husan', account ofAhuja were publi&hed
by the Gukiya Cl[JXlration.
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century Ahuja unexpectedly made available by M. Hassan, with
the special purpose of ascertaining correspondences of detail and
the equally unanticipated problem of explaining any differences in
tenns of particular historical developments, that I fully realized
how meticulous my infonnants had been. The accuracy and detail
with which these elders of Zaria discussed the development and
organization of their state will be later apparent. Although my data
on the historical development of Fulani Zaria were collected without reference to the Habe state system, they leave no unsolved
problems of the correspondence or differences between Abuja and
Fulani Zazzau. This validates the 118sumption that M. Hassan's
accoWlt of nineteenth-century Abuja can be regarded as a description of government organization in eighteenth-century Habe Zaria.
That two bodies of data collected independently in such detail and
in mutual ignorance should correspond in the degree that these do
when checked against each other, with all their differences
economically explicable in terms of particular historical events,
strongly suggests that each account separately, and both conjointly, have an adequate degree of fidelity and completeness for
the study of continuity and change. It is also relevant to note that
in comparative work of the present kind, which proceeds by an
analysis and oomparison of structural principles, an account is
more or less adequate to the degree that it defines and specifies
clearly the essential characters which differentiate one system from
other systems as a unit of particular structural type.

2
THE NATURE OF GOVERNMENT
(4) Politics and Administration
OVERNMENT is the management, direction, and control of
the public affairs of a given social group or unit. It is at
once a process, a strucbJre, and an idea. The essential
components of the structure and process of government are
political and administrative activities. By political action, decisions
are taken about the ways in which public business shall he regulated and carried on, and about the modes, functions, and aims of
government. Action to conduct this public business and co-ordinate
the various activities of government is administrative in character.
Political decisions having been made, their execution or translation
into effect proceeds by administrative action. Thus political and
administrative systems are the analytically distinctive and essential
componentsandaspectsofgovernmentasa structureand as a process.
The system of political action through which government is
directed is a system of power relations, involving competition,
coalition, compromise, and similar activities. The system of administrative action through which the business of government is
carried on is a system of authority and authorized relations, order,
,) obligations, and rights. Thus power characterizes political action,
authority characterizes administrative action. Whether it is regarded as a process or structure, government is simply the political
administration of public affairs, and is thus a system constituted
by relations of power and authority.
Political administration differs from such other forms of administration as military, economic, legal, or religious administration in its focus and sphere of interest. The subject-matter of
political administration is the public affairs of the social unit, its
focus is the control and regulation of these affairs, the exercise or
maintenance of decisive power to direct their management.
Neither of these characteristics is typical of the power or authority
exercised by military, legal, religious, economic, or other organizations when these act within their legitimate capacities. Nor are
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these characteristics realized by such organizations acting outside
their legitimate capacities; for in such cases these units are either
competitors for power to control the public administration, that is
to say, they are political but not governmental units; or else they
are themselves the government; in which case their original religious, military or other operations, interests, and organization and
spheres are widened to include the control of public affairs by the
acquisition of controlling Jrower. In such situations the authority
which the leaden of such units exercise as heads of government
administration is different in range and character from that which
attaches to them within the organizati.ons by means of which they
first came to power.
Controlling power within a unit is therefore prerequisite for its
political administration or government: the diacritical characteristic of governmental administratlon is its superior authoritativeness within the area of its exercise. No population can for any
length of time remain subject to two governments which claim to
exercise an equal authority over it. Such competing authority
claimsthemselvesconnote apolitical contestbetweenthetwogovernmenta which make them for control ofthe population. Despite their
equal significance for government, political and administrative relations and actions are essentially different, and the dift'erences
between them correspond to differences between the power and
authority which are their respective elements. Throughout the
following discussion we shall therefore be concerned with these
differences between political and administrative action and their
implications for empirical systems of government; but first we
must define these concepts more fully.
Administration :may be usefully defined as the authorized processes by which public affairs and activities are organized and
conducted. A process of organization is one which effects the coordination of action. The organization of a process, activity, or
group refers to the orderly arrangement of its parts. ThU8 an
organizational component enters into all groupings and c0ordinated activities, and it is useful to consider the administrative
status and aspect of this component, paying special regard to its
formality or informality, its authoritative or non-authoritative basis,
and to the level or type of grouping at which it is found. By the
organizational function of an administration, we mean its responsibility for co-ordinating governmental action.

The content of the concept of political action can best be derived
£tom the substantive tenn, 'policy'. A policy is a plan or course of
;,:~n, i.e. a particular organizational process, adopted or proposed
for adoption by a goverrunent, ruler, individual, party, or other
;~group. Action is thus political when it focuses on the adoption,
punlUit, or reversal of policy. Thus the focus of political action lies
,in policy decisions, the subsequent implementation and execution
:0£ which forms the task of administration. We can therefore use.fully speak of the policy of entities of varying scale, e.g. a government, a ruler, or ruling group, a political party, or lesser groups.
Political groups or units are defined by their active interest in
the detennination of policy, and hence they nonnally assume
definition in a context of contraposition. This is so because
effective decisions on policy are made for any population by the
most powerful groups within it. Since by definition policy decisions
affect the lives of the population on whotle behalf they are taken,
groups interested in their formulation and content compete with
one another for power to take these deci5ions, and this competition
ill inherently segmentary in fonn and process. Moreover, as competition for power requires power in order to compete, a political
group or unit is a uriit of power competing for further power in a
system of like units, and is. itself by definition an organization of
roles, activities and pos.itions co-ordinated within this field of
competition for policy-making power. Hence the idea of complete
monopoly of power, which implicitly provides one extreme of the
centralization continuum in many theories of political organization, is fallacious and illusory, and such a concept is based on
misapprehension of the specifically political mode of action.
Purely political action characteristically involves a competition
for power over the poliey-making process, and such competition is
itself inconsistent with monopoly conditions. Thus any simation
characterized by an apparently complete concentration of power
over these policy-making processes really tums out to be one in
which competition oriented about policy formation is confined to
the cadre or group which exercises govenunental control behind a
mask of unanimity. Moreover, in so far as unanimity about policy
persists within the controlling group over any period of time, there
is then either a corresponding absence of political action and process within the society, as for instance is theoretically possible if
there is absolutely no content to the term 'public affairs', or else
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the operative system of political action consists in relations between
the controlling and controlled groups. These conc1uaiom follow
from the fact that politi.cal action and process are defined by the
relarivity of power relations a.mong the competing components,
and such relativism is neither consistent with an exhaustive concentration of power, nor with the cessation of political competition.
What one does find historically are situations in which an overriding power is entrenched under conditions which permit autocracy or absolutism, but even in such conditions the component
units of this overriding power compete among themselves for
supremacy. Since political action is characteristically defined by
and expressed through competition for power, it is in the final
analysis, competition for the supreme power which is diacritical,
that is, for the capacity to make decisions on policy affecting the
total population of the unit concerned,
In contrast with this inherently segmentary mode of political
relations and activities, administrative action is overtly characterized by lack of formal contraposition at any level, having on the
contrary an inherently hierarchic mode of organization. This contrast between political and administrative relations and actions
merely reflects their contrary preoccupation with different values,
forms, aspects, and problems of social control, namely, with power
and authority, in terms of which these two structures and processes are distinguished and defined. Just as political action is
based and focused on the appropriation of power, so adminiStrative action derives from, and remains preoccupied with, authority
and its problems. Thus the legality of new administrative procedures is conferred by virtue of the policy decisions tltese are intended to execute, and for which in some tlteories the administration is not ultimately responsible.!

or secure favourable decisions which are not of right allocated to
the individuals or their roles,1 The modes of action by which
power is expressed range from coercion and force through
persuasion, influence, manipulations of various sorts and factors,
bargaining, to simple suggestion or bluff. Substantively, authority
is a derived or delegated right, while power is the possession of
manifest or latent control or influence over the actions of persons
including oneself. We frequently speak of authority as delegated
'powers' when what we mean is a delegated right, as for instance
when we talk of judicial or military powers, all of which are derived and delegated rights, in contrast to political power, Similarly,
we often describe politically dominant groups or persons as
authorities, for instance, when African rulers and chiefs are described as 'Native Authorities'. Whereas legitimacy in the sense of
legality is crucial to the constitution and definition of authority or
'power', power itself is not subject to such limitations.
The confusions which result from imprecise conceptions and
the improper use of tenns may be deliberate or accidental; but
they are certainly numerous and important. If the essentials of
government are power and authority, their initial confusion
severely limits the chances of systematic analysis in this field, To
sharpen the distinction between these principles, and point up the
consequences of their confusion, a simple illustration will suffice.
The command which an army officer issues to his subordinate is
legally enforceable only if it is issued in accordance with the rules
defining and governing the exercise and scope of the officer's
authority. Should the command be ultra vires and none the less
obeyed, the response reflects the officer's power, that is, his ability
to control the subordinate and to influence him to make a favourable decision to carry out an order beyond the officer's scope of
authority conferred.
If we focus attention on the formal aspects of the differences be-
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(b) Po"", and Authority
The distinction between political and administrative action set
out above derives from the distinction between power and
authority. Authority is, in the abstract, the right to make a particular decision and to command obedience, since tlte act of command always involves at least one such decision. Power, in the
abstract, is the ability to act effectively on persons or things, to take
1

This seems to have been om: of the points at issue in the Nuremberg trials,
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1 It will be remembered that we defined authority as the right to take tertain
decisions, whereas power is the ability to effect or secul'tlsuch dedsions as one
wishes, although th~e riecisions are either not allocated II.S rights, or are the
rights of other petlIons. Concretely this means that if A has authority to decide
an issue involving B's interests 8I1d does so independendy of B, A exercisea an
authority which appears to B as power. If on the other hand B is able to secure
from A the deciSion that B desll"e8, then B has displayed power through A's
authority. In many situations decisions have to be taken although there is no
clear allocation of authOrity to make them. These decisions reveal. the play of
power, but they are not the only llOrtS of decisions. governed by power. Cases
like that of B influencing- A may well be far more important and usual.
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tween power and authority, it appears that authority is circum8Clibed by rules which define its scope and sanctions, and which
also specify the positive modes of its exercise. In contrast there are
no legal rules which sanction power, or positively specify its modes
of exercise, although there is a considerable body of law which
carefully defines the conditions of illegality in its operation. The
converse is equally important. The administrative officer authorized to do certain things is required to discharge these duties, and
can be legally punished for failure to do so. The politically dominant individual or group is neither committed by any rules or person
to !ake any specific actions of this character, nor, during this
perIOd of supremacy, can the ruling group be punished for refusal
to take such action. 1

(el Legitimacy and Legality
These points direct attention to the important distinction between legitimacy and legality. This distinction has practical importance in the analysis of war, rebellion, or revolution, but is also
critical for the differentiation of political and administrative action.
Legality connotes conformity to the law, the quality of lawfulness;
while legitimacy refers to a wider order (>f n(>rms and principles, and
ultimately to the traditional moral system, not all the elements of
which are adequately represented in the law. That which is legal is
nonnally legitimate also, but all that is regarded as legitimate may
not have legal sanction. Whereas law circumscribes legality,
legitimacy is often invoked to sanction and justify actions contrary
to existing law. Such processes suggest that where these two sets of
norms conflict, certain principles or values are on occasion held by
different groups to possess !,!!loral authority superior to that of the
law j and it is in terms of this superior moral authority that legal
codes and procedures are evaluated and judged to be more or less
satisfactory according to their correspondence with the system of
values and rules which together form the basis of legitimacy within
the society. The repea~ desuetude and revisions of laws reflect
their subordination to this order of legitimacy; but the condition
of legitimacy also provides a powerful sanction for the system of
laws. Yet, although it provides a set of reference points in terms of
which the adequacy of legal codes may be estimated, this condition
of legitimacy is neither as a role completely distinguished from the
~

Cf. the history of indictment in western politiCli.
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law, n~r. ~e its bases .always clearly defined, except in reference to
and cntlClsm of ~artlcu!a.r laws or. practices, such as during the
mov~ent to aboltsh BntIsh Colomal slavery. Thus, despite their
cons~derable overlap and intimate connections, legitimacy and
legalrty are analytically distinct. Their distinctness can be illustrated by the cont~st between legality which in any society
has a u~lform defim~?n and content, and legitimacy, of which
IDa?y dltrerent d~mttons and co~cep~ions may obtain among
SOClal segments whlch adhere to differmg systems of belief or
value.
The legality ~nd the legitimacy of a socia). order and a government are also dtft"erent. 'When a political group seizes command of
a state .by coup, its rule may or may not at first lack legitimacy,
dependmg O? whether the repudiation of allegiance to the former
government 18 regarded as morally justifiable or obligatory. If the
roup ended a r~ime which lacked popular support and concensus,
even althou~h Its methods were unconstitutional, its legitimacy
could be clalffied and perhaps established on these grounds. On
the ot~r hand, whatever may be the moral justification of such
a c~P, Its adherents cannot initially claim legality for their behavlO~r; although so long as they enforce the laws, including those
of their own manufacture, the new regime may gradually acquire
a '~egal' statu~ ..Thus the entire corpus of law, including constitut~o.nal law, 18 ill part d 7pendent on and in part independent of
legitImacy. For the contUluity or perpetuity of a governmental
system, both le.gality and legitimacy are important preconditions.
When refernng to the CQUP d'itat, we habitually speak of the
rebe! or revolutionary gro~p as seizing power, but never authority;
yet, ill consequence of therr appropriation of power, the leaders of
such movements ~:rcise and enjoy administrative authority as
ell: B~t popular Idiom of speech may also connote unspecified
dlStinctl0ns between that type of authority which is defined and
all~c.ated to ~dm~istrativ~ agents, and the moral authority of
~egl~CY whlch 18 the ultImate sanction of a regime, and which
l~e1f mclu~ the. specific conditions of competition for power to
direct public affaIrS through policy-making processes consistent
with th~t regime. In like m~er the authority exercised by the
OCc~patlOn forces ~f ~ nation victorious in war is consequent on
~etc pr~ven supenonty of power and is limited by the rules of
mternatlonal law applicable to such contexts.
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(d) The Interrelations of Political and Administrative SY$tems
This discussion raises certain points of considerable significance
for our later analysis. F"U'stly, the analytic distinction between
administrative and political action must not be taken to exclude
varying degrees of overlap in their personnel and structures. Every
political unit, or power-oriented group, has its own administrative
structure, and the greater the pennanence and complexity of the
unit. the greater are the tasks and responsibilities allotted to its own
administration. The converse is equally true. Every administrative
structure haa its own internal political system, that is a system of
groups and individuals competing for power to decide certain
matters; and the more extensive and Less precisely defined the
authority content and roles of the administrative personnel, the
more developed will be its internal system of political competition.
Where the administration is charged simply with ruling, this internal political competition is indistinguishable from the political
system of government, and it may be the source or object of rebellions, palace revolts, and the like. In controlled administrative
systems, the units of such internal political competition may be
kinship groups, cliques, patron-client teams, religious, economic,
or other interest groups, or simply individual competitors for
promotion, prize, office, etc. ~n both these contexts the policy
decisions are contested by units defined by administrative position.
The multiplicity ofpolitical objectives with which an administrative structure presents its staff is closely related to the hierarchic
devolution of authority which defines that structure. In systems of
hierarchic authority, superordinate authority is conceived as power
by the subordinate, and i8 wught after as such. This conception of
superior authority reflects its capacity to act effectively in circumstances outside the subordinate's control, notably of course on the
subordinate himself. The superior's ability to make decisions which
intimately affect his inferior is therefore regarded by the latter as
an index of the power attaching to the superior office, and is desired by the subordinate for its own sake as well as for protective
or other instrumental ends. This inescapable byproduct of their
hierarchical organization partly explains the tendency of complex
governmental administrations to give priority to their own internal
problems as a prerequisite for their efficient operation, and indeed
for the maintenance of the structure itself.

::oil

Administrative action embodies the authority from which it
,derives, while political action embodies the power which is its focus
and source. But relations between the political and administrative
\eystems may also themselves form part of the content of policy•
.; Hence differences of policy with regard to the treatment of
'; official authority structures involve political competition and
conflict, and may promote revolutionary action. Whether the
.1'. power which informs policy is or is not constitutional, policies
which involve extreme departures from the prevailing systems of
administration are correspondingly revolutionary in content:
limilarly policies which maintain these administrative systems and
Jtructures are to that extent conservative, whatever the constitu.tiona! character of the power behind them.
In this context it is also necessary to distinguish between the
;,'objects or ends of policy and the means. An extreme departure
"from prevailing policy normally involves fundamental changes of
~. objectives or ends. Changes of means are usually instrwnental,
although on occasion they form objectives in their own right;
~:'where such instrumental changes develop without any revolutionary
;changesofpolicy aims, then although revolutionary intentions may
'be lacking, the consequences may be revolutionary none the less.
::The close interdependence of political and administrative relatioJl8
;within a governmental system implies that achange in either system
~will normally promote changes within the other, and in this way
"chain reactions' may sometimes develop through which the system
f government as a whole may be radically transformed. For this
on, revolution is not the only process by which governmental
;.ystems are transformed, nor is it necessarily the most significant.
~ he normal forms of political competition may themselves pro)iuee a different system, and without rebellion or revolution, un, reseen developments may occur despite efforts to prevent it. On
other hand, where the ends and the means of political ado.
ation are identical with preceding practice, it would be a
__rious error to suppose that there is no policy and hence no
titical action. On general grounds it can be expected that the
·ntenance of a completely static order, that is, a literally peridentity, is both a frequent object of policy, and one that
.-.nnot be realized except by continuous and highly diversified
:political action.
. A rebellion seeks to change the ruling personnel while maintain.
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ing the system of government. A process by which a system of
government is transformed unintentionally may develop through
the political actions by which its ruling personnel seek to maintain
their rule. .Alternatively social change may itself promote changes
of the governmental system. A revolution seeks to remove both the
ruling pera:onne1 and the extant authority stnlcture, and may also
be intended to revise relations between the government and the
80ciety in some radical fashion.
Although expressing themselves in apparently conservative
policies marked by continuity with preceding administrations, rebellions are instrumentally radical movements, characterized by
significant changes in the modes of appropriating and exercising
power, as well as by changes in the holders of power and the top
administrative personnel. The fact that a programme or policy may
persist in the face of such intense and disruptive competition for
power simply illustrates the truism that supreme power, defined as
the power of defining and directing policy, is itself the ultimate end
of political competition. In consequence of this, the appropriation
of controlling power is at once the goal of political competition and
the policy of the competing units, and is desired as much for the
enjoyment of its exercise as for the utilities to which it may be put.
In many governmental systems the control of administrative
staffs is among the most immediate rewards which follow on
appropriation of supreme power. In others, administrative
prominence itself suggests and permits appropriation of supremacy
by virtue of the independent power which it wields. Systems of
government vary widely in the extent to which they differentiate
and isolate their administrative and political components, and also
in the types of relations which hold between them. In some instances the differentiation of political from administrative roles is
80 rudimentary that the one implies the other. In such situations
the mutual insulation of political and administrative functions is
correspondingly rudimentary. At the other end of the scale are
those governmental systems which are based on rigorous distinctions between political and administrative activity, and which
stress their mutual exclusiveness and erect safeguards against their
combination. The degree and type of structural differentiation of
their political and administrative components provides a useful basis
for the comparative analysis of all forms of governmental systems.
Karl Wittfogel's distinction between a ruling bureaucracy and a
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;tontrolled bureaucracy is relevant here. As its name implies, the
:'tU1ing bureaucracy is a ruling group which uses bureaucratic
'-methods and has a bureaucratic organization. The controlled
,:'bureaucracy is simply an administrative structure subordinate to
"the holders of power, and is not itself a system of power but its
",instrument. To distinguish between ruling and controlled bureau'::cracies,
distinctions between explicit power and authority are
,

':'neceesary•
In theory an administration might be able to eliminate its ex-terna] political system by assimilating to itself the system of power
-;,relations through which policy is decided. Yet this would not in
-fact produce a monocracy, but would simply transform the adIIliniitration into a political system, the political system par excellence of the society in which it obtains. In other words, the more
; closely administrative systems are identified with political power,
: the more intense and continuous the operation of political factors
'Within the administration itself, at the expense of its purely ad';ministrative status, and to the detriment of its instrumental 00:~rative functions. In brief, administrative identification with
:"and monopoly of political power have direct implications of seg:mentation for the administrative structure itself. Hence the
:'internal instability of ruling bureaucracies.
Thus the relations between the strictly administrative and the
','strictly political sectors of government correspond to the relations
:between power and authority indicated above. In so far as the
·:administration is strictly administrative, it remains circumscribed
<,by defined powers and charged with the performance of specific
lasks, and is subordinate to the policy decisions which reflect the
',Current distributions of power. In so far as the administrative
:~ructure is itself free to make decisions of policy, then it exercises
:'POlitical power and fonns a political unit of a special type. The
'Control of an administration by politically specialized units is ex'pressed in its extreme form through dismissals from. and appointflDents to administrative office by the policy-makers, and by enact:ments redefining, abolishing, or constituting administrative
:office and structures of various kinds. The control of a politicaL
~em by an administrative structure is expressed in its extreme
-form through the forcible suppression of political action outside
"the administrative structure itself, and this may also involve new
] Wittfogel, 1953.
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roles to redefine, abolish, or reconstitute the former political system, as well as the simple replacement of personnel. Either of these
alternatives may endanger the atability of the pre-existing system,
and either of these developments is likely in proportion to the overlap of administrative and political functions within the system.
Hence the importance which is attached to the explicit differentiation and mutual insulation of these activities within cenain systems
of government, as a precondition of the continuity of these
systems: and hence also the critical analytic value of these differentiations, and of the relations between the administrative and
political systems in the comparative study of government.
Al!. indicated above, administrative authority and structures are
differentiated from. political action by rules and procedures which
govern and detail the conditions of administrative action, its func~
tions and tasks. No comparable framework of roles positivdy defines or limits the scope and functions of political activity. In
English law, this point is expressed in the principle that the Crown
cannot bind itself. In effect this means that Parliament cannot act
ultra wes, whereas administrative agents obviously can, frequently
do, and are often reprimanded for such action. The British rule
against civil servants indulging in political action is a simple
corollary of the preceding principle.
To point this up, let us consider briefly conditions such as
conquest, rebellion, or revolution. In any of these situations
governing power is appropriated on the basis of force. In all such
situations, the appropriation of power is illegitimate, in the sense
that it is inconsistent with the conditions of legitimacy which de~
fine the system of govenunent overthrown. In the case of conquest,
the governing power is appropriated by an external group, whose
rights to govern if previously admitted would have made the conquest unnecessary. In the case of rebellion or revolution, the same
point holds, although the appropriators are themselves members of
the unit. In either of these events, governments are constituted on
bases which do not adhere to previous conditions of legitimacy, but
do reflect the distributions of power. In either of these events, the
pre-existing authority structure may be retained or revised or replaced. These situations show clearly how self-defeating it is to
conceive of government either in terms of authority or in terms of
legitimate power solely.
Such consequences follow from the fact that aU political action
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'{and any political system is, by its very nature as a mode of competi",tion, inherently segmentary in process and form. Segmentation as
?tbc characteristic way in which political relations are expressed and
·;';develop is implicit in the definition of these relations by the com:petition for power, and also in the definition of a political system
lISa system of such competition. Competition of this sort necessarily
involves the contraposition of co-ordinate units at any level, and
units are defined as co-ordinate by virtue of their competition.
The composition of competing political units varies widely from
one society to another, and this variation provides an important
reference point in the comparative study of governmental systems,
as we shall set. Moreover, within any society, the composition of
co-ordinate political units will vary as a function of the issue,
occasion, and situation with respect to which they are mobilized, in
much the same way as happens in lineage systems where segmentary organization and processes were first studied in detail directly.
As a general rule the more variable the constitution of segmentary
political units, the greater the degree of social differentiation, and
the more complex the system of government.

(li!) Centrali:ration and Decentralization
Political action has been defined in terms of policy-making processes, and these are further defined by the fact that they involve
decisions which can neither be subject to authority nor allocated as
simple rights. Such processes provide a field within which administrative and political systems often overlap. Under certain
conditions initially administrative functions may come to have a
primarily political significance in consequence of their policymaking capacities. No code of administrative procedure can be
devised which wilt lay down in advance rules governing the actions
of its agents under all possible circumstances; and no administrative
code can of itself guarantee faithful reports from subordinates, or
vigilant and impartial supervision by superiors. Inevitably, administration is confronted by situations in which the administrator
must either act first and seek authority after, or enjoys opportunities for ultra vires action which his superior may never know
fully about.1 Inevitably, also, at any level of an administrative
1 This. includu the opportunity for Ildmini&tnrtive officeu to influ~ the
deciaions taken by thOBe who hold power. Indeed, the senior echelons of an
expanding bUIeIl-UCnlCY may lIOmetimes openly claim that their fLJnCtions include
the formation and guidance of policy.
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8trUctUre the deci&iona made may have some implications for
policy. Such conditionB are of critical significance in the comparative analyses of administrative structures within governments
of different type, and they provide indices of the measure to which
authority ie eHective1y centralized and controlled, and of the degree
to which political responsibility and authority have common foci.
We can, in these tenns, readily distinguish between 'tight' and
'loose' administrative structures. on the one hand according to the
completeoC88 and effectiveness of their administrative supervision,
and on the other, according to the scope which staff of any level
enjoy for action ultra wes or for influencing policy decisions.
U/tTa wes action by administrative staff is t'pso facto political
action, since to the extent that it exceeds authority, it involves the
exercise of power; and often indeed this exercise of power is
stimulated by the authority already attaching to office, and owes it\\
efficacy to that. Under systems of loose administrative control, such
ultra viTet actions by administt'3tive staff may develop with
sufficient frequency and impunity for attitudes of normality to
surround them. If unchecked, these processes ultimately saturate
the administrative structure with illegitimacy, and convert administrative office into political prize, thereby stimulating rebellious sentiments and providing sud political movements with
some claim to legitimacy. Under such conditions, if the holders of
power postpone attempts to control their subordinate administrative staff unduly, they may find that the subordinate is influenced
to repudiate his allegiance, partly for fear of expropriation and
punislunent and partly due to confidence in the power already
appropriated. History shows that decentralization of an administrative structure often develops in this way, the recalcitrant subordinate resisting successfully, and consolidating his power on a territorial basis. In such a context, decentralization really connotes a
reduction in the scope of the central authority consequent on a
shift or transfer of power to the former subordinate. In fact, as,
pointed out before, unlike authority, poweris not subject to centralization.
Under loose administrative systems therefore, the prominent
political aspects of administrative office may convert it into a prime
object of political competition. Such conditions are generally to be
found when there are overwhelming tempomry concentrations of
political power associated with extreme identification of the ad-

ministrative aDd political systems. Under such conditions, the
subject population is frequently hostile, although incapable of
resisting effectively. None the less, monopolies of power are ruled
out by the competition for supremacy which develops within the
roling bureaucracy or ruling group.
Moreover, when administrative office becomes a political prize,
the control which the superior exercises over subordinates is cor~
respondingly shifted from the administrative aspect of their rela~
tions, which is defined in terms of authority and is focused on the
execution of specific tasks, towards the purely political aspect,
which is defined in terms of relative power, and is focused on
solidarity or opposition. Under such conditions, subordinate staff
. may fonnally appropriate decisive power by successful opposition
to the superior. This is the familiar phenomenon of the break-up
of empires and other states, the exact reverse of conquest.
The political significance of administrative relationships and
actions tends to increase in proportion to the looseness of the ad~
ministrative structure and supervision. This 'looseness' in turn
reflects three related components:

(I) Insufficiently rigorous supervision.
(2) Impotence of the population affected to protest against ultra
tires administrative action.
(3) Administrative participation in policy-making processes.
Where these conditions occur together, we inevitably find that
political solidarity among the administrative staff is significant not
only for appointment, retention of office, and promotion, but for
the maintenance and development of the governmental system itself. Some substance will be given to these abstractions later, when
a developmental and structural analysis of one such system is
presented.
The point to note here is that developments of the kind we have
just been discussing are both logical and empirical consequences
of the distinction between power and authority, which are found,
at least implicitly, to characterize governments of any sort. By its
very nature, authority coIlllists in a specific nexus of rights and
obligations focused on the performance of one or more defined
tasks, whereas, equally by its very nature, power can never be
poeitively circumscribed. To define 'power' in specific terms is to
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transfonn it into authority. This summarizes the history of the
Briti5h monarchy. Similarly, to the extent that the scope and
nature of authority is incompletely or imprecisely defined, or is
extended beyond its defined limits, power is exercised, and the
structure or office concerned has political characteristics and
significance. This proposition in turn summarizes the development
of the British Parliament. Just as there can be no such thing as
uncons'tituted authority, 80 there can be no such thing as an exhaU8tive constitution of power.

normally constitutional, although in terms of its target it is
normally illegitimate.
To regard force as the source of power is to reverse the order of
their relation. Power, defined as the capacity to act effectively on
persons or things, has many components or forms of expression,
and force is one of these. In the abstract, force is the capacity to
in:llict harm, and for its exercise clearly presupposes the power to
ACCumulate, co-ordinate, and direct supportj less abstractly, force
is the manifest infliction of haem, and as such is a concrete demonstration of the power which it presupposes. The crucial feature of
centralized administrative systems is never the simple concentration of force within them, but their monopoly of constitutional
force; this is in essence a monopoly of the rights to authorize the
use of force and to restrain its use by others through the employment of a greater concentration of legitimate force. This monopoly
of authorized force in twn depends on public consensus about the
legitimacy of the governmental system. In other words, it is not the
means of exercising force as such which fonos the direct content
of the monopoly held by centralized systems of government, but
the right to control and employ force within the unit concerned.
The degree and character of the centralization of an administrative
system corresponds therefore to the consensus prevailing about
its monopoly rights to control force within the area, and these
rights express its authority. Thus the term 'centralization' properly
Iefers to the administrative aspect of a governmental system or
structure. since governmental action defined in tenos of authority
is administrative in character and foem. Consequently in central~
ized systems rules define the conditions under which force may be
legitimately employed, and particular branches of administration,
such as the judiciary, police, army, intelligence senrice, etc., are more
or less concerned with the applicati.on and administration of force.
Since force is the ultimate expression of power in conflict,
supremacy of power implies supremacy of force, and is thus locally
uncontrollable. FOT this reason, no set of rules can perpetually
guarantee, control, or define the exercise of supreme power. The
incalculability of such power ultimately corresponds to its freedom
to exercise force outside of the strictly authorized framework. Such
possibilities are inherent in all political systems and therefore in all
governments, since the political components of government are
relations based on, expressed, and mediated in terms of power, and

'0

(fJ The Problem of Force
Power has been defined as the ability to act effectively on persons
or things, authority as a delegated and limited right to do so. Force
differs from power and authority which are both abstract conditions
and capacities in the concreteness of its reference. Force denotes
physical effort or strength, and in the 8Qciological context, human,
especially masculine, strength. The abstract use of this term, force,
is a reification of this physical capacity to inflict physical harm.
The concrete use of the terms authority and power is an instance
of the opposite sort of reification.
Authority and power may both be associated with the control or
application of force, but these relations win di:fferentiate authority
and power, and in any society, their associations with force will
differ by degrees and contexts and possibly also by organs or types
of force. Thus force is in part legally constituted and administered,
but never entirely so. In its legally constituted form, force is applied within the society through the agency of administration to
provide the population with certain essential conditions of physical
security, to prevent the use of violence in political competition, and
to protect the unit from external attack. Under regimes characterized by overlapping political and administrative systems, force may
also be applied authoritatively by political leaders to eliminate their
rivals and disperse opposition. Normally, however, such use of
force is more or less political, and its authorization in terms of the
prevailing conceptions of legitimacy depends largely on the extent
to which identification of political and administrative functions
has been accepted as itself legitimate. In its external aspect and
application, as in war, the administration of force proceeds under
authority, while decisions to employ it are political in content and
form. In tenns of its source, therefore, the force used in war is
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since the government as a unit is related to other governments in
a similar fashion. Thus no government can ever enjoy uncondi-

cept of government developed here in terms of power and authority

3'

tional and perpetual consensus, since power can never be completely monopolized. Even in war, when a society may be threatened with perils which invest its government with an unconditional
support, this support is temporary and limited to the situation of
conflict, and it is also conditional on military success by the
government concerned.

In short, organized force has only two modes or aspects of
operation; in its positively delimited and authorized form, it is at
once a sanction and an object of administration; in its undefined
mode it is an ultimate expression of poli.ti.cal power to control the
administration. But though an important element in the systems
of power and authority, force is coterminous with neither. Firetly,
since it is an element of both these systems it cannot be coterminous with either of them j secondly, as each of these systems contains
elements and sanctions other than force, they cannot be defined
solely in terms of force.

(gl Differ..tiotinn and I""'graJihn
Ultimately, the popular consensus whiclJ. authorizes government
monopoly of force rests on doubts about the capacities of other
methods or institutions to maintain social equilibrium. GeneraUy,
the ideal which legitimates such govenunent rights to monopolize
force is that of a static equilibrium; but under conditions of increasing complexity, where this static ideal is patently unrealizable,
the idea of a controllable moving equilibrium may increase the
value of centralized force as a prerequisite for the control and coordination of changes consistent with the maintenance of the unit.
The type of administrative structure charged with such organizational tasks is then typically bureaucratic, and the society it administers generally shows marked differentiation between its
moral, religious, and legal systems as well as great internal
differentiation; in short, the political value of force, and hence its
administrative centralization, varies according to its significance
for the equilibriwn or co-ordination of the society as a whole, and
this significance increases proportionally with the increase in the
number and range of principles which differentiate the population
internally, and which thereby serve as bases for segmentary
organizations within the unit.
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These conclusions indicate the general applicability of the concomponents. Thus in lineage societies, where political and administrative units are identical in composition and structure,
segmentation is normally based on two principles only, localization
and descent. In such societies, moral-religious values predominate
and restrict the internal use of force, the legal system is relatively
undifferentiated, the span of administrative co-ordination is
typically narrow, the degrees of internal equilibrium and integration are typically high, and there is little conscious concern for
change. At the other extreme, in modern Western society there are
numerous bases of segmentation, a high degree of social differentiation.low levels of integration and the ideal ofa moving equilibrium;
the legal systems are extremely differentiated, the administrative
and political structures are separately specialized, and force is a
prominent aspect of relations within governmental systems as well
as between them. In the wide range between these extremes, there
are a host of differing types of empirical governments, and it may
only be possible to make a detailed comparative study of these
along lines similar to those presented here.
The analysis and comparison of governmental systems which are
historically successive and which form a single developmental
series can contribute much to the general study of governments,
and in the follo,",-ing chapters we shall attempt to analyse a case of
this sort. This examination provides a searching test of the utility
of the theory and conceptions just presented. We shall see whether
the definitions and distinctions laid down here can bring the
governmental changes which took place in Zazzau during a period
of 15() years within a single framework, and help us to analyse the
process of change itself.
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GOVERNMENT IN
NINETEENTH-CENTURY ABUJA
I. INTRODUCTION

(a) Same Preliminaries
HB government of Ahuja is complex and unfamiliar, and I
therefore summarize its essentials here as an introduction to
the analysis which follows.· But before plunging into this
synopsis certain points must be mentioned briefly/Ol
Kingship is a focal-point of the Ahuja government. Succe55ion
to kingship at Abuja was based on patrilineal descent, but the king
was seh:cted by certain high officials of the state.3 The kingship and
~cceSS1on of Habe rulers of Abuja since Makau's flight from Zaria
City are represented in the following diagram:
Ishaku Jatau

T

(Sarkin Zazzau)
1782- 1802

I

Muhammadu Makau
(at Zaria, 1802-4:)
(at Zuba. 1804-25)

I

I

Abu Ja (I)

I

Abu Kwakwa (2)

1825-5 1

1851-77

Ibtabim (3)
1877-1902

Mubamman Gani (4)
1902-17

I
I

Musa Angulu (s)
1917-44

~

OIdeI of au=saion.

= Appointments under British Rule.

I
I

Suleimanu Batau (6)
1944-

I ProfCllSOl" Nadel's account of Nupe llate organizlltion shows lome parallels
to the8llAbuja data' d. Nadel, 1942. pp. 93-U4,.

J MlIBterton-Smith, n.d. 'paras. 13-18. I have prepared D. chart oftbe office, of
the Abuju guvenunent Il!llllg the data provided by Mallam Ha8san and Mr
Mu~n~Smi1h•.This ~ should be consulted during the following
CU981Otl. Further mfonoabon on the system of sovemment La prellented in
AppendttA.
. • M. HusIn refflI'll to th,: traditions of former ruling Queena of Hebe Zaria in
hie booklet, Malum, Ba,kin ZtlZl/au na Habe. Whether $uccenion wu then
patrilineal cannot be detennined on the evidence now avai.Iable.

die.:

From the data available we cannot determine the rules which
governed eligibility for succession within the royal patrilineage at
Abuja, nor the degree to which the succession patterns at Abuja
followed those of Habe Zazzau. Succession at Abuja was clearly
patrilineal, and a royal descent-group of lineage-type is indicated,
internaUy differentiated by lines descended from successive rulers.
Under the British, the Abuja succession has passed alternately be·
tween two houses of the royal lineage. descended from Abu}a and
:& Abu Kwakwa respectively. Whether this is a new development, an
instance of continuity, or the fulfilment of a tendency inherent
within the fonner practice of succession, it is not possible to say.
The exclusion of :Makau's issue from the succession indicates that
the local electors exercised great influence on the succession, and
that succession itselfcould modify the structure of the royal descentgroup. Whether the eJectors were able to exercise this infiuence
because the royal lineage was divided by rivalry for the succession,
we do not know.
M. Hassan mentions a small group of royal officials, two of
whom were females, the lya (mother), the Sarauniya who was the
king's eldest daughter, and the Dan Galadima, the king's chosen
successor. Masterton-Smith adds to these the Magajin Dangi
(head of the-royal?-lineage) who was a member of the order of
maliarns. M. Hassan says that the title of Iya was held by 'one of
the wives of the previous chief, but not necessarily the mother of
the ruling chief'. 1 He notes that despite the king's choice, 'only one
Dan Galadima succeeded to the chieftainship' at Abuja.s In other
words, apart from the king, most of the royal officials were womeD
who were ineligible for succession, and the king's chosen successor
was systematically set aside.
The present territory of Abuja, and the area over which the
Sarkin Abuja claimed suzerainty at the time of the British arrival
in 1900, are shown on the accompanying map.s Certain parts of
this area were administered as vassal states. According to Master1 M. Hassan, 195Z, (:il), p. 34•
-Ibid., and footnote.

• According to Ma!lterton-Smith (op. cit., para.

square miles in the

1'}40'II.

~)

the Emirate was '4]9
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(b) A SY'WP'U of 'T.. Abuja C""'titution
Following the practice of Ahuja as recorded by MalIam Hassan,
I classify the offices of the Ahuja state in eight orders of rank;
namely, the kingship, the officials of the inner chamber, the order
of household officials, the senior and junior orders of public
officials, the order of royal officials and vassal chiefs, the order of
mallams, and the order of slave-officials. The official composition
of these orders is presented in Chart A. Each of these rank-orders
forms a distinct unit, differentiated from the remaining orders in
terms of its status or function. Thus the order of royal officials
and hereditary chiefs is distinguished in terms of descent, sex,
royalty, and claims to succession; the order of chamber officials
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ton-Smith, before the Fulani conquest of Zaria in 18°4, 'the
Zazzau dynasty used four Koro chiefs to look after their southern
domains and exact yearly "tax" (gandu - tribute), mainly in the
form of slaves. The four were Izom, Kawu, Jiwa, Zuba. The first
three chiefs had a large drum (tombori) as their insignia of office,
handed to them by the Zazzau chief, whilst the last had the title of
Barden Yamma, warden of the West.! Tambari are the insignia of
hereditary chieftainship and vassal status throughout Zaria,
Masterton-Smith's infonnation therefore means that Izom, Kawu
and Jiwa were vassal states of eighteenth-century Zazzau, just as
Kagarko, Jere, Keffi, Nassarawan Kwoto, etc., were vassals of the
Fulani state of Zaria in the nineteenth century. Accordingly, in the
chart of Ahuja state organization, I have grouped these hereditary
vassal chieftainships together with office-holders drawn from the
royal line of Abuja, on the basis of their status similarities and
hereditary claims.

I Mo&tertOIl-Smith, op. cit., paragraph 14- M. Hassan relates that MUhammaD
Gani, the ruler of Abuja, 1902-17, feared to claim certain arell.$ traditionally
subject to Abuja when Lu~ held a conference in 1905 to settle the boundaries
of states in that region. Ouring this pnd subsequent boundary adjustments by
Temple in 1910, M. HU8llIl saya that the area of the Ahuja Kingdom WlI& reduced by the loss of Kafin, Kuta, Palko, Jere, and Jajalla. In view of their inclusion in the lIlXOunt of teIritorial administration at Abuja during the last
century, and present ~usion, Koton Karfe, GUSOto, RaS,uito, and. Tawari
should probably be added to this list. Some comments on thl!lle 'lost' areas are
necessary. In the latter nineteenth century, Kagarko and Jere were ruled by
Fulani vassal chiefs of Zuia. POlIl>ibly Ahuja again laid SOme claim to these areas
after heavily defeating the attack of the Zaria Fulani under Yero in ]893. Other
evidence suggo.'lltll that Ahuja exercised authority over the Gwarl-Koro settlementa of Abuji, Roton Kane, Tawari, Um'aisha, GU80r0, Paiko, Kuta, and
Fuka.
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oonsisted entirely of eunuchs; the order of mallams consisted
entirely of Islamic scholars; the order of household officials, which
contained some slaves as well as freemen, were specially charged
with supervision of the king's household, and formed a royal
council of their o",n; the two orders of public officials were
responsible for territorial, civil, and military administration; and
the remaining order consisted of royal slave-officials.
For lack of any more satisfactory terms, I shall refer to these
groupings as orders of rank, and to their component units as
titles or offices. Offices were associated with titles, and title connoted rank or membership in a particular order. This use of the
term 'rank' distinguishes it sharply from the more general term
'status'. In the present terminology, a member of the king's line,;
age who lacked office would have royal status but would lack royal
or other rank. As used here, the term 'status' denotes position in a
series of differentiated positions. Thus royal status is distinguished
from non-royal statuses, slave status from free, etc. In the context of
state organization, the status of an office is its position within the
system. Such position consists in the last analysis of specific relations to other units, but these relations also carried prestige. By
status condition we mean position within a series of differentiated status-groups. Groups of persons differentiated by status are
referred to as status-groups. With these definitions and background
data in mind, the constitution of nineteenth-century Abuja can be
summarized as follows:
Among the titled officials of Ahuja, four basic statuses were
recognized: royals, who were members of the king's lineage or
family, or hereditary chiefs in their own right; freemen, who were
eligible to receive fiefs; eunuchs, who were recruited by the king
from certain villages; and slaves. A fifth status-group consisted of
mallams, who were freemen, but as religious leaders could not hold
fiefs. Mallams were therefore a special group of freemen.
Titles were divided into different rank-orders, and there was an
official order of precedence among title-holders: but this official
order of precedence did not correspond exactly with the grading of
title-holden according to their social status. Promotional opportunities as well as appointments were defined in terms of social
status. Thus a minor slave-official was eligible for promotion to a
more important office reserved for persons of slave status, and
eunuchs could seek promotion to offices reserved for eunuchs, but
O.z.-<j.
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eunuchs could not hold slave offices, nor vice versa. Each such

the household officials, and this order was further segmented; the

status-qualified hierarchy of office formed a separate promotional
series; and offices of the same rank-order frequently belonged to

:;twO public orders, senior and junior, were subdivided into two

different promotional series. Thus the order of senior public
officials contained three offices open to eunuchs only, and one
office reserved for freemen.
Relations between officials of the various rank-orders and the
king were quite distinctive, politically and economically. Fiefholders drew their economic reward directly from their fiefs, and
formed a relatively independent aristocracy. The king's chamber
officials were remunerated by benefices, in the form of portions of
the tribute and tax which they gathered from vassal chiefs and the
appointive officials of state; but these chamber eunuchs were also
members of the king's household. The household officials, all of
whom lacked territorial fiefs, were dependent on the king for
support. The order of malIams were recompensed purely by benefice, re<:ei.ving fees and donations for the performance of their
various religious duties.
The king's intimate advisers and agents, his chamber officials,
wet'e a staff of eunuchs who were partly dependent on him for
maintenance, and who were also hisofficial channels ofconununication to the other officials of state, as well as to the vassal chiefs.
The household officials were mostly freemen, and were eligible
for promotion to fief-holding office. For administration outside the
palace, the king had a staff of titled slaves, who were jointly supervised by an agent of the head of the household officials, the Sarkin
Fada, and by an agent of the head of the Public Officials, the
Madawaki. The senior eunuch public official, the Galadima,
directly supervised the police, who were also royal slaves. Thus
both the eunuchs and the free officials participated in supervision
of the slaves, and so could guard against these slave-officials acquiring political sigrWicance. Similarly, joint supervision of the royal
slaves by the senior public and household officials also prevented
either of these supervison from using the royal slaves unconstitutionally.
The offices of certain rank-orders, such as the orders of chamber
officials, the household order, and the orders of public officials,
were organized internally on hierarchic lines and in certain cases
they were also formally segmented. Thus the Makama IUrami was
in charge of the chamber eunuchsj the Sarkin Fada was head of

, groups, under the two most senior officials. of state, the Madaw:mi
; and the Galadima. Each of these two offiCIals controlled a sectlon
~' of the order of junior public officials. In contrast with the elaborate
internal organization of these three rank-orders, the order of
~, rnallams and the order of royal officials lacked both hierarchic and
internal segmentary organization. The order of slave-officials also
lacked internal hierarchic grouping, although they were divided
functionally into three groups, corresponding to their police, war,
,'and civil duties.
" The offices directly responsible for public order and administration were the two public orders. They were responsible for taxcollections, execution of justice, and territorial administration.
Offices of those two orders were grouped into two contraposed
units, each of which contained offices belonging to two different
", ranks, namely, the rukuni or senior order, and the rQWU1JQ (turbans)
'or junior order. The territorial administration for which these
,rank-orders were responsible, took the form of fiefs; but one sec"tion, under a freeman, the Madawaki, had special military func, rions and contained freemen, while the other, under a eunuch, the
. Galadima, who was assisted by two other senior (rukuni) eunuchs,
'~, was specially responsible for civil administration, including police,
;;prisons, markets, and supplies to the capital and to the
Y• The
'. Galadima had no direct military powers. The Madawakl was commander of the army, and he himself was head of the cavalry, its
:-most important arm; Madawaki supervised the distribution of
:booty and shared the captives equally with the king, rewarding the
:other public officials from the half allotted to him.
Heads of vassal states were required to provide annual tribute,
i'and to assist with contingents in war; but they had no office
,'within the state of Abuja itself. On the other hand, they held
authority within their own chiefdoms, succession to which was on
'. hereditary basis. With the exception of these semi-autonomous
;'vassal chiefs, all other offices of the Abuja government, and uIti,mately even the kingship, were appointive, although the status
:qualifications governing eligibility for any office severely restricted
~the number of candidates; Vassal chiefs and other hereditary
',officials received the king's requests and instructions from his
ieunuchs, either the rukuni eunuchs, or those of the inner chamber.

:mn
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On any major issue, the Iring was by custom obliged first to
consult his senior household officials, and next, the Tukuni or
senior order of the public officials. that ls, the Madawaki, and the
three eunuch rukuni, Galadima, Wombai, and Dallatu. If all these
were agreed on the course to be pursued, the king could not resist
their advice and in fact the power of the state would be against him
if he did. On the other hand, proposals initiated by the Madawaki
and the orders of public officials could be vetoed by the order of
household officials under the Sarkin Fada (chief of the Palace).
Where these two groups disagreed, the king was free to act independently as he thought fit. Sarkin Fada and the other household
officials could influence the composition of the public orders by
using their veto on proposed appointments, and by becoming pub~
lie officials themselves. In this way also they could influence policy.
But such promotion of household officials to the public orders required the co-operation of Madawaki and his group of senior
public officials, and also the support of the king. Thus the household ofli.cials could not control policy decisions or appointments if
the king and the Madawaki's group combined against them. At the
same time, while the Icing had great administrative authority, he
could not act politically against the combined will of the public and
household orders.
The household officials had no administrative authority or
responsibility, but they enjoyed considerable political influence, as
measured by their effect on appointments and policy. The public
officials had great administrative responsibilities and authority,
individually within their separate :fiefs. and as a group within the
kingdom as a whole; but they had little power of independent
political action in view of the veto power of the household officials.
The chamber officials who were eunuchs were creatures of the
king with no political power or independent administrative
authority; but three of the most senior offices of state were reserved
for them in the,ukuni order, and from this position eunuchs could
inftuence policy decisions and appointments.
The process by which appointments were made to office makes
it unlikely that personal clientage o1feroo a simple or direct basis
for recruitment to office or for promotion. The Madawaki's clients
could be kept out of office by the veto of household officials; and
the Madawaki's group could oppose nominees of the Sarkin Fada;
the king's personal clients would also have to be supported either
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"by the public or the household officials before he could appoint

,them. Considering the delicacy of the distribution, as shown by the
conditions governing appointment, it is unlikely that any single
official, including the king, would have enjoyed sufficient support
, to ensure the automatic appointment of personal clients.
Although there was a formal heir apparent, the Dan Galadima,
,the royal succession was not determined either by the king or by
the royal lineage, but by certain traditional electors. These electors
were all officials, and apart from the two most senior rukuni, the
Madawaki, who held the highest office open to freemen, and the
Galadima, who held the highest office open to eunuchs, the electoral
council included three Koranic scholars or mallams; thus the
mallams had a majority on the royal electoral council, and were
able to hold a balance among the public officials in this one context,
and also to decide the succession in a vIray which prevented dynastic
struggle. On his accession, the new ruler found that the officials of
state were not easily dismissable, individually or as a group, and
that his own power of appointment to office was limited by
; them.
Titled office was associated with specific functions and tasks, but
8& indicated earlier, titles do not fonn a single continuous series.
'Titles were grouped into several orders of rank, they were also
1', arranged according to specialized functions, and there were only
:,very limited possibilities for the transfer of persons from one of
these series to another. Thus the series of military offices was
headed by the Madawaki, of the rukuni order, with certain junior
\ public officials, rawuna, under him; but this military segment also
'contained half of the household officials, who fonned another
. order, and half of the slave-officials. The series of offices specially
88sociated with civil administration, such as roads, ferries, police,
lupplies and the like, was headed by the Galadima, and his
two eunuch assistants of rukuni rank, with certain junior public
officials of rtl'WWUl rank under him, the majority of these being
'persons of free status; this series also included half of the order of
household officials, under their chief, the Sarkin Fada, together
with numerous slave-officials and the police who were directly
{under Galadima's control. The vassal chiefs did not belong to
,:either of these complex series, but they were individually res~
;:: ponsible to the king through his chamber officials, who fanned the
'king's Jines of communication to the heads of the various orders of
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rank, the various official mallams, and to the royal fief-holding
officials. It is noteworthy that communication proceeded between
the king and his vassal chiefs, royal officials, or titled maUams
individually; but that the king's communications with the civil or
military officials was addressed to the senior title of each rankorder separately. These modes of communication may be related
to the different political and administrative significance of the
offices concerned, and may have been linked with the hierarchic
arrangement of offices within some but not all orders of rank. The
control which senior offices exercised over their immediate subordinates is expressed in the organization of communication.
The order of mallams or Koranic scholars, was separated from
the offices just discussed by their special religious and legal functions. As freemen, the official mallams were eligible for promotion
out of their order into positions reserved for free persons; but
while remaining maUams, they could neither administer fiefs, nor
execute the secular religious and civil duties associated with such
offices.
Of the two royal councils, one was headed by an official with
special interests in civil administration, although lacking territorial
fiefs; the other was headed by an official with special military
interests and territorial fiefs. Both these officials, the Sarkin Fada
and the Madawaki, were freemen; and the former was eligible for
promotion to the latter's office. But the Sarkin Fada, whose council
was able to veto the proposals of Madawaki's council, had no
duties of civil administration beyond the supervision of sLaveofficials which he exercised jointly with Madawaki. On the other
hand, the three rukuni eunuchs whose duties lay in the sphere of
civil administration, were members of the Madawaki's council.
This arrangement may have served to prevent the permanent
division of the officials of state into two contraposedgroups, the one,
free, the other, eunuchs, differentiated also in terms of military and
civil interests.
2. POLIT1CS AND ADMINISTRATION AT ABUIA

(a) Differtntiati()11. by Fwu:tion and Rank
Offices which constitute the various orders of rank are indicated
together with these rank-orders in the chart of Abuja state
organization, but no attempt is made to present the ranks in an
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ascending scale there. The chart also shows the functional group~
ingof offices within the various rank-orders, the traditional electoral
offices and the statuses eligible for offices within the different
orders, but not the lines of communication between the king
and biB officials, nor between officials of the same order.
External connections between Abuja and the superordinate state of
Homu are omitted, and Hnes of communication with the subordinate vassal chiefdoms are not shown. Fiefs proper, such as those
administered hy the king, the Madawaki, Galadima, or 113, are
also excluded from the chart, which is only intended to summarize
certain structurally significant features of the Ahuja government
organization, and to clarify the summary just given.
The chart also indicates the separate groupings of offices which
fonned closed series for promotional purposes at Abuja. A brief
discussion of this point is in order. There were four major status
divisions among the population of Ahuja, and each of these found
expression in the official system as a condition of eligibility for
particular offices. These status conditions were royalty, slavery,
freedom, and eunuchhood. The offices reserved for members of
these status-groups belonged to various orders of rank, and their
scope, significance, and prestige increased in an ascending scale up
to the rukuni order. Slaves formed the lowest official order, but
were eligible for promotion to special positions in superior orders.
Thus the title of Bakon Bornu (messenger to Bomn) in the household order was a slave office, and the offices of Barwa, Wagu. and
Sata in the rawuna order of junior public officials were also reserved for slaves. These slave-titles formed a closed promotional
series. The series of eunuch titles were headed bv the Galadima
with his two eunuch rukuni assistants, the Wombai and Dallatu,
and included the order of chamber officials under Makama Karami.
The offices reserved for freemen formed another promotional
aeries headed by the senior rukuni, the Madawaki, with several
junior public officials of rawuna rank under him, and this series
also included the majority of the household officials. Mallams who
lVere freemen were distinguished from other groups of free
officials by their religious calling, and formed an order which was
also a self-contained promotional series; if a maDam was appointed to an office outside this order of maDams, he bad first to
abandon his status as a mallam. In theory another promotional
series linked the offices of Dan Galadima and the throne. Only the
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mallam's order formed a self-contained promotional series. Apart
from the order of mallams, there were only two other orders
entirely staffed by persons of the same status condition. These
were the order of chamber o.fficials and the order of slave-ofUcials.
Both these orders of chamber offici.als and titled slaves were of
instrwnental rather than political significance for the system of
government.
Another point mentioned in the preceding summary which
requires further discussion concerns the functional groupings of
office of various orders of rank, taken separately or together. The
Madawaki (or Madaki as he is called in Fulani Zazzau, both fonns
being abbreviationi'l of Mai-dawaki, the 'owner of the horses', that
is, commander of cavalry) acted as commander-in-chief, receiving
half the booty of war or slave-raids for distribution to the public
officials. All free title-holders of Madawaki's group, namely, the
Kuyambana, Garkuwa Babba, Makama Babba, Lifidi, and
Shenagu, had military duties, and were prominently concerned
with the direction of war. But the Madawaki also had two subordinate slave ,.atouna, the Wagu and the Sata. Wagu was the title
of the royal sexton, and his position directly under the Madawaki
is explained by the latter's role as head of the electoral council, as
well as his duty as commander-in-chief, responsible for the care of
the royal mausoleum. The other slave subordinate of the Madawaki, the Sata, had the function of supervising the order of slaveofficials, a duty which was shared by Hauni, who acted on behalf
of the household officials under Sarkin Fada, Madawaki's principal
opponent in council. Duplication of this supervision of slaveofficials, and the division of these duties between the Madawaki and
the Sarkin Fada, was clearly.a protective political device. It simultaneously ensured that the order of official slaves would be closely
controlled and also that neither the public nor the household
officials would be able to subvert these titled slaves, or bring them
into the arena of political competition. This division of supervisory functions which neutralized the slave order politically
thereby defined it as a purely administrative staff.
The Galadima's duties in the field of civil administration contrast directly with those of the Madawaki, and this contrast was
further underlined by their differences in social status, the Madawaki being a freeman, the Galadima a eunuch. The principal
subordinates of Galadima controlled markets, the supply of meat,
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exercised jurisdiction over unmarried mothers, and officiated at
royal weddings. The Galadima himself was in charge of the state
police, and his compound served as the place for punishment of
offenders. In the war camp, the Galadima's deputy was the Dallatu,
another eunuch of rukuni rank, who acted as head of the anny's
civil administration, while the Barwa, a slave-official of ,.awuna
rank, subordinate to the Galadima, was in charge of the royal
encampment itself. The Galadima did not proceed with the army
on its campaigns, but remained inAbuja town, as the king's deputy,
and was head of the civil administration during wartime. The
capital was divided between the Galadima and the Madawaki for
administration, each ruling one-half as a fief. This served to
neutralize it politically, just as division of control over the slaveofficials neutralized that order politically. Division of the capital
between Galadima and Madawaki denied either the chance to seize
power by (;OUP without the other's consent; and as the Galadima
was a eunuch, already enjoying a high authority but unable to
perpetuate peri'lonal power, this meant in effect that the Galadima
could be relied on to side with the king against the Madawaki's
personal ambitions. In so far as the Madawaki's aims were less
personal, but reflected matters of general policy, then the Galadima
was free to support him in council, in association with or in opposition to the Sarkin Fada. An instance which is discussed later
illustrates neatly how valuable was this administrative division of
the capital at Abuja between the civil and military chiefs. This is
the story of a non-eunuch Galadima of Fulani Zaria who enjoyed
undivided administrative control of the capital at a period when
the king and the Madaki were mutually opposed, and who was
tempted by these circumstances to rehellion.
Four of the Abuja rank-orders contain functional divisions of
offices in terms of their special military or civil interests and duties.
Within each of these rank-orders, the relations between these
functionally differentiated official groups have a similar structure,
and this pattern is also duplicated for the system of rank-orders as
a whole. Each of these functionally differentiated segments has an
internal hierarchy of its own, these hierarchies expressing authority
relations among their component offices; and each of these
functional hierarchies is in contraposition with the other as administrative, political, and promotional units. In a state known
historically to have been almost continuously engaged in military
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action, whether in the form of slave-raids or war. since the days of
its foundation, this contraposition of military and civil officials and
activitietl was perhaps inevitable if these competing interests were
to be harmonized and integrated with a system of limited monarchy. However, this contraposition also had direct political
significance as a factor goveming the process of policy decision. In
this respect it is noteworthy that the Madawaki's following was
internally divided in more ways than was that of the Sarkin Fada
whose position made him the principal free spokesman for the
civil interest.
The more obvious characteristics of the Ahuja system of government can now be stated succinctly. The various titled offices of this
system were associated with specific tasks, and the orders of rank
were also differentiated according to the sphere and importance of
these official tasks, e.g. public administration and war, affairs of the
royal household, religious and legal matters, etc. Differences of
status condition were institutionalized prerequisites of eligibility
for different offices, and the offices reserved for persons of identical
status formed a closed promotional series, the units of which belonged to different orders of rank. Within most rank-orders there
was a functional division between offices of military and civil kinds,
and these two series of functionally differentiated titles correspond
also to separate promotional series, the offices within these series
being distributed among persons of different status conditions as
is shown in the following Table. There were marked dispersals of
power and authority among the offices of these functionally
differentiated groups and between the various rank-orders, and
the kingship was limited by this context. However, on occasions when his councillors could not agree, the king was free to take
such decision and action as he chose. Within the council, the
Barkin Fada, a civil administrator and head of the household order,
whose rank was much below that of the Madawaki, exercised the
essentially political power of veto over the latter's proposals,
although the Madawaki was the commander-in-chief. the senior
elector, and the head of the territorial administration. Mallams,
vassal chiefs, royal officials, the order of titled slaves, and the order
of chamber eunuchs had no part in the councils of state, but
mallams were represented on the electoral council which controlled
the succession.
Such a system of offices, differentiated functionally and in other
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TABLE I
OFFICES OF THE ABUJA GOVERNMENT CLASSlFlED BY FUNCTION,
RANK-QRDBR, AND STATUS CONDITION

Public
orders

Hrmselwld
officials

Slave
officials

(0) Military offi<es

MaJawaki
Kuyambana
Garkuwa Babba
Makama Babba
Lifidi
Shenagu
Wagu1
Batal

Bm-de
Durumi
Kangiwa
Barde Kankane
Garkuwa Kankane
Barden Maidaki
Madakin Barde
Jarmai
Ciritawa
Madakin Jannai
Kacalla

Banaga
Sarkin Karma
Sarkin Bindiga
Sarkin Baka
Kunkeli

(b) Civil ojfices
Galadima 2

Wombai 2
Dallatu 2
Iyan Kasuwa
Wandiya
Dankekasau
Sarkin Pawa
Sarkin Gayen
Barwa1

Notes:

1

S.Fada
Cincina
J"l!"ba
Gwabare
Magayaki
Bakon Barnol
Hauni
Madakin Hauni
Barden Hauni

Sirdi
Shamaki
Madakin Gahas
Magajin Kwa
Sarkin Noma
Magajin Nagaba
Bikon Tambari
Bomka (f.)

= Slave 2 = Eunuch (f.) = Female.
Senior officials in each order are italicised.
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ways, Q)otained Yacious structural checks and balances which were
of value in promoting and maintaining the equilibrium of the
system; and thereby in ensuring its continuity. Apart from their
functional differentiation in terms of military and civil interest?
offices were also differentiated in terms of their political and ad~
ministrative significance at Abuja, and this differentiation was re~
lated to the variable composition of segmentary political groupings.
The interest and constitution of these contraposed groupings
altered according to the context or issue, while the segments themselves reflected certain pervasive principles, namely, the rank~
ordering of offices, the distribution of office according to status
conditions, their promotional organization, economic differentiation, and the like. The presence of administrative agencies specialized to co-ordinate these contraposed units and to maintain the
minimal conditions essential for the order and unity of the system
as a whole is correlated with this variability ofpolitical segmentation
at Abuja. Whether the operation of multiple principles of alignment and conrraposition precedes the development of specialized
administrative agencies cannot be stated, either for Abuja or in
general. Probably, the two developments are functionally related,
and probably the multiplication of principles of alignment is
initially associated with the growth of politically significant
differences of status, especially hereditary differences.
(b) The System oj Political Relations
In the general discussion of government, political action was
defined by its focus on policy, and by its segmentary process and
form. These segmentary processes were further defined by conditions of variability in the comPQsition of contraposed units; and
this variability is limited on the one hand by the range of issues,
and on the other by the basic principles of the particular social
structure. From this, it follows that the operation of segmentary
principles defines the field of political relations, and also that the
differentiation of administrative action is associated with the opera~
tion of an increasing number of segmentary principles as criteria
for the composition of contraposed political groups. This increase
in the number of segmentary principles considerably increases the
variability of political groupings, with the consequence that
specialized agencies committed to maintain the minimal conditions
of order and unity are necessary if the system is to persist. These
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general ideas can be applied usefully to the organization of
government at Abuja.
At Abuja, the principal field of political relations was constintted
by the king, the household officials, and the two orders of public
officials, namely the Tukuni and the rawuna. The chamber officials
were marginal to this structure, although they were indirectly
linked to it, as they supplied holders of the offices of Galadima,
Wambai, and Dallatu. On the information at our disposal, it is
difficult to see how either the maUams, the dynasty, the royal
officials or the order of titled slaves could enter into contraposition
with one another, or with either of these previously mentioned
groups. The chamber officials, despite their prospects of promotion
to rukuni eunuch offices, must also be regarded as a subordinate
administrative staff, the main functions of which were cornmunica·
tions, care of the treasury, the insignia, the royal harem, and the
king. The king was head of both the political and the administra·
tive systems, controlling the latter directly, hut not the former; and
he was probably preoccupied with problems of co-ordination and
equilibrium, rather than with the personal direction of the govern·
ment as a whole. In other words, the monarchy was limited in its
power, simply by virtue of its participation in a system of seg·
mentary political relations with the orders of public and household
officials. In this situation, neither the king nor his political part~
ners had the decisive voice in selecting his successor.
Although political issues mobilized political groups at Ahuja, the
variety of segmentary principles at work in the official orders ensured that the composition of these groupings would vary according to the issue. One reason for such variability lay in the fact that
the principles in terms of which contraposed groups were organized
were not all of the same order. For example, together the rukuni
and the r4WUna formed a single inclusive group of public officials
which was distinguished structurally and functionally from the
inclusive group of palace personnel, namely, the household
officials and chamber eunuchs. Unlike these two latter orders, the
rukuni and rowuna administered territorial fiefs. The household
officials were dependent on the king for reward; and the chamber
eunuchs were also partly dependent on the king, although, in their
capacity as messengers to the vassal chiefs and the other official
orders, they enjoyed certain benefices. Their lack of salary or any
specified means of official reward distinguished the order of house-
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hold officials by emphasizing their identity of interest with the
kingship on which they were economically dependent. This
identity of interest between the king and his household officials
may have been the ultimate basis for their power to veto proposals
made by the public orders, and their economic dependence on
the king was probably expressed by their actions on various
occasions.
Of the rukuni offices, the most important position, that of
Madawaki, was only open to freemen, whose training was primarily
military, and who were already holding office of rawuna rank.
Promotion into these military rafQUtUl offices, reserved for freemen.
was in tum open only to free nobles in the household order. It is
quite conceivable that from time to time, this rigorously defined
promotional system may not have been fully observed, either due
to the desire of a Sarkin Fada to regain his power, or due to influences of personal clientage on appointments and promotion. For
example, M. Hasaan mentions that a slave of the Fulani king of
Zaria who fled to Abuja in 1879 with 700 men was given the office
of Dallatu and later became Galadima.1 None the less, a careful
study of M. Hassan's history of Ahuja in the last century suggests
that such departures from the patterns of promotion were rare, and
this agrees with our preceding analysis of the influences governing
appointment and promotion.
The civil offices of Galadima, Wombai, and Dallatu were norm~
ally filled by eunuchs who had been trained in affairs of state as
officials of the inner chamber. Other civil offices of the public
order were reserved for freemen trained as household officials, but
these civil offices were of junior or rawtma rank. It is thus possible
to distinguish more limited and extensive groupings within the
official organization by such criteria as differences of promotional
series, status eligIoilities, rank-order and precedence, functional
specialization, i.e. military or civil interests, economic status, or
control of territorial fiefs. That these conditions were expressed
variably in the segmentary organization ofpoIiticalgroupings seems
highly likely; and it is also probable that on occasion, conflicts of
interest may have developed within each of these different groupings according to the character of the issue.
Equally significant is the division of officials in tenns of their
I HU!IllIl and Shu'aibu, I95a. A eM_ide of Abqja. Trandated by Frank
Hea1h, p. 17.
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economic interests. On the one hand, there were those officials
whose economic interests were closely identified with those of the
king, and on the other there were the public orders which derived
their economic reward from the administration of fiefs and the
prosecution of war. Thus apart from the formal contraposition of
rank-orders, different issues may have mobilized a wide variety of
differently composed political groupings.
To illustrate certain readily conceivable possibilities, the following contrapositions may be sufficient: (I) Rukuni and fatVrma fli.
the household officials, with or without the king's support; (2)
Madawaki and his subordinates together with Jarmai, Barde, and
their subordinates, m. Galadima and his subordinates, Sarkin
Fada and his subordinates, with or without the king's support:
(3) Madawaki and his subordinates, together with Sarkin Fada and
his subordinates, 'VS. Galadima, Wambai and Dallatu, with or without the support of the chamber eunuchs. These alignments merely
illustrate certain discernible possibilities, and by no means exhaust
them.
Thus apart from the formal differentiation of subordinate orders
of rank, there were a variety of principles capable of providing
bases for politically contraposed groupings of differing composition. The variety of interests which operated within the poHtical
orders of the Abuja government thus provided for a variety of
politically oontraposed groupings corresponding to the variety of
, iasues and contexts. The simultaneous operation of several segmentary principles in this way ensured a greater f.eedom and
. variety of political alignments. Granted the existence of the ad~
ministrative agencies functionaUy necessary to a structure of this
)type, the operation of these diverse segmentary principles provided
: for a greater flexibility and adaptability of the total system than
; could have been developed if their number or range of operation
·(were less. However, the relative complexity of governmental
;-'systems is not measumble solely in terms of the segmentary
principles which they inoorpomte, nor even by the degrees to
i:which their administrative and political components are differenti{,sted.; the complexity of governmental organization comists in its
_-internal diversity and the interrelation of its parts and also .eBects
_ .:the type and degree of differentiation typical of the society of which
1he government is part. Nor can this be otherwise, since both the
'nistrative and the political per80nnel are recruited from that

,.
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society, and in their hierarchies and relations they mirror the
composition and values of the wider unit.

(c) Social Status and the Official Sysum
In view of this, it is necessary to consider the nature of the basic
status differences and conditions current in Habe society. Apart
from the king, his family, and other members of the royal lineage,
there were hereditary vassal chiefs, and freemen who were divisible
into officials, aristocrats not holding office, mallams or religious
leaders, manumitted slaves, and freeborn commoners. The society
also contained slaves and eunuchs, together with subordinate pagan
populations which were culturally and linguistically distinct. Of
the major status-groups, the category of free persons showed the
highest degree of internal differentiation. Thus, to consider only
office-holders, among free persons, the Sarkin Gayen, a former
Habe village chief, was noble by descent as well as office, while
all others. although holding important titles such as Madawaki
or Sarkin Fada, might have risen from the commoner class
(talakawa). The religious order of mallams,. who were all freemen,
embodied another principle of differentiation within the statusgroup of free persons. Moreover, as M. Hassan's ethnography of
Abuja indicates, occupational differences had Significant status
implications for the free commoners. Butchers, for example, were
accorded very low status.
These statuses differ significantly according to their social implications, mutability, and modes of differentiation. Thus slavery
was a legal status, terminable for both sexes by manumission,
purchase of freedom, or death, and also, for females, by bearing a
child for their master as his concubine. Freedom was also a mutable legal status, since capture normally led to death or enslavement in another society. In contrast, the status of eunuch was immutable, wherever the individual might be, and irrespective of
captivity. The eunuch's condition rendered the question of his
freedom or slavery meaningless, since he was unable to marry or
beget issue, and so had no family to succeed or inherit from him.
The eunuch's dependence on his master was thus variable, according to the facilities which he enjoyed.
Among free officials also, it seems clear that very few titles were
held on a life-tenure basis, while none were hereditary, except for
the royal offices, the vassal chieftainships and the title of Sarkin
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Gayen. Officials were in theory subject to dismissal as well as
promotion after their appointments. There were also occasions on
whi.ch persons ?f. a particular status exercised rights and powers
typIcally the prlVllege of other statuses. Thus the religious order
of mallama, which enjoyed high prestige as a non-political group,
was charged with the political function of selecting the successor
to the throne.
Within the royal lineage, and even within the king's family
individual status remained alterable through death and succession:
and varied according to the specific relation holding between the
king and different persons. Significantly, the Dan Galadima or heir
apparent rarely succeeded to the throne; and the administrative
n:spons~ilities or authority of the various royal officials further
differentiated between them; thus neither the heir presumptive nor
the Magajin Dangi (head of the----royal?-lineage) are reported to
have controlled fiefs, although the king's eldest daughter. the
Sarauniya, is said to have done so. Whether this reflects an
omission in the aCCOunt or corresponds to the original allocation of
duties cannot be said.
. The precise definitions of rank-orders, their peculiar compositIO~, interrelations, hierarchic structure and arrangement in a
,:anety o~ closed promotional series gain new significance by relation to this background of social differentiation. Only by some such
system of precise and predictable relations was it possible to
_ organize the participation of persons of such varied statuses
_ smoothly and continuously within the system of government; and
only through the participation of persons of these different Status, groups could the personnel of government sufficiently reflect the
differentiation of the society, to evoke popular consensus and support, The differentiation of official roles within the government,.
and the p~lar allocatioJLS of office to different status-groups
,were functIonally related, and between them ensured that the
; social composition and structure of government corresponded to
that of the society.
Allocation of three out of the four rukuni offices to eunuchs is
noteworthy in two respects. Firstly eunuchs were the only group
, \Vhose status was immutable. Secondly such allocations served to
. protect the system of government against change. These two fea"ttues are closely related. As eunuchs, such high officials could not
"entertain personal ambitions of a type inconsistent with the current
0.z·-5
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system. and they were thus best fitted, by vin:u: of ~eir physi~l
wea-pacities to be given a large share of admllllStratlve responslbilities. Lackmg issue, the eunuch could have no ambition extending beyond his lifetime, and was therefore no tlueat !o a government ba.8ed 00 hereditary chieftainship. The alloca.tlon of three
rukuni officea to eunuchs who had already been trained in government procedure as members of the king's c~amber S!a:ff, thereby
strengthened the position of the king vis-a-'lJJS both his household
and public officials, whose principals were of free status, capabI~
of developing lineage or dynastic ambitions. Had the four rukum
offices been regularly allotted to free persons, it is unlikely that this
constitution would have persisted without further changes in its
other elements.
The motivation of these different groups of government officials
also merits attention. Within the Abuja government motivation of
officials was linked to their promotion. Thus slave-officials could
seek promotion to the position of Mon Bornu in the household
order or to the three rmvuna offices reserved for them. They might
also s'ecure manumission, and might then be eligible to compete
for the titles offreemen. l Free men enjoyed prospects of promotion
from the household order to the junior public order (rmvuna), and
thence to the supreme position of Madawaki. Even the mallams
could be promoted to administrative or political office, if they were
willing to surrender their religious status. But the eunuchs were
by their physical disability for ever excluded from these offices
reserved for physically complete persons, and ~ey were also .by
this same disability the most trustworthy candidates f?r sen~or
positions. This was the logic of a limited monarchy m which
three of the four highest offices were allocated to eunuchs. At the
same time, the system of government inclu~d for oft.icials of
different status opportunities which sought to stunulate then loyalty
by prospects of increased authority, prestige and economic independence which were bound up with promotion. As status though
varied was except for eunuchs alterable, and, as the prospect of
promotion was necessary to ensure the efficient co-operation of
officials of such diverse status conditions in the process of government, the definition of offices in ter1U8 of their special authority
1 This is not certain. Possibly theBe free titles were ~nred for peIllOn9 hoC;"
free. If this was 50, the manumission of II. slave-official spelt the end of his
official career.
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and the allocation of offices of different ranks to different statusgroups were both logically unavoidable and implicit developments.
(d) Specialized Administrative Staffs

Special interest attaches to the lesser order of eunuchs, those of
the Icing's inner chamber, who were his closest dependants, and
who may weU have served him as spies reporting on officials of the
other orders. These officials formed the first group to he consulted
by the king; hut apparently he could take no constitutional action
in matters of public importance on their advice only, having also
to consult the household officials and the public orders. The
chamber eunuchs thus lacked the capacity of councillors. As a
group they also differed from the orders of household and public
officials in lacking any internal segmentary organization. Whereas
between them Madawaki and Galadima divided the ranks of
public officials, while the household officials were also subdivided
under Sarkin Fada, Jarmai, Barde, and Hauni, alL chamber officials
were supervised directly by Makama Karami (Makama the lesser).
Such lack of internal segmentation itself suggests that the order of
chamber eunuchs lacked political functions, and this suggestion
corresponds with their incapacity to initiate action or to participate
in the decision of policy, although they could discuss issues of state
with the king informally when he chose to consult them.
These chamber eunuchs served the king in two principal
fashions. Four were messengers to particular officials, three ofthese
being messengers to vassal chieftains also. All four messengers enjoyed benefices as rewards. The remaining two chamber officials,
Ma'aji and Sarkin Zana, were respectively entrusted with the care
and custody of the Icing's treasury, including the royal insignia, and
the harem, and these two were entirely dependent on the king for
their support. All these types of service required constant attention, availability, specialized knowledge, and the precise execution
of orders. As a precondition of regularity and efficiency in the
execution of these tasks, they were therefore assigned to a special
staffwith the permanent physical and status disabilities of eunuchs,
and this group was further insulated against political influence by
its constitutional incapacity for participation in the process of
policy formation on the one hand, and by the conditions of entrance to the order on the other. Thus the order of chamber
eunuchs constituted a quite distinct and specialized administrative
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staff, and in consequence of this they lacked internal or external
segmentary relations.
Our data indicate the existence of two other specialized ad~
ministrative ordersj firstly, the king's slaves, among whom were
groups distinguished in terms of military, civil, and police duties;
and secondly, the religious order of mallams, who officiated at
rituals and who advised technically on the content and application of
Mubammadan law. Significantly also, both these orders. the mallams and the slaves. lacked any internal eegmentation or external
contraposition with other groups, and were distinguished by
particular lines of communication with the king. Thus the king
communicated with each mallam individually through his chamber
eunuchs, while the supervision of military and civil groups of
slaves was carried out for the Madawaki by the Sata, himself a
promoted slave, and for the Sarkin Fada, by the Hauni, with
consequent political neutralization of this order, while the police
and town-guard were separately controlled by the Gaiadima.
Positively, in the specification of their duties and in the allocation of means and authority for their execution, and negatively, by
their exclusion from the processes of policy formation, these two
orders, the slaves and the mallams, and the various offices which
separately constitute them, exhibit a purely administrative
character. Their exclusion from the system of political action is
evident in two ways: firsdy, by the incompatibility of their roles
with political office, from which the slaves and the mallams were
by definition excluded 80 long as they remained slaves and mallarns;
secondly, by their insulation from political influence and appoint~
ments due to the status requisites applying in either case. Further~
more, as pointed out above, these orders exhibit no internal or
external segmentary relations. Thus. although the order of slave~
officials was internally divided into functional groups, none of these
divisions had a head or hierarchic internal organization.
The order of mallams is of special interest, as it furnished the
majority of the electoral council entrusted with the selection of the
king's successor. This function might suggest that this order had a
political character; but on this point, fortunately, the data are very
clear. Together with the Madawaki and the senior eunu~
Galadima, three malLams were authorized and required to select
the new king; but, unlike the two public ofiiciaIs with whom they
were associated, after deciding the succession, the authority and
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responsibility of theee malLatn8 was exhausted, and they retired
from the political scene, back to their religious duties. It is thus
quite clear that the electoral malJams, though authorized to select
the ruler, were otherwise excluded from the policy-making process, and that in selecting the ruler they were held to be carrying
out an authorized, that is, an administrative task. This indeed explains their presence as the majority group on the electoral council.
Mallams were given numerical dominance on this council in order
to out-vote its purely political elementj to minimize the threat
which succession presented to the continuity of the system; by
their religious prestige, to legitimize the new ruler's appointment;
to frustrate the nomination of persons whose incapacity for the
throne would give their political nominators opportunities for the
improper exercise and appropriation of power; and to select the
most suitable candidate with the minimum of political bargaining.

(i') TIw Nature of Office
An analysis of the segmentary aspects of the Ahuja government
directs attention to the nature of the units of the system. These
units are offices, which were defined as perpetual and exclusive
statuses in a system consisting of such statuses and their inter~
relations. In the definition of any particular office, or of office
generally, the relations between each unit and other members of
the system forms a very important part. The position of an office
within the system really consists in its relations to other parts of
the system. But this does not fully describe the office, nor exhaust
its meaning. Offices were differentiated politically and administratively, as we have just seenj and those different types of office had
different types of relation with the society at large. Although the
functions of office were governmental, these functions were not
entirely confined to the system of offices. itself, and their execution
brought offices of this system into contact with the society at
large.
The offices of a governmental system and their interrelations together fonn its structure, while the activities of these units
constitute its function. We can therefore distinguish between the
structure of the syStem of government on the one hand, and the
functions of the system or its constituent offices on the other. We
must also distinguish between administrative relations by which
government controls the society and conducts its affairs, and
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political relations by which the actions of government are controlled. Political and administrative relations are distinguished by
their functions within a system of government, as well as their
form. Thus the political and administrative relations of its components are the critical formal elements in the structure of a
governmental system. Moreover, the interdependence of these
relations suggests that changes of structure and function within the
govemmental system may be closely related. Such changes, although they would naturally affect the offices through which they
are expressed, would not necessarily change their character.
This capacity of office to persist in the face of functional and
structural change emphasizes its ultimately ideological character,
as a corporate unit, a perpetual status especially appropriate for the
organization of a governmental system, the essential precondition
of which is its presumption of perpetuity.
On these data from Abuja, the Habe concept of sarauta (ranked
and titled office) involved the following elements: title, specified
tasks, authority, and means of execution; supra-individual continuity; membership in a system of similar units, which was itself
hierarchically ranked and organized in closed promotional series;
political and administrative differentiation; differentiation according to the status conditions of eligible candidateS; and appointment
by selection, rather than on a hereditary basis. The material
attributes of these Habe sarautu varied according to the particular
office. It is likely that offices of alI kinds had appropriate modes of
installation, regalia, praise-songs, and perhaps farm lands. The
more important offices also had compounds attached to them,
wards, fiefs, benefices. rights and powers, set positions of precedence in the council and court, and on campaigns. The difference
between various sarautu only illustrates the plasticity and ideological character of the concept of office; it does not mean that the
differentiated positions to which these roles attached were different
kinds of unit.
In Max Weber's terminology, each Habe sarauta was 'an administrative organ' of some kind.1 This was their functional aspect.
Structurally, each sarauta was a corporation sole, and each order
of saraulu was a grouping of such corporate units, which mayor
may not have fonned a corporate group. II In the councils of state,
the orders of household officials and public administnrtors each
1 Webe£, 1947, p. 303.

I Ibid., pp. 133--6.
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had a corporate character and organization; but, aa pointed out
above, these formal features were consistent with wide variability
of political groupings among them. On the other hand, the order
of chamber eunuchs, which lacked political functions, was clearly
a corporate group, the constituent offices of which were also distinct
corporations.
The Abuja sarautu are discrete corporations, in that each sarauUl
appears to be an indivisible and perpetual member of the system,
independent in some degrees of the relations in which its member~
ship in the system involves it. Indeed, without the sarautu, the
system could not exist, as it would then reduce simply to a set of
relations between non-existent units or points. Sarautu owe their
unique perpetual character to the fact that it is easier to conceptualize units of a system of relations as fixed and perpetual, than
to conceptualize in this way the relation or complex of relations,
especially perhaps since such relations can only be expressed
through individual persons, and are thus likely to be obscured
by personal factors.
Among the sarautu of Abuja, hierarchic relations of precedence,
promotion, and authority were carefully patterned and fixed-for
example, the relation of Kuyambana to Madawaki; but relations
between offices of parallel status in the different segments were not
so clearly defined. Moreover, relations between the various rankorders were carefully defined, and these were usually expressed
through the most senior offices of the separate orders; but the
order of slave offices was controlled by junior members of the
household and public orders. It is this persisting framework of
fixed and patterned relations which ultimately constitutes the
system of govemment at Abuja, and which also expresses the
Abuja conception of governmental office.

(1) Th' Cl>tUlitwns of OjJk,
In this system of government, the degree of independent
authority allocated to any office varied inversely with its closeness
to the throne; and this was expressed, firstly in terms of its intimate
aasociation with and continuity of access to the king, and secondly,
in tenns of identification of economic interests with those of the
king. These two conditions were closely related. For example, after
the king, the greatest authority was exercised by the public officials.
The eunuchs of the inner chamber who were in most intimate and
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continuous association with the king had purely instrumental
functions as messengers; and the household officials, whose rela~
rions to the king were closer than those of any orders except that of
the chamber eunuchs, lacked territorial jurisdiction and economic
independence together. This tendency to separate specific administrative office from the area of the king's personal influence
may have been a precondition of the differentiation of political
and administrative functions within the official system; or it may
have resulted from efforts to preserve the system as a whole against
the direct exercise of royal power.
This dissociation of specific administrative authority from the
throne is also a feature of relations between the king and the royal
lineage. Two women of the royal family held titles, the Sarauniya
and Iya; but, being women, both were ineligible for succession.
The Dan Galadima, who was the Icing's chosen successor, apparently lacked administrative fiefs, but we are told that he 'followed', that is, was subordinate to, the Galadima, and was therefore
administratively junior to the rukuni. The Magajin Dangi, who
may have acted as head of the royal lineage, was classified with the
order of mallams, and communicated with the king through the
agency of Fagaci, a chamber eunuch. These rules which simultaneously limited the number of men of the royal house who could hold
office, and specified the offices which they could hold, were
especially important in protecting the system of government
against royal nepotism, and against disruptive competition for the
succession between royal officials. For, as we shall see, such developments could transform the system of government into a type of
familistic autocracy. Such changes seem to have developed at
Abuja, after the British reorganized its government. Thus Mallam
Hassan has himself held the titles of Sarkin Ruwa and Makama
Karami, which were formerly reserved for eunuchs. Likewise, the
present emir was promoted to the throne from the office of Iyan
Bakin Kasuwa, and his immediate successor from the title of
Madawaki. 1 This recent increase in the number of royal officials
contrasts with the traditions and practice of Abuja in the last cen~
1 Ha9SllI1 and Shu'aibu, 195.2, A Chronkle of Ab"fia. pp. ~, 34,57. See also
Maaterton-Smith, op. cit., pam. 30: 'The Emirate is divided into 3 districts
containing 16 village areas. ••• All the village areu except Abuja Town ... are
ruled through chiefs selected by the 10CllI elden themaclvea. The emly appoint_
ments made direct by the Emir are the 3 District Heads and Abuja Town head.
Theee are members of the Ahuja ruling family"
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tury. The history of Abuja, as recorded by M. Hassan, reveals that
the rules which limited the distribution of office among the king's
family and lineage, were actuaUy observed between [804- and J900.
Exclusion of the dynasty from office implies that this group were
either economically independent through inheritance, or that they
were dependent on the king for support. Probably, they were in
part independent, and in part supported by the king; and the
dynasty was internally differentiated. Officials of various orders
discharged a variety of duties on behalf of the royal lineage.
Normally the officials charged with such duties were either
eunuchs or slaves, or were themselves members of the royal
group.!
t\.s mentioned above, it was the function of the electoral council
to eliminate conflicts over succession to the throne by legitimately
mobilizing the total structure in support of their choice. In this
process, the order of mallams exercised great influence. The
Limamin Juma'a, the Salanke, and the Magajin MaIlam, took part
in the electoral council, together with the Madawaki and the
Galadima; or, if a eunuch did not hold the latter office, at the time,
with the Madawaki and the Kuyumbana. Nowadays, consequent
on the elimination of eunuchs from official positions, the composition of the electoral council has changed also.~
In this context, the menial duties of certain important offices,
such as those of the eunuch rukuni, Galadima and Wombai, are
also worthy of note. The Galadima officiated at the marriages and
naming ceremonies of the king's children (Appendix A). The
Wombai 'was responsible for the cesspits, and for the urinals of the
king and of the women of the palace' (Appendix A). This distribution of menial and non-menial tasks carried out on behalf of the
royal household underlined differences of social status between
various categories of officials. It is also possible that formal retention by offices of these palace functions also results from continuity
of this government with the past, and so marks the processes of its
development into a limited monarchy of the type described by M.
Hassan. Several customs reported in his account suggest that this
Habe chieftainship was originally of a sacred or semi-sacred
character; if so, the retention by certain offices of these menial
1 See Appendix A, re duties of Galadima, Wambai, Wagu, Sarkin Zana,
Samuniya, Iya.
I HlI3san and Shu'aibu, up. cit., p. 13.
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palace functions could be interpreted as survivals of these earlier
phases of the governmental system.1
It also 8eeme clear from his account that the care of the royal
family and lineage provided an important focus of government
action and 8Olidarity. Whether this was initially the principal function of office, and whether the system of government at Abuja had
its origins in the administration of a royal menage, cannot be
stated. History records certain suggestive parallels, in which
elaborate officialsyetems gradually developed from the administration of humble tasks in royal households.' But in nineteenthcentury Ahuja, while the royal family and lineage for whom these
trivial duties were performed were excluded from office and power,
the officials who discharged or supervised such tasks enjoyed
effective control of the state administration.
In comparing the economic status and independence of the
various official orders, their relation to the throne is specially important. In this comparison of official orders, the vassal chiefs must
be included initially, since they were subordinate to the king of
Abuja, and also constituted one of the Abuja rank-orders. despite
their semi-autonomous control of hereditary chieftainships, and
their exc1usion from any of the promotional aeries open to Abuja
officials. As heads of semi-independent subordinate states, these
vassal chiefs enjoyed the highest degree of economic independence,
but their marginal relation to the Ahuja administration, and their
non-participation in the internal affairs of the kingdom, differentiates them from other groups of officialB.
At first glance, the appointive officials of the Abuja government
seem to fall into four economic categories; those who were fully
independent by virtue of their official position, such as the two
public orders, and some if not all of the royal officials; those whose
office provided them with some remuneration, but who were
nevertheless partially dependent on the king for support, such as
the chamber officials, and probably the mallams; those who had no
official sources of income and depended on the king's largesse,
such as the household order; and finally. those who were property
of the throne, such as the order of slave-officials.
The position of the mallams in this classification is not quite
1 Cf. Dr. C. K. Meek's account of the Jukun or Kororofa who ronquenlli
Habe Zauau in the seventeenth century for a detailed description of official roles
within a system of divine kingship. Meek, C. K., 1931, (~).
• Weber, 0'1. cit., pp. 31"'-17, 337 fl. See also Stenton, 1951, pp. II-56.
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dear on the data available. Each official mallam had definite
religious duties allotted to him for which he was paid. These duties
included burial of various classes of folk, marriages, etc. Thus the
official mallams enjoyed benefices, and were to that degree partially
independent of the king for support. Under Hausa Islamic practice, they were also the principal recipients of public alms. In the
present classification only those members of the royal line who held
official position are of interest, and the royal lineage as a group
must be disregarded. The order of slave-officials may also be
omitted from further discussion, since their slave status classifies
them as property, and rules out the possibility of their independence.
We are therefore left with three economically distinct categories
of officials: those who by virtue of office were economically independent, namely, the public orders; those who by virtue of
office were fully dependent on the king for support, namely, the
order of household officials, and those who by virtue of office were
partly dependent on the king for support, and were partly independent through receipt of benefices, namely, the chamber officials
and the order of mallams. For reasons apparent later, the order of
mallams can also be excluded from further discussion. This
classificati.on raises important questions about the ways in which
political significance, administrative authority, and economic independence were related to one another and to the structure of
offices in this eystem of government.

(g) The Structure oj Official Relau(TIlS
The chamber eunuchs, the public orders, and the household
officials were distinguished systematically from one another by the
economic conditions attaching to their different offices. These
three orders were also differentiated in tenns of their relations to
the king; and these relations to the throne were among the most
important fixed features of this system of government. To change
the conditions of tenure of office would in all probability involve
other changes in the stmcture of the system itself; and the definition and fixity of the different economic conditions which characterizes ~hese official orders may have served to limit the play of
economic interests in the formation of ad /we political groupings of
officials, and thus to preserve the equilibrium of the total system.
In this particularly, relations between the chamber eunuchs, the
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household officials and the public orders were heavily buttressed
by other factors, such as rank-order and precedence, functional
differentiation, and especially, perhaps, by the promotional linkages. Through this promotional system, all holders of subordinate
office including slaves were motivated to regard their present
appointment as a stepping-stone to higher positions in which their
economic independence wouW increase together with their rank
and responsibilities, whether these were civil or military in character, or political or administrative in form. Of themselves these
promotional arrangements coIl8iderahly reduced the dangers which
faced the governmental structure through the development of an
unbridled competition for economic reward among its officials.
But the way in which the distribution of political and administrative functions was associated with this economic differentiation
of offices was of equal significance for the continuity of the
system.
In Ahuja, as freemen the king's household officials were eligible
for promotion firstly to the Tafl.lUna rank, and thence to the principal
office of Madawaki: hut, so long as they remained household
officials they were completely dependent on the king for official
rewards. None the less, in M. Hassan's words, 'the whole country
was theirs, as they appointed the other (i.e. public) officials'.l This
implies that the household officials shared in the king's official
income, and had no need of separate remuneration, since their
control of appointments itself guaranteed their income. As noted
above, the vote of these household officials was decisive in council,
and their leader, the Sarkin Fada, had the power to veto proposals
made by the Madawaki on behalf of the public orders. Only in
cases of deadlock: between his public and household councils was
the king free to act summarily; otherwise he was obliged to take
counsel first with the household officials, and whether or not agreement was reached, in matters of public interest, with the public
orders also. In this way the king couLd appeal to the public orders
under the Madawaki. and the GaJadima for support against the
advice of the household officials under the Sarkin Fada. At the
same time, as M. Hassan tells us, the Madawaki and the Sarkin
Fada would sometimes arrange privately beforehand to override
the king with joint proposals.
The position of the household officials in this political system
1

M. Haesan, pe11Ional communication. See Appendix A.
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under their head, the Sarkin Fada, was certainly a strategic and
noteworthy one. It cannot be explained simply in terms of a tripartite division of political power. In such a system agreement
between two of these three political units would be both necessary
and decisive for policy formation. But even within the tripartite
political structure of Abuja there was room for a wide variety of
alignments, consequent on the multiplicity of segmentary principles which entered into its constitution. Moreover, the :Madawaki's council coIl8isted of two orders, the rukuni and Tawuna,
whereas the Sarkin Fada's consisted of only one. Yet, apart from
the royal succession, we are informed that whatever the issue, the
Sarkin Fada, as head of the household officials, had power to veto
proposals by the public orders directly, and was indirectly able to
thwart the king's policy. This means that the household officials
exercised an inftuence over official appointments and also over
promotions and dismissals, which had definite policy implications.
Thus although the economic conditions under which they held
their offices were apparently unrewarding, the order of household
officials, as the dominant political order within the state, had the
least need of such economic prescriptions, and may have enjoyed
the greatest security of official tenure. None the less, despite their
political dominance in council, these household officials were
economically dependent on the throne, and the king, by agreement
with the public orders under the Madawaki, could promote
individual members of this household order out of their strategic
position, or simply dismiss them from otlice. On the other hand,
these household officials occupied positions which allowed them to
secure their own appointments to higher offices of rawuna or
rukuni rank. These promotions involved a certain loss of political
power, but they also carried high rank and prestige, substantial
administrative responsibilities, increases in official income and
economic independence. To obtain these individual goals, the
household officials, especially their leaders, had to maintain good
relations with their counterparts in the public administration, and
also to keep in favour with the king. In this way, the promotion
of these household officials was contingent on restraint in the use
of their privileged political position.
Differential political power and administrative responsibilities
were linked with this economic differentiation of office in a significant manner. Under the king, those offices which exercised
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greatest administrative authority and enjoyed the most favourable
economic conditions exercised less political power than those with
lesser administrative responsibility, lower remuneration and lower
degrees of economic independence. Even the kingship itself conformed to this pattern. The king, whose income and economic
independence exceeded that of all other officials, and who also
enjoyed the highest administrative authority, could only exercise a
decisive influence on policy under conditions of stalemate and continuing disagreement between his two councils, those of the household and the public orders. Apparently the leaders ofthese councils
further limited the king's freedom of action by entering into private
agreements with one another. In such a system of political relations
the household order, which lacked functions of territorial ad~
ministration, enjoyed the most favourable political position, followed by the public orders under the Madawaki, while the power
which the king could exercise independently was very limited
indeed.
Although the king initially took counsel with his personal staff
of chamber eunuchs, he would have been guilty of action ultra fJ;res
had he implemented such decisions without first consulting the
Sarkin Fada and his group of household officials. Kingship at
Abuja was in fact an office with prominent administrative elements
and functions, and as such its scope for free action was clearly
limited and defined. Furthermore, as the pivotal point of the
governmental system, being simultaneously the supreme administrative office and the central office of the political system, the
kingship was basic both to the equilibrium and co-ordination ofthe
total system. Hence, though itself involved in segmentary relations
with other units ofthe political system, kingship exercised the least
power over policy fonnation of any of the three units which
participated in that process, except, significantly, when the equilibrium of the system. was at stake through irreconcilable differences
about policy between the public and household orders.
The coexistence of a chosen heir with an electoral council, and
the infrequency with which the heir presumptive succeeded to the
throne, are now both intelligible. Had the king been able to direct
the succession as he wished, or had his chosen heir been given
office carrying great latent power, the political structure which we
have just described could not have persisted without change; and
it is also very unlikely that the administrative system to which this
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political structure was linked would have persisted without corresponding change. Yet, without constitutional appointment of
the king's chosen heir to some official position, the hereditary
nature of the kingship would lack sufficient emphasis and expression to ensure that the throne should remain unchallenged within
the royal line. In this way the appointment of a chosen heir to
office considerably reduced the chances of U8Urpation or dynastic
conflict, and it further safeguarded the state against decentralization brought about through officials appropriating power. The
office of Dan Galadima was a symbol which denied the legitimacy
of all claims to the throne by persons who were not members of
the royal patrilineage. It also served to remind claimants of royal
stock of the indeterminacy in succession. In other words, the appointment of an heir apparent whose succession was unlikely was a.
symbol through which the exclusive right of the royal lineage to the
succession was expressed and maintained, and it was by virtue of
this symbol that the continuity of the Abuja goverrunent as a
system of limited monarchy was ensured.

3.

THE TYPOLOGICAL CHARACTER OF
ABTJJA GOVERNMENT

In concluding this discussion of the Abuja government, its
position in a general typology of governmental systems is of
special interest to us since this Habe government was the original
with whose transfonnations we are concerned.
In the first place, Abuja confonns to the general idea of a 'state',
perhaps the most important element of which is the exercise of
government through a system of offices. But in Abuja, the king
who was the head of the state was neither marginal to the process
of policy formation, as were the Jukun or Shilluk kings, nor did he
direct policy autocratically, as did the Zulu kings. The political
power exercised by the Habe king was distinguished. from his
authority. and was limited and conditioned by the context of
political alignments in which he operated. We cannot therefore
classify this Abuja. system as either segmentary or centralized since
its details reveal the prominence of both these conditions, and their
differentiation coincides with the difference between its political and
administrative systems,!
1 See Smith, M. G., 1956.
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(a) BUTeaucrary at Ahuja
At first glance, the system of government at Ahuja may seem to

approximate closely to Max Weber's ideal-type of 'traditional
authority'l; but here also there are significant differences, and
these have certain theoretical implications.
In an especially interesting passage, Weber compares traditional
and bureaucratic administrations, and relates them development-

ally.
'Bureaucracy first developed in patrimonial states. with a body of
officials recruited from extra-patrimonial sources; but. as will be
shown presently, these "officials" have originally been personal followers of the chief. In the pure type of traditional authority, the
following features of a bureaucracy are absent: (a) a clearly defined
sphere of competence subject to impersonal rules; (b) a rational
ordering of relations of superiority and inferiority; (c) a regular
system of appointment and promotion on the basis of free contract:
(d) technical training as a regular requirement; (e) fixed salaries, in
the type case paid in money. In place of a well-defined impersonal
sphere of competence, there is (in traditional systems of authority)
a shifting series of tasks and powers commissioned and granted by
the chief through his arbitrary decision of the moment. An important
influence is exerted by competition for sources of income and advantage which are at the disposal of persons acting on behalf of the
chief or of the chief himself. It is often in the first instance through
these interests that definite functional spheres are marked off, and
with them definite administrative organs. >ll

Several elements of this definition, such as rationality and impersonality, are unsatisfactory because of their imprecision and
normative qualities. Such tenus imply scales, in terms of which
some systems of rules are more 'rational' than others, and some
patterns of r,elations are more 'impersonal'. But as regards the
relative rationality of systems of rules, it is surely necessary to have
precise criteria; rules which are quite 'rational' or instrumental
with respect to one set of objects may be quite irrational or unserviceable with regard to another. s Likewise, with regards to the
impersonality of relational structures, care must be taken to distinguish and include the informal and the formal aspects of such
structures. It is quite conceivable that a formally impersonal system
I Weber, op. cit., pp. 313-29.

I Ibid., p. 31S_

I Ibid., pp.
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of relationships may be quite as heavily loaded with personal fac·
to[8 and relations as one which candidly confesses itself to be based
on personal solidarities and cleavages.1 Thus neither rationality
nor impersonality can be accorded the diacritical significance for
the identification of bureaucracy which Weber attaches to them.
Our data show that administration at Abuja was organized
through officially defined spheres ofcompetence and responsibility;
that there was a predictable and fairly 'rational' ordering of relations between superior and inferior positions within the system;
and that, in so far as this system of relations endured between
offices rather than individuals, its character was impersonal.
Moreover, state organization at Abuja included regular systems of
appointment and promotion, and provided for the empirical training of senior staff through their experience of subordinate office,
distinctions being made between military and civil personnel and
between various secular skills on the one hand, and the knowledge
of Muhammadan religion and law on the other. Officials of this
govemment received various types of e<:onomic reward, and one
of these forms, the fixed proportions of tax retained by the chamber
eunuchs, approaches the concept of salary quite closely, while
another, the rewards received by mallams for the religious services
which they rendered, can be regarded either as an official benefice
or as wage payment on a piecework basis, or as a mixture of both.
The only feature of Weber's ideal type of bureaucracy which is
not to be found in the strictly administrative structure of the Abuja
govemment is appointment on a basis of free contract. At Abuja
official mallams may have been appointed on free contract, but
more probably the appointment consisted Bimply of selection and
installation, since the mallam's 'contract' was already extant in his
undertaking to abide by and uphold the principles and laws of
Islam, whatever his position. With this possible exception, all the
strictly administrative offices of Abuja were filled by compulsory
recruitment rather than voluntary contract, the king appointing
slaves or eunuchs to such positions. In contrast, wherever an
office had political functions, its appointment involved voluntary
undertakings. Thus even the eunuchs on promotion to rukuni
positions, such as Galadima, Wambai, or Dallatu, undertook
voluntary obligations; and these allegiances were renewed by both
the public and the household officials four times a year at various
:!lIbid., p.

G,z.--6
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festivals. 1

Muhammadan
Thus the strictly administrative officials
of the Ahuja government, the titled slaves and the order of mallams
and the chamber eunuchs, were not appointed contractually. In
contrast, those office-holders whose appointments clearly involved
contractual elements, exercised political functions, and participated
in the foonation of policy. The character of the contractual link
between such political officials and the king also varied, and these
differences corresponded to their official roles. Thus the public
orders whose functions included administration as well as political
action governed fiefs under 'feudalistic' contracts. The household
officials whose functions were almost purely political were linked
to the king by relations which corresponded more closely to the
patrimonial norm. However, neither of these categories of political
office was held directly on the basis of personal clientage to the
king; the obligation of loyalty lay to the system of government as a
whole; and the king, so far from controUing appointments to these
offices, was indeed subject to control by his officials in selet.'ting
persons for appointment.
Recruitment of the strictly administrative staff of the Abuja
government on a compulsory rather than a contractual basis does
not of itself indicate that their organization was non-bureaucratic.
Granted this, the three ranks in question, namely, the maUams,
the chamber eunuchs, and the order of slave-officials, must be
regarded as bureaucratic organizations. In contrast with these three
bureaucratic orders, the two public ranks contain offices which are
simultaneously political and administrative in character; and the
order of household officials, with its minimal administrative commitments and internal segmentation, diverges furthest frotn the
purely bureaucratic form of organization, and also shows the highest degree of political specialization.

(b) Unity and m.",ity
Thus the administrative aspects of Abuja government combined
bureaucratic and traditional elements, the latter being both feudal
and patrimonial in kind. The heterogeneity of this administrative
system corresponds to the heterogeneity of the political system of
the government; and this correspondence reflects the variety of
factors influencing the equilibrium of the total system, and the
corresponding variety of relations pressed into service to maintain
1 Hassan and Shu'aibu, op. cit., p. 81.
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and develop an equilibrium for the system. In a political system
constituted on patrimonial and 'feudalistic' bases, co-ordination
and equilibrium was achieved by the development of a strictly
administrative staff, which was insulated against political action
by its status composition of eunuchs, slaves or mallams, and by
structural relations of special kinds, such as the joint supervision
to which the slave order was subject. It was the function of the
strictly administrative staff to discharge duties of co-ordination
and organization which were the minimal conditions of government in Abuja, and which were essential to the unity and persistence of the state.
Clearly, for such a complex administrative staff to function
efficiently, it had to be under a single direction, and this could be
entrusted to no one but the king. However, precisely because the
king was head of this specialized administrative staff, he was
charged with the maintenance of the unity of the state in its
current fonn, and hence his freedom to initiate political action was
correspondingly limited. This limitation was itself implicit in the
king's administrative role with its commitment to maintain the
state as a stationary equilibrium.
This analysis applies to the various orders of subordinate office
at Ahuja as well as to the role of the king. The focus of interest here
is the differentiation of political and administrative capacities, and
the distribution of these among offices of the system. Much of the
data bearing on these distributions have already been discussed,
and only a brief recapitulation is now necessary. The distinction
between the nonMcontractual character of bureaucratic office and
the contractual character of non-bureaucratic office is relevant
here. At Ahuja, bureaucratic officials, such as the eunuchs and
slaveMoflicials, were recruited patrimonially by the king, whereas
officials who were recruited extraMpatrimonially divided political
power with the king. These extraMpatrimonial appointments can
be further subdivided. On the one hand there were the household
retainers, whose relations to the king were assimilated to the forms
of patrimonial clientage, especially in their economic dependence;
on the other hand there were feudal clients who administered
economicaUy rewarding fiefs and had clearly defined military and
civil duties. In the light of our preceding discussion of government,
it follows that within systems of administrative and political
differentiation,. the more specialized an office is in the one function,
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the less it will be in the other. Put another way, within governments
based on differentiated political and administrative systems, there
is an inverse correlation between the political and administrative
significance of office j this follows from the simple fact that the
greater the influence which an office exercises over the formation
of policy, the less can its authority be defined within strict limits.
Conversely, the more precisely is the authority of an office definable, the less is its influence over policy formation and decision.
Applying this admittedly rough criterion to the official rankorders of the Abuja government, we can place them in a scale of
descending political power and specialization as follows: (I) the
household officialsj (2) the senior public officials; (3) the junior
public officials; (4) the king; (s) the mallams; (6) the slave-officials;
(7) the chamber eunuchs. Granted the validity of this classification
in terms of political specialization, then a corresponding classification in terms of administrative specialization would simply consist
in the reversal of this order; as indicated by the discussion of their
bureaucratic characteristics, the orders of slave-officials, mallams,
and chamber eunuchs are the most strictly administrative units in
the Abuja government, followed by the king, the junior public
officials, the senior public officials, and lastly, by the almost purely
political order of household officials.
The extent to which authority in a unit of government is undefined is the measure of its political element and significance. The
clearer is this definition and its observation or enforcement, the
more does the resulting system conform to Weber's concept of
bureaucracy. But there are important differences between the
formality and the fact of control, and also between a bureaucracy
which neither fonnaUy nor otherwise admits of control, and one
which does.

4
GOVERNMENT IN FULANI ZAZZAU
, 86 5
N this chapter I present an account of the government of
Fulani Zaria as it was in 1865 to facilitate its comparison with
that of Habe Zazzau. In succeeding chapters we shall trace
the history of its development and further growth.

I

I. VASSALS AND VASSALAGE

(a) RelatWns with SQkQW
The Fulani jihad of 1804-10 established an empire of which
FuJani Zazzau was part. This Fulani empire was controlled by
the Sultans of Sokoto, who were descended from the leader
of the jihad, Shebu dan Fodio, of the Toronkawa clan of Fulani.
The Sokoto dynasty administered this empire in association with
the kings of Gwandu, who were also Toronkawa Fulani, closely
related to the family of the 8hehu. That part of the empire placed
under the supervision of the kings of Gwandu lay to the west; the
sultans of Sokoto retained control of the east. Zaria lay in this
eastern division and was thus directly under the supervision of
Sokoto.
Zaria was a vassal state of the Sokoto empire. But Zaria was one
of the five or six most important states of the empire, and had
several vassals of its own. There were important differences between the relations of vassalage which bound Zaria to Sokoto and
the vassalage of its subordinate units to Zaria. These differences
were significant for the development of government in Zaria itself.
Whereas Zaria did not directly intervene in the internal affairs of its
vassals, and they had no voice in the affairs of Zaria, the sultans of
Sokoto could and did intervene in the government of Zazzau, at
various times and in various ways, and these interventions often
marked changes in the structure or functions of the Zaria govern~
ment. I shall therefore discuss the relation of Zaria to SokotD and
to its own vassal states separately, beginning with Sokoto.
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The Sultan of Sakata supervised the state of Zaria through his
kinsman, the Waziri (Vizier) of Sakoto. This Waziri was the official
link between the rulers of Zaria and Sakata. He was kept informed
about local affairs through visits by himself and his agents, and in
this way he maintained a continuous contact with the kings of
Zaria. The Waziri: was responsible for collecting the tribute which
Zaria made twice annually to Sokoto. on the occasions of the main
Muhammadan festivals of Id-e1-Kabir, and Id-el-Fitr (known in
Hausa as the Greater and the Lesser SalIah). At such times, the
kings of Zaria were expected to visit Sokoto, taking with them
tribute in the form of slaves, Zaria cloth, horses, mats, and some
cowrie currency. The content of this tribute changed over the
century, and its value tended steadily to increase. Apart from the
tribute which the rulers of Zaria sent to Sakata, levies of grain were
collected for the Wazmn Sakata on his annual visits to Zaria. This
collection was known as bani-bani (give me-give me). By 1860 it
had become customary for the king of Zaria to make donations of
money and goods to both the Waziri and the Sultan of Sokoto on
his appointment to the throne. This kurdin sarauta (money of
taking office) was introduced in the years between 1835 and 1845,
when Sokoto asserted its right to select the rulers of Zaria.
Sakata chose the rulers of Zaria from one or other of three
principal dynasties; the Mallawa, who were descended from Mallam Musa, a Fnlani of Malle, who was the deputy appointed by dan
Fodio to conquer Zaria; the Bornawa, who were descended from
Yamusa, a Fulani of Bornu origin, and Musa's Madaki (madawaki,
conunander of cavalry); and the Katsinawa who were descended
from Abdulkerim, a Fulani of Katsina, who helped Musa in the
conquest of Zaria, and was then placed in charge of all pastoral
FuLani in the state with the title of Sa'i.
In 1860 the Sultan of Sakoto for the first time deposed a ruler
of Zaria, and Audussalami of the Suleibawa Fulani, a native of
Zaria, the holder of the title Makama, and a distant agnatic kinsman of the royal lineage of Kano, was appointed as ruler of Zazzau.
The development of relations between Zaria and Sokoto was
thereafter closely linked with this power of the Sultan to depose as
well as appoint the rulers of Zaria, and the history of these relations
will be related in the following chapter.
By 1863 the process through which the king of Zaria was
selected had taken the following Conn. There was an electoral

council at Zaria composed of the chief priest (Limamin Juma'a),
the Galadima, and one other official mallam, nonnally the chief
judge (Alkali), but on occasion the Limamin Kona, a priestly office
which had persisted at Zaria from Habe times. The official compo8ition of this local electoral council varied little during the century; the rule was that it should not include either of the competing
candidates or any members af the ruling lineages. This electoral
council considered the leading competitors for the throne and prepared a short list of three candidates ranked in the order of then
preference. This list was sent to the Waziri of Sakato, who, as the
Kolar Zazzau (the supervisor or intermediarybetween Zariaand the
Sultan), discussed the final choice with the Sultan, and would
visit Zaria to announce and instal the new king.
Like so many other elements of the Fulani government, the
crowning or installation of the ruler also changed during the last
century. It seems that the first two kings were not crowned by
Sokoto. It is possible to argue also that Yamusa, the second ruler,
was not selected independently by Sokoto. However, the third
Fulani ruler, Abdulkerim, was selected by the Sultan of Sakoto on
the basis of recommendations by the electoral council of Zaria;
and he was crowned by the Waziri of Sokoto in Zaria city at
the traditional place for such ceremonies, the compound of the
Magajiya. Hamada, the son of Yamusa, who succeeded Abdulkerim, refused to be crowned there, but died after reigning for only
fifty-two days. Later kings were appointed by Sakata and were
crowned at the king's palace (gidan Bakwa Turunku) in Zaria city.
To reduce the chances of civil war developing over the succession
after 1880, the Sultans of Sokota decided to select and crown the
king of Zaria at Sakata. This was done twice; but in 1897 the rule
was changed again, and an attempt was made to select and instal
the new king in Zaria city, with consequences which will be related
in due course.
Sakoto first claimed and exercised the power to depose rulers of
Zaria in 1860. Further depositions occurred in 1873, 1881, and
1890' It thus fair to say that by 1863 the Sultan of Sakata had
appropriated powers to appoint and dethrone the rulers of Zaria.
Moreover, beginning with Audusallami's accession in 1860, the
rulers of Sokoto also controlled appointments to certain of the
principal offices of the Zaria government.
As a vassal of the Sultan of Sokata, the ruler of Zaria paid
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tribute and attended the Court at Sokoto annually; he also reported
on the affairs of his kingdom, and supplied military or other aid as
requested. For example, in 1851 the kingdom of Hadejia repudiated its subordination to Sokato, and in the secession war which
followed, the king of Zaria sent several contingents of local troops
to the assistance of Sokoto.
The Sultan of Sokoto had rights to inherit portions of the
property left by rulers of vassal states. When a king of Zalia died
in office, one-half of his childless concubines and one-third of his
slaves and his cattle went to the Sultan, an equal share going to the
next king, and the remainder to the late ruler's family. When a king
of Zaria was deposed, the Sultan of Solroto received one-half of his
slaves and his cattle. Land, compounds and slaves attached
permanently to the throne were not subject to this subdivision or
inheritance; nor were the horses, which were used for the cavalry
of Zaria, or the large herds of cattle pennanently endowed to the
throne. This right to a share in the inheritance of the personal
estates of vassal chiefs was a source of considerable income to
Sokato. Certain kings of Zaria are said to have had over 6,000
slaves as personal property.
Within his kingdom, the ruler of Zaria exercised power O\'er
appointments to office, dismissals, promotions, the creation of new
offices, and related matters. However the king of Zaria did not
exercise such wide powers over appointments to the chieftainships
of states which were his vassals as the Sultan exercised over Zaria
itself. Early in the century when a ruler of Zaria sought to reward
a supporter with one of these vassal chieftai08hips, the vassal state
protested successfully, receiving support from Sakata. Thereafter
the rulers of Zaria merely confirmed the candidates selected by the
local electoral councils, but neitber chose nor deposed these vassals.
The king of Zaria was free to make war agaiIl31: non-Muhammadan populations, to levy tax or tribute as he pleased within his
dominions, and to administer justice, including capital punishment. He could appeal to Sakoto for military aid when necessary.
and it was traditional for the kingdom of Kano to supply Zaria with
cavalry reinforcements.
The king of Zaria exercised a supervisory jurisdiction over his
vassal states, and several of these lacked powers to pass sentence
involving mutilation or death. In addition the ruler of Zaria received one-third of the slaves and cattle, and one-half of the child-

less concubines of his vassal chiefs who died in office, together with
one-sixth of the horses, cattle and slaves of all Zaria officials, and
one-half of the property of those who were dismissed from office.
On his own accession and their appointment, a king received handsome gaisuwa (gifts of greeting) from his officials and vassal chiefs.
The king made similar gifts to the Sult"an of Sokata. For example,
the king of Zaria, Audullahi, sent Sultan Rufa'i a hundred slaves
as a greeting (gaisuwa) on the latter's appointment to the throne of
Sokoto. Such gifts expressed the subordinate's allegiance and
loyalty. To forestall the official division of their estates and to protect their families against impoverishment, kings sometimes gave
their children substantial numbers of slaves dUring their lifetime,
and such gifts were not included in the inheritance.

(b) Zaria and its V(Usals
The geographical distribution of the vassal states of Fulani Zaria
during the last century is presented on the map. The larger vassal
state6 of Jema'an Dororo, Nassarawan Kwotto, and Keffi lay
farthest south from Zaria, and each of these chiefdoms was over
3,000 square miles in area. Another small vassal state, called Doma,
lying near these to the south. had a mixed population of pagans and
Muhammadans and a tradition of sacled chieftainship. Lafia, east
of Doma, had been a vassal state of Zaria until 1812) when the king
of Zaria transferred it to the ruler of Bauchi, his eastern neighbour.
Lapai, another small chiefdom which until 1836 owed allegiance
to Zaria, v.<Ul also transferred on its own request to the kingdom of
Nupe, itself a vassal state of the western division of the Fulani
empire under the King of Gwandu. The small community of
Bagaji was the fifth southern vassal of Zaria.
Two of the three largest southern vassal states of Zaria, Keffi
and Jema'a, were founded by Fulani leaders to whom Mallam
Musa, the conqueror of Zaria, had given flags (tuta) as symbols of
leadership over the Faithful in those territories. The rulers of
Keffi and Jema'a were selected by locaL electoral councils, but they
were usually crowned at Zaria. These states, like other vassals, paid
tribute (gtmdu) to Zaria, rather than tax (haraji, kurdin kasa). The
amount of the tribute which anyone state paid varied slightly from
year to year; but Zaria expected a hundred slaves from each of the
larger vassal states annually. If tribute had not been paid for three
consecutive years, the king of Zaria enforced its collection by
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military meant!. Such a forced collection of tribute from Keffi in
1873 led to the deposition of one king of Zaria, who refused to t!top
his attackts, although illlltructed by the Sultan of Sakata to do so.
Apart from slaves, gowns, salt, locust-bean, mats, palm-oil, kolanuts, grain, cowrie currency, and horses were also sent regularly
to Zaria as tribute by vassal chiefs.
After I&tO the kings of Zaria lost the power to select or depose
the kings of Jema'a, Keffi, and Kwotto, although they retained
suzerainty of these states. Jema'a, Keffi, Kwotto, and Doma had
powers to make war on pagans or with nearby Abuja, although not
on one another. In fact, there was frequent fighting between these
states. Some of these campaigns were stopped and punished by the
king of Zaria, while others were oyer before Zaria was able to
intervene.
Every vassal had a set of royal drwns (tambari) as insignia of
hereditary chieftainship j rulers of the three larger states had complete jurisdiction within their dominions, being able to pass and
enforce sentences involving mutilation or death, to levy tax, and
to allocate t!tate offices at their pleasure. Each of these states had
its own judiciary with powers to imprison, levy fines, administer
floggings, to decree divorce and the like.
Rulers of vassal states nearer to Zaria lacked the powers and
relative autonomy of these peripheral southern chiefdoms. These
proximate vassal8tates were Kajuru, Kauru, Fatika, Kagarko, Lere,
and Durum. Of these Kajuru, Kauru, and Fatika were already in
existence before the Fulani conquered Zaria, while Lere and
Kagarko were established at some time during the last century, and
Durum, which was given vassal status at the conquest, was later
reduced to the p08ition of a fief. Each of these nearby vassal states
was ruled by ita own hereditary dynasty. and within his dominions
each of these vMeal chiefs could levy tax or tribute, allocate local
offices, and had jurisdiction over minor offences (karamin shari/a)
and legal issues 80ch as inheritance, divorce, land issues, and
debts, and the right to impose fines, imprisotunent, and whipping.
Munyan shari'a. i.e. issues giving rise to heavier punishments such
as multiJation or death, were referred to Zaria for decision. Appeals
lay from the vassal's court to those of Zaria. None of these proximate vassals had power to engage in war or raids without penniasion from the king of Zaria. During the late nineteenth century, the
rulers of Zaria stationed annies at Kacia near the borders of

KajUnI, Kauru, and Kagarko, to keep local tribes in control and to
protect caravan routes in the area.
The kings of Zaria exercised powers of selecting and deposing
the rulers of these proximate vassal states. Of them, only Kajuru,
Lere, Kauru, and Fatika had !ambari of their own, or could shiga
kokuwa, i.e. were given the a/kyabba (robe of chieftainship) on their
installation. The tamhari given to Durum in 1804 were later removed together with its vassal status. 'There is no record that these
closer vassal states either failed to pay tribute promptly, or ever
waged war on one another throughout the period of Fulani rule at
Zaria. Members of the royal lines of these states were unable to
hold office within the government of Zaria,. and members of the
leading families of Zaria were unable to hold office within these
states. Thus. despite differences in the degrees of their subordination and the effectiveness of their control by Zaria, all vassal states
were discrete governmental systems in the sense that participation
in any of these systems entailed exclusion from all other systems of similar kind, including the government of the sovereign
state.
Each of these vassal states was linked to the ruler of Zaria
through a kola (door) or intermediary. These intermediaries included titled officials of Zaria, but the king retained direct control
over certain vassals, and communicated with them through his own
jekada (agent, intermediary), who would also be the vassal's kofa
(door). Kauru and Kajuru were supervised by the Makama
lurami, Lere, and Durum by the Turaki Karami; Jema'a was
originally placed by Mallam Musa under the Limamin Jorna'a,
and Keffi was originally allotted to an untitled mallam and pilgrim,
Alhaji Musa, whose religious scruples would n?t allow him to ta~e
territorial office. These two states, together Wlth Kwotto, BagaJl,
and Fatika, were later supervised by the Madaki, while Doma,
Kagarko, Durum, and Lere were 8upervised directly by the Icing.
Through the appointed intermediaries, these vassal states submitted their tribute to the king, the intermediary keeping onefifth of the total, just as the Waziri of Sakoto kept some of the
tribute sent from Zaria to Sokoto. The intermediaries were also
responsible for reporting the legal cases to the Zaria courts, for
passing on instructions to the vassal chiefs, and for keeping the
king of Zaria informed about developments in their several
chiC'fdoms.
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2. SOCIETY IN FULANI ZARIA

The population of Fulani Zaria in the last century was partly
slave, partly free. The slaves included captives. few of whom were
Muhammadan, but those born into slavery were reared as Muhammadans. Free members of the society were either freedmen or born
free. Eunuchs must also he distinguished from the slave and the
free, although they suffered many of the legal disabilities of slaves
in Fulani Zaria.
The free population of Fulam Zaria were divided firstly by
religion into Muhammadan and non-Muhammadan groups. Most
of the non-Muhammadans were tribesmen living to the south and
west of the state, and slaves were regularly drawn from these
populations by raids or tribute. Excluding these non-Hauaaspeaking 'pagans', the principal division among the free Muhammadan population of Zaria was between the Fulani and the Babe,
the conquerors and the conquered. The conquest reflected this
ethnic differentiation and initiated new relations of superordination
and subordination which were established in the process of consolidation.

(a) Rank and Li'lUUlge among the Fulani
The Fulani of Zaria were divided into Settled and Nomadic
groups. The Settled Fulani ruled the state, intermarrying with
their Nomadic cousins, who also assisted occasionally in raids and
war. The Settled Fulani were internally divided into a number of
lineages, and these were strati6ed according to their position within
the system of government. There were four dynasties at Fulani
Zaria, the Mallawa, Bornawa, Katsinawa, and Suleibawa. Of these
the 6rst three were the most important politically, and had the
largest membership. In addition, there were a nwnber of other
aristocratic Fulani patrilineages, such as the Katsinawa 'Yan Doto,
the 'Van Doto of Gusau, the Fulanin Wunti, Fulanin Yesqua,
Fulanin JoIi, Fulanin Gadidi, and the Fulani of Dan Durori; certain other patrilineages such as the Fulanin Bebeji, or the Fulanin
Shanooo were of Kano origin; the Toronkawa Fulani were
descended from Waziri Gidado of Sokoto by the daughter of M.
Musa, the baMalle conqueror; and there were also Fulani from
various parts of Katsina such as Damfa, the Dokaje, and others.
The aristocratic status enjoyed by these Iineages was related to
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their political roles in two ways. Aristocratic status qualified them
for political roles and office. It was further established through
and enforced by participation in government. This list of noble
Fulani lineages reflects in part the heterogeneous composition of
the Fulani force which invaded Zaria under Musa; but it also includes some Fulani who were already settled in Zaria at that date.
The status of the ruling lineages was superior to that of other
Fulani in Zaria. Members of these dynasties were royals by birth.
Their male members were each a yerima (prince), their females, a
gimbiya (princess). Such persons paid no land-tax (kurdin kasal,
and were also exempt from other annual taxation under the rule of
hurumi, or perpetual exemption, a right which vested in these
dynasties by virtue of their royal status.
The other aristocratic Fulani lineages of Zaria were also·internally differentiated through their competition for political office.
Successful lineages tended to have higher status and greater wealth
than their less successful competitors. Such differentiation was itself a ground for the allocation of office, while the allocation of
office further increased these differences. Office provided its
holders with opportunities for the accumulation of wealth, booty,
and slaves, and slaves were the main sources of farm labour. An
owner having sufficient slaves utIually established his own settlement. This was called a rinji (slave-village or hamlet, pI. rumada;
alternatives keffi,1 tunga). The number and size of the rumada
which a person or family controlled was evidence of the owner's
wealth and power. Merchants and many other non-officials had
slaves, but permission was necessary in order to build separate
settlements for TUNlOda, and this was generally given only to the
nobility. In Zaria, the majority of the larger rumada belonged to
one or other of the dynasties. These rumada were the principal
fonDS of capital investment in Zaria, and thus political status was
closely related to the distribution of wealth; conversely, the distribution of wealth was related to the distribution of political office.
The relations between noble status, political office, and wealth
tended to be circular, in the sense that each of these factors reinforced the other. However, this circle was neither closed nor
complete for the following reasons.
Firstly, conunoners were never completely excluded from
1 The southern vaesaJ. state called by this name was often regarded as a IIlave
reserve.
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political office. Even slaves held office, and they often amassed
wealth. Thus the Turaki Ba'idu, a slave-official of MaDam Musa,
himse1fhad over 1,200 slaves, and was one of the wealthiest men in
Zaria at that time. Although manumitted by Musa and renamed
Abdullahi. the Mallawa inherited the Turald's property as he was
a eunuch.
Secondly, the duties levied on the estates of officials on their
death or dismissal also tended to reduce the rate at which these
lineages accumulated property through political appointments.
The throne received substantial portions of the estate of its
officials.
Thirdly, the membership of these dominant lineages increased
with unusual speed due to the opportunities for acquiring ccmcubines which were provided by political office. This population
growth promoted the progressive differentiation of descent-lines
within these lineages, and this differentiation was further accelerated by frequent re-distributions of office. Since the number of
political offices was limited while the population descended from
aristocrats was not, the number of noblemen holding office formed
a continually diminishing proportion of the number of noblemen
eligible for and interested in such office. The differentiation of
descent-lines within the Fulani patrilineages corresponded to the
relative political success of lineage males and expressed these
conditions of intense competition for office. The extreme case of
intra-lineage differentiation is provided by the dynasties, and its
form can be seen from a glance at the skeleton genealogies attached.
Finally, towards the end of the century the security of slave
property tended to diminish, partly due to attacks from external
enemies, such as Kontagora, the Habe of Maradi, and the Ningi;
partly due to increased local kidnapping by 'Yan Kwanta; partly
to the effects of political competition within the state itself. These
were the most important factors which prevented the development
of a rigid and caste-like stratification in Zaria through changeless
coincident distributions of wealth., office, and status. Under these
conditions the system of stratification permitted both downward
and upward social mobility, and although the opportunities for
social movement were greater for the Fulani than the Habe, the
latter also enjoyed chances of limited mobility_
Certain aristocratic lineages were also di.fferentiated by functional specialization. Thus the Katsinawa 'Yan Doto were a
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Fulani lineage taking a special pride in their knowledge of Islam
and Muhammadan law (shari'a). As such they provided the state
with persons specially fitted to hold judicial positions or priestly
offices. The office of Limamin Kana was traditionally reserved for
a Habe family originally from Bornu. Particular offices of state
were allocated to certain other Fulani lineages such as the Wuntawa, and such lineages would only compete for the reserved
offices, graduaUy establishing quasi-heredit~ry interests therein.
Other aristocratic lineages were linked to the ruling groups ofneighbouting states, and competed for a wide variety of local offices.
Competition for office took a variety of forms. Of these clientage
was perhaps the most important. Individuals might become clients
of particular persons, such as office-holders eligible for promotion
to the throne; or they might enter into a looser association with an
important family or branch of a family; or one family or descentline could be clients of another or of an office. The most effective
form of clientage was usually based on individual relations; hut
the association of descent-lines for purposes of political competition was also significant. Such familial clientage was often expressed in marriage alliances, since the heads of descent-lines who
sought to preserve their solidarity and perpetuate their association
over the following generations would frequently arrange for the
children of their more important members to marry one another.
Although official appointments and relations to which such familial
clientage gave rise would be expressed through individuals, these
individuals would represent the continuing association of their
descent-lines. Thus Mallam Musa established a close bond between his lineage and that of the Wazirin Sokoto, the Toronkawa,
by giving his daughter in marriage to the Waziri. The children of
this union were in due course returned to Zaria, and have since
been appointed to numerous offices by the Bornawa as well as by
their Mattawa kin.
Under Muhammadan law, the child of a slave concubine by her
master is a free member of the masters family, inheriting with
other issue on its father's death. This rule, coupled with extensive
opportunities for recruiting concubines from their own slaves,
allowed the ruling Fulani to increase more rapidly than any other
part of the population; and this together with their increasing
number of slaves meant that as time passed their overthrow became correspondingly more difficult.

•
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Fulani patrilineages were not exogamous. 'fhe Settled Fulani
followed Islamic practice under which the preferred form of
marriage is that between two brothers' children. Among the subject Habe, matrilateral cross-cousin marriage was the preferred
form. This Fulani preference for marriage between agnatic kin,
including fust-eousins, enabled the different descent-lines within
a lineage or dynasty, as well as different lineages or dynasties, to
intermarry for political reasons. This pattern of political marriages
was an important method of associating family-lines, within and
between lineages j but although it helped to weld the numerous
Fulani lineages and their politically differentiated segments into a
ruling group the parts of which were bound to one another by
kinship and marriage as well as by lineage and cli.entage, it also expressed and promoted their internal rivalry.
Within lineages differentiation was especially important in the
contest for political office and at inheritance. This differentiation
developed through units known as dakuna (huts; s. daki). Under
Muslim law a man may have four wives, and as many concubines
as he can afford. Aristocratic Fulani males of sufficient means
normally had four wives each, and they usually divided their
fertile concubines among the 'huts' of these wives. Thus the wife's
'hut' would include her own children, together with the concubines
placed under her control and their children. On the death of the
common husband (mai-giJa, head of the household) his property
would then be divided among the four 'huts' distinguished by
reference to his wives. The ddest son of each wife took charge of
the portion allotted to her hut. Under Muhammadan law all male
issue were entitled to equal portions of the inheritance, while
daughters received half the portions allotted to sons except for
land. If these legal principles were observed exactly in the division
by dakuna, then the portions allotted to each daki would correspond
to the number and sex of the heirs within them. Alternatively, the
estate would be divided into four equal portions, one for each hut.
In either case, subdivision of an inheritance applied to land, slaves,
cattle, and other movables, and inheritance implied subdivision.
The net effect was that the principal type of corporate property
held by politically successful descent-lines were the Tumada which
had originally been allotted to separate dakuna. Such 'family'
Tumada would be administered fonnally by the eldest surviving
son of the descent-line and were supervised by one or other of the
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heirs (zyayen gift), who would distribute portions of its yield
annually to others.
Subdivision of estates on inheritance meant that the accumulation of property by families was accompanied by its dispersal.
The subdivision at inheritance defined separate dakuna as segments within agnatic lines, at the same time that the preference for
marriage between ortho-cousins or cross-cousins permitted the
selective association of individuals of the same or different'dakuna
by the intermarriage of their children. As a rule, full brothers supported one another in this intra-lineage competition, whereas
paternal half-brothers were traditional rivals. The genealogical
structure of the politically important lineages was such that this
contraposition of dakuna and agnatic descent could be combined
and varied according to the context. The net effect is that descentlines within lineages are differentiated by reference to the rank of
their founders and senior males, by the distribution of differing
sibling relations, by marriage alliances within and outside the
lineage, and by property, especially corporately owned herds of
cattle and rumada. The room for manoeuvre with which these
variables presented political competitors was fuUy exploited by the
Fulani of Zaria, and such manoeuvres were important to their
form of government.

(b) Th. Subject Population
Habe whose ancestors had not held political office lack lineage
ties completely. For such commoners, the system of kinship and
descent is bilateral, although inheritance, residence, and various
other conditions of kinship emphasize agnatic ties. During the last
century, Habe mainly participated in the government of Zaria as
subordinate officials charged with tax-collection. The majority of
these offices were defined by relation to occupational groups. For
example there was a Sarkin Makeran Zazzau (Chief of the Blacksmiths of Zaria) appointed to collect an industrial tax from the
blacksmiths of the kingdom. In tum, he appointed other blacksmiths to assist him, gave them appropriate titles, and allocated
them to stated districts fTOm which each would collect the blacksmiths' tax. This system of occupational taxation was developed
during the century to embrace most of the craftsmen of Zaria, with
corresponding increases in the nwober of occupational tax-collecting officials. These occupational officials, being nonnally recruited
G.7..----7
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from the craft for whose tax. they were responsible, were almost all
of Habe origin, since the Habe were the craftsmen of Zaria from
pre-Fulani days,l Among themselves, Hahe observed a <class'

third or one-half of the population in the densely settled Muhammadan areas of some Fulani states were slaves.1
Eunuchs occupied few important offices in the latter half of the
last century at Fulani Zaria. and consequently we know little about
them. In 1890 the last of the offices traditionally reserved for
eunuchs from Habe days was given to a free man at the same time
that this office was invested with territorial fiefil. This was the
.office of Sarkin Zana (Chief of the Harem). However, while the old
Habe offices for eunuchs were passing into the hands of free men,
new eunuch titles were being created to discharge certain essential
tasks within the royal household. These new eunuch offices were
strictly menial, and their functions were strictly limited to the
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system emphasizing hereditary occupation in the male line. A
special feature of this system was ita caste-like depreciation of
butchers, hunters, tanDers, and blacksmiths. These four occupational groups had the lowest ranking, and descent from any of them
was regarded by other groups as a valid barrier to marriage.
In the years immediately following the conquest, political office
was equally open to Habe and Fulanij but by the mid-nineteenth

century almost all important offices were reserved for royal or
noble Fulani. In part this exclusion of Habe from important office
reflected the increasing pressure of the expanding Fulani population on the limited number of offices; in part, it may have been an
unavoidable implication of the conquest, which placed the Fulani
in a superior position to the Habe.
Among the slaves of Fulani Zaria the important distinction was
between the native-born and the captives. Native-born slaves were
Muhammadans by training, and were morally not alienable. They
were often employed on important business of a confidential
nature. being specially suited by their status and upbringing for
such roles. Their slave status made them completely dependent on
the owner j their membership in his family since birth provided
ground for identification of interests j and their training provided
them with the necessary cultural skills. These ditMjai (native-born
slaves) also fonned an important part of the armed force of Zaria,
especially the bowmen and infantry. They were also employed as
jakadu (intermediaries), and as household servants, and were
occasionally put in charge of military detachments or territorial
fiefil. Despite their inferior status. such dimajai shared many
interests with their owners and with the free population, and were
often more reliable than free agents. It is notable that throughout
the last century. despite the fact that there were considerable
opportunities for a successful slave rebellion in Zaria, there was
never any danger or fear of such a development. Judging from accounts of Hausa-Fulani kingdoms given by Barth and other travellers who visited these areas during the last century, perhaps oneI A lilt of the principal occupational officials is given in the chlUt of Stllte
organization in nineteenth-century Zaria, and a catalogue of their tall:es is to be
fOWld in Appendix D. For further detaib of l:he$e and other taxea of Fulll.\li
Zaria, see Arnett, 19to. p. 16; or Smith, M. G .• 1955, pp. 96-7.
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royal household.
3.

STATE FUNCTIONS AND ORGANIZATION

(4) Integrative Principles

':

The total area over which the king of Zaria exercised suzerainty
during the last century may have exceeded 20,000 square miles. Of
this, the kingdom and its nearer vassal states had an area of about
13,000 square miles. The state was a conquest state, the unity and
control of which was a Fulani responsibility. It was also part of an
empire. on the one hand exercising suzerainty over tributary vassal
states, on the other itself a vassal state of Sokoto.
Its intermediate position within the imperial hierarchy affected
the government of Zaria in several ways. This intermediate status
considerably reduced the opportunities for successful military
rebellion by Zaria or elements within it, for such a revolt would
meet with opposition from the armed forces of the Fulani empire
as a whole. Yet this very condition paradoxically increased the
value of force in the competition for the throne. Since civil war
among the ruling Fulani would endanger the stability of the local
state and the Fulani empire, threats to use force were common in
this competition and the compromise arrangements by which they
were disanned only served to condone them. Its tributary position
also stimulated the rulers of Zaria to develop machinery for the
collection of tax within the state and for the collection of tribute
from its vassals. Its imperial situation gave Zaria great security
from external enemies, and also sanctioned the local kingship and
I See Barth, 1857, or Denluun lind Clapperton, ISz6.
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government in terms of ittulmtI, that is, leadership of the Faithful
within a province of the dar-er-Isknn. Thus Islam sanctioned
Fulani rule which was initially established to enforce its observance; and at the same time it sanctioned the claims of local
dynasties to the throne.
In the prevalent ideology the organization of government was
justified so long as it provided conditions essential to the maintenance and expansion of the Muhammadan religion. Such an
ideology initially weakened the opposition of the Muhammadan
Habe to Fulani rule, and this threat to the conquerors from the
native Habe of Zaria was progressively reduced by the prolific
expansion of ruling Fulani groups through the combination of
patrilineal descent and extensive concubinage, and also through
the increasing number of slaves under Fulani control. Moreover,
as free Muhammadans, the Fulani and Habe were committed by
their cornmon interests to try to maintain the current social and
political order j numericaUy also they were together strong enough
to prevent a successful revolt of their internally divided slave
populations. Within the system of competing patrilineages, clientage served to bring Fulani and Habe into close political association,
thereby reducing the separateness and unity of these conquered
groups. Solidary political relations of clientage were the usual basis
of Habe appointments to office;~and although offices allocated to
Habe were generally subordinate to those filled by Fulani of noble
lineage or royal descent, they provided their holders with opportunities for the accumulation of wealth, for upward social mobility,
and for the exercise of power. Finally, the system of multidynastic competition increased the urgency and span of political
competition, thereby increasing the numbers who participated
within this system. Since the distribution of most subordinate
offices of the state, such as village-chieftainships or occupational
titles, depended on the distribution of the senior offices and proceeded on similar lines, the political competition and its integrative
functions were equally extensive, and the institutions through
which these political relations developed were just as solidary in
function as they were differentiating in fonn.
These integtative elements in the government were usually
latent and were clearly unplanned. They developed as it were
accidentally, almost in spite of the fonn of the state. But the Fulani.
were not content: to rely on such accidental integration for the
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JDlintenance of their government. They actively sought to assure

its continuity through their organization of territorial administration, law, taxation, tribute, and military force. The principles of
organization which the Fulani developed for the recurrent discharge of these governmental functions fell within the permissive
framework of Islamic political ideas, and served both to motivate
the necessary loyalties and to ensure the free flow of recruits for

office.
(b) Territorial Organization: Fiefs, Estates, and Communitiet
The territorial organization of Fulani Zaria was based on the
local chieftainship of community units. Settlement patterns empbasized defensive values and were based on the compact distribution of population within walled towns, strung out along the principal caravan routes. Each of these towns had a few smaller settlements near it which owed aUegiance to the village chief of the area
in which they were sited. Many but not aIL of these hamlets were
slave-villages (rnmada); other rumada large enough to form towns
of their own, would have the walls and other fortifications typical
of a town (gari). Most of the large rumada with their own fortificatrons belong to one or other of the dynasties, and several of them
were established by kings whose permission was always necessary
before settlements could be walled. In his court the ruler of Zaria
settled any boundary disputes between· neighbouring townships.
Rivers, streams, and flood-water courses were widely used to mark
, 8uch boundaries. It was common to bury charcoal within shallow
trenches cut along the boundary for later reference.
Within each community, the village chief administered its
population through a hierarchy of ward-heads, whom he was free
to appoint to office, to promote or dismiss. Occupational officials
of the area were chosen by the local community chief from each
occupational order separately. The subordinate officials of the
community formed the instrument through which the local chief
gave his orders to the people of his area; the orders he gave were
executive, and the community chief had no legislative power. but
Rince refusal to obey his orders led to punishment for kin umurci
(disobedience), the main restriction on the de facto legislative
power of the community or village chief was the supervision
exercised by his superior, which gave the villagers chances to appeal or complain. Normally the orders issued by community chiefs
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related to such matters as repair of the town walls, mosques, or
other public buildings, including the chief's residence, or work on
the overlord's fann, the arrest of runaway slaves or criminals,
assistance for caravans, or service on military expeditions as required by the overl()rd. The collection of tax and tribute was
another responsibility ()f the local chief, who also informed his
overlord about local developments. supervised the markets and
caravan routes within his area, allocated land to strangers, adjudicated minor issues relating to land, inheritance, divorce, illegitimacy. apprehended runaway slaves, and enforced the observance of
Islam within his territory. There being no formally constituted
court or judge in these villages. serious charges (manyan shari'a)
such as theft or assault, which gave rise to such punishments
as mutilation, were properly referred to Zaria by the village

}~ (gifts of greeting) by which the community chief expressed

chief.
These local communities were administeIed as fiefs by the state
officials, who resided at the capital, Zaria, and owed their office to
the king. These hakimai (s. nakimi, overlords, territorial ad_
ministrators, fief-holding officials) supervised their distant fiefs
through staffs of titled subordinates, some of whom were ap_
pointed jekndu (5. jekada, intennediarie8) to one or more of the
overlord's fiefs. On his appointment as intennediary between the
lord and a fief, the jekada was usually but not aLways given a title.
Such titles established the jakatla'$ official position as agent for the
lord. The titled subordinates of a kakimi were his official staff.
whom he appointed, promoted or dismissed as he willed.. The
office to which these subordinate titles attached was therefore an
administrative organ in Weber's sense and these titled jekadu
formed the administrative staff of the office.1 The titles of these
suoordinates expressed their relation to the principal office explicitly. Thus the senior subordinate of the Fagaci or the Makama
would be the Madakin Fagaci or Madakin Makama.
The jekada dealt directly with the community chief, passing on
his superior's instructions, and receiving the local tax or supplies
for his lord. Since the overlord (hokimi) controlled. appointments
to the village chiefurinship, his jekada was highly influential in the
political affairs of the community. The jekadtis duties involved
keeping his lord infonned about the character and conduct of the
local chief and his rivals, and he was charged with collecting the
1 Weber, ap. cit., pp. 303 fr.
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;loyalty and official clientage to his superior. In battle, the jekada
;,fought alongside contingents from the village under his super-:'viaion. Of the tax, tribute, materials, and other collections for which
:'he was responsible, the jekada was allowed by his lord to retain a
':set portion-usually one-tenth-as remuneration, but it is clear .
:that the jekada also enjoyed ample scope for the overkcollection of
and supplies.
, The fief-holder was responsible to the king for the maintenance
:0£ good order within his fiefs, for its observance of Muhammadan
'law, religion, and custom, for the collection of tax, tribute,labour,
::,Dlaterials, and military forces as required, for the maintenance of
,:the public buildings, town walls, mosque, market, caravan routes,
etc., within the area, and for ensuring that the local chief did not
,exceed his autbority. Tbis last duty involved the reference of all
local cases classified as Manyan Shati'a (crime and certain torts)
,:to the courts of the capitaL. The majority of these cases would then
'-be heard within the court of the Alkali, the senior judge; but the
,;king presided over boundary disputes and such administrative
"issues as were referred to him in his own court. Although the
'hakimi had no officially constituted court, he frequendy settled
cases of tsafi (magic, non-Islamic cult practice), :ralunci (tyrarmy,
including ultra vires action), and matters relating to lands and
tJanns. In practice, the most usual and effective means by which the
: luzkimi controlled his community was through the dismissal of
,local chiefs who were not his clients. Frequent dismissal of local
{"chiefs by fief-holders stimulated political competition within the
'lCOtnmunity, but it also served to limit the opportunities of those
local chiefs who were not bound to their overlords by ties of clientage to indulge in ultra 'l-'ues actions with impunity.
Besides these rural communities with their officially recognized
local chiefs, there were numerous rumada, some independent,
While others were under the immediate jurisdiction of these community chieftainships. Before anyone could build a n'nji or slave, settlement as an independent township, the Icing's permission was
necessary. Before a separate slave-settlement could be built within
any community, the hakimi's pennission was necessary, as well as
; the village chief's. An independent n·nj; which belonged to one or
Other of the royal lineages was exempt from tax or tribute, under
,the rule of hurumi. Otherwise its owner would pay gaisutva

<tax
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(tribute) to the king. If the owner of a rinji was not of royal status,
he paid tax on his free dependants;! but slaves were not subject to
taxation in Zaria, except for the tax levied .when they changed
hands in the slave-market. Rumada which formed separate waUed
settlements were administratively independent of the community
chieftainships on their boundaries. Their establishment by permission ofthe king WlUI itself title to the land on which they farmed.
The owner and his family (iyayen gtJi, s. ubangiji) would cooperate with the local cbief, but were not under the latter's
authority. If the owner was a man of prominent lineage, his power
and status often exceeded that of the community chief, and his
descendants would sometimes hold nearby local chieftainships.

royal lineage, part to the king's personal clients in office and out of
office, part to the W;l2iri and Sultan of Sokoto, and part to the
maintenance of state property or military stores, such as horses
for the cavalry; part went in obligatory distributions, such as alms
to mallams and paupers, but much of the king's surplus income
went into the formation of new slave-settlements, which once
founded became his personal property, although on the king's
death his successor and the Sultan would each receive a portion of
his estate. The king was at once the wealthiest and most powerful
man in the kingdom.
The way in which tax-collection was grafted on to the system of
territorial administration simultaneously remunerated the administrative officials, and kept their numbers from increasing. The
conununity or vassal chiefs who acted as local collectors kept a
portion of the tax or tribute due from their areas and handed the
rest over to the jekada for their lord. The jekada kept another portion, and the lord kept rather more. The remainder went to the
king who forwarded the tribute due to Sokoto through the Waziri,
the latter keeping a portion for himself. But the official hierarchy
remunerated through this tax-collecting process was responsible
for territorial administration, and were also important in the
military and judicial systems. Thus the remuneration of officials
by stated portions (ushira) of the tax which passed through their
hands. may have been economical to the state.
The incidence and form of taxation in Zaria changed several
times during the last century. Apart from the establishment and
expansion of the order of occupational tax-gatherers, these changes
had little effect on the structure of tax-collection itself. This is one
instance in which changing elements of the government, or redefinitions of previous functions, had no significance for the
structure of the system itself.
The first two Fulani rulers coUected a grain tithe called zakka,
which was due to them as mallams or Koranic scholars; in addition they collected a hoe-tax of 500 cowries, and taxes from blacksmiths and dyers, the latter being levied on dye-pits. All nomad
Fulani herdsmen with more than thirty cattle paid an annual tax
of one in every ten cattle to the ruler through the official caUed
Sa'i, who was charged to collect this jangali (cattle-tax) and to
administer the nomad Fulani, confirming the appointment of their
headmen (ardo), settling disputes, supervising their movements,
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(c) State Revenue and its Collection
The king retained direct control of certain local communities.
The throne also had certain herds of cattle which the king administered through his own staff or jekada. Besides these royal
domains there were certain rumada which belonged to the throne
in perpetuity, and these were independent settlements peopled
mainly by royal slaves. The bulk of a ruler's personal property
consisted of the slave-settlements inherited from his father, and
those which he had established himself. The ruler's income from
his personal property was added to his income from his coyal
domains and from the throne's rumada, without any further distinction. In addition the king received a large share of the state
tax, a half-share of military booty, tribute from vassal stat~,and
certain pagan tribes, death duties of office-holders, and that portion of his predecessor's estate which was due to him lUI successor.
Part of this huge annual income went into the maintenance of
the royal household, part to the support and enrichment of the
1 In Zaria this was a curious Conn of poll-tax, levied on the hoes used in
fanning. Hausa distingui8h two main sorts of hoe, the hand-plough (gulma)
which is a spurred hoe, llSed for heavy work; and the li¥ht hoe (fartanyu) used
for weeding, reaping groundnuts and top-soil work. Thill hoe-tax is referred to
in Zaria, alternatively as lumiin galma (8 tax levied on each galma), and kurdin
ff1l'tanya, a tax on each light hoe. Since women can manage the light hoe but
not the gulma, as tlI:1t-units these dttferent boca would have different refereneeB,
in one case to men only, in the other to women a1&o. However, free HauSQFulBni women took no llCtive part in fannin, at. this time, although slavewomen did. Sin<;e no tax was paid on slaves, thlll really meant that kurdi., gall1Ul
was largely the l!llI1le as JwrJin fartrmya. For this reason these terms are used
interclutngeably. Barth di5cu.sseB this. peculiar Zaria tax in his joumals. See
Barth. op. cit., vol, I, p. 309.
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etc. Neither of these first two Fulani rulers levied tolls on caravans,
canoemen, or market transactions; they neither paid nor received
kurdin sarauta (the money of taking office). By 1860 the system of
taxation included annual occupational taxes, a land-tax levied on
each householder amounting to 2,000 cowries per family,l taxes on
caravans, canoemen, market-sales of slaves, kurdin saraula, and
death-duties levied on the estate of office~holders. It is said that
local taxation was increased in response to the orders of the Sultan
of Sokoto, A1iyu Babba, who reigned from r842 to 1859. The
tendency for taxation to increase continued throughout the rest of
the century, and in 1892, the range and rate of occupational taxation levied in Zaria was further increased. The official tribute due
to the Sultan remained fixed throughout this period, but the
Waziri's personal demands steadily increased..

(d) Legal Administration
The Fulani empire had been established by ajihml or Holy War
for the local purification and expansion of Islam. This objective
and origin committed the future governments to observe Islamic
practice regarding religion, law, and war on the infidel. Religion
was accordingly strengthened by the early establishment of an
official Fulani priesthood, the Limamin Juma'a, whose holder held
a seat on the conqueror's council and extensive fiefs. The new
official, Limamin Jurna'a, was also given a seat on the electoral
council of Zaria. Within the mral communities, each walled town
(gan) also had its own /imam (imam, priest); and the administrative
officials were directly responsible for seeing to the observance of
Muhammadan religious practicea.
In conformity with Islamic pattem.8 of legal administration., the
Fulani conquerors established at the capital a new court under a
qualified Muhammadan legal scholar. The new judge had the title
of Alkali (judge) and heard appeals from the court of the Salenke,
a judicial office established under the Habe. The Alkali was the
senior of these two judges. The new Alkali's court also dealt with
manyan shari'a (issues giving rise to mutilation or capital punishment), both those referred to it by local chieftains, and those sent
on to the capital by the nearer vassal states. As regards land issues,
1 Barth who visited Kano in 1851-3 reports that the hoe_tax in Zaria was then
levied at the rote of 500 cowries peT hoe. By 1900 the average rate of hoe~tax
(kurdinga/mn) in Zaria wutiooocowriea. SeeBIlrth,op.dt. vol. 1, p. 309. Seeuo,
Arnett, 19~O, p. 16.
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there appears to have been some overlap of jurisdiction. The
village chiefs certainly heard land issues within their communities;
and these were also sometimes decided by the hakimai of the fiefs.
The king presided over boundary disputes, and over such conflicts
of pagan custom and Islamic law as were reported to him. He also
acted as the executive ann of the legal administration, sending
offenders to trial and enforcing the Alkali's sentences through his
police (dogarai), who were slaves of the throne under a slave police
- chief. His executive role gave the king opportunities for pardoning
~ offenders, or for otherwise influencing the execution of sentences.
The king's mother, who held no official position but was known as
the Mama or Uwar Sadri (mother of the king), was frequently
, asked to intercede on behalf of condemned persons. This informal
intercession is said to have been often effective i it was entirely
outside the framework of Muhammadan law.
In theory the king was responsible for the suppression of
lIQ/unci. which means the improper and oppressive exercise of
.political or administrative power. 1 The Fulani created a new
office, called Wall, and its holder was commissioned to adjudicate
on administrative issues, especially with regard to the abuse of
their power by members of the royal lineages. The Wali's court
was also commissioned to deal with administrative malpractice and
with religious activities contrary to Islam. In addition there was
. the court of the Salenke, which had been established in Zaria before the Fulani conquest. The Salenke was judge of the encampment, accompanied the army on campaigns, and decided all issues
which arose there. Between campaigns, the Salenke also held
court in Zaria city, and may occasionally have visited rural areas.
The Salenke dealt with a similar range of offences to that of the
Alkali's court, but appeal lay from the court of the Salenke to that
of the Alkali, and from the Alkali's court to that of the king. In his
court the king relied on the advice of certain assessors who were
mallams learned in the Shari'a and Islamic lore.
I Despite its pennill6ive pragmatism, Islamic political theory lends itself to an
interpretive application which is forthrightly puritanical. This argument runs
IlOmewhat liS follows: 'The purpose of the state ill to provide proper conditiO!l3
fl)t" the good life (ibada) of its citizens. Maladminiiltration militate3 against this
aood life in varioug ways. Therefore it is opposed to Islam lind must be cooted
out.' The concept of the good life basic to Islamic political thought is that
enunciated in the Koran, the Traditions, the Law and the Commentarie8.
Naturally this concept is somewhat ambiguous, even at Law; and c0nsequently refonnism ill inherent in MuhammadAn politic9. The Fl.l1anijihad wu
itaelf one such reformist movement. See Von Grunebaum, 1955, pp. 127-40·
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(e) The Mil£tary Organz"zation
To the Muhammadan Fulani, war was politically and economically advantageous and also a religious obligation. The jihad was
annually renewed in dry-season raids and campaigns designed to
extend the Fulani dominions or to intensify the subjugation of 000Muhammadan populations already within them. Slavery was the
usual fate of captives, and the collection of captives was a major
object of these military adventures. For the fifty years following
their conquest of Zaria. the Fulani were engaged in somewhat
indiscriminate offensive war. Towards the end of the century they
were thrown on the defensive; but the Fulani military organization
and strategy which had been developed mainly f6r aggression was
ill suited for defence. The Fulani army was mobilized as the king
required from his subjects through the agency of his fief-holders
and their subordinates. Thus, when urgently required for dcfensive purposes, the army was often non-existent. On the other
hand, for a raid or an attack, this mode of recruitment had obvious
advantages. By this organization the burdens or benefits of campaigns were distributed more widely and variably than may otherwise have been possible. It also relieved the state of the economic
burden which a standing army involved. The king provided equipment for his own bodyguard, and for certain units of the army. The
Madaki provided horses for selected cavalrymen, and through the
organization of craftsmen such as blacksmiths, the king and his /
officials saw to the preparation of military stores and supplies.
The army being organized for offensive war, its typical fonnation was an attacking one, even on the march. Pathfinders under a
nomad Fulani leader with the title of Kato preceded the anny; they
were followed by scouts (gonau) under officers, such as the 8ata
(theft), or the Baraya (robber). A little behind with the main force
of heavy cavalry (barade, s. barde) came the Madaki, slightly ahead
of the infantry and the bowmen. As the century wore on, musketeers Cyan bindiga) were attached to this division and its flanks were
protected by light cavalry Cyan Kworbai). Some distance behind
came the king, with a smaller force of cavalry (lifidi), dad in
leather helmets, chain-mail, and quilted cotton armour, and a
reserve of heavy infantry. The king's entourage included various
officials who acted as liaison with the Madaki's detachments.
Bringing up the rear was the Wombai with a reserve of horses, and
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the Rubu with medical supplies and a complement of barberdoctors to take care ofthe wounded. Camp-builders and administrators were usually stationed with this rearguard. The main force
under the Madaki bore the brunt of the fighting, and was the
most specialized division of the army. It included detachments of
musketeers, bowmen, archers who :fired incendiaries into the
thatch-roofs of the village under attack, and heavy infantry under
their captain, the Sarkin Karma. Military equipment included
javelins, small round shields (ku:n1leli), spears, swords, daggers,
poisoned arrows, incendiaries (stmgQ), muskets, and a variety of
defensive armour.
The general pattern for the diBposition of officials on campaigns
were as follows:
(a) Pathfinders under Kato.

(b) Scouts under the Sata and the Baraya.
(c) Forward Force. Barde and cavalry. Sarkin Karma and infantry
(dakaro). Sarkin Baka and bowmen. Sarkin Bindiga and musketeers. Kwaramaza and light horsemen ('yan Kwarhtnj.l
(d) Main force. Madaki with Karfe,2 Wali, Fagaci, Iyan Kurama,
Makama the lesser, Turaki thc leeser, Dangaladima, Iya, Magayaki, Sarkin Fatika the vassal chief, Madakin Galadima and his
warriors, Madakin Makama Babba and his warriors, Madakin
Turaki Babba and his warriors, Madakin Sarkin Yaki and his
warriors.
(e) The king with Sarkin Yaki, Makama Babba,3 Galadima, Katoka,
Jisambo, Salenke. Also Sarkin Garkuwa, 8arwa, Hauni, Wagu,
Sarkin Dakaru, Sarkin Zana, Bajimin Gabas, heavy cavalry
(lifidi) and some light cavalry under the Kuyambana.
(f) Rearguard; Wombai with Sarkin Kauru, Sarkin Kajuru, reserve
of horses, Rubu and medical staff, followed by Sarkin Fada in
charge of rearguard ·warriors.
Certain territorial officials, 8uch as the Wan'ya, the Mardanni,
and the Magajin Gari, did not take part in campaigns. Neither did
the Alkali, nor the two LimaIll& of Juma'a and Kana, nor such
slave-<lfficials as the Madauci who was responsible for organizing
I Kwarllmll2a, sometimes said to be captain of lifidi (heavy armoured cavalry),
8Ol1Ietimel! said to be captain of the 'ytIli Kwarbai. Subordinate to Kuyambana.
• Karle, the Madaki's chief lieutenant liInd lldministrative assistant, was
usually the Madaki', eldest Bon. This office also bore the title Kauta, and was
teaIly the Madaki'a Madaki.
a Makama Babba (the big wmpon) WIl8 the senior militaty office of state und':l'
the Madaki, and WllS the latter's second in command m battle. Hence his
position with the kins'e forces as liai9011.
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and forwarding necessary supplies. Unfortunately I failed to
ascertain the exact battle positions ·of the Dallatu, the Magajin
Zakara, and the Danmadami. The king was responsible for providing military equipment for the followers of the Barde, Kuyambana,
Sarkin Yaki, Sarkin Garkuwa, Sarm Karma, Rubu, and Magayaki.
The Sarkin Yaki (chief of battle) acted as captain of the forces
actually grouped about the king; in between campaigns he acted
as the chief of the king's bodyguard. Of the king's entourage, the
Galadima, Makarna Babba, and Turaki Babba had none of their
own troops with them, while the Sarkin Zana (chief of the harem)
was the king's personal attendant, and until the last decade of the
century this office was held by eunuchs.
The king's war-counci1 was composed of the Madak~ Galadima,
Wombai, Dallatu, and Magajin Gari. The latter remained at the
capital and acted as the king's deputy in charge of the government,
during the king's absence on campaigns. I do not know whether
the Dallatu always accompanied the king to battle, but some holders
of the Dallatu title died in action during the last century.
Detachments mobilized by fief-holders were usually separated
from their hakimai and fought as units under the captaincy of the
fief-holder's chief lieutenant, who was his Madaki. Most fiefholders remained with the Madaki and relayed the Madaki's
orders to their several detaclunents by messengers. In the crude
arrowhead foonation which was usual, the commanders were
stationed behind the centre on the march, and directed battle from_
a rise in the ground.
The military organization and dispositions just described were
intended to secure the most efficient use of the troops. To this end,
not only were foonerly civil offices invested with military duties,
but the traditional Habe division of military command between
the king and his Madaki were supplanted by new functional groupings, which were themselves subject to change according to the
situation. For this reason the actual dispositions of officiale and
troops may often have deviated from the model just described.
Similarly, the command exercised by Madaki over other fiefholders and officials on campaigns lapsed during peacetime,
although Madaki's precedence remained.
Division of the booty and slaves captured during the campaign
took place on the battlefield and was regulated by conventions.
The Makama Babba, as representative of the Madaki, and the
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Barkin Yaki as .representative of the king, divided the spoils between them, WIth the Fagaci presiding to ensure fair play. The
king was given half of the captives and the Madaki took the remainder. The Madaki rewarded the officials and troops who
fought directly under his command from his half-share while the
king rewarded his entourage from his portion. In 1862 Audusallami, the baSuleibe king, attempted to postpone this division of
booty until the army had returned to Zaria, planning to reward the
infantry and the cavalry differently. This innovation was suggested
by Sakata, but Audusallami died before he was able to give it
effect.
Hakimai had no power to levy troops or make war independently.
Occasionally kings would place an army under the command of
close relatives, who held office, for a specific campaign. Thus S.Z.
Yero! authorized his full brother, Makama Ja'afam, to attack the
Kadara of Shan. The leader of such an expedition would receive
a portion of the humusm· (one-fifth of the booty), from the king.
Fief-holders eagerly sought authority to lead expeditions because
of the larger rewards which it gave them. The Madaki was the
only official regularly despatched by the king with armies under
his sole command. Military leadership was the distinctive feature
of the Madaki's role.
Although almos~ aU territorial officials had military roles, some
officers were speaally entrusted with military functions. These
?fficials included ~ captain of the bodyguard, captains of cavalry,
~fantry, and the like. The cavalry were mainly freemen, but
infantry and bowmen included native-born slaves. In the latter
years of ~e ~eteenth century, slave-generals with large forces
were statooned 10 the centre of southern Zaria to protect the local
caravan routes and control the nearby pagans. This disposition
weakened the kingdom's northern defences and represented the
development of a standing army.
When trib~te or tax was overdue, the king could collect it by
force; .sometunes he went in person, or he might send the
Madaki. Muhammadan Hausa-Fulani fiefdoms never invited such
treatment. The collections of overdue payments from pagan tribes
normally involved the burning of a few towns and the enslavement
or execution of considerable numbers of people. The Jaba tribe,
defeated by Manunan Sani in the 18409, were loath to pay tribute
1

s.z.--Sarkin Zazzau, the king of (FuIani) Zaz:zau Ot' Zaria.
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in sla\'es, and suffered heavily, although preserving their independence. The slave-general stationed at Kacia c. 1885 was
charged with the collection of annual tribute from the Kaje,
Kamantan, Ikulu, and neighbouring tribes, if necessary by force.
The extensive participation of Habe and Fulani in slave-raiding
and war was achieved by mobilizing contingents from the fiefs;
and military action offered such troops rewards in the form of
booty, appointments, and promotion. The frequency and success
of these military adventures may have persuaded many people to
Bupport the system of government. Since political and administrative office provided the principal means of enrichment and social
mobility together, and had clear military commitments, the recruitment of officials for these expeditions presented no problem.
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(f) Instability and Force
The territorial organization with which these legal, fiscal, and
military systems were integrated can be summarized as a systematic
dispersal of fiefs allocated to any single office, which deprived fiefs
of military importance and reduced the opportunities for independent military adventures by individual fief-holders or groups.
Further, the number, size, and distribution of the fiefs allocated to
different offices expressed differences in the seniority of these
offices and in the social status of persons eligible for these differing
offices. Persons appointed to fief-holding office would normally
have received some training in this political and administratiye.
organization as subordinates or clients of senior officials. Dynastic
personnel who'were acquainted from youth with political competition and administration had less need for such training than others,
and were occasionally given office at an early age.
The real difficulty which faced the Fulani system of government
was that its system of political competition would stimulate rebellions or other attempts to appropriate the throne by force. The
first Fulani ruler, Mallalu Musa, had to suppress an attempted
palace revolt led by another Fulani, Mallam Bagozeki. Musa thereafter remained in the capital and sent out his Madaki on campaigns.
The second ruler, Yamusa, was openly threatened with war by a
candidate for the position of Madaki. In 1860 the second Mallawa
king, Sidi Abdulkadiri, was deposed after his half-brother, Muhammadu Baki, had marched on Zaria with a force of cavalry. In 1863
the"only baSuleibe king of Zaria was assassinated at Ridi on his
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return from a campaign against Kugwaru and Mun1ru. In 1873
Audusallami's successor, Abdullahi of the Bomu dynasty, was deposed by Sokoto for attempting to collect tribute from the vassal
state of Keffi. by force, and for refusing to halt his attacks despite
instructions by Sokato. When Abdullahi was reinstated by Sokoto
in [8']6, the acting Madaki and a former Galadima of Zaria joined
together in rebellion, and the Sultan had to ask the king of Kana
to arrange a compromise. In the 18800 another Galadima, a Habe
called Suleimanu. with the assistance of Ningi invaders sought to
seize the throne by force. In [897 the Madaki Kwassau did seize
the throne by force, and compelled the Wazirin Sakata, who was
then visiting Zaria, to appoint and install him as king. In the preceding reign when Yero, Kwassau's father, was ntling, the king's
slave-musketeers ('yan bindiga) terrorized the population with the
king's compliance and protection, removing or destroying the
property of rivals and others without redress. Not until the mler
possessed guns was he able to overawe the population in this
fashion; but after the Royal Niger Company established its
trading station on the Niger, the king of Zaria monopolized the
available supplies of these weapons and thus acquired an overriding force. This abruptly altered the balance of power within
Zaria, and enabled the Madaki Kwassau who retained control of
these rifle-squads after his father's death to overawe the Wazirin
Sakata and seize the throne.
This summary of the outbreaks of violence in Zaria during the
nineteenth century indicates the intensity of political competition
within the state. Relations between Zaria on the one hand and its
vassal states and its suzerain, the Sultan of Sokoto, on the other,
were also in continuous development. There was an inherent instability in these hierarchicaL relationships, since they were defined
in terms of authority, but really reflected distributions- of power.
Flanked by Sakoto, Kano, Bauchi, and Katsina, the largest states
of the Fulani empire, Zaria was less able to resist the Sultan than
the smaller but more distant territories such as Hadejia or
Jema'are on the frontiers of Bomn. Keffi., Kwotto, and Doma
lay 80 far to the south of Zaria that they were able to pursue fairly
independent courses of action despite the wishes of their suzerain.
Thus, despite their administrative form, relations between vatlsal
and suzerain were often political; these relatio1l8 corresponded to
distributions of power as wen as authority. and WeIe therefore
G.z.-&
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variable in time as well as space. They accordingly involved
cleavages, compromises, and other characteristic processes of
political competition, together with the simple command and obedience which expressed authority. In the external context of the
nineteenth-century Fulani state of Zaria, these external relationships of vassalage and suzerainty loomed large, and they will be
analysed in due course; but in discussing the system of political
administration within Zaria itself, they must be treated as given
facts.
In the preceding pages we have discussed the functions of
government in Fulani Zazzau and the organization of activities by
which these functions were discharged.. The brief history of
violence and appeals to force which characterized this government
illustrates its instability, and thereby indicates the incompleteness
of accounts which deal purely with these administrative arrangements and activities. A satisfactory description of the overt or
manifest functions of government, and a catalogue of governmental methods and activities designed to fulfil these functions,
need scarcely mention the system of political activity through
which governmental office and power are distributed, directed, and
controlled. Our description of the administrative system of Fulani
Zazzau therefore illustrates the distinction already made between
the administrative and political aspects of government. In describing the administrative organization of Fulani Zuzau I have
simply discussed those activities by which the manifest functions
of government were discharged. In the following section I shall
attemptto describe the political system to which this administrative /
organization was linked.

4.

THE POLITICAL SYSTEM

(a) The Elements of Dynastic OTganization
The basic units of the system of political competition were the
four dynasties. Of these the Suleibawa were the last to acquire the
throne (1860), and they were also the weakest. The three powerful
dynasties were the Mallawa, Bomawa, and Katsinawa; and of
these, the first two were the more important. Membership in these
dynasties were based on patrilineal descent, but non-equivalence
of siblings seems to have been the rule within them, and all were
marked by extreme internal differentiation.
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In part this differentiation of siblings was based on differences of
maternal descent and kinship, and rhis was formalized by inheritance. The children of two brothers were further differentiated
according to the rank and wealth of their fathers. Between less
closely related lineage kin, governmental rank also provided
ground for further differentiation, and the different relations of
marriage or clientage established by these individuals within the
lineage or outside it, further increased their political individuation.
Through this combination of clientage, marriage, paternal and
individual rank, and differences of matri-kinship, the dynasties,
like other Fulani lineages of noble status, were highly complex
units.
Although these units were corporate and solidary in their
competition with onc another, by its internal organization, a
dynasty encouraged its members to pursue individualistic political
careers, and through these careers its component lines were progressively differentiated in terms of size and wealth as well as
uterine and agnatic kinship and differences of past and present
rank. In these conditions, dynasties and noble lineages lacked continuous unitary leadership and rigid rules for succession to leadership, other than those provided by the distribution of political rank
and prospects within the system of competition with other units of
similar status and structure. Thus within dynasties and other
politically significant unilineal groups, leadership reflected the
present seniority and promotional prospects of male members. For
example, if three members of a certain dynasty held office, but one
of these offices was clearly pre-eminent and entailed greater likelihood of promotion to the throne, the dynasty would normally
recognize its incumbent as their main leader, and would support
him as their candidate for the kingship, expecting that he would
then appoint other of his lineage kin to territorial office, if successful. Office-holders normally appointed their closer kin, such as
sons or full brothers, to positions under their control; but such
appointments themselves furthered the processes of differentiation
within their lineage, and thus the differences of status, numbers
and wealth between the component descent-lines tended to increase
with each generation.
By [865 the system of political competition in Fulani Zaria
centred on the relations within and between the four dynasties,
~': and included other Fulani lineages of noble rank. A great many
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families and persons of varied status, free Fulani and Habe, nativeborn slaves and captives, were linked to one or other of these
political principals direcdy or otherwise by ties of clientage,
marriage, kinship, ownership, or the like. Participation within the
political system was expressed by direct or indirect relationships
of solidarity with one of its principals and opposition to their rivals.
Leadership implied subordination, and only dynastic males could
become independent competitors.

Islamic ideas. We can iUustrate the local interpretation by the
following comments:
(a) 'Between us (the Mallawa and the Bomawa dynasties) there is no

hatred, but rivalry:
(b) 'Why did Sarkin Zazzau Sambo (1881""90) dismiss the Tumki

Karami Dan Manga from office?'
'Ap! aren't they enemies? When you become king, you appoint
your own people, dismiss your 0wonents, appoint your supporters.'
'Yes, but what was his offence?'
'Ap! Is there any need for offence? When you become king,
offence is not necessary. You simply dismiss your opponents,
and appoint your supporters. That is why there are 50 many
titles:1

Dy...,,,,,

(b) Th. Nat." and ImpbcatWns of
Competition
The principal object of dynastic competition was the kingship.
This position gave a temporary control over the subordinate
offices of state, and these offices were nonnally distributed among
the kinsmen, clients, and slaves of the king. By thus rewarding his
supporters the king simultaneously discharged his obligations of
patronage and kinship and increased his foUowers. Moreover, to
administer the state the king needed loyal subordinates, and he
could not exercise the necessary control if its senior offices were
held by his rivals or their supporters.
Thus competition for the kingship between the various dynasties
converted administrative office into a political instrument as well
as a political prize. Briefly, the rule was for a new king to dismiss
his predecessor's kin and supporters from important office, and to
appoint people of his own. His successor repeated the process. Thus
office circulated rapidly among an expanding population of competitors and this circulation of official positions carried with it
increased prospects of appointment for the numerous competing /
candidates. It thereby stimulated the development of clientage
by the hopes of political reward, and it also enjoined persons
of noble status to participate in this system of political competition as the sole alternative to political impotence and loss of
status.
The accession of a new king was never followed by a total
turnover of offices. Various factors limited the number of replacements a king was actually able to make. In theory he was free to
dismiss and appoint whom he liked. This theoretically unrestricted
royal control of administrative appointments had no formal
ideological basis apart from the Islamic dread of schism and the
concept of imama (leadership). However, the interpretation of these
appointments which actually obtains in Zaria pays no heed to

lOS

1

The first statement expresses the desire of rivals for continuity
of the system and indicates the basis of this desire. The speaker, a
baMalle prince, distinguishes hatred from rivalry. Hatred seeks the
elimination of its object; rivalry is competition within a framework, the persistence of which is itself prerequisite for continuity
of the competition. Hatred, expressed as the attempt to eliminate
dynastic rivals, would have entailed civil war in which all parties
would suffer and could lose their rights to the throne.
The Turaki Dan Manga, who is mentioned in the second quotation, was a member of the Bornawa dynasty, and as such was a
rival of Sambo, a Katsinawa king. Sambo therefore dismissed the
Turaki from office as unreliable, and appointed his own kin instead. Such dismissals served two functions: they freed the king
of untrustworthy and politically hostile officials, and they freed
offices for allocation to one or other of the king's supporters. In this
.system of multi-dynastic competition, these dualisms ~de it
politically imperative that the king should control appointments.
Without this control of administrative appointments, the king
could not ensure that his officials would be loyal to him, and thus
he could not govern effectively. In this way multi-dynastic com~
petition for the throne compelled the king to seek complete control
of appointments to office. Since the principal offices of state were
distributed among nobles on a political basis, and not by an im.
partial body such as a civil service commission, this was unavoid~
able. In other words, since the political and administrative systems
1 Ap, a HaU88 exclamation expressing astonished I5UrpriSe.
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were integrated through the hierarchy of offices. and since the
constitutive units of this political system were dynastic groups, an
autocratic administrative structure was inevitable. To paraphrase
my informant, 'administratifJl! offence is not necessary for dismissal'. Neither was administrative offence a sufficient ground for
dismissal, nor administrative merit a sufficient ground for appointment. Political offence, defined by the system as attachment to the
king's political rival, was the principal ground for dismissal; and
political solidarity with the king and opposition to his rivals was
the principal ground for appointment.
Under such a system, maladministration was defined as disloyal
or ineffective administration and there was little hope that a
rigorous supervision of strictly administrative activities would
develop. To retain office its holder had two major commitments:
the first was loyalty to the king, and this allegiance was demonstrated by gifts and obedience; secondly, the official had to execute
the king's instructions effectively and promptly, to collect the required tax, tribute, supplies, or military detachments, and to discharge the various routine tasks already described. Throughout
this system the great administrative sin was the sin of omission, the
failure to execute promptly the order of one's immediate superior.
Unless political disaffection was thereby expressed, actions beyond
the strict authority of an individual's office were quite irrelevant;
and in any event, sins of Commission were difficult to define, since
the office-holder derived his appointment from the king, and since
the official derived his power from political solidarity with his
superior. Thus administrative office was political in its allocation--~
and exercise, its basis. and its orientation. In this situation the
strict tasks of administration were loosely supervised by the king,
but the political loyalties of officials were decisive for their retention of administrative office; thus administrative offence was
neither a sufficient nor necessary reason for dismissal, just as administrative excellence was not a sufficient reason for appointment
to office.
In consequence, courts established to control maladministration
(zaJunci), and especially maladministration by senior officials of
royal status, failed to discharge the function for which they were
formed. Nor could it be otherwise, since dismissal from and
appointments to administrative office were governed alike by
political considerations, and since administrative office had irnpor-

tant political aspects and functions. Where 'offence is not necesfor dismissal from office, law can neither apply nor develop;
when political solidarities are protection against dismissal and
political opposition is inexcusable, law becomes void. This is a
characteristic condition of absolutist regimes. In Zaria, although
courts were established by the government specifically to decide
administrative issues, they were prevented from fulfilling their
formal functions by the structure ofthe governmental system itself.
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(c) The Political Varieties oj Office
The Fulani state was a monocracy in which the king exercised
absolute powers of rule, i.e. authority through his control of
appointments to the offices of state. Despite important qualifications, this description is broadly valid. The administration was
centralized, and the king's authority was formally supreme within
the admi~trative hierarchy, although by virtue of his political
context and political relations with his officials, the king could not
effectively suppress maladministration. His freedom of action was
limited, on the one hand, by the law, on the other by the structure
and context of the government. AA leader of the Faithful, the king
was required to uphold and enforce Muhammadan law (shari'a);
he could not legitimately act against it, although he could refrain
from enforcing it. His political context also qualified the absolute
authority vested in the king, principally because the security of his
throne, his lineage, and his family were all conditional on his observance of the constitutional conventioI18 which governed political
competition. Kingship therefore conferred a temporary absolutism,
under the supervision of Sokoto, within the context of competition
for the succession. The Iring's power and authority were thus at
best time-limited. However, whereas his authority was absolute
within its demarcated spheres, his power was conditional; and the
king's power was neither absolute nor unrestricted; the conventions
which protected his political rivals and appointed officials against
his power were essential conditionsof the structural context inwhich
he ruled. Thus, even within this monocratic administration, the
king's power was conditional rather than absolute. The dispersal
of power among the administrative staff corresponded to the
ruler's essential dependence on them for loyalty and support, and
this conditional power of the king's appointees was expressed by
their impunity as administrators. To rule effectively, the king
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needed loyal subordinates in office. The fruits of office ensured
that these positions were sought after by many, but the candidates
for office sought office as much for itg. fruits as for itself, and the
king perforce had to allow them to enjoy those fruits of office
which were politically neutral. In this way the king had to condone
certain improper uses of office, and although rulers occasionally
dismissed their own appointees from office, in general they strove
to avoid this.
Administrative positions varied widely in their significance. The
order of maUams' offices included the judiciary and were peripheral to the system of political control; consequently the holders
of these offices enjoyed a high degree of security in their tennIe.
Of the religious and legal offices, the Habe title of Limamin Kona
continued to be inherited within a Habe lineage; the office of
Limamin Juma'a was wruaUy given to members of the Katsinawa
'yan Doto Fulanij and the judicial position of Salenke was often
held by one descent-line of the Fulacin Shanono, a family learned
in Islamic lore.
There were also certain territorial offices, the competition for
which was restricted to particular lineages. Such quasi-hereditary
titles were responsible for the administration of fiefs which were
situated at some distance from the capital and contained nonMuhammadan populations. Thus different areas inhabited by the
Gwaritribe were administered by the fief-holding titles of Chikum,
Magaji Jisambo, and Wao'ya. The lineage of Yegwama\\'"a Fulani
held the title of Chikum, the Fulanin Wunti held the title of
Jisambo, and the Fulanin Gadidi held the title of Wan'ya. Other /
territorial titles which normally drew their holders from a restricted number of lineages during the last century include the
offices of Iyan Kurama, Rubu, Magajin Zakara, Katuka, and
Dan Madami. In all cases the fiefs administered by these offices
were tribal territories lying at a considerable distance from the
capital. To control these tribes a well-informed local administration was necessary, and this presumed an unusual stability in the
tenure of office. Accordingly such distant tribal areas were administered through offices tied. to particular lineages. Of these
officials, Chilwm and Magaji Jisambo were permanently stationed
in their fiefs; the remainder resided at Zaria, visiting their fiefs
once annually to collect the tax, and otherwise at such times as the
local administration required.

The association of particular titles with particular lineages gives
the appearance of hereditary succession, but lacks the reality. The
king could and often did appoint people whose family had no
previous connections with these titles. However, where an effective
administration required continuity of knowledge and contact, successive appointments would be made from the same lineage and
accordingly such titles tended to be allocated among particular
family lines. The Yesquamawa Fulani of Kagarko present a somewhat different case. They first established a small chieftainship at
Kagarko in the extreme south of Zaria, and then recognized the
suzerainty of Zazzau. However, they were not given tambari or
other insignia of full vassalship. This case can be regarded with
equal validity as illustrating trends towards centralization or
decentralization alike.
Continuous allocation of particular titles to particular lineages
had another important implication. Lineages holding these titles
regularly were virtually excluded from other titles of state. Thus
all other offices were closed to lineages having quasi-hereditary
claims to particular titles. This condition parallels the separation
of vassal and suzerain states expressed in the rule against dual
participation in them. ContinuoU8 recruitment of these officials on
a lineage basis and their high security of official tenure also parallels conditions of vassalship j the holders of these quasi-hereditary
positions were regarded as clients of the throne rather than as
personal clients of the king. On the other hand. these quasihereditarytitles differed from vassalship since the king could ignore
lineage affiliations i.n filling them. Moreover, although members of
lineages with special interests in these titles could not compete for
other offices in Zazzau, there was: nothing to stop the candidates
for office in Zaria from seeking appointment to these special titles.
In the present century when the number of territorial titles was
being reduced, several of these peripheral offices were allowed to
lapse, while those which persisted were filled thereafter on the
same conditions as other offices; but these recent changes have
neither abolished vassal chieftainships, nor converted them into
freely appointive office.
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(d) The Royal Succession
Office-holders of royal status were distinguished from others;
there were also degrees of royalty. Differences of royal status de-
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veloped together with the rules which defined the conditions of
eligibility for the throne. The conditions governing eligibility
were not explicitly formulated at any single instant. They developed historically within the context of the royal succession 38
this was administered by Sokoto. The history of this development
will be related later, but by 1865 the main conditions governing
the succession were clear. Succession to the throne was governed
by a system of mles which can be summarized as follows:

among the dynasties with sufficient regularity to maintain ~~ as
viable units in a competition further defined by rules lUUltmg
candidacy for the throne to those SODS of kings who had themselves held territorial office.
This rotation of kingship prevented rulers from indirectly selecting their successors by the gradual transfer of governing power
and functions to a selected heir appointed as their deputy (mukkadas). Although it was usual in Fulani Zaria for kings t~ sing~e
out one of their sons for special distinction and leadership, thiS
neither involved a transfer of governing power, nor the perpetuation of a unilineal monocracy.1
The rule by which sons of former kings must have held territorial office in order to succeed to the throne imposed severe
restrictions on the number of persons eligible for the succession.
and intensified the differentiation of descent·1ines within the
dynasties by giving an hereditary significance ~ the difference in
the ranks of their members. In consequence, lineage males whose
fathers were kings were thereby distinguished sharply from those
whose fathers had not ruled Zaria, although their grandfathers or
great-grandfathers had done so. Royalty was ~us a general category of status, within which there was a wlde range. of status
conditions having differing implications. S0D:s of kings were
political royals in the sense that they could qualify for the suc~s
sian through tenure of a fief-holding title. Their orthO-COUSIns
who were not descended from past rulers but from former
officials were thus not eligible for kingship. and precisely because
of this and because of lineage ties they were valuable allies in the
competition for kingship, and were also therefore effective co~
petitors for subordinate offices. In contrast, members of dynasbes
whose fathers and grandfathers had not held territorial o~c: were
royals only in name. Such persons had no chance of enJoymg or
appropriating the power to rule which \VaS the ~ubstance ~d ~
pression of royalty. Every generation further Increased this tnternal differentiation of the dynasties by rank; the process was
progressive and could neither be halted nor reversed, although the

IJO

(a) Successive kings should not be chosen from the same
•dynasty'.1
(h) Only the sons of kings were eligible for promotion to the
throne.
(c) Only those princes who had held or were holding territorial
office were eligible for promotion.
These principles have been abstracted from the details of the
succession to kingship in Zaria, and summarize the norms current
in Fulani Zaria. Although they may never have existed as a coherent system of fonnulae, their validity and importance cannot
be doubted. Such a system of roles developed slowly in contexts
of political competition among the Fulani of Zaria, and between
these Fulani and the rulers of Sakota. Sokoto's appropriation of
rights to appoint and dethrone the kings of Zazzau was itself
gradual and strongly contested; but once effective, this control was
not easily repudiated. Moreover, the type of multidynastic political
competition which emerged among the Fulani of Zaria made
Sokoto's supervision welcome to competitors-and non-competitors-alike, since this overlordship was an assurance against both civil
war and unilinea1 absolutism.
The rule that successive kings should not be drawn from the
same dynasty set a time limit of one reign on the monopoly of
office by anyone dynasty.'! This ensured that the kingship rotated
1 In J846 Hamada, the Bomawa candidate for the throne, died after a reign
of 52 days. He was succeeded by his half-brother, Mammon SaW, who ruled
until 1860. This wall the only case in which Sokoto freely consented to appoint
two consecutive rulBS from the same dynasty. On Hamada's death the electoral
council of Zaria recommended Mommon Ssni', &uec.ession. In this way the
Fulani of Sakota and Zaria indicated their awareness of the distinctiona between
an accession and a reign, lind between kineship aa Ill1 individual lind a lineage
role. In their view, Hamada's untimely death justified his brother's succession,
&inee it was still the Bomawa's tum to rule, and thus to 'inherit' ~ kingship
from Hamada. The parallel with the ]evimte which Muidim Fulani abhor is
obvious.
I See preceding footnote for the meaning attached to the concept of a 'reign'.

JII

1 KwallSIIU'S seizure of the throne on the death of his. ~her S.~. yero i~ 1897
is ClO exception to this rule, although KWlI5811.U, Wll8 h!s ~athet' s .Madalu, ami
controlled tbe squads of slavell- and rifle men (y~ b",mg~) whi~ Yero had
elI-tabli:lhed. Kwaooau's coup owed even mo~ to een;am exceptional CU'CUIIlStlInces
\Vhich unified the Fulani of Zaria behind hIm against Sokoto than to the forces
at hill command. ThClie developments are diecussed in later chapters.
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practice of intm-lineage marriages allowed those descent-lines
which couLd compete for the throne to attach to themselves the
ineligible segments of the dynasty, and thus at the same time to
integrate the dynasty in support of their claims, and to divide it
further by intra-dynastic competition for support.

were ineligible for the royal succession preserved the dynasties as
units in this political competition by integrating their differentiated
segments, and by reducing their differentiation of interest conditionally. But for such distributions of office the kingship would belong to individuals rather than lineages, and the king would be
correspondingly isolated; under such hypothetical conditions,
allocations of office to the king's sons would isolate them from
lineage kin completely. The lineage principle would thus disappear in dynastic relations: and the conventions by which competition for the throne was controlled would lose their force, with
corresponding increases of political instability. All these possibilities were prevented by the appointments of jikokin Sarki to office.
By these appointments several important segments of the dynasty
were linked directly to the throne and interests in the kingship
were spread to various branches of each dynasty. Thus appointments of jilwkin. Sarki perpetuated the dynastic political system as
a competition bet'\Veen royal lineages of corporate character.
Appointments of jikokin Sarm to office served to keep those
segments of royal lineages whose members were not themselves
eligible for the throne actively interested in the competition for
kingship. Such appointments increased the number of the king's
agnatic kin who held office, and brought the distinctioJl8 between
'yon Sarki (s. dan sarki, son of a king), who were eligible by birth
for the throne, and jilwkin. Sarki (grandchildren of kings) who were
not, into the official system as a basis for the differentiation of
offices reserved for the dynasties. In practice, offices normally
filled by jikokin Sarki were often allotted to their sons by kings,
or to other categories of kin, and even occasionally to non-relatives.
Similarly offices traditionally reserved for the sons of kings were
sometimes allotted to jikokin Sarki, or to dangi wajen mace (cognatic kinsmen); and in practice there was less uniformity in the
distributions of royal ranks among the king's kinsmen than the
ideology of allocation would imply. None the less, the history of
official appointments shows certain regularities. Such positions as
Madaki, Wombai, Dan Galadima, Ira, Makama Karami, Magajin
Gari, and nallatu were normally held by sons of kings, normally
appointed by their fathers. The last five of these titles were also
occasionally aUoted to jikoki. The offices of WaH, Turaki Karami,
Mardanni, Fagaci, and Dallatu were most frequently allotted to
nkokin Sarki or to cognatic kin of the ruler. Two early kings,

lIZ

(.) Categories of Royal Offidah
The rule that only those sons of the king who had held office
were eligible for the royal succession stimulated and sanctioned
the king's allocation of office to his children. By appointing his
sons to office the king provided his dynasty ",ith eligible candidates
for future successions. Kings tried to distribute office among the
sons of their various wives equitably. Offices were thus distributed
among the king's issue by 'huts' (dakuna). The rule was for at least
one son of each wife to be appointed to office. But the king had
other kinsmen with claims on office. Of these, his full brothers received preferential treatment, but jikoki (grandchildren of former
rulers who were members of the dynasty) were also appointed. The
king was also expected to appoint some kinsfolk related to him by
cognatic kingship, for instance, a mother's brother, a sister's son,
or more rarely a daughter's 80n. The last category of his relatives
to be appointed by the king were his SUt'ukai or affinal kinsmen.
This group consisted mainly of the husbands of the Icing's
daughters or sisters, and the brothers or fathers of the king's wives.
These royal affines and cognatic kin were eligible for appointment
to some of the offices to which the king's agnatic kin were not
usually appointed.
/
Offices filled by the Icing's agnati.c kin were classifiable according
to the status of their holders. Thus there were sarautun 'yon Sarki
(titles held by the sons of kings), whose holders became eligible
for the throne by virtue of these appointments. There were also
offices allocated to jikokin Sarki (s. jikan sarki, patrilineal grandchildren of kings) who were not themselves eligible for promotion
to the throm. Offices allotted to surukai (affines) or tkmgi wajen
mace (kinsfolk connected through women) fonned a small group
of more variable composition.
By appointing some of their agnatic kinsmen who were not
eligible for promotion to the throne, kings sought to preserve the
lineage constitution and solidarity of their competing dynasties.
Allocation of offices among those dynastic descent-lines which

~
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Yamusa and Abdulkerim, the founders of the Bornawa and
Katsinawa dynasties, also appointed their classificatory brothers
to offic.e, but such appointments were inconsistent with the
developing definition of dynasties as agnatic groups descended
from kings, and were coMequently abandoned.
The historic.al distribution of titles among direct descendants of
kings, their grandchildren., agnatic or cognatic, and their affinal
and other kin does not fall into simple and regular patterns, partly
because it was only one of a series of interconnected developments
within which the ideology of official appointments was defined.
Indeed the progressive definition of succession rules and conditions, to which this distribution of offices among the ruler's
different categories of kin was related, was not completed before
1860. Inevitably also kings had more numerous progeny than their
brothers, and the progressive increase in the offices allocated to
the sons of kings disturbed allocations to other status-groups.
Occasionally, even such offices as Galadima or Makama Babba,
which were reserved for non-relatives of the king, were given to
his kinsmen. The principles which governed the allocation of
office among different status-groups developed within contexts of
political competition and correlative administrative re-organization, which were themselves linked directly with the history of
successive appointments to the throne. In the course of these
developments the new patterns which were institutionalized were
clearly not traditional, and they were never cut and dried, but
always subject to change. None the less the main outlines of these /
patterns are quite clear, as set out below.

(j) Status Differences and the Alloaztion of Office
Certain titles were regularly allocated among persons of royal
status; two classes of royal officials were distinguished, 'yan sorki
and jikQkin Smki, and only the 'yan sarki could qualify for promotion to the throne by tenure of office. Members of leading FuIani
lineages, and some Habe clients (harori) of the king, held other
titles reserved for freemen. As already shown, some of the titles
reserved for free clients were recurrently allocated to particular
Fulani lineages; but members of these favoured lineages were not
usually eligible for appointment to those barm (client) titles filled
by open competition. There were also some offices strictly religious
or legal in character; although the duties of these offices included
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administration of fiefs, training in Muhammadan law and lore was
their essential qualification; the religious chracter of this technical
training distinguished these offices as a group from all other
territorial offices, baron and royal alike. In addition, there was an
order of occupational offices mainly filled by Habe. The main
ftmction of these officials was the collection of occupational tax
from craftsmen and traders. The king also appointed certain
clients to offices in his own household; officers of the royal household lacked fiefs; but in their composition, organization, recruitment, function, and scope, they differed from the Habe order of
household officials. Finally came the order of royal titled slaves,
and for most of the century these lacked fiefs.
The old Habe division and organization of offices by military or
civil functions, by the mode of their remtmeration, and by their
relation to territorial administration, had lapsed by 1865. So had
the general fonn and particular content of the Habe rank-orders,
their statug...qualmcations for office, promotional arrangements,
modes of selection and appointment, and distributions of power or
authority in terms of contractual or compulsory appointments.
Under the Fulani, the senior officers of state were hakimai (territorial administrators). These hakimai offices had both military and
civil functions, the former consisting of the recruitment and
organization of warriors and of captaincy in war, the latter of
territorial administration. All fief-holders, royal or other, were free
persollS, and they were remunerated in an identical form-by portions of the tax or tribute collected from their fiefs. Despite
variability of status and individual relations with the king, the
terms and form of these official appointments were always contractual, and emphasized their political solidarity with the ruler in
his struggle against his rivals.
During the progressive appropriation of offices for persons of
royal status the old Habe rank-orders were inevitably revised and
new rank-orders were differentiated as follows; royal titles, terrl~
lorial titles open to free clients, mallamships, occupational tax" 'collecting offices, the new househo~d order, and slave·titles. The
elimination of women, eunuchs, and slaves from territorial offices
bad proceeded simultaneously with the allocation of fiefs to many
formerly non-territorial offices of the Habe household order. Some
of these formerly non-territorial titles were incorporated in the
royal ranks, for example, the offices of Wombai, Dallatu, Makama
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Karami. Others were allocated to free clients; for example, the
offices of Barkin Fada, Sarkin Ruwa, Harde, Fagaci; but redefinition of those titles formerly reserved for palace eunuchs and
officials as fief-holding offices allocated to royals and noblemen did
not eliminate the need for household attendants or for a royal
bodyguard; and as experience revealed these needs such new titles
as Kasheka, Kilishi, or Baba Mai-gaskiya were created for the
king's personal eunuchs, and other military titles such as Sarkin
Yaki or Jagaba were created for the captains of his bodyguard.
However, the household officials of this new order remained
economically dependent on the king, and were not entrusted with
territorial administration.
(g) Official Promotion and Precedem:e

Throughout the nineteenth century the number of offices appropriated by the ruling dynasties continued to increase. This increase in the number of royal offices took place at the expense of
the number of offices open to free clients; and although there was
some multiplication of titles and a considerable number of slave
and eunuch offices were transferred to the baron rank, increases in
the number of royal ranks took place at the expense of barori
positions. Thus titles were progressively transferred from the
baror; to the royal rank-order. Although this process also was
neither simple nor unambiguous, its development and form are
shown in the chart of office-holders under the nineteenth-century
Fulani kings (see Appendix B). The general effect of this pro.,/
gressive transfer of titles to the royal rank-order was to increase the
instability of promotional arrangements within all the orders
affected. Not only were office-holders liable to peremptory dismissal on the death of their royal patron, their offices also were
liable to be transferred to another rank and given to persons of
different status, since the allocation of office was governed by the
~ng's political situation and needs. ~n consequence, although
tltles of any ,:nk-order were arranged In scales of precedence, no
fixed promotlonal arrangements developed among them.
A diagram of selected official promotions and demotions is
given in Appendix E. In the frequencies with which individuals
moved from one office to another, this diagram reveals certain
promotional trends, but no regular promotional arrangements are
observable. Lack of systematic promotional series was in part due
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to the brevity of official tenure, and in part to the frequent transfers of offices between the newly emerging rank-orders; but a
careful study of these individual official careers sho'\V"8 that, within
the. ~ulani sy~tem, holders of the same office were not thereby
politlC3lLy eqUIvalent. The political importance of two individuals,
X and Y, who held the same office consecutively, differed according to their personal status and prospects, their relationships with
the rulers, and the political contexts of their appointment. One
king might appoint his cognatic kinsman to a particular office
while the next ruler might appoint his own son. Differences in the
political relations and prospects of the cognate and the king's
son would rule out the possibility of their political equivalence.
In other words, the promotional position of offices as well as
their position in the new rank-orders varied with their holders'
status and for this reason also no stable promotional ladders
developed.
In such conditions the king rarely moved his officials from one
position to another, except to free particular offices. Such transfers might seem equally like promotion or demotion to the persons
moved. Sometimes these reallocations represented individual reappointments within rank-orders based on differences of birth~
status. Even so, certain Habe promotional relationships persisted
in idea. For example, movement from the office of Sarkin Ruwa
to that of Makama Karami was regarded as promotion. However,
such movements were rare, due to the redistribution of titles
formerly part of the same Habe promotional series among new
rank-orders which were also promotionally closed. For example in
Fulani Zaria the title of Sarkin Ruwa was allotted to free clients,
that of Makama Karami to royal persons.
. Under the Fulani, the relative precedence of different offices was
reflected in their relative authority, wealth, and political significance, especially in so far as the number. size, and importance of
their duties and fiefs permitted comparison. Some titles controlled
several fiefs, others only one or two. The more important titles
also supervised vassal states, and these positions were usually given
to close agnatic kin of the king. The fiefs administered by offices
recurrently allocated to selected lineages, such as Jisambo or
Chikwn, formed undivided blocks of territory, and such offices
were neither linked to one another promotionally nor were they
included in the promotional organization of state titles. For this
G.Z.-9
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reason these lineage-linked offices were not fully integrated in the
prestige scale which applied to other titles.
Distinctions between royal and bm'ori titles were expressed in
these precedence rankings. The principal royal rank was that of
Madaki. The principal client rank was Galadima. As a group, the
royal ranks took precedence over client offices, and this was expressed in the distribution of fiefs, wealth, and influence. and their
relation to the throne. Within the royal ranks, offices reserved for
'yan Sarki took precedence over others reserved for jikoh;" and
the king's cognatic and affinal kin were not included. Moreover,
among the 'yan Sarki offices, precedence reflected historical
differences in these individual titles as springboards for promotion
to the throne. Thus of the Fulani kings of Zazzau in the last century, five had held the title of Madaki before becoming kings, three
others had acted. as Wombai, and the titles of Dan Galadima, Sa'i,
and Makama Karami had. supplied one king each. The two principal royal ranks were therefore Madaki and Wombai in that order
of precedence. The title of Sa'i was not usuaUy allotted to the
king's kin, and properly belonged among the ranks of clients,
although it later became a $m'autar jikan Sarki (office held by a
king's grandsons).

with opportunities for increasing their mutual knowledge and
solidarity. and they also emphasized the official's direct responsibility to the king, and his dependence on the latter's favour for the
retention of office.
In this system of short-term autocracy, set patterns of council
procedure and composition could hardly develop. It was the
essence of this system that the king should direct policy personally
in the light of his political situation. with its internal inter-dynastic
rivalry, and its external context of vaesalage and suzerainty. The
principal consideration which influenced the king in his formation
of policy was the effect which actions of different types could be
expected to have on his political position within Zaria itself, that
is, on the maintenance and increase of his power. Inevitably
rulers adopted that course of action which seemed most likely to
increase their power and to benefit them. This being the case, the
king, who had the fullest knowledge of his own political situation
and acted as leader of his dynasty, was the best judge of his interest;
consequently, policy which was governed by the king's interests
was properly decided by him as and how he saw fit. Royal councils
and councils of state were thus identical and both were infonnal,
their composition changing with the ruler and with the issue involved, according to the types of information or advice which the
king wanted.
As the two most important subordinate officials, the Madaki and
the GaJ.adima were most frequently consulted by the king; they
were also usually the first to be infonned about his decisions on
matters of public interest. But the king could also consult with his
kinsmen including those not holding office, with his own clients,
with mallams, with members of nearby states, or with individual
officials. Office-holders who were specially trusted for advice by
any king would be regarded as his councillors; but in all probability
the officials most frequently consulted by his successor would hold
other titles; and there was thus little chance of developing a formally constituted council of state with defined powers, procedures
and official members within this changing system of government.
The position of the electoral council was different: its composition was fixed, its purpose and powers limited; it met on the death
of a king to select the three candidates for the royal succession and
to advise the ruler of Sokoto of this selection-but the power of
final decision remained with the ruler of Sokoto. The electoral

(h) TJ.. Counci" of State
The absence of:linn patterns of official promotion was correlated
with the progressive redistributions of offices among the emerging
rank-orders. These reorganizations expressed the king's control
of official appointments, and revealed the influence of a series of
changing political contexts on the exercise of such power. The
accompanying transfonnations of traditional Habe patterns were
bound up with changes in the context of kingship and in the relations between the king and his officials. These changes naturally
involved reorganization of council and communications procedures. The king dealt as he wished with his officials, individually
or through the senior member of their rank-order. Each morning
the Galadima and the Madaki visited him together for consultation.
Administrative orders might then be relayed to other royal or
client title-holders through these senior officials. But territorial
officials were themselves responsible for communicating with the
king about their fiefs, and other duties. Such individual contacts
were politically important. They provided the king and his officials
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council of Fulani Zazzau consisted of three officials, drawn from
the Galadima, the Limamin jurna'a, the Alkali and the Limamin
Kona. The council usually selected one member from each of the
principal dynasties for the succession, and ranked them in order
or preference. Under the succession practice adopted by So~ot?,
only those nominees who were not members of the late kmg s
dynasty were really eligible to succeed. But the Sultan also noted
all individuals proposed by the electoral council of Zaria as
possible future rulers, and Sokato watched the political careers of
these unsuccessful nominees with greater interest than those of
other local officials.

and the accumulation of wealth and influence by military action,
slave-raiding, taxation, and the like. The administrative structure
under the king was simultaneously the instrument for the pursuit
of these objectives and for the control of the state. To realize such
poliical goals the king needed sufficient power to govern the state
at will. Yet unless he realized these political goals the king would
lack the minimum of power and authority essential for the government of the state. Thus the increasing absolutism of kingship and
its rotation among the rival lineages were mutually implicit in the
pattern and context of dynastic competition under Sokata's
control.
Competition for kingship always remained a competition between dynasties rather than individuals, although ~e kingship .",:as
vested in individuals, and although rulers used thelt opportumties
for personal as well as dynastic ends. Kings lacking dynastic support could not rule effectively. In 1860 Sidi Abdulkadiri, the son
of Mallam Musa, was dethroned by Sokoto after his own dynasty
had complained against actions which threatened to destroy the
dynasty as a basic unit of this political system, In ,1863 Sid.!'s s.uccessor, Audusallami of the Suleibawa was assassmated WIth lffipunity. The Suleibawa had never previously produced a ruler of
Zaria, and their lineage had split into segments even before Malla~
Musa conquered Zaria. This initial division largely explains theu
failure in the competition for the throne.
In Fulani Zaria the king received and exercised power as the
leader of a competing dynasty. This position carried certain
obligations which limited the king's freedom of ~ctioo. In the ~t
place, his strength depended on the support of his dynasty, ar:d hiS
own dynasty also contained potential rivals and other candulates
for the succession. The king sought to win the support of such
kinsmen by careful appointments; at the same time ,he sought to
reduce his dependence upon the dynasty b~ appojnti~g an,d
allocating offices to his personal clients and relatives, espeCIally hIS
.surukai (affines) or dangi wajen mace (cognatic kin), whose p~rsonal
tenure of office depended on their personal loyalty to hun. In
distributing office among his clients the king sought to elicit the
widest possible support for his regime among the aristocratic
Fulani and subject Habe. With the resulting body of picked
lieutenants the king was able to execute his will effectively, ~d to
maintain a stable administration. His rivals could oot rebel wtthout

(i) Kingship in Fulani Zazzau
Kingship was the pivot of the Fulani government. Its significance
for the system of government as a whole increased with its power
over the administration; and this in turn increased as the system of
dynastic competition developed. As this competition intensified,
the kingship which was its object needed and acquired increasingly
immediate and autocratic control over the administration. This
increasing control was expressed in the king's power of independent policy formation as well as appointment and dismissal. Although tasks and powers of government were distinguished and
delegated in stable patterns, these distributions were never final,
since the king's freedom to dismiss officials and to redefine official
functions and powers qualified the prevailing distribution of roles
and duties.
Under the system of discontinuous succession, with its rotation
of kingship among several lineages of equal status, autocratic rule
by the king was unavoidable. Moreover, once the suzerains of
Sokoto had exercised their power to depose the kings of Zazzau as
well as to appoint them, insecurity in the tenure of the throne was
added to the discontinuity of lineage succession. To protect themselves against their rivals and to further the interests of their own
dynasties, kings appropriated autocratic power and tried to wield
this power to increase their individual advantage. Moreover,
within this context of dynastic competition and supervision by the
suzerain at Sokoto, by a paradox the maximum rewards of kingship corresponded closely to its minimum preconditions. Effective
kingship included among its rewards the appointment of one's kin
and supporters to office, the exclusion of rivals from such positions,
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inviting the disapproval of Sokoto and punishment by the Madaki,
who controUed the military force of the state and was usually
the king's son. His fief-holders and subordinates were the .Icing's
supporters and kinsmen, to whom the idea of rebellion offered
little attraction, and who in any event lacked the individual power
for such adventures. As the ruler appointed by Sokota, the king
was the ultimate source of authority within the state; and as the
leading representative of the ruling dynasty, he also exercised
dominant power. But the power of the king was by no means
absolute. He depended on his dynasty and on his clients in office
or out of office for support. In consequence, although individually
they were no match for the king, these officials were quite influential, and their power was expressed in the improper exercise
of their authority over the fiefs placed under their control. The
king condoned such ultra 'l-'ires actions so long as there was no
question about the loyalty of the fief-holders to him. The fiefholder on his part took care to act within the limits of the king's
tolerance. These limits were politically narrow, administratively
wide.
The situations of successive rulers differed widely. The simple
fact of succession presented each monarch with a distribution of
power and authority quite different from that which his predecessor enjoyed. In addition the relationship between the state of
Zazzau and its suzerain of Sokoto was continually changing; and
successive kings were members of different dynasties with differing resources and composition, despite their general similarity of
fonn. Even kings drawn from the same generation of a single
dynasty occupied significantly different positions, for example
Hamada and Mommon Sam. This was due to the internal differentiation of the dynasties themselves; such internal differentiation
virtually ruled out the chance that two monarchs would occupy
identical kinship positions; and this difference of their intradynastic kinship positions intimately affected the allocations of
office which rulers made among their agnatic and other kin.
Differences in the dynastic positions of kings were expressed in
their different distributions of office among their kin and non-kin.
Moreover, as time went by, the differential growth of rival
dynasties changed their relative political significance. No two
Mallawa rulers had to deal with an opposition of identical character. personal resources, support, wealth, or power. Competition

for the throne being a competition between dynasties, and these
units being defined by patri-descent and distributions of rank, the
political composition or significance of any single dynasty was
continually changing, according to its expansion, successful competition for the kingship or for various types of subordinate
offices, intermarriage and the like. To these variables must also be
added the individual relations of clientage by which its members
were linked to other participants in the political system. Given
such a highly complex and variable context, each king enjoyed
different resources and power on his accession and employed them
in a different fashion. Thus the exercise of rnling power aimed at
its increase in order to rule the more effectively within the context
of increasing dynastic rivalry and increasing insecurity of the
throne. The result was increasing autocracy.
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Politics and Administratwn
The absolutism of a king's rule was therefore no index of the
centralization or monopoly of power. Ineradicable dispersals of
power among the dynasties between which kingship rotated made
autocratic administration necessary. Authority was the essential
quality centralized in kingship, and this authority was sanctioned
by the overriding power which the king wielded within the hierarchy of government officials. But the political system of the state
was by no means coterminous with its official hierarchy. This
system of political relations was constituted by the four dynasties
and their respective supporters; its forms and modes of operation
were inherently segmentary, its groupings were defined in terms
of contraposition. The structure of this system of relations was
at the same time evidence of the dispersal of power and of the
form in which power was dispersed.
However, although quite distinct, the political and the administrative systems were closely interdependent. Their interdependence was fully evident in the kingship, with its functions,
power, authority, and conditions of transmission. The difference
between the political and administrative systems was expresaed
sharply by the exclusion of the king's rivals from the administrative
structure. The political system was segmentary in form. and consisted of the competing dynasties and their clienta. The administrative system was hierarchic in fonn, and consisted of the king, and
those of his kin or supporters who held office; in theory the officials
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would be drawn from one dynasty and their adherents only.1
Within the political system power lay with the dynasties; and between these dynasties there were no authority relations. Within
the administrative structure, the king controlled overwhelming
authority and power, but some power was also derived from the
political interdependence of the ruler and his officials; such conditions of political interdependence enabled the king's kin and
agents to administer their fiefs with little interference from their
sovereign.

In the Habe government, there had been a system of checks and
balances which limited the appropriation and exercise of power by
the king and other administrative staff, and the council organization of Ahuja reveals this clearly. But under the Fulani there was
no formal council, and during a king's reign the only checks and
balances on the exercise of power were those which inhered in the
distribution of power itself. This distribution of power had four
overlapping sectors with the following constitution: firstly, the
king and his officials; secondly, the government and rival dynasties;
thirdly, the dynasties and their supporters only; and finally the
state of Zaria and its suzerain, Sakata. In brief, after the Fulani
conquest the system of government of Zaria changed from a
constitutional monarchy to a qualified absolutism, which grew
and persisted as a system, although its persOJUlel changed with
each reign as an effect of dynastic rivalry.
This major transformation proceeded through a hoat of particular innovations or changes, some of which were prerequisites
for further changes, while others were effects of prior changes, or
were functionally related to other aspects of the general process.
In the course of these developments the old Habe rank-orders
were replaced by a new classification of offices, which was based
on the status of their holders. The Habe differentiation of officea
by special military or civil functions was largely abolished. Habe
promotional arrangements disappeared., together with Habe
distributions of office among different status-groups. In place of
the hierarchic communication structure characteristic of Habe
government, the Fulani king dealt directly with his: fief-holders,
and communicated with his vassals through :fief~holders, mostly of
royaL status..The special functions of the Habe order of chamber
eunuchs therefore disappeared, together "'lith that order. In
Fulani Zaria the king's eunuchs were purely personal attendants
with no governmental roles. Under the Habe, offices had also been
differentiated by the forms in which they were remunerated, e.g.
fiefs, benefices, or patrimonial support. Under the Fulani, fiefs
were allocated to all offices held by free persons, and the emergence
of a new order of household officials directly dependent on the king
for support was gradual and governed by purely functional considerations.
Other changes effected by the Fulani in this general transformation are less immediately obvious. Under the Habe, immediacy of
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5.

THE GOVERNMENTS OF HABE AND FOLANJ ZAZZAU

(a) The Character and Scope oj their Difference

The government of Fulani Zazzau differed from that of the
Habe of Zazzau in a number of ways. The Habe system was a
limited monarchy with a single dynasty, whereas the Fulani
system was an autocratic kingship which rotated among a number
of dynasties. Among the Habe, offices were distinguished by their
political and administrative capacities and roles; and there was an
inverse correlation between the administrative and the political
significance of office. Under the Fulani, office was an administrative organ, the king controlled the administrative strucrure, and
the system of political relations was sharply distinguished from the
administrative; at the same time, politicaL considerations controlled administrative appointments, which were usually made and
terminated on political grounds, and the administrative and
political functions of government were closely identified. Within
the limitations set by his dynastic context and his vassalage to
Sokoto, the Fulani king ruLed dictatorially; and although he had
the power to decide policy, he consulted his officials on various
issues as he saw fit. In the Fulani state officials were expected to
execute the king's commands and to remain politically loyal.
Although the Fulani kingship was the source of authority,
authority was decentralized and delegated to fief-holders whose
political relations with the king also gave them power. Effectively,
the king and his: officials formed a ruling bureaucracy, whose
power, although neither total, absolute, nor indefinite in duration,
was overwhelming while it lasted, and being legitimated by
conditions of appointment, was in part expressed as authority.
1

For exceptions, their origins and cOmlequenees,
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access to the king was inversely related to administrative responsibility; and the important offices of Galadima, Wombai and
Dallatu were charged with certain somewhat menial functions.
Under the Fulani, administrative responsibilities marched hand in
hand with inunediacy of access to the king; and important office
lacked menial duties.
Again, under the Habe, official orders fonned poli.tical units, and
the councils of state were the arena for policy formation, for the
appointment of officials, for decisions about promotions and the
like. Under the Fulani, the basic political units were the dynasties,
of which at any moment only one exercised governing powers or
held office; and in this Fulani system the officials were neither
responsible for policy formation, nor was there a formally constituted council having such power. Moreover, within the limitations set by his dynastic context, and by his relation to Sokoto, the
king decided official appointments, promotions, and dismissals as
he saw fit.
Under the Habe, there were important distinctions between
officials according to the character of their relations with the king
and the government. Some Babe offices were of a feudal character,
white others were held by the ruler's patrimonial clients, and the
holders of other offices were recruited compulsorily as eunuchs or
slaves. These differences corresponded with the relative importance of these offices in the state administration. The free officials
of the Fulani government were all appointed on a contractual basis;
fonnaUy and infonnally their appointment stressed their allegiance,
solidarity, and loyalty to the king. But in Fulani Zaria there were
several categories of free officials. Some free clients were appointed
to offices competition for which was open to anyone: there was
also an order of occupational tax-collectors, an order of mallams
and judicial officials, an order of household officials; and there were
several quasi-hereditary titles such as Chikum, Wan'ya, Magaji
Jisambo, or Magajin Zakara. Of these various classes of free
officials, only those people appointed to offices in open competition
were direct political nominees of the king. By their low status and
specificity of role, the order of occupational tax-gatherers were
excluded from participation in the processes of dynastie competition and control. They formed a strictly subordinate administrative
tax-gathering staff of Habe status. The religious and judicial
mallams were also marginal to the system of political competi.tion,

and they were primarily concerned with the administration of
religion and law. The officers of the royal household were excluded
from territorial administration, and formed a household staff
which was freely changed by successive kings, but which had no
political influence. Quasi-hereditary titles, such as Chikwn, were
territorial offices associated with particular lineages, and their
holders enjoyed considerable security of tenure. These quasihereditary offices were also marginal to the system of open competition for political offices in Zaria, and lineages attached to these
titles were thereby excluded from the competition for other offices
of state. Being marginal to the political system of Fulani Zazzau,
these quasi-hereditary offices provided their holders with a political
security expressed in continuity of tenure, but for this reason
they were also strictly administrative. Because they were marginal
to the political system of Zaria, such quasi-hereditary titles
were linked by ties of clientage to the throne of Zaz7AU, and
their holders were not usually personal clients of individual
kings.
In 1860 the slave-officials of Fulani Zazzau were administrative
subordinates, charged with purely instrumental tasks. Being slaves,
they were of course recruited under compulsion rather than contract. Some of these slave-officials belonged to the ruler personally;
in most cases they were hereditarily attached to the throne.
Subsequent to this date, certain kings of Zaria placed slaves in
command of standing armies stationed in the south of the kingdom.
In the following chapter the development and consequences of
these innovations will be related. In this place it is only necessary
to point out that the slave status of these commanders excluded
them from the processes of political competition; and that the king
evaluated their official performance in tenns of its administrative
effectiveness rather than its political implications. The special focus
of such supervision itself differentiates these slave-officials from
the free fief-holders, whose exercise of office was scrutinized by the
king for indications of their political loyalties rather than for its
conformity to administrative rules.
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(b) Elements Common to Both Systems
The extensive and important changes in the Habe system of
government which developed after the Fulani conquest raise two
major problems, the one related to the meuure and type of con-
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tinuity in this governmental system, and the other to the logic or
order of change. We shall postpone the discussion of this second
problem until our account of the political history of Zaria is complete. The other problem of continuity in the elements of the
system really divides into two: the one historical, the other morphological. There is the strictly historical question, whether the
Fulani government of Zaria actually developed from or replaced a
srsten: of government of the type which ohtained at Ahuja during
the mneteenth century. The morphological question is one of
formal correspondence in the general and particular features of the
Habe and Fulani systems of government. The fact that these two
systems share certain general features does not demonstrate their
historical relations; for acceptable evidence of historical connections we shalL have to make a detailed examination of the separate
systems. But it is convcnient to start by discussing the common
general .characters of, these two governments before considering
the parhculars of then correspondence, and the probLem of their
historical relation.
Both Habe and Fulani society consisted of ranked and d.ifferenti~
3ted statuses. Among the Habe, the principal distinction was be_
tween the free and the unfree. The non-free were further divided
into slaves and eunuchs. Free persons were differentiated into
three ~ajor status groups, namely, royalty, mallams, and others,
and thlS last category was further divisible into nobles and commoners. Another basic status differentiation in Habe Abuja was
that between the Habe Muhammadans and non-Muhammadan
tribesmen over whom they ruled. Membership in the political
society of Habe Abuja was confined to Muhammadans. These
status divisions persisted in Fulani Zaria, but the difference between the Fulani conquerors and the subject Habe was heavily
emphasized. The Fulani conquerors were differentiated into
royalty, nobility, and commoner statuses; and there were also certain lineages of mallams devoted to the pursuit of Koranic learning. In Fulani Zaria the eunuch status lost significance when
eunuchs lost their official functions. Under Fulani rule, Habe were
distinguished by their occupational status and were eligible for
occupational titles. In both the Habe and Fulani societies there
were thus complex hierarchies of status; and both systems of
government recruited officials from all the major status-groups of
their respective societies. Thus both systems incorporated the
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significant status differentiations of their societies by allocations
of office to these different categories of personnel.
Besides this, both the Habe and Fulani governments share concepts of office and of official hierarchies with chieftainship as the
supreme office. In both systems the chieftainship was hereditary
in character, but the chief was unable to control the succession. In
both systems the majority of offices were filled by open appointment; but in each system certain offices were reserved for slaves
or were allocated to eunuchs. In either of these systems the administrative and political functions of different offices corresponded
with the status differences of the groups eligible to hold them. In
both systems the complex official structure staffed by personnel of
widely differing status contained separate arrangements for the
promotion of these categories of persons and for their motivation
and reward.
To summarize, the Habe and Fulani systems of government had
the following general features in common; status-differentiation,
office, chieftainship and hierarchical relations among offices which
corresponded variously with the differentiation of their individual
political and administrative functions. The problems of recruitment, remuneration, motivation, and control of officials were common to both these systems and derived from yet more general
conditions of state organization. However, although both governments discharged these secondary functions, they did so by different methods.

(e) The Problem oj Historical Succession
The simplest method of detennining the correspondence of
particular elements in the two systems of government is to begin
by listing their common elements, and then to list and examine the
elements peculiar to either system. To establish their historical
relation, we shall then have to account for the differences of particulars in the two systems in directly historical terms. Since
offices and statuses are the most important general features common to both systems, and since the allocation of office was governed
by status conditions in both systems, this comparison of particulars
COnsists in a comparison of the individual offices of the two governments. In making this comparison, it is simplest to begin with the
charts of the offices at Abuja, and to discuss them by their rankorders.
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All offices of the inner chamber at Ahuja are present in the
Fulani system, but at Fulani Zaria these offices were not held by
eunuchs. Of the offices of the royal household at Abuja, such titles
as Barkin Fada, Hauni, Barde, and Magayaki persisted at Zaria.
The Habe office of Kacalla,l which owed its existence to the
suzerainty exercised by the Shehu of Bornu over Babe Zazzau,
lapsed at Fulani Zaria which was not subordinate to Bomu. Such
other household offices as Cineina, Gwabare, Durumi, Kangiwa,
and Ciritawa are also missing from the Fulani list, together with the
military title of Jannai, who was in charge of the Abuja household
infantry. The four rukuni offices of Abuja are all present in Fulani
Zazzau, together with all the rawuna offices of Ahuja, except the
Dankekasau, the Shenagu, and the Sarkin Gayen. The Iyan
Bakin Kasuwa of Abuja is recognizable as the Magajin Kasuwa of
Fulani Zazzau, and the Abuja slave-office of Barwa was revived by
the Fulani of Zaria as the title of a free household official of the
king. The Wan'diya of Abuja is the Wan'ya of Fulani Zazzau; the
Garkuwa Babba (bigger shield) of Ahuja is the Sarkin Garkuwa
(chief shield) of Fulani Zazzau. The Lifidi of Abuja is the Sarkin
Lifidi of Fulani Zazzau. The Barkin Gayen of Abuja was a village
chief of Zaria who fled with Makau to Juba and was given a
territorial fief there. s The Abuja title of Sata was given to nomad
Fulani scouts at Zazzau. The Abuja title of Sarkin Pawa (chief
butcher) appears among the occupational offices of Fulani Zaria,
but was filled under MaIlam Musa by a Habe supporter of the
Fulani who administered territorial fiefs.
The different vassal chiefs of Abuja and Fulani Zazzau simply
reflect the separate territorial boundaries and constitution of the
two states. Vassalage being an exclusive relation, vassal chiefs
appearing in the one chart must be excluded from the other.
The royal titles of Abuja persisted at Zaria. The first Fulani
king, Musa, appointed three of his daughters to the titles reserved
under the Habe for the icing's daughters; these were the offices of
Iya, Magajiya, and Mardanni. The Magajiya of Zazzau is the
Sarauniya of Abuja. The evidence for this equation is that Ajuma,
sister of the Habe king of Zazzau Aliyu IV (1767-73), who founded
the town of Kumbada in Niger province, held the Habe title of
t Kacalla is an official status in the goverwnent of Bornu, ami. the teWl is of
Kanuri(Bornu) origin. See Temple, 1919. p. 437. See abo M. Husan (1), p. 5.
l< See Appendix A.
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Magajiya at Zazzau. Mallam Hassan also related that the Sarauniya
Zaillabu, who fled with Makau from Zaria, later built a ward ill
the tOWD of AbuJ·a known as the Magajiya ward. l Although my
enquiries in Zaria were not directed at this present problem of
historical relations with Habe Zazzau, my Fulani informants at
Zaria asserted confidently that the Mardanni title was taken over
by Mallam Musa from the Habe govemment as an office held by
the king's daughters. It is quite possible that this title lapsed at
Ahuja following the Habe flight. The royal office of Magajiya was
abolished at Fulani Zaria by Yamusa. It has since reappeared as
the title for the head of the prostitutes. The position of Sarauniya
persisted at a purely titular level in Fulani Zaria, being held by
the king's mother, who was known as Sarauniya, Mama, or Uwar
Sarki. The Magajin Dangi of Abuja became the Magajin Gari of
Fulani Zaria.
Of the malLams' order, the Magajin Mallam (head of the
Mallams) of Abuja became the Sarkin Mallamai (chief of the
MaUams) at Zaria.
Of the slave-offices of Ahuja, the following titles lapsed: Banaga,
Kunkeli, Magajin Kwa, Sirdi, Magajin Nagaba, Boroka. The
Madakin Gabas (Lord of the East) of Abuja is the Bajimin Gabas
(Bull of the East) of Zaria. The titles of Garkuwa Kankane, Bakon
Barno, and Wagu, formerly belonging to the household and junior
public orders of Ahuja, are held by royal slavt"S of Fulani Zaria.
The BikoD Tambari (Royal Drummer) of Abuja is the Sarkin
Tambari (chief of the Royal Drums) of Fulani Zaria.

(d) Offices Peculiar to Fulani Zaria
We now have to list and account for titles present at Fulani
Zaria but absent from Abuja. Titles designating vassal states have
already been dealt with. By virtue of conquest, the FuIani of
Zazzau became overlords of Kauru, Kajuru, Fatika, Durum, and
Lere. Keffi, Jema'a, and Doma were conquered by Fulani agents
under Mallam Musa's direction. Kwotto, Lere, and Kagarko were
established as vassal states during the early years of Fulani rule.
The order of free household retainers at Fulani Zaria contained
such titles as Sarkin Yaki, Sarkin Figin~ Mahan, and Majidadi,
which nre missing from the Abuja list. The Sarkin Yaki was the
king's war chief, commanding the reserve stationed with the king
1

Hanan and Shu'aibu, ]952- (J). p. 10.
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in battle. He administered no fiefs, and the office was created on
purely technical grounds. Sarkin Figini (chief of the Fence) had
charge of the king's bodyguard. Mahari was a scout attached to
the king's war chief, the Sarkin Yaki. Majidadi ~<tS the Icing's
favourite and companion. Mter the Fulani had eliminated the
Habe order of household officials and had invested them with
territorial fiefs, there were few remaining officers of the royal
household at Zaria and their functions were non-governmental;
but during the following years, various kings realized the necessity
for such officials, and a new order was accordingly created to administer the king's household and defend him.
The following fief-holding offices were peculiar to Fulani
Zazzau: Magajin Zakara, Magaji Jisambo, Cikum, and Mardanni,
the last of which has already been discussed. The first WaH was
appointed by Yamusa, the second Fulani king, supposedly in imitationof the Walin Sokoto. The Walin Zazzau was a royal rank,and
was charged with jurisdiction over the administrative malpractices
of office-holders, particularly the Icing's kin. Yamusa appointed his
eldest son, Hamada, Wali, with these functions. The first Sa'i
was appointed hy Mallam Musa. The office was entrusted with
supervision and control of the nomad Fulani throughout the
province, and was given to Abdulkerim, who later became the
Icing of Zaria and founder of the Katsinawa dynasty. The Fulani
conquerors created this office to collect jangali (cattle-tax), to
supervise their nomad Fulani cousins, and to provide them with
direct access to the king. Sarkin Mai was an official in charge of the
pagan Habe or Maguzawa, who are scattered throughout northern
Zaria. There being no Maguzawa in Ahuja, it is understandable
that there is no Sarkin Mai there. The office of Rubu was in charge
of all uncultivated land throughout the kingdom of Zaria, under
the Muhammadan doctrine of Wak!, which governs rights in the
uncultivated land of a state conquered during a jihad. The condition of conquest which accounts for this office of Ruhu in Fulani
Zaria also explains its absence from Habe Ahuja. Such Fulani
offices as Danmadami, Iyan Kurarna, Katuka, ,Magajin Zakara,
Jisambo, Cikum, and Wan'ya were all territorially specialized; Iyan
Kurama, as the name implies, was the governor of the Kurama
tribe in eastern Zaria; Katuka controlled the Katab tribe; Wan'ya,
Jisambo, and Cikum were specially concerned with administration
of the large Gwari population. Their tenitories bounded on each

other. Danmadami and Magajin Zakara were other offices by
which the ruler of Zaria administered large pagan populations of
the kingdom. All the tribal areas administered by these lineagelinked titles of Fulaoi Zaria lay outside the boundaries of Abuja;
consequently these offices are not to be found in the Abuja government. In Fulani Zaria, it must be remembered, such offices as
Danmadami, Iyan Kurama, Rubu, Katuka, and the like were
allocated to particular families who were specially knowledgeable
about the problems and conditions presented by their special administrative areas, It must al.s<l be borne in mind that whereas the
kingdom of Zaria itself had an area of about '3,000 square miles
in the last century, Ahuja was then only about 3,000 square miles.
Consequently the specialized territorial offices of Zaria outnumber
those of Abuja. Territorial offices common to both systems were
those entrusted with the administration of the Muhammadan
population in either state. Offices administering non-Muhammadan
populations in Zaria and Abuja differed in title, number, and administrative area.
Of the official Mallams of Zaria, the Fulani titles of Alkali,
Waziri, and Limamin Kona arc lacking from Ahuja. The Limamin
Kona was a Habe priestship antedating the FuJani invasion, and
has traditionally been held by one Habe lineage of Zaria. 1 The
Limamin Kona of Zaria in '950 was a member of this family and
related that his ancestors, having refused to flee with Makau at the
conquest, were confirmed in their position by Mallam Musa, who
also appointed the first Alkali, or Chief Judge of Zaria, and the first
Waziri or Vizier, the latter being a non-territorial office, held by
the king's principal adviser. As the Fulani system of monocratic
government developed at Zaria after Musa'g death, this new office
of Waziri became redundant, and only one other appointment to
this position was made during the nineteenth century, that by
MaDam Musa's son Sidi in 1860. None the less, the creation of this
office is evidence of the initial Fulani intention to imitate hallowed
Muhammadan political practice.
The official system of Fulani Zazzau contained an order of
occupational offices which is entirely lacking from Habe Abuja.
The Fulani system of occupational taxation was developed under
the Sultan of Sokoto, AJiyu Babba, '84::;:-59, and was instituted in
Zaria under the Bornawa king, Mamman Sani, 1846-60. The de-

13"'

l Zaria city contain& an lUlcient ward of the Limamin Kona.
G.Z.-IO
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velopment of this occupational order in Zaria after the Fulani
conquest accounts for its absence from Habe Abuja.
Concerning the king's slav~-officials there is no need for dilation.
Kasheka and Kilishi were eunuch offices created by Fulani rulers
who experienced the need for eunuchs within the royal household,
after the original Habe eunuch titles had been allocated to freemen.
In 1860 8.Z. Sidi Ahdulkawri appointed freemen to the eunuch
titles of Fagaci, leaving only the Habe office of Barkin Zana of the
old eunuch order. Later, in the 18900, S.Z. Yero appointed a free
client, Amshe, to the office of Barkin Zana, and placed him in
charge of certain fiefs. The office of Madauci at Zaria was a slavetitle from pre-Fulani days, traditionally allocated to one lineage of
royal slaves, and it remained so after the conquest. Barkin Zagi had
responsibility for the king's horses and safety on the march.
Under the Fulani, positions such as Kwaramaza and Wagu were
occasionally aUocated to freemen, but were as a rrue reserved for
slaves.
The extensive list of military slave-officials indicates that the
Fulani king relied heavily on royal slaves in his armed force. Such
titles as Sarkin Yamma and Sarkin Yarn or Barkin Ciyawa were
Late creations which gave an extreme expression to this principle.
The Barkin Yanuna., who was a slave appointed in charge of the
standing anny at Kacia, exercised administrative powers around
his encampment; Barkin Yara and Barkin Ciyawa were slavecaptains appointed by 8.Z. Yero to command his new squads of
slave-musketeers. The office of Shentali is the most interesting of
these slave-titles. On certain occasions this office had been filled
by members of the dynasties; on other occasions by free clients,
and only rarely by slaves. Until 1860 the king supervised his slaveofficials through the Hanni, a free official who at this time 'WaS a
member of the king's household order, and held no fiefs. By 1870
the office of Hauni had also become a fief-holding title, though it
continued to be responsible for the supervision of all slaveofficials, except the king's eunuchs. Thus, under the Fulani, the
office of Hauni retained the function of slave supervision which it
had discharged under the Habe.
(e) CunclusWn

siderably, and that their differences are easily explained in terms
of particular historical developments, most of which are quite well
known at Zaria. My informants at Fulani Zaria spontaneously
listed all tile Habe eunuch offices, and distinguished bet\\'een those
offices which were Fulani creations and others which the Fulani
had taken away from eunuchs and had given to freemen. They were
also quite clear about such duplication of titles as Turaki the
Greater (Turaki Babba) and Turaki the Lesser (Turaki Karam).
This duplication developed when Turaki the Greater was still a
eunuch title; actually it represents a play on words, Babba meaning 'greater' or 'a eunuch', according to the intonation. Similarly,
the Ma'aji title became distinguished as Ma'aji Babba, an office
filled initially by eunuchs, and Ma'aji Karami, in charge of Kacia.
The Habe precedent for this is clear in cases such as Makama
Babba1 and Makama Karami, Garkuwa Babba, GarkU'wa Kankane
(Garkuwa the Lesser) Bard.e and Barde Kankane. Such titles as
Madakin Hauni, Barden Hauni, Madakin Barde, and the like, are
subordinates created by the principal office. Thus the Madakin
Hauni is the Madill of Hauni-Hauni's chief assistant. All important Fulani offices discharged their duties through certain subordinate staff appointed by the office-holder, with titles belonging
to the office itself. Thus, provided the principal title persists, its
subordinates will also persist. The relations between administrative superiors and subordinates in Fulani Zaria differ from the old
Abuja pattern, as represented by the Madawaki's control of the
Kuyambana and other junior public officials whom the Habe
Madawaki did not directly appoint to office, and who formed a
group quite distinct from the subordinate staff which he did
appoint unilaterally. Except for the Hauni who supervised the
royal slaves, under the Fulani no office-holder supervised any
others except his own subordinates.
To list the titles common to both Habe and Fulani systems of
government is the simplest method of testing or demonstrating
their historical relatedness. Abuja titles persisting without change
of name at Fulani Zaria include Madaki, Wombai, Mak.ama
Karami, Dangaladima, Iya, Barwa, Magayaki, Jagaba, Galadima,
Dallatu, Sarkio Fada, 8arkin Ruwa, Fagac~ Hauni, Bata, Makama
Babba) Limamin Juma'a, Salenke, Magatakarda, Barkin Pawa.

We have now examined in detail all offices of the Ahuja and
Fulani systems. We have found that these details overlap con-

I Note that Makama Karami was the Habe eunuch office, Mllkama Babbll was
a tide held by freemen at Ahuja and is trllll81ated 'the Bigger Weapon'.
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Barkin Zana, Sarkin Noma, Shamaki, Bakon Barno, Garkuwa
Kankane, Wagu, Sarkin Karma, Sarkin Baka. Sarkin Bindiga, and
Sarkin Dogarai. Titles which persisted and were duplicated at
Zaria are Turaki and Ma'aji. Habe titles persisting at Fulani Zaria
with slight changes of name are Sarkin Garkuwa, Magajin Gari,
Barkin Mallamai, Magajin Kasuwa, Sarkin Tambari, and Bajimin
Gabas.
Even if we had not been able to account for all the differences
between Abuja and Fulani Zaria which have just been diSl;ussed
by concrete historical developments, the number and variety of
elements having identical forms at Ahuja and Fulani Zaria could
not possibly be explained in any other terms than the historical
relatedness of these two systems. Moreover, given the facts of
Fulani conquest and Habe flight, such historical relation could
only have one form, namely, the development of the Fulani
government from the Habe system by transformation of the latter.
This in tum means that the system of government at Abuja
described by Mallam Hassan was substantially the same system as
that which the Habe operated at Zaria before the Fulani conquest.
When one group which has conquered another with a developed
government seeks to consolidate this conquest by direct administration of the conquered population, it must make use of many elements of the pre-existing govemmental system in order to start
its own administration. Yet such consolidation itself entails
changes in the structure and function of those clements which have
been retained, and this implies that new administrative and political
organs will be developed, and that the system as a whole will undergo further changes. This happened in Zaria after the conquest;
and in this ·way the Habe model described for Ahuja by Mallam
Hassan was transformed into the Fulani government we have just
described.

5
A CHRONICLE OF FULANI ZARIA

18°4- 19°0
(a) The Conquest
HERE were Fulani in Zaria before the Fulani conquered it
under Mallam Musa, It is said that when the Habe of Zazzau
moved from Turunku to the present site of Zaria city, they
found Fulani herding their cattle there. This may be a myth,
rationalizing or justifying the Fulani conquest as a reaumption of
ancient rights based on initial occupancy; but, even under Habe
rule the FuLani chiefs of Fatika to the west of Zaria were recogvassals of Zazzau; and when the Madakio Kankarro planned
to assassinate the Habe king and seize the throne, the Fulani chief
of Fatika warned his liege and received as reward a fief within the
city of Zaria itself calLed the ward of Fatika.
During the years immediately preceding the Fulani invasion the
Habe king of Zazzau also exercised suzerainty over two southern
vassal states, Kajuru and Kauru, whose rulers were of Hahe
origin. At this date the Gwari at Lapai an~ ~usheriki were also
ruled by Habe vassal chiefs of Zazzau, and It IS probable ~at the
chiefs of Karigi, an old Magwawa (pagan Hausa) town m the
north at that time had a status approaching vassalage.
By' 1804 there were several Fulani lineages settled at Zaria.
Some of these FuLani were Islamic teachers and priests, one of
whom the Limam Dan Madami, reared a considerable number of
horses' and was in touch with Mallam Musa for seven years preceding the invasion. These ho~ses later provided mo?n~ for the
invading Fulani. Nearly fifty miles to the south of Z~n~ cIty, close
by the present site of Kaduna, there were two Fulam hneages, the
Bornawa, led by Yamusa and his brother, Bapaiyo, and the Suleibawa, led by Mallam Kilba and his soo, Audusatlami. Midway between Kaduna and Zaria city there was another lineage of Suleibawa Fulani, under Jaye, and at Kwassallo and Ricifa, to the
north-east of the capital, there were yet other Suleibawa families,
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who joined in the assault on Kana when the jihad began and later
became its rulers. The Suleibawa of Zaria were thus split into
three segments before Musa's invasion. Of these, the Suleibawan
19abi Were closely linked to the Bornawa, Yamusa having married
M. Kilba's daughter. Some Suleibawa of Kwassallo under Jaye
refused to await the arrival of the deputy appointed by Dan Fodio,
and had initiated a revolt of their own against the Habe king
shortly before Musa's arrival. This was repulsed by the Habe
forces, and Jaye was driven back. to Ricifa, near Kwassallo. Jaye's
independent attempt to seize the throne is evidence of Fulani un~
rest on the eve of the jihad.
MalLam Musa had visited Zazzau some years before his invasion.
On that occasion he taught the Koran at Zaria city, and had
travelled as far south as 19abi. He knew Yamusa and the family of
Mallam Kilba, as well as the Fulani of Zaria city, including the
Limam with the horses. Musa was a Fulani from :Malle, an
ancient town in the region of Timbuctoo, and he was well known
to Dan Fodio and other Toronkawa Fulani, having himself been a
student of the Shehu. 1 At the start of the jihad, Dan Fowo gave
Musa a flag (tufa) of leadership, with authority to conquer Zazzau
and reform Islam within it. Strict Muhammadans were expected
to obey these chosen leaders of the Shehu; to assist the jihad was a
religious duty for them. Not an of the Bag-holders appointed by
the Shehu were Fulani. Yakubu who was sent to conquer Baucm
was not a Fula.ni; the Shehu selected his deputies for their
religious sincerity and knowledge of Islam, as wen as for their
ability and strength,
There are several legends about the Shehu's relations with the
Fulani leaders in Zaria, and these versions are not inconsistent. In
one version the Bornawa and Suleibawa, under Yamusa's leadership, protested to the Shehu that they were the Fulani native to
Zaria, and needed no leaders from elsewhere. It is said that
Yamusa sought to be appointed as the Shehu's deputy for Zazzau
as a whole, or at the least to be given the southern half of the kingdom, and that it was only with difficulty that he was persuaded to
act as Musa.'s chief lieutenant. Another story tells how the Shehu
instructed Musa. to associate himself with Yarousa, with Audusal-

lami of the Suleibawa, and with Abdulkerim, another Fulani
pupil of the Shehu, from Katsina state. These instructions may
have been given either before or after Yarousa's protest to Dan
Fodio, or before or after the conquest. It is further possible that
this ruling attributed to the Shehu may be a myth developed later
to legitimate and sanction the multidynastic system, while denying
legitimacy to other lineages with royal ambitions. These legends
reveal the heterogeneous composition of the Fulani force which
conquered Zaria, and the competition of its principal elements for
command. These conditions partially explain the political system
which later developed.
Musa was with the Shehu when he defeated the Habe king of
Gobir, Yunfa. In one legend Musa also took part in the invasion
of Kano before being appointed to conquer Zaria. He is said to
have crossed into Zaria from Kana with seventy-fow horsemen
and some infantry, and first met with opposition at the old
Maguzawa town of Kudan near the Kano-Zaria border. The nearby village of Zabi, which had a Muhammadan population, came to
his assistance and Kudan was captured and burnt. Malum, the
Habe king, on receiving news. of the invasion had despatched his
Madaki with the main force of cavalry to Hunkuyi, another Habe
town near Kudan. According to one version M. Musa routed the
force under Makau's Madaki at Hunkuyi; in another he was
warned that the Habe were at Hunkuyi in strength, and accordingly moved from Kudan over to Durum. The village-chief of
Durum is said to have put all his cavalry and men at Musa's
disposal, and he \VaS later re\Varded with the gift of vassal status.
At Dumm also, Musa received other supporters led by the Habe
Sarkin Pawa (Chief of the Butchers) of Likoro, another large town
nearby. Either Musa defeated the Habe cavalry at Likoro or he
avoided them; but he proceeded directly to Zaria city and, according to M. Hassan, entered the capital from the north-west while
the Habe king and his supporters were celebrating the Greater
Sallah at the prayer-ground outside the city,l Fulani simply say
Musa's men overpowered Makau's, and then Makau fled.
Musa pursued Makau to Kajuru, after the defeated Habe king
had been driven from his halting-place at Gwanda by the Fulani
chief of Fatika. At Kajuru, Makau received aid from his vassal, and
for several weeks the Fulani were held at bay. Eventually, by

1 Usuman, or Othman, Dan Fodio.leader of the Fulani in thejiJuzd of 1804is also known as Shehu or the Shehu. He was the founder and fir9t ruler of ~
Fulani empire with the title of Sarkin Mwuhni (Chief of the MuhammadaM).

1

Hassan and Shu'aibu. 19Sz, A Chronitle of Ablqa, p. 5.
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strategem, Musa seized the women and children of the townsmen,
including the family of the Kajuru chief, and threatened to enslave
them unless the Kajuru forces submitted. Makau and his Habe
followers from Zaria then moved farther south. Musa then deposed
the chief of Kajuru and appointed Jaye of Ricifa, the baSuleibe
who had joined the invaders, to the Kajuru chieftainship as a
vassal, resident at Kajuru. In this way Musa simultaneously sought
to rid himself of Jaye and to control the Habe of Kajuru. Musa
also rewarded the Sarkin Pawa of Likoro who had assisted him at
Durum with the title of Sarkin Pawa of Zazzau, and appointed him
to rule the fief of Hunkuyi. 1
Musa sent detachments to Zuba after Makau, but the main
Fulani forces were kept busy in the northern part of the kingdom,
suppressing opposition in such towns as Haskiya, Gadas, Girku,
Karigi, and among the Gwari of Kusheriki, who lost their vassal
status at this time. Lapai surrendered and retained its vassal
status. Meanwhile, Musa appointed deputies with flags of their
own to extend the Fulani dominion southwards, and in this way
the vassal states of Keffi, Jema'a, Doma, and later Kwotto were
established. Under Musa, the Fulani of Zaria carried their attacks
as far BOUth as Wukari and the Tiv country. The Fulani of Kana
sometimes sent cavalry to accompany these expeditions. Subjugation and conquest rather than enslavement was the object of these
expeditions. When vassal chiefdoms had been established in these
southern regions, the Fulani of Zaria ceased their incursions. The
Fulani of Zaria were occupied next with expansion to east and west.
The Gwari of Kuriga in the west were attacked, and in the east the
vassal chieitalnship of Lere was founded.
From the beginning relations between the Fulani of Zazzau and
their southernmost vassals were somewhat strained. The leading
Fulani of Jema'a and Keffi had set out to visit the Shehu at Sakata,
and to ask for flags of their own j they were turned back at Zaria
by Mallam Musa who informed them that the Shehu had already
given him these southern regions, and Musa then gave them flags
of his own. Subsequently, when the Fulani chief of Ketti died, the

then king of Zaria sent his client, Makama Dogo, a Habe who had
helped in the conquest of Karigi, Gadas, and Haskiya, to rule over
Keffi. The Fulani of Ke:ffi. rejected Makama Dogo on two grounds:
:firstly, they claimed that the vassal chieftainship was hereditary,
and that the succession had already been decided at Keffi by the
local electors; secondly, as Fulani they bluntly refused to accept a
Habe chief. The ruler of Zaria then told Makama to establish
another vassal state at Kwotto, south-east of Keffi. Hostilities between Kwotto and Ke:ffi occurred sporadically throughout the
century, despite their common vassalage under Za2zau.
Initially, the Fulani of Zazzau also rnled over two southern
vassals at Lapai and Lafia. Lafia lay to the north-east of Doma and
near to Bagaji, another very minor vassal state of Zaria. Musa
transferred Lafia to his neighbour Yakuhu, the deputy of Dan
Fodio who ruled Bauchi, as an act of solidarity.l Lapai sought its
own transfer and requested the Fulani roler of Bida to act as its
overlord. The ruler of Bida infonned his liege, the king of Gwandu,
who was suzerain of the western states of the empire, and the king
of Gwandu and the Sultan of Sokoto between them arranged for
Lapai to be transferred from Zazzau to the Fulani of Dida as a
vassal state.
These transfers show that Sokoto, Bauchi, and Zaria exercised
coeval powers of redistributing vassal dependencies. Transfers of
Lapai and Lafia to Bida and Bauchi did not alter their vassal
status. Transfers changed relations between particular units wi.thout affecting the relative statuses of the units themselves. However, the duality of powers involved in these redispositions is
revealing. An intennediate vassal such as Zazzau supervised his
vassal chieftains and was supervised by his overlord. Under the
tenus of his own vassalship, the powers over his vassals which he
exercised could also be exercised over them by his own suzerain.
These ambiguities continued to affect relations between Zazzau
and Sokoto throughout the century.

1

Hunkuyi, Likoro, wd KudaD were ancient

Magu~awa

(pagan Rausa)

towns, It is possible that Durum also contained Maguzawa. Relations between
these pagan Habe and rhei:r Muhammadan cousins have genernlly bel!'n strainl!'d.
h is possible that the Maguzawa supported MUlla in this northern district to
square accounts with the Muhammlldan Habe of Zaria, and that Musa did n04:

receive much aid from the Muhammadan Habe themselves.

I,p

(6) Mallam Musa, 18°4-21
Makau was accompanied by certain officials on his flight to Zuba.
Among these were the Madawaki, the Galadima, the Wambai, the
Chi.ef Imam (Limamin Juma'a), the Salenke, Jannai, Barde,
1 It is pO!l8ible that Musa reooived Len: in return. Bauchi legends attribute
the conquest of Lere on the eastern border of Zuzau to Yakubu.
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Magaji, Kuyambana, Magajin Mallam, the village chief of Gayen,
the Kacalla, Iya, Sarauniya, Dangaladima, and certain other members of the king's family. It is also probable that the Icing's chamber
eunuchs fled with him. Other Habe officials remained behind.
Accordingly M. Musa on his arrival in Zaria found l>everal Habc
officials and native Fulani who were well acquainted with traditional patterns of government.
Musa's administration shows that he was well informed about
this Habe system of government and its rules for the allocation of
office; where traditional principles did not conflict with political
or religious necessity he followed and maintained them. Thus
Musa appointed his three daughters to the offices reserved by the
Habe for the king's womenfolk; and he gave office to only two of
his sons, Sidi Abdulkadiri being appointed Dangaladima, the
traditional office of the chosen heir, and Zakari being installed as
Magajin Gaei, the traditional office of Magaj1n Dangi (head of the
dynasty) being redundant, as there were no dynasties in Musa's
reign. These were the only members of his kin appointed to office
by Musa.
Excluding the new vassal states established during or after the
jihad, Musa's departures from Habe principles of appointment to
office were intended to bring the government more into line with
Islamic norms as conceived by the Fulani reformers. Thus
eunuchs were eliminated from certain offices such as Wombai,
Galadima, Dallatu, Makama Karami, and Ma'aji. Musa also reduced the number and power of the household officials severely,
transferri.ng many of these offices to the territorial, fief-holding
order, and allotting military duties to them while allowing other
household offices to lapse. He also left several eunuch offices unfilled, and the few new offices which he instituted bear witness to
his zeal for reform. Thus he established the office of the Alkali or
Senior Judge, and separated judicial from administrative functions; he created the position of Waziri without territorial fiefs
or military duties, and gave it to a mallam, Cafudu, whose role
was to advise the king; he also established the new office of Sa'i to
administer the nomad Fulani, to arrange for their help in war, to
settle their disputes and collect the cattle-tax (jangali); finally,
after an unsuccessful attempt at a palace revolt by a Fulani,
Mallarn Bagozeki, Musa established the new office of Sarkin Yaki,
with control of the royal bodyguard. Otherwise, M083 was content

to rule by means of the Habe official system, although he changed
the principles governing official tenure and appointment, and
redefined official roles.
Musa is credited with the order that hakimai should remain at
the capital, thus separating them residentially from their fiefs. It
is said that by this means he sought to reduce their opportunities
for both rebellion and oppressive administration, but it is possible
that he was merely following Habe practice. Musa's appointments
to office included several Habe, mainly from Kano. It is possible
that he preferred to reward important supporters who were born
in Zaria by the grant of vassal status rather than fiefs. Thus the
village chief of Durum was given vassal status, and Jaye of the
Suleibawan Ricifa was appointed Sarkin Kajuru. Mai-gerke of
Likoro was installed as Sarkin Pawan Zazzau with drumming on
tambari, but was not given vassaL status.
Musa also retained certain of Makau's eunuchs 1n office, notably
the Turaki Babba, Ba'idu, and the Makama Babba, Sharubutu,
who continued to represent the king in dividing the war-booty.
Yamusa WolS appointed Madaki on instructions from the Shehu at
Sokoto Abdulkerim was made Sa'i, and Abdusallami of the
Suleib~wa was given the office of Makama Karami. In this way
Musa sought to reward all his supporters with office, Fulani and
Habe alike and to associate them with him in the government.
Musa's ;eligious interests are reflected in the composition of his
council, which differed radically from that of the Habe. Musa had
only Doe council, of which the Madaki, the Limam Juma'a, Iyan
Kurama, Katuka, and Rubu were members, together with various
mallams, such as M. Sogiji, M. Garba, M. Marnudu, and one
Alhaji Musa, a pilgrim whom Musa had appointed as the Iwfa
(supervisor, intennediary) between Zaria and the vassal s~te of
Doma. Musa's determination to place the government 10 the
hands of the religious leaders of the Muhammadan community is
also evident in many other ways. He gave his daugbter, the Iyan
Zazzau, Atu, in marriage to the chief priest, Gabdo, a member of
the Katsinawa 'yan Doto lineage. The office of Iya controlled
many fiefs and the title-holder's husband had effective charge of
these. In addition, Musa gave the Limam Juma'a several fiefs of
his own and appointed him to supervise the new vassal state of
Jema'a. Musa also tried to persuade Koranic scholars ~ accept
territorial office. He was not always successful. Mallam Kilba, the
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head of the Sulei?awa, refused such offers, At this period there
were many FuLani mallams who, although quite willing to advise
the ruler in ,council, refused to accept territorial appointments.
Partly for this reason, the composition of Musa's council varied
during his reign; but its official dements included Fulani and Habe
and no member of the ruler's family was a councillor.
'
M~a sough~ to ally ~imself by marriage with the principal
Fulam gr~ps fite,rested tn the government of Zaria, He gave his
daughters 10 marnage to such important people as the Waziri of
Sokoto, .the Limami~ Jurna'a of Zaria, andto his Galadima, Dokaje,
a ~ulam from ~ofa In Kano. Musa also allied himself by marriage
With Abdulkenm, the leader of the Katsinawa. Between the
~ul~baw~ and BO,mawa there were already marriage alliances. By
hnking hi,mself WJth the rulees of Sokoto, and with the family of
Abdulkenm, Musa sought to extend and perpetuate relations of
solidarity between his family and other powerful Fulani lines.
~usa also ~~ted a dist.ribution of land rights among the four
lea~1fig, FU.lanl, lineages which took part in the conquest of Zaria.
ThiS dlstnbutlon centred on the capital. The Katsinawa were
allocated land to the west of Zaria city, the Bornawa and Suleibawa
had the land to the sou~ and east, while Musa's family held rights
over land to the north, to the.present district of Makarfi, Besides
this, Musa allocated farm lands to each title of state. Much of this
office-land lay close by the capital, on the site presently occupied
by the European reservation and other new suburbs. Moreover he
r~tri~uted the t~wns and villages of the kingdom as fiefs am~ng
hiS offiCIals, allocatIng set portions of the tax and tribute collected
therein as remuneration. In these ways, Musa rationalized the
system of territorial administration and sought to limit the need
and opportunities for extortionate rule. He also built the new outer
walls of Zaria city, using slave labour, These walls are still impressive, a1tJ:0u~ t~ey have oat been repaired since 1900.
Musa s dWlbuuoo of fiefs among titles left a good many rural
areas under the king's direct control. Some of these units had
formerly been administered by the throne j others had been attached to various offices; yet other of these areas such as Kusheriki
were being incorporated within the kingdom b~ Musa's wars and
were allocated to various titles later. In this way the throne became
responsible for administering unattached settlements and also the
fiefs of unfilled titles, during their vacancy. The royal agent who

acted as jekada during such vacancy had the status of mukaddashi
or deputy for the title-holder, while the tax or tribute went direct
t? the king. Subsequent rulers would sometimes keep important
titles vacant for several years in order to increase their own income
and power.
Musa's distribution of fiefs also established some other important principles. It implied the possibility of some redistribution in
the future. However, the bases and forms of Musa's allocation imposed clear limits on the scope and character of future redistributions. Fiefs being attached to the titles, and these latter being appointive, this distribution ruled out the development of a hereditary
feudalism, even in such marginal cases as the Magaji Jisambo, who
lived at his 'capital', Jaji, and was normally recruited from a single
lineage. An even more important implication of Musa's territorial
reorganization was that no person who did not hold office could
hold fiefs. Another important implication was that no individual
wuld hold more than one title at anyone time; this was implicit in
the initial distribution of :fiefs among the different titles and in the
throne's administration of fiefs attached to vacant titles, Future
increases in the number of titles governing fiefs thus depended on
territorial expansion or on further creations of fiefs from the towns
which remained at the king's disposal. This limitation imposed on
the number of titles by the number of available fiefs was important
later, when the expansion of royal ranks reduced the number of
titles available to non-royals. During the Fulani century, some increase in fiefs occurred as a result of the kingdom's territorial
expansion. Other increases arose as new towns were built in
northern Zaria. Since all townships were fiefs or liable to be
allocated as fiefs, the king's permission was necessary for their
establishment. The throne's control of fiefs presupposed control
over the siting and establishment of new settlements. As numerous
slave-settlements were built under the Fulani, and as their establishment on the king's pennission entailed continuing relations
with the throne, the king's territorial jurisdiction was continually
increasing; but when these new settlements outgrew exclusive
private ownership they were generally allocated to officials as fiefs.
Musa was never crowned king of Zaria. Neither was his successor, Yamusa of the Bornawa. As deputies of the Shehu, and
leaders in the Holy War, they retained the status of mallarns
throughout their reigns. In those days the ruler was saluted with
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the greeting appropriate to mallarns, 'Allah, ya gafarta, malam',
(May God forgive you, Mallam), and never by the titles Zaki (lion).
or the tltock phrases appropriate for chiefs, 'Ranka ya dade' (May
your life be prolonged), •Allah yo ba 8arki nasara' (May God grant
the king victory), 'AlUm ya bai', etc. During Musa's reign, therefore, the status of royalty was irrelevant and undefined. To this
day the Fulani conqueror is referred to simply as 'Mallam'. The
heavy representation of mallams. on his council of state and the
system of taxation are thus easy to understand.
The principal tax collected by Musa and Yamusa was the tithe
of grain (zaMa) which was due to them as maUams. During their
reigns money fanned no part of the tribute sent by Zaria to Sokoto.
It is said that Sultan Bello of Sokoto, the son and successor of Dan
Fodia, refused 5 keso of cowrie currency (about 100,000 shells)
which was sent to him by Yamusa, commenting that each must be
content with his own. This also seems to have been Musa's
principle in providing his hakimai with farm lands and official
compounds at Zaria city, and in allotting them large portions of
the tax collected from their fiefs. The tribute which Zaria received
from its vassals was divided between the ruler of Zaria and his
officials res.ponsible therefor.
This account of Musa's administrative methods and refonns
enables us to see why and in what ways he departed from the
practice of his Habe predecessors, and it also allows us to see how
widely the regimes of his successors differed from his own. On
Musa's appointment as his deputy by the Shehu, Yamusa had
requested the southern half of Zazzau for his own kingdom, and it
was on direct instructions from the Shehu that Musa had appointed
the Bornawa leader to the office of Madaki, dismissing his first
Madaki, Makaye, who was also the last person of non-royal status
to hold that title at Zaria. In the early years of Fulani rule, Musa
and Yamusa went on campaigns together; but once when Musa
was away from the capital, Mallam Bagozeki tried to seize the
throne; thereafter he remained at Zaria. while Yamusa took charge
of the campaigns through which the Fulani dominion was extended and consolidated.
Despite Makau's flight, there was no single moment at which
Fulani government could have been said to be estabHshed
throughout the territory of Zazzau. After the capital had surrendered, its environs had to be subdued, and after the resistance

in these areas had been overcome, other districts remained hostile.
The process of consolidating FuIani dominion was moreover prolonged and complicated by the territorial expansion of Zazzau
itself. Campaigns to subdue outlying districts sometimes penetrated into new areas and bypassed large populations, which were
only subdued years after. Under Musa, Fulani consolidation and
territorial expansion went hand in hand, and throughout most of
the early years of his reign his rule rested on force and remained
open to challenge by force. Later, when the Fulani of Zaria had
consolidated their dominion up to the boundaries of its vassal
states, the problem of kingship which was inherent in their
organization became especially acute. But in the early years the
ruler of Zazzau was leader of the Fulani rather than king, and the
context of his government was a Holy war rather than a settled
administration. If the boundaries, bases, and forms of the state
were then fluid and difficult to define, so too was the system of
government. Even the concept of royalty was undefined, its place
being filled by that of the deputy of the Shehu. This is the type of
situation, discussed by Max Weber, in which charisma has yet to
be routinized; but in this instance its routinization could not precede subjugation ofthe territory to which its administration applied.
Apart from Bagozeki, Musa'srivals among his allies included
Yamusa and Jaye, both Fulani native to ZaZZ3.U supported by
numerous kin. Musa had immobilized and isolated Jaye by appointing him to the vassal chieftainship of Kajuru. At first
Yamusa was controlled when Musa went on campaigns; but after
Musa was forced to remain at the capital, Yamusa had a free hand,
and in his successive raids, sieges, and punitive expeditions he
amassed an enormous personal booty of slaves and proved himself
the ablest general of the Zaria Fulani. In consequence, he acquired
a position of overwhelming power within the state. Excluding the
ruler himself, Yamusa had no rivals, and even during Musa's
lifetime the government was identified with them both. It was the
government of Musa and Yamusa rather than Musa alone. As
indicated above, this was probably just the sort of government
which Musa desired. It is clear from the composition of his
council, and from his administrative reforms, that he did not wish
an autocracy. His appointment of a Waziri without territorial
duties as his principal adviser is one indication of his outlook.
Another was the establishment of regular law-courts separate from
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that over which he presided. By his distribution of lands Musa had
tried to assure the future prosperity of his family and those of his
rivals. Having appointed his children to offices traditionally re8el'ved for the ruler's family, he showed no further concern about
the problem of his successor. Perhaps he regarded the succession
as assured for his children. Perhaps he suspected that Sokoto had
already promised it to Yamusa. The succession itself could hardly
have had a definite meaning, there being then no kingship to
succeed to, merely leadership, the character of which was pragmatic rather than fannal, and which was specially open to functional evaluation during a period of continuing war and conquest.
Whatever Musa's private opinions, his administration and official
appointments showed that he expected the Fulani of Zaria to continue living in unity; that the loyal Muhammadan Habe would
continue to take part in the government; that the influence of
mallams would continue to govern policy formation; and that the
Habe governmental forms would persist, with some modification
to increase their simplicity, effectiveness, and accordance with Islam.
Musa's death changed the situation radically. It is interesting to
speculate what might have followed if Yamusa had died before
him; probably, the multi~dynasticsystem would have developed in
any event, whichever of these leaders survived. But after Musa's
death, the leading Fulani of Zaria without hesitation supported
Yamusa's selection by the Ga1adima and the Limamin Juma'a who
led the electoral council; and Sokoto, without attempting to crown
Yamusa, recognized him as the ruler of Zazzau.

(oj Y = . I82I-34
Like Musa, Yamusa was never crowned king; he remained a
mallam to the end of his days. But with his accession there were
now two families of mallams with interests in the chief position of
the state, Musa's and Yamusa's. Yamusa's appointments underlined and stimulated this rivalry; but as rivalry was implicit in this
context, he may not have had much choice.
The new ruler first abolished the female tenure of such titles as
Mardanni. Iya, and Magajiya, dismissing Musa's daughters from
these positions and appointing his son Atiku to the title of Iya, and
his brother Bapaiyo to the position of Magajin Gari in succession to
Musa's son, Zakari, who was also dismissed. By dismissing Zakari
from office Yamusa declared his political opposition to the Mallawa.
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In imitation of Sokoto he instituted the new office of Wali with
jurisdiction over administrative issues to prevent maladministra~
tion. Yamusa appointed Hamada, his eldest son, who had formerly
been his senior lieutenant, ",ith the title of Karfe, to the new office
of WalL Another son, Umoru, was appointed to the lowly title of
Shentali, and another, Awaisu, was given the office of Sarkin Mai
and put in charge of the Maguzawa of northern Zaria. Yamusa let
lapse the Waziri office and that of the Sarkin Pawa. By these means
he placed his kin in a dominant position within the official hierarchy.
These measures involved many important innovations. They
were radical departures from the Habe patterns of appointment
which Musa had followed. They asserted the ruler's appropriation
of autocratic powers of appointment and dismissal. They showed
that tenure of office would in future be governed by political considerations. They initiated new patterns by which a number of
offices were distributed among the ruler's kin. They also opened
the way for dynastic competition by means of official appointments.
Yamusa had no sooner begun to rule than his supremacy was
challenged by Jaye, the baSuleibe whom Musa had appointed
vassal chi.ef of Kajura. Jaye demanded the key position of Madaki,
from which Yamusa had himself succeeded to the throne. He
openly threatened to fight if his demand was not granted. Yamusa
had no alternative but to appoint Jaye Madaki, although he had
intended to give his own son, Hamada, this office.
The broad outlines of the emerging political system were thus
laid down by Yamusa. Its principal features at this time were
simple: several families now had an interest in the supreme po~
tion; and their competition for Leadership proceeded by competttion for the critical title of Madaki, which carried command of the
army. A third element, the progressive increase of offices held by
members of the ruler's family, was also emerging. Thus the important administrative changes effected by MaDam Muss were
matched by the far-reaching political developments which Yamusa
initiated.
Under Yamusa, the administrative structure set up by Musa
persisted. It was the political aspect of government which changed
most sharply. Yamusa's council was a smaller unit than Musa's,
'with changing personnel; and there is reason to believe that his
kinsmen provided another council, which, although lacking official
C.Z.-II
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status, was politically influential. The trend was towards auto_
cracy, and towards routinization of charisma on a multi-dynastic
baais; Jaye's rivalry for supremacy was itself a factor promoting
this development. By successive raids, sieges, and campaigns, the
kingdom's consolidation continued, the slave-settlements increased and the boundaries of the state hardened. On Jaye's
promotion to the Madakiship, the former ruling house of Kajuru
were reinstated as vassals of Zazzau in charge of Kajuru. Maliki,
another Fulani, at this time established his rule at Kagarko, as a
vassal of the ruler of Zaria. When Jaye died, Yarouaa at once ap_
pointed his son Hamada to the Madakiship, giving the office of
Wali to a son of Gidado, the former Waziri of Sakoto. Another of
Yamusa's sons was appointed Dallatu, and after the death of
Sadengi, a Habe who was Muaa's Wombai, Yamusa appointed
another of his own sons to this office also. Yamusa's sons now held
six major offices, including that of the Madaki. His brother was also
the Magajin Gari, who acted as the ruler's deputy in charge of the
state and remained at the capital during Yamusa's absences on
campaigns or visits to Sokoto. The stage was set for a series of
dramatic developments. Jaye's death during Yamusa's lifetime
had thrown open the issue of succession. Had Yamusa. been the
first to die, there is no doubt that if Jaye had not succeeded him,
there would have been civil war. Yamusa kept Sokoto informed
about Jaye's behaviour through the Waziri who represented
Zazzau at the Sultan's COUrt. Jaye's ambitions elicited little direct
support from the Suleibawa of lbada under Audusa.llami. In effect,
Jaye was claiming rulership for his own branch of Suleibawa who
were settled at Ricifa; the other branch under Audusallami re_
mained aloof from this competition, just as it had remained passive
when Jaye raised his unsuccessful rebellion against the former
Habe king. Thus Jaye's manoeuvres revealed the cleavages among
the Suleibawa. These internal divisions considerably reduced the
political efficacy of that lineage in the emerging dynastic tussle.
Meanwhile, two sons of Mallam Musa, Sidi Abdulkadiri and
Abubakar, held the offices of Dan Galadima and Iyan Kurama
respectively. This was the position when Yamusa died in 1834.

Hamada, Yamusa's eldest son, held the title of Madaki, and was
the leading claimant. Of the Mallawa, Sidi Abdulkadiri, Mallam
Musa's eldest son, was the Dan Galadima, and had the strongest
claim. To appoint the Madaki as his father's successor would have
furthered the trend towards unilineal absolutism initiated by
Yamusa, by vesting the monarchy in one ruling house through
dispossession of Musa's heirs. On the other hand, Sidi's wellknown harshness was likely to exacerbate rivalries and tensions
among the leading Fulani groups. The Limarnin Jurna'a and the
GaLadima, Dokaje, faced with these alternatives, decided to seek
another way out. They recommended to the Waziri of Sokoto,
that the Sa'i Abdulkerim should succeed Yamusa. The Limam
and the Galadima knew that Sidi and Hamada were each more
powerful than the Sa'i they had selected as king. But this recommendation, which was reaUy an appeal for external power to
stabilize the unity and leade1'8hip of Zazzau, had far-reaching
consequences for the state.
By this decision ultimate powers of appointing the rulers of
Zaria were thus transferred to the Sultan of Sokoto; and the way
in which this transfer took place left the respective rights of Sakoto
and Zaria ill-defined; such ambiguities were especially important
for the future government of Zaria. Secondly, it led to the establislunent of kingship at Zaria, since the Sultan of Sakoto could only
declare his support or legitimate the new ruler by a formal installation at the tmditional place for the coronation of Zaria's
former Habe rulers. But the coronation of Abdulkerim also made
explicit the royal status of his two predecessors in office. In effect
this meant that the kingdom now contained three dynasties, the
Bornawa, the MaUawa, and Abdulkerim's lineage. Appointment
of Abdulkerim also left the door open for the emergence of yet
other dynasties, since all of the three first Fulani rulers were drawn
from different lineages. This in turn implied the virtual exclusion
of Habe from eligibility for succession to the throne. Appeal to the
Sultan also reduced the autonomy of Zazzau vis-a-vis Sokota.
Abdulkerim's accession further increased the intensity of political
competition within the FuLani of Zaria, since the addition of a
third dynasty threstened the others with less frequent appointment to office. Abdulkerim's accession also helped to institutionalize Yamusa's policy of appointing kinsmen, although the opposition
to this practice had weakened Hamada's claim. The method of
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Yamusa's death posed the succession issue as a simple alterna_
tive, should the Bomawa or the MaUawa succeed? Of the Bornawa,
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Abdulkerim's appointment also redefined the area of political
competition at Zaria to include Sokato's decisive control of these
issues. At the same time the Sultan's role in the selection of
future kings greatly reduced the chances of open conflict among
the contestants and their supporters, since successful coups would
challenge the empire, including the neighbouring states of Bauchi,
Kano, Katsina, and Sokoto itself; these were hopeless odds, considering Zaria's strategic position.
Finally, Abdulkerim's appointment indirectly emphasized the
values of dynastic solidarity in the competition for the throne.
Despite Hamada's pre-eminence among Bornawa candidates by
virtue of his position as Madaki, Bomawa support was divided
among a number of candidates all of whom were sons of Yamusa
and had held important office. Likewise, the two principal
Mallawa candidates, Sidi and Abubakar, were rivals for nomination. The Suleibawa were even more sharply divided between the
kinsmen of Jaye at Ridfa, and those of Audusallami from the
south, Of all the leading Fulani lineages, only Abdulkerim's was
solidly ranged behind a single candidate.
Selection of Abdulkerim to succeed Yamusa appealed indirectly
to the tradition of malIamd (religious learning and interests) which
had heen established at Zaria by Musa and Yamusa. Abdulkerim
had been a leader in the conquest, while Sidi and Hamada belonged to a junior generation. Abdulkerim, who was popularly
regarded as a waliyi (saint), could be relied on to preserve and
strengthen the religious interests and elements in government. In
fact, he immediately set about building the mosque at Zaria city
with Gwari slave labour, and this mosque still stands to-day. His
grave near the new town of Giwa in north-western Zaria remains
a place of pilgrimage. His reputation as a waliy,: his seniority and
his knowledge of the nomad Fulani groups in Zaria, helped to
justify Abdulkerim's appointment, despite his political weakness.
Abdulkerim was himself quite aware of his weak position ViSwlivis the Bomawa and Mallawa. He privately sought advice from the
Suleibawa king of Kano, Dabo, whose cavalry were then with the
anny of Zaria in the south. Dabo discussed the matter with his
Galadima Ango, who commented cryptically that Abdulkerim
could only remove his weakness by 'taking the left hand to beat
back the right'. This advice was relayed to Abdulkerim who acted
upon it promptly. He simultaneously dismissed Hamada and Sidi

Abdulkadiri from their offices of Madaki and Dan Galadima, and
promoted Sidi's younger brother to the position of Madaki. By
this stroke, Abdulkerim intended to set the MaLlawa and Bornawa
at odds with one another, and further to split the Mallawa between
Abubakar and Sidi. By leaving Hamada's brother, Mommon Sani,
in office as Wombai, Abdulkerim also hoped to divide Bornawa
loyalties hetween Hamada and Mammon Sani. By eliminating his
two rivals for the kingship from their offices, Abdulkerim further
strengthened himself and asserted his kingship through the independent control of appointments to subordinate office. He followed
up these changes by appointing his own son, Aliyu, to replace
Yamusa's son in the office of Iya. The new ruler appointed his
brother's son, Jamo, to the tv.'O offices of Sa'i and Magajin Gari
simultaneously; his sister's son, Mai-Kurna, was made Galadima,
and a son of the Sa'i Jamo was put in charge of the kings troops
with the title of Sarkin Yaki; the king also appointed his brother,
Mamudu, to the office of Salenke, and the office of Mardanni was
given to a son of the Galadima Mai-Kuma.
These appointments followed the lines laid down by Yamusa,
by wbich the king's kinsmen were given an undue share of the
offices of 6tatc. At the same time Abdulkerim's appointments
differed from Yamusa's in distributing office more widely among
the king's agnatic and cognatic kin, while reducing the number of
the Icing's sons who held titles. Abdulkerim's extension of the
kinship range from which royal officials were drawn was perhaps
designed to show his opposition to Yamusa's policy of appointments, although the number of the king's kinsmen in office was
actually increasing. But perhaps Abdulkerim was unaware of the
significance of territorial office in qualifying the sons of a king for
future succession. Indeed, he could hardly have foreseen that this
condition would limit the number of persons eligible for kingship,
since his own accession tended to override precedents and emphasized the unpredictable elements in the succession at Zaria. By
these appointments Abdulkerim clearly sought to strengthen himself and to weaken the Bornawa and Mallawa, and to this end he
gave his kin8men strategic positions such as Magajin Gari or
Sarkin Yaki.
Hamada and Sidi, dismissed from office, sought to bury their
rivalry, and tried to unite their lineages against their Katsinawa
rivals. An agreement was reached by which Sidi and Hamada
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undertook not to compete for the throne against one another, and
also to appoint the other's son to the position of Madaki whichever of th~ first became king. This unique effort to limit political
competition for the throne was also intended to preserve the
autonomy of Zazzau by reducing the power of Sakoto over the
succession. Both Sidi and Hamada were naturally opposed to the
Sultan's intervention in the elections of Zazzau. By this agreement
they sought to establish the alternate succession of Bornawa and
MaIlawa monarchs. The agreement also sought to regulate
political competition by administrative methods and rules. For
this reason it was doomed to failure. despite the excellent intentions and ability of its negotiators. Indeed, for the kingship and the
political system of which it was the axis, this remarkable agree_
ment proved to be little short of calamitous, as we shall see.
Abdulkerim's accession represents one of the turning-points in
the history of Fulani rule in Zaria. Although the consequences of
this event were not fully evident for some years, it marked the end
of Zaria's autonomy, as the Fulani of Zazzau were soon to discover. It was during this reign that the Waziri of Sokoto, who was
the Sultan's jekada to Zaria, first demanded his own tribute, in
addition to the gandu (tribute) of slaves-locust-bean, cloth, mats,
and the like which was annually sent to the Sultan. As a mallam,
the Waziri of Sokoto demanded grain, and the collection on his
behalf was known ironically as Bani, Bani (give me, give me). At
the same time, the tribute sent to Sokoto was increased to include
money. Abdulkerim's authority over his vassals at Keffi and Kwotto
was also reduced, when the Fulani of K.effi refused to accept Makama
Doge, a Habe, whom Abdulkerim had selected as their chief. The
Fulani of Keffi had Sokota's support and Abdulkerim was forced
to accept this rebuff, appointing Dogo chief of Kwotto instead.
This refusal by the Fulani of Ketti to accept a Habe ruler was part
of a general trend to exclude Habe from important positions in the
government of these conquest states, and corresponded with
current trends in Zaria itself, as shown by the progressive reduction of Habe-filled offices in these reigns.
Abdulkerim himself did not go to war, and in his reign the
southern dominions of Zazzau were less adequately controlled than
before. During the latter years of Abdulkerim's reign the Sultan
of Sakota, Aliyu Babba, let it be known in Zaria through his
Waziri that 'kurdin smauta' (money for the taking of office) was

expected in future. Kurdin SaTauta bad not been paid under Fulani
rule in Zaria before. Its institution opened the door to the use of
money in the competition for kingship or other offices. Only at the
lowest level were offices ever liable to direct or indirect sale; but
officials guilty of maladministration did benefit from their dona.
tions (gaisuwa) to the king which this institution of kurdin stJrauta
encouraged and legitimized. In short, Sakoto's extension of
authority over appointments simultaneously reduced the powers
of kingship and saturated the administration with political factors.

(e) Hamada, I846
Abdulkerim was succeeded by Hamada, the son of Yamusa,
whom he had dismissed from the office of Madaki. Hamada
reigned for only fifty-two days and then died. He therefore had
little time in which to redistribute offices or to fulfil his agreement
with Sidi. To reassert the internal autonomy of Zaria ms-a-ms
Sokoto and symbolize it, Hamada refused to be crowned; and
harking back to the oontext of Abdulkerim's accession, Hamada
stressed his selection by the electors of Zazzau as the condition
which legitimized his rule. Hamada's election showed that those
sons of kings who had formerly held office but no longer did so,
were just as eligible for the succession as those holding office when
a king died. Hamada's accession also suggested that in future
there would be only three dynasties in Zaria. When Hamada was
succeeded by his half-brother, it seemed even more certain that
competition for the throne would in future be limited to the three
dynasties already established.
(1) Mommon &mi, I846~o
Mommon Sani, Hamada's half-brother, was the son of Yamusa
by a concubine. In choosing Sani to succeed Hamada the electors
of Zaria again called on Sokota for support. There is a story that
Hamada had foretold his own death shortly after becoming king,
and also that Mammon Sani would succeed him. Sani had held the
title of Wombai without interruption from the reign of his father
Yamusa. At Hamada's death he was the leading Bomawa claimant.
His selection by the electors of Zaria reflected their fear of Sidi and
local ideas of lineage rights in the throne. It was argued that
another Bomawa leader should succeed Hamada, because the
latter's reign had been unduly brief, and the Bomawa had not ful-
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61led their appointment to rule. On the other hand, this second
appointment from the Bornawa dynasty was opposed by the
Mallawa, and especially by Sidi, his agreement with Hamada having had as its aim the alternate appointment of Bomawa and
Mallawa kings. Fearing Sidi's opposition, the electoral council
again called on Sakato, and the Waziri of Sokato was sent to Zaria
to crown Mommon Sani, who raised no objection, being aware of
his dependence on Sakoto's support. Sidi remained at his slavetown Bassawa, in anger, but took no action. By Sani's accession
Sakoto more than regained the influence it had lost over Zaria
under Hamada.
Sani knew the details of Hamada's agreement with Sidi of the
Mallawa; in view of Hamada's expectation that Sani would succeed him, it is probable that the two brothers had discussed this
matter before Hamada's death. Shortly after his succession Sani
began his redistribution of office by dismissing Sidi's half-brother
Abubakar from the position of Madaki, and by giving that office
to his own son. At the same time he reappointed Sidi Dan Galadima to mollify and neutralize hi~ and also to deepen the cleavages within the Mallawa dynasty. His own son, Umoru, Sani
appointed Dallatu; his brothers, Bagemu and Doko, were made
Iya and Wombai respectively, and in due course his agnatic firstcousin, Hamman, the son of Bapaiyo, Yamusa's brother, was reappointed Magajin GarL First, however, Sani had to reduce the
power of the Katsinawa. He dismissed Abdulkerim's son from the
position of 113, and at one stroke deprived Jama of his dual titles
of Magajin Gad and Sa'i. As already shown, under Musa's redefinition of sarouta as fief-holding office, it was improper as well
as impolitic for one person to hold two offices. Abdulkerim had
carefully exploited this element in the definition of office in order
to strengthen himself f.>is-d-f!;s the Bomawa and Mallawa. For
precisely this reason Mommon Sam could not allow Jamo to retain these two offices. Jamo's dismissal also evoked ",ide support
for the ruler among the Fulani, being a restoration of original patterns and more in harmony with their political structure. Mommon
Sani was the first Fulani ruler to make an appointment to the title
Wan'ya which had remained vacant since the conquest; he also
recognized the Fulani chief of Lere as a vassal of Zazzau, and
created certain eunuch titles, such as Kasheka, for service within
the royal household.

The new king busied himself with military campaigns, ravaging
the Gwari and other tribes in the present emirate of Kontagora. an
area which had not as yet been incorporated in the Fulani empire.
He also forced the Kaje tribe in southern Zaria to submit, and
render tribute. When his son Abdu, the Madaki, was killed by the
Gwari at Gusoro, Sani gave this office to another of his sons. Sani
also attacked the Habe of Abuja. whose king, Abu Ja, had just
founded the town bearing his name. During these campaigns, the
king gathered an immense booty of slaves, with which he established various rumada, the largest of which, Taban Sani, is said to
have contained over 3,000 slaves.
In 1850 Buhari, a chief in Hadejia, on the eastern frontier of the
Fulani empire, repudiated his allegiance to Sokoto, when the Sultan
sought to appoint a rival as successor to the throne. Supported by
the people of Hadejia, Buhari led the resistance against the forces
sent by Sokoto. Together with Kano, Katsina, and Bauchi, Zaria
sent several contingents to reconquer Hadejia for the Sultan. But
the forces of Sokoto and its vassals failed to overthrow Buhari,
their supply-lines being unduly long. None the less, this war with
Hadejia demonstrated the strength of the imperial organization to
its member states. It also showed that the Sultan's authority could
be repudiated only by force.
The major administrative changes which took place during
Mammon Sani's reign relate to taxation. The kurdin kasa was
redefined as a tax on every hoe (galma) and was rated at 2,000
cowries.l Money was now remitted to Sokoto regularly with the
tribute, and the Bani-Bani for the Wazirm Sokoto was also increased. In addition, the taxation of occupational groups, which
had persisted in a very limited form from Habe times, was developed systematically. Besides the traditional taxes on dyepits and
blacksmiths, taxes were levied on tanners, caravans, canoes,
butchers, drummers, and other economic categories. The incidence
of this taxation now began to increase and continued to do so
steadily for the remainder of the century. It is said that the
Sultan's pressure was responsible for this increased taxation. In
Zaria, Mammon Sani even attempted to collect land-tax (kurdin
kasa) from descendants of MaUam Musa and Abdulkerim, whose
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I Cf. Barth, 01'. cit., Vo1. I, p. 309, and footnotes to pp. 92, 94 of Cb. 4 above.
Note that Barth reckon~ the land_tax in Zaria to be 500 cowries per small hoe
(fatta1tJfa). Sani may have increased tJili; taX after Barth visited Kano.
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royal status had involved perpetual exemption (hururm) trom payment of tax. This innovation provoked hostility and was probably
abandoned. With this increased taxation and tribute, his extensive
slave-raids and slave-farming, and zakka (grain-tithe), Mommon
Sani was probably the richest of the Fulani rulers of Zaria. It is
said that the third share of this king's grain which was inherited
by his immediate successors to the throne lasted them for eleven
years; and also that he owned 9,000 slaves at his death, of which
3,000 went to the Sultan, 3,000 to the dead ruler's family, and the
rest to his successor in office. Whatever the element of hyperbole
in these assessments, it seems clear that during the period covered
by Sam's reign at Zaria, and by Aliyn Babba's sultanate at Sakata,
the Fulani empire lost some of its early religious dedication and
began to be regarded as a source of revenue for its rulers. The
system of occupational taxation introduced in the years between
18.f.6 and 1860 perhaps expresses this change of imperial attitudes
most clearly.
In the northern kingdom of Kano the effect of this innovation
was immediate. Certain Habe mallams of Tsokuwa in southeastern Kano who until then had accepted Fulani ruLe on religious
grounds, now turned against it bitterly and fled to nearby pagan
areas on the northern borders of Bauchi. There they found pagan
tribesmen eager to avenge the slave-raids they had suffered. Their
superior military knowledge made it easy for these Habe of Kano
to exercise leadership over some of these tribes, and their hostility
to Fulani rule encouraged them to direct these tribal armies against
the two nearby kingdoms of Kano and Zaria. Over the following
thirty years these attacks on Kano and Zaria oontinued to increase
in their severity and range.
In Zaria itself, the occupational tax-collectors were almost all
Habe, these being the craftsmen and traders of the kingdom; but
although Habe were incorporated in the government through these
occupational offices, the novelty and scaLe of the taxation itself,
and the opportunities for exploitation with which it presented the
new officials, alienated many of the Habe, at whom this taxation
was directed. At the same time the establishment of the order of
occupational tax-gatherers concluded the redefinition of HabeFulani status relations. Thereafter the senior offices administering
fiefs were mainly reserved for Fulani, and the Habe could only look
forward to official appointment within this new order of occupa-

tional tax-gatherers. Of course, this rule had exceptions. Some
Babe families continued to fill such titles as Katuka, and Habe
occasionally held one or two other offices. Some decades later the
most powerful man in the kingdom was a Hahe official. But being
exceptions, these cases only served to underline further the status
differences between Fulani and Habe.
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(g) Sidi Abdulkadiri, L860
Mammon Sani's death marked another turning-point in the
history of Fulani Zazzau. In Sani's reign the Fulani of Sokoto had
considerably increased their influence over affairs at Zaria. Sani's
successor ":as Sidi, who had been made to wait almost forty years
before succeeding his fathcr, Mallam Musa, to the throne, and
Sidi had therefore little cause to love Sokoto.
Sidi's mother's brother, the Limamin Jurna'a, of the Katsinawa
'yan Doto, "'las his champion in the electoral council of Zazzau.
The council had a real choice only between Sidi and his brother
Abubakar, since the Bornawa were now ineligible due to.the successive appointments of Hamada and Mommon Sam to the
throne, while the Katsinawa were weak and leaderless.
There was clearly no chance that the succession could now be
confined to one dynasty only; such redefinition of royalty would
have been acceptable neither at Zaria nor at Sokoto. At Zaria, it
would have meant a monodynastic autocracy, and at this time the
ruling dynasty could only have been Bomawa. However, the increasing taxation of Sani's reign had disturbed the people, who
were now afraid of overwhelming royal power and its unilineal
transmission. The selection of yet another Bomawa to rule Zaria
would also provoke the Mallawa and Katsinawa who had equal
claims to the throne. Sokota could be relied on to reject such a
nomination' and after the accession of Mouunon Sani, Sokata
exercised a 'decisive influence on the appointment of Zaria kings.
It was in this context that the electoral COlUlCil of Zaria selected
Sidi Abdulkadiri to rule. informing the Sultan of Sokoto of their
choice.
Sidi's rule was brief but dynamic. His first act was to appoint
Abdullahi, the son of Hamada, to the Madakiship, thereby fu1~
filling his agreement with the dead king, and seeking Bo~wa
support against his own brother, Abubakar. Next, he appOInted
another son of Hamada to the title of Dan Galadima made vacant
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by his own accession. His wife's brother, Aliyu, the son of Abdulkerim, was reappointed Iya; and after dismissing Hamman, the
son of Bapaiyo, Yamusa's brother, from the office of Magajin Gari,
Sidi appointed his uncle, lemari, a Fulani of Joli, whose sister,
Aminatu, had been a wife of Mallam Musa. Thus Sidi made no
appointment to important office from the members of his own
dynasty.
His brothers at once reacted. Abubakar, accompanied by half of
the MaUawa lineage, their slaves, and some supporters, withdrew
to Sokoto and complained to the Sultan that Sidi intended to
destroy his own dynasty, the Mallawa, and preferred his traditional
rivals, the Bomawa and the Katsinawa, to his own kin. Another of
Sidi's brothers, Muhammadu Baki, collected a force of cavalry and
set out to attack the ruler in Zaria city. The Sultan ordered the
Waziri to visit Zaria at once.
Meanwhile 8idi was busy on several fronts. He despatched one
force under his half-brother Ali to exact allegiance and tribute
from all communities between Zaria city and the boundaries of
Nupe emirate. Ali. held no office on appointment to this command.
Sidi next suppressed the revolt led by his brother Muhammadu
Baki and duly imprisoned him. He then sent his Makama Audusallami, the baSuleibe whom Musa had appointed to that office over
forty years before, to raid Kwotto and collect its overdue tribute.
He showed his severity by ordering the execution of two men for
theft, although one of them was his own client. 1 Another, a slave
formerly belonging to Mammon Sani, was executed for having
insulted Sidi after his previous dismissal from office. These were
minor flourishes.
Shortly after Sidi's accession, the vassal chief of Durnm died. It
will be recalled that Mallarn Musa had created this chieftainship to
reward the people of Durum for their aid during his invasion. The
dead chief of Durum left several heirs, one of whom the ruler of
Zaria had to choose as the new chief. Sidi had other ideas. He removed the tamhari which were the insignia of Durum's hereditary
status of vassaL chieftainship, and appointed his son, Nuhu, to
administer it as a fief. Nuhu was thus put in charge of a fief, although he held no title; moreover the unit which now formed the
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fief had formerly been a hereditary vassal chieftainship. Sidi may
have been imitating a practice which had grown up at Sakata
under which the Sultan's sons administered fiefs, often without
holding office. I am as yet unfamiliar with the details of state
organization at Sokoto during this period; but such practice was
clearly incompatible with the concept of sarauta on which the
government of Zaria was based. All offices of Fulani Zaria did
not involve administration of fiefs, but all fiefs were administered
there through territorial office (sarautar hakimai). Thus at Zaria
the administration of fiefs by unofficial persons was defined as illegitimate.
Territorial administration through fief-holding office involved a
fairly definite organization of official rights, duties. and relations to
the fief, to other offices and to the ruler. The addition of unofficial
fief-holders was incompatible with this existing official structure,
despite the variety of forms such unofficial fief-administration may
have taken. If the rights and duties of unofficial fief-holders were
identical with those of official appointees, then their relations with
the king, the fief, and other fief-holders would also be identical,
hence official appointments and the official structure would become
indistinguishable from the unofficial system, and with redundancy
would lose significance. On the other hand, if the administrati.on
of fiefs by unofficial appointees differed from that of officials in any
way, this would promote a competition of the differing systems of
territorial administration to the disadvantage of either. In either
event, therefore, such innovations endangered the unity and form
of the state.
It is possible that when Sidi gave Nuhu the fief of Durum, he
remembered how Alhaji Musa had acted as kola (intennediary)
between Keffiand Sidi's father, Mallam Musa. But apart from the
different circumstances of government in 1810 and 1860, the relations involved in these two situations were also quite different. The
differences between Zazzau in Musa's and Sidj's day were differences between a conquest in process, and its consolidation as a
state. When Musa gave Audu Zanga his flag with instructions to
make Keffi know the will of Allah, neither Musa nor Audu Zanga
were kings, and neither of them administered governments with
settled forms or boundaries. As mallams, it was quite appropriate
for them to communicate through a pilgrim, himself a mallam.
But the kingdom over which Sidi ruled had long since been

lIn their severity these sentenCe8 exceeded the punishmentpte8Ctirn,d by the
law (marta) for theft, and thU3 :Iuggl:sted that Sidi was not always be willing
to abide by the law.
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established with set governmental forms, procedures, and relations.

it, could levy what he willed, and could requisition troops therefrom and adjudicated certain issues. The kofa (door) was a channel
of communication between overlord and vassal, neither of whom
could make appointments in the other's domain, nor levy taxes,
nor raise forces, nor adjudicate issues of first instance or the like.
The jekada was a messenger the agent of the office-holder who
employed him to administer particular localities or functions. A
hakimi administered his fiefs through his jekada, and the jekada as
agent of the haki1lU' exercised an authority sanctioned by the
h«kimi. No authority was inherent in the office of the kofa.
Alhaji Musa had been merely a channel through whom Mallam
Musa and his vassal at Keffi communicated. But Nuhu, on his
appointment to Durum, had been given the power of a hakimi
without any of the limits or respomribilities which hakimai were
obliged to respect. In short, Sidi's innovation implied or involved
radical redefinitions of the concept of office, and foreshadowed the
replacement of the current governmental system by ad hoc commissions to unofficial agents patrimonially recruited by the ruler.
It is perhaps for this reason that Nuhu's appointment remained
unique in the history of Fulaoi Zazzau. 1 Abdulkerim had appointed one man to hold two offices simultaneously. This was
incompatible with the notion of offices as exclusive corporations,
and was duly revoked. But Abdulkerim's example was twice repeated in the following decades. That of Sidi Abdulkadiri was not,
perhaps because such repetition would have destroyed the concepts and hierarchies of office which were basic to the state
organization. Especially in this multidynastic political system
would the state and its administration lack firm foundations if the
ruler was free to give fiefs to his kin and supporters without

defining their powers or duties and responsibility in the standard
terms of an office. Such unofficial administrations wouW either be
challenged or imitated by other dynasties, and in either event conflict and disorganization was likely.l
Sidi's treatment of Durum has another lesson. This consists in
the power by which Sid.i, as ruler of Zazzau, abrogated Durum's
vassal status, and tenninated its hereditary chieftainship. The
resulting redefinition of Durwu's position was not a relative but an
absolute change from the status of vassal chieftainship to that of a
fief, ruled by appointees, official or other. The history of Fulani
Zaria provided no precedent {or such an action; nor could this
action be legitimate by the traditional pattern of relations between
vassal and lord, since these relations stressed their mutual solidarity, loyalty, and respect of one another's rights. Sidi's action was
as naked a demonstration of superior power as it was a rejection of
authority and tradition. It redefined the status and relations of
Durum and Zazzau through the exercise of power by defying
authority. The lessons of Durum were well learnt by the other
vassals of Zaria, whose security and independence were thereby
questioned; they were also learnt by the Sultan of Sokota.
Sidi also revived the office of Waziri, which had remained vacant
since Musa's death. It is said that one reason for this revival was to
show Sokoto that the government of Zaria had an equal and independent status, by emphasizing its parallel form. Sidi may have
remembered the yakin Buhari (the war with Buhari) which ended
in Sokoto's defeat and Hadejia's independence.
This "'as the situation in Zaria when the Waziri of Sakata arrived. Sidi forbade the Waziri to enter Zaria city and ordered him
to remain at Gimi, about ten miles away. At this, some of the
king's supporters began to express anxiety. Sidi was unperturbed,
Like Hamada, he did not intend to allow the Waziri of Sokoto to
crown him, and he may also have contemplated repudiating
allegiance to Sokoto. He also did not intend to allow the Wazirin

1 As already mentioned, Sidi had eent his kinsman, Ali, with an anny south.
west to the Niger. Like Nuhu, Ali held no office, but held his authority by an
ad hoc commission from the ruler. Ali's appointment like Nuhu's confI:icted with
the current concept of office at Fulani Zaria. By Mallam Musa's refol'ttlll,
military leadership had heen identified with office, and the command of an
army Or campaign was reserved for seniOr territorial officials. By giving Ali
command of an army before appointing him to office, Sidi indicated that office
DO longer carried exclusive rights of command, "\Iio'ith little modification, the
analysis of Nuhu's appointment applies also to Ali's. and for this reason theBe
two appointments may be treated together.

. I It will be. recalled that YamU88 refused to make further appointments to the
title of SarIcin Pawan Zazzau, to which Mallam Musa bad appointed Mai·
Gerke with an insta.ilation which included thc drumming on tambari. But
Mai-Gerke did not thereby receive vaasal stD.t1l$. He role<!. Hunkuyi as a fief, and
his title, Chief of the Burclters of ZazZllu, was an office of the state of Zuzau.
not the chieftainship of a separate state. Thus YamUllll's decision to I~t thie title
lapse was not atrictly comparable with Sidi's treatment of Durum. Fief-holding
title:;; can be kept vacant until they lapse, but VllSaal chiefillinship CIIIUlot. II is
a continuous office and can only be terminated. by abrogation or conqueet:.

In the Fulani government of ]860, differences between the
hakimi (fief-holder) and the kofa or jekada were familiar and clear.
The lwkimr.' administered a fief and controlled appointments within
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Sakota to collect his Bani Bani. When the Waziri sent, in the
Sultan's name, to a6k Sidi the reasons far Abubakar's flight and
Muhummadu Baki's imprisonment, and for Sidi's attack on Kwatto,
he was told these were not Sokoto's affairs. 'Sarauta, nagaje ski' ('1
have inherited my office, i.e. the kingship'). If this was not a
repudiation of allegiance to 8okoto, it was certainly a clear declaration of Zazzau's internal autonomy, and an equally clear denial of
the Sultan's authority in future elections of Zaria's rulers. The
Waziri returned post-haste to Sakata, and the Sultan sent a
messenger to summon Sidi. Sidi went, was declared deposed, and
was kept at Wurno, the capital of Sokoto, until his death.
It seems clear that Sidi was infonned about the Sultan's displeasure before he set out for Sokoto. Yet it is unlikely that he
either contemplated his own deposition or could have resisted even
if he stayed in Zaria. Until this date, no king of Zaria had ever been
deposed. Nor had Zaria ever deposed its own vassals. Even the
concept of deposition was unfamiliar. But Sidi had alienated his
own lineage, his vassals, and his hakimoi, by imprisoning Muhammadu Bald, by giving Ali command of the army, and by his
treatment of Durum. His unusually harsh sentences in court had
also frightened many, and his annies were absent from Zaria, one
force being in the west with Ali, his brother, while the other was
in the south with Audusallami, his Makama. Thus beside his lack
of political support, Sidi was also without military force at the
moment. He was therefore in no position to resist openly and invite an immediate war. Negotiation may have seemed the preferable course. He therefore went to Sokoto.

(h) AU<huallmtU, I86cHi3
Sidi's deposition emphasized the power of Sokoto over Zaria.
Sidi had Challenged the Sultan and failed, whhout even fighting.
His deposition created yet another situation in which Sokota's
power was necessary to stabilize the govemment of Zaria; and in
this situation the stabilizing power could be freely exercised. As
usual, the succession provided the critical issue. Even had they
wished, the Fulani of Zaria could do nothing to prevent Sidi's
deposition. His removal to Sakoto left them leaderless, and
there could be no resistance to Sokoto without a leader. On the
other hand, there could be no new leader without action by
Sokoto.
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To appoint Abubakar of the Mallawa as Sidi's successor was out
of the question; such an appointment would appear to sanction
~ture rivalry within individual dynasties, as well as between them;
1t would also suggest that deposition would be followed by
another appointment from the same dynasty. Thus, both in dismi~ng Sidi and in refusing to appoint his brother, Sokoto showed
that It regarded the dynasties as the basic political organs of Zaria
whose separate unity were essential to the preservation of the stat~
itself. Sakoto was also sensitive to the threats of repudiated
allegiance which were implicit in Sidi's actions; and, perhaps remembering the Yakin Buhari, the Sultan may have sensed that if
the three Zaria dynasties ever joined to chaUenge Sokoto's control
it would be difficult to overawe or overpower them. On their p~
too, the dynasties of Zaria had begun to appreciate that the
Sultan's suzerainty was essential for the continuity of their political
system. There was a genuine fear of unilineal autocracy at Zaria'
and Sidi's reign had increased this fear in various ways.
'
Sidi had reigned for less than a year; and his deposition had
occur~ in a manner which left Sokoto in control of all his property, h1s slaves, cattle, and other movables. 'The ex-king was still
alive, and his estate could not therefore be inherited. But the
distribution of this estate raised many problems. It could not be
left ownerless, since it consisted mainly of l;llaves for whose behaviour or support none would then be responsible. Moreover
Sidi's estate was then the largest unit of property in Zazzau. I~
could not be simply turned over to the Bornawa, whose last king,
Mommon Sani, had contributed so handsomely to its formation.
Nor could it be transferred to Sidi at Sokoto, since this would
establish an awkward precedent and may have enabled him to return to Zazzau. Nor could it be turned over to his brother, Abuhakar, since this would seem to reward intrigue, and the idea of
such r:wards for intra-dynastic rivalry might easily destroy the
dynasties themselves. The only possible course was to divide the
deposed ruler's estate equally between the Sultan of Sokoto as the
overlord, and the next king of Zaria.
The problem of Sidi's estate was intimately related to the problem of the succession itself. IT Abubakar of the Mal1awa was unsuitable as a successor to his brother, Sidi, the Bomawa candidates
were even more unsuitable. An immediate resumption of Bornawa
dominion could have continued the trend towards a unilineal autoG.Z.-12
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cracy, which Sokoto and Zaria sought to avoid. Moreover, in 1860
there was no pre-eminent leader among the Bornawa. It is true
that Sidi had appointed Abdullahi, the son of Hamada, to the
Madakiship; but Abdullahi was then quite young and Sidi had
placed all the troops conunanded by Madaki under his own son
Ali, for the western campaign, In this way Sidi had tried to empty
the Madaki office of its power and meaning, and so to destroy
the current structure of government. Thus AbduUahi had been
Madaki in name only, and that for less than a year. But apart from
Abdullahi, the Bornawa were divided among a number of Yamusa's
sons or descendants, such as the Iya Atiku, Dan Galadima Ibiru,
and Wombai Doko, all of roughly equal political status. Appointment of either of these men was as likely to split the Bornawa into
rival segments as to increase their power. Thus both the Bornawa
and the Mallawa candidates were unsuitable for immediate succession. This left only the Katsinawa, whose sale eligible candidate,
the acting Iya Aliyu, was married to Sidi's full sister; but Aliyu
could not be appointed to succeed Sidi in view of the Katsinawa's
political weakness.
Apart from the difficulty of finding a suitable successor, the
election of the new king was also a problem. Sidi's deposition had
created a situation without precedent in the previous history of
Zazzau; and the manner in which it had occurred gave special
urgency to his SUcce880C's appointment, and also revived the
question of the rights of the electoral council of Zazzau and the
Sultan of Sokoto in selecting the new king. This simply restated
the old problem of the autonomy of the vassal state. Rather than
raise this question under conditions which invited opposition from
Zaria, Sokoto decided to interpret the situation created by Sidi's
deposition in the way most favourable to its own power and
interests. Thus Sokato arrogated to itselftbe power to select Sidi's
successor. To ensure the new king's dependence and increase its
own control over Zaria, Sokoto chose as king Audusallami of the
Suleibawa of lbada, who was on his way back to Zaria from
Kwotto at the head of an anny.
To the Fulani of Zaria, Audusallami's appointment indicated
that Sokoto rejected those hereditary restrictions which they themselves accepted as conditions of eligibility for the throne. AudusalIami's appointment also indicated that Sakoto would not admit
Sidi's claims of internal autonomy for Zazzau. Autonomy waS' a
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question which could only be settled on the basis of power; but as
we have seen, this power was not reducible to military force. To

give the Sultan's suzerainty formal expression. the Waziri of
Sokoto installed Audusallami as king by a ceremony in Zaria city.
By the time Sidi's brother, Ali, had returned from his expedition,
Audusallami was already king, and there was nothing that Ali
could do except to hand over his command and booty to the new
ruler.
Audusallami's succession is currently rationalized in Zaria in
terms of his religious e1Iaracter and age. Of all the officials in 1860,
he was the only one then alive who had seen the Shehu face to face
and knew him well. Such an interpretation indirectly approves
Audusallami's appointment as a return to the lost charisma and
moral fervour of the jihad. In fact, Audusallami's selection was
governed by two factors: Sokoto needed a weak king in Zaria,
through whom they could recover the influence lost to Sidi;
secondly, in order to suppress the theory of dynastic succession and
political autonomy expressed by Sidi, Sokoto wanted a king whose
lineage had not yet held the throne. Audusallami fulfilled these
conditions.
The Suleibawa of Zaria were divided between the lineage of
Jaye at Ricifa, and the segment at lbada to which Audusallami belonged. Thus the new king lacked support even within his own
dynasty. In consequence, he made very few changes in official
appointments, other than those suggested by Sokoto. At the
Sultan's request, the Bomawa Wombai Doko was replaced by
Sidi's brother, Abubakar, and the Mallawa who had fled to Sokoto
with Abubakar were sent back to Zaria. On the death of the
Galadima, Audusallarni appointed Hamman, the son of Yarnusa's
brother, Bapaiyo and a former Magajin Gari, to this office, to reassure the Bornawa of his neutrality. The Madaki Abdullahi,
Hamada's son, continued in office, and Malle, the son of Jaye and
leader of the Suleibawan Ricifa, was appointed as Dallatu in an
effort to enlist their support. But AudusaUami's appointment of
Abubakar to the office of Wombai further extended Sokoto's
power in Zazzau. This was the first occasion since Musa's reign
in which Sokota directly influenced the allocation of subordinate
offices at Zaria. The new precedent was followed later with dire
results.
Audusallami's rule was brief, and insignificant in itself. With
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his accession the number of dynasties in ~aria ",,-as increased to
four. This was to remain the maximum. Audusallami was killed
in action at Muoku. According to local tradition he was shot by a
client of the acting Sarkin Fada, who desired Abdullahi's succession. Shortly· before this assassination, Audusallami had. given
further indication of his subservience to Sokoto by postponmg the
division of booty until the army had returned to the capital, on
their suggestion.
The most important actions taken by Audusal1ami were reversals
of Sidi's innovations. Thus Durom was taken away from Nuhu;
the army under Ali was returned to its legitimate commander, the
Madaki: and the office ofWaziri was disestablished. Sidi's exp:rimental revision of the government was quite erased. By revokmg
unofficial allocations of authority, Audusallami sought to preserve
the sarautu as the only legitimate organs of government. He appointed as chief of Durum a son of the fanner chief, but did not
re-establish Durum as a vassal chieftainship, attaching it to the
crown instead as a royal domain, with its own hereditary line of
community chiefs. Likewise he disbanded Ali's troops, giving him
two-fifths of the booty as was due to the leader of such an expedition. Ali's portion was large enough to enable him to build his own
rinji at Ifira near Rigachikum, along the route h~ had travelled.
Following its disestablishment by Audusallaull the office of
Waziri remained vacant until the British arrived.
The reign and assassination of Audusallami brought the
formative period of the development of Fulani government at
Zaria to an end. The political system of Zaria now contained four
competing dynasties, and the state maintained uneasy relations
with its vassals on the one hand and its suzerain on the other. Its
administrative structure was clearly based on territorial office, and
political considerations governed appointments to o~ce and its
exercise. The territory of Zazzau had by then reached Its furthest
limits, and the organs, forms, and content of political and administrative action were definite and familiar. By 1863 the conditions and forms of legitimacy were also well defined; and under
Sokoto's supervision, the continuity of the state seemed assured.
In the subsequent thirty-seven years of Fulani rule, this framework of government persisted, despite a variety of pressures for
changes of one sort or another; but the simple persistence of this
system involved its continual development.

(i) Abdullah;, r863-73
The Mallawa still being discredited by the events of Sidi's
reign, and the Katsinawa being as weak in 1863 as tbey were three
years before. only the Bornawa could furnish a successor to
Audusallami. Of the Bomawa candidates, the Madaki AuduUahi,
who was the son of Hamada, and had demonstrated his ability
during the preceding reign, was clearly the strongest candidate.
The electoral council of Zaria recommended Abdullahi's succession, and the Sultan of Sokoto agreed, sending his Waziri to crown
Abdullahi at Zaria. On his appointment the new king was instructed that the Sultan expected the Mallawa candidate Abubakar
to retain the office of Wombai. AbdulLahi had to accept this; but
to nullify and isolate Abubakar he redistributed most of the other
important offices among the Bornawa and their closest supporters.
The king promoted his brother Ibiru from the position of Dan
Galadima to that of Madaki, which his own accession had made
vacant. Ibiru died shortly after, and Abdullahi made his own son,
Yero, Madaki. He gave Husseini, another of his sons, the office of
Dan Galadima. He removed Sidi's Magajin Gari, Jembari, from
that office, appointing his own wife's elder brother, a SUTuki,
in his stead. The king appointed his paternal uncle, Dan
Kakai, to the posmon of Wali. Hamman, the son of Yamusa~s
brother, was still Galadima. The fonner eunuch office of Fagad
which had long been vacant was given to a Fulani client. ALiyu, a
grandson of Hamada, was appointed Mardanni, and Ja'afaru, one
of the ruler's sons, was appointed Makama Karami. Abdullahi
appointed his mother's brother to the office of Sa'i, and after the
latter's death he gave the office to this mother's brother's 80n,
Habu, a joking relation (ahokin wasa). These appointments gave the
ruler undisputed control of the government, and also restored
the patterns of appointment initiated by Yamusa and developed
by Mammon Sani.
Abdullahi allowed the Katsinawa candidate, Aliyu, to retain the
office of Iya, either to enlist their support for his rule or to identify
them with that office, and thus indirectly to reduce their claims for
the throne. When this Katsinawa Iya Aliyu died shortly after,
Ahdullahi appointed Aliyu's son, Abdurrahman (also called Abdurrahul), to succeed him. Yaji, another of the Bomawa, who was
Abdullahi's grandson by his son, the Makama Ja'afaru, was given
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the title of Sarkin Ruwa. This was the first time that any member
of a dynasty had held this office. On the death of the Sulelbawa
Dallatu Malle, Abdullahi appointed his own ortho-cousin, Mal~
lam, the son of Iya Atiku, in his place. Abdullahi then dismissed
the Galadima Hamman on grounds of old age, and appointed
Adamu instead. Adamu's father had been Musa's Galadima, and
his brother was married to Abdullahi's daughter.
It will be clear from this summary that Abdollahi used the
king's power of appointment quite dehoerately as a political
instrument to strengthen himself. His appointees to administrative
office were bound to him by common political interests and by
ties of kinship or clientage, and were correspondingly opposed to
his rivals and their supporters. With this sort of official structure
under his oontrol, Abdullahi's role could not easily be challenged
in Zaria. He was thus free to attend to other matters, which he
did, to his own undoing.
Sidi's attack on Kwotto had disturbed the balance of power
among Zaria's southern vassals by reducing the power of Kwotto
relative to that of Keffi. During Audusallami's reign, the Hahe of
Abuja, under their king Abu Kwakwa (1851-77) made frequent
incursions into the southernmost districts of Zaria, raiding caravans and slaves. Ningi attacks on the eastern districts of Zaria were
also increasing in strength. Abdullahi sought to strengthen the
eastern vassal state of Lere and restore order in the southern
territories. Taxation within Zaria was increased, and tribute was
demanded from Keffi, which had fallen behind in its payments.
The Kaje, Chawai, Katab, and Gwari of southern Zaria Were controlled by the aPPolntffitmt of Tatumare, an Ikulu convert to
Islam, to the military office of Kuyambana, which commanded
the lifidi (heavy-armed cavalry). Tatumare knew these districts
intimately from boyhood, and with the help of Barkin Kauru and
Sarkin Kajuru, whose dominions bordered on the Ikulu and
Kamantan, was able to secure more regular payment of tribute
from these southern trmes.
Abdullahi next mmed his attention to Keffi, and himself led an
army to subdue its vassal chief and exact the overdue tribute.
Yamusa, the chief of Keffi, asked the Sultan to call off Abdullahi's
army. Abdullahi was unable to fight a decisive engagement with the
forces of Keffi. Although Sokota sent thrice ordering him to
withdraw, Abdullahi still continued his attacks on Keffi, and re-
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plied to the Sultan that Zaria's dealings with its vassals were not
Sokato's affair. None the 1($s, Abdullahi set out to visit the Sultan
d~ring the d~ season of 1873, when the rulers of the principal
kIngdoms habItually went to Sokota to deliver tribute, render
homage, and to consult with the Sultan on matters of common
concern. On a previous visit Abdullahi had been asked by the
Sultan to secure the return to Sakato of one of the Sultan's sons
who had fled to Dama, the vassal state of Zaria, south-east of
Keffi. Another matter of some general interest at this time was the
establishment of the kingdom of Kontagora in the dominions
under Gwandu by another member of the Sultan's lineage.
Kontagora kingdom was then expanding by conquest and devastation in the Gwari lands west of Zaria and north of Nupe. Abdullahi
may have intended to discuss these or similar matters at the
Sultan's court.
However, at Sokoto Abdullahi was told that the Sultan had
deposed him for refusing to obey his instructions regarding Keffi.
Abdullahi's revival of Sidi's claim for autonomy may have been
another ground for his deposition. Abdullahi was deposed without
any formal indictment or trial, perhaps because the issue of
autonomy was not one which could profitably be argued at law,
although the issue of disobedience (kin umurci) may have been.
It is Sokota's refusal to depose AbdulLahi by legal process which
suggests that his claim for autonomy was an important reason for
his deposition as well as his disobedience.

(j) AbubakaT, I873-'76
Sokoto followed the precedent created on Sidi's deposition, and.
itself decided the succession of Zaria without consulting the local
electoral council. Abubakar of the Mallawa was selected to succeed
Abdullahi. Abubakar's ex.perience at the hands of Sidi seemed to
give him a claim for compensatory treatment. Since his return to
Zaria, with the Sultan's support, Abubakar had retained the importantoffice ofWombai under bothAudusallami andAbdullahi, and
it is even possible that he may have beenpromised the succession by
Sokota years before. Abubakar was the leading Mallawa candidate,
and the deposition of their kinsman made the Bornawa candidates
ineligIble to succeed him. The leading Katsinawa candidate was
then Iya Abdurrahul, whose father had not been king. It is possible that the rulers of Sokoto were first led to formulate the rule of
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immediate descent from previous kings as a condition of eligibility
for the throne by consideration of Iya Abdurrahul's claims. The
Suleibawa, consequent on their long exclusion from office, also
lacked candidates qualified by tenure of territorial office as well as
direct descent from a king. Abubakar was perhaps the only available choice.
As one of the Malla~ Abubakar was free to share in AbdulIahi's estate without this inheritance disrupting his dynasty and
without precedent created in the transmission of Sidi's estate being
upset. Half of Abdullahi's estate went to the Sultan and the new
king received the remainder. Abdullahi's childless concubines
were likewise distributed. Ali, the half-brother of Sidi, acquired
some of Abdullahi's concubine8 from Abubakar. The new king
also distributed some of his predecessor's estate to theex-Galadima,
Hamman. The legitimacy of these distributions was challenged
latel' on the grounds that Abdullahi had been deposed without due
process of law.
The Mallawa have never recovered from the clash between
Abubakar and Sidi, the two most powerful of Mallam Musa's
sons. To this day, Mallawa lands and slave-estates are divided.
Sidi's portion has been administered as a unit first by his oon,
Muhammadu, then by Muhammadu's brother, Aliyu, and most
recently by the latter's son, Sa'idu, while Abubakar's portion has
passed as a separate unit from his son, Yaro, to its present admioistrator. In this way the two major Mallawa segments each held
their own property of land, cattle, and slaves as separate corporate
units, while personal estates of individuals in either segment continued to be subdivided at inheritance among the owner's lineal
issue. Thus even after Sidi's death and Abubakar's resumption of
Mallawa kingship, the Mallawa were disunited. This condition,
and the shortness of Abubakar's reign, partly explains the rapidity
with which their Bomawa rivals were sub8equently able to resume
leadership.
On Abubakar's accession, the Sultan instntcted him to appoint
Samba, a son of the Katsinawa ruler, Abdulkerim, to the office of
Wombai, which had now been made vacant. By this appointment
Sokoto sought to qualify Katsinawa candidates for the succession.
in order to maintain the tridynastic system. At the same time
Sakata wished to weaken t1J.e kingahip at Zaria and to discourage
further claims for autonomy.
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Abubakar's reallocations of office reflected Mallawa disunity.
Given the Mallawa division into two segments, and the history of
his relations with Sidi, the new king could not rely heavily on support from Sidi's segment, nor could he afford to alienate them
further by giving many offices to his 0'WIl children. Sidi, in his
distribution of office, had carefully eschewed nepotism and dynast~
ism alike. Abubakar now had the task of replacing the Bomawa
office-holders without appearing to favour his own segment of the
Mallawa unduly.
He dismissed Abdullahi's son, Yero, from the office of Madaki;
but instead of appointing his own son, as was usual, he gave the
office to his brother, Ali, whom Sidi had formerly placed in
charge of a force and sent to conquer the country since incorporated into the expanding new kingdom of Kontagora. Ali's
military prowess, direct descent from Mallam Muss and former
solidarity with Sidi, served to show the Mallawa that Abubakar
was prepared to let bygones be bygones and to distribute office
among them as fairly as he could. Ali's son, Sadauki, was also appointed Turaki Karami, and Sidi's son, NOOu, who had been
allocated the fief of Durom unofficially by his father, was appointed D:m Galadima and placed formally in charge of Durum.
Thus Abubakar tried to make peace with his kinsmen; but he
dared not reveal too obvious a preference for his own close kin.
He sought simultaneously to retain Sakata's support and to
keep loyal persons in office, by allowing the offices of Wali and
Makama Karami to remain with the Toronkawa Gidadawa, who
were descended from Mallam Musa's daughter by the Wazirin
Sokoto Gidado. Shehu, Hamada's son, was dismissed from the
office of Mardanni, and tbis was given to Yelwa of the Katsinawa.
Abubakar also allowed the Katsinawa Iya to continue in office,
perhaps in the hope of winning Katsinawa support for Mallawa
rule. He dismissed Abdullahi's kinsman, Mallam, from the office
of Dallatu, and appointed his own son, Karfe. On Nuhu's death,
another grandson of Mallam Musa, Bamurna, whose father had
held the office of Magajin Gari, was appointed Dan Galadima.
Adamu, Abdullahi's Galadima, was replaced by Abubakar's son,
Yaro Muhammadu. Apart from this, Abubakar contented himself
with eliminating Abdullahi's clients from office and appointing his
own. Sirajo was dismissed from the office of Fagaci, and was replaced by the village chief of Giwa, whose title was Danfangi.
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Lineages which had had Bornawa support in developing quasihereditary claims on such positions as Katuka, or Dan Madami,
were temporarily replaced by appointments from other families
loyal to the Mallawa cause: but other lineages with quasi-hereditary rights to such positions as Rubu, Chikwn, or Magajin Zakara
were retained in these offices by Abubakar, being linked to the
Mallawa by marriage and other ties.
The principal innovation attributed to Abubakar is the creation
of a second Ma'aji title, with responsibility for south central
Zaria, especially the district around Kaeia, among the Ikulu,
Kamantan, Jaba, and nearby tribes. Abubakar is said to have
created a Ma'ajin Kacia since the Sarkin Kajuru was unable to
police Kacia satisfactorily; and in this he tended to follow the
precedent created by Tatumare's appointment as Kuyambana,
with special responsibility for the Ikulu and Kamantan tribute.
Abubakar made only one raid during his reign, attacking Gwodo
near Jema'a, and died in 1876.

limits to the variety of possible precedents. An already deposed
king could only be reappointed without regard to the wishes of.the
local electoral council, or in opposition to them. The reappomtroent of a deposed ruler was one thing no electoral council could
recommend, and it created. a situation for which workable precedents could not be easily developed.
On hearing of Abdullahi's reappointment, the Madaki Ali. who
had received some of Abdullahi's concubines from Abubakar,
gathered his slaves and supporters and withdrew from his rinji at
Magada to lfira, another slave-settlement near Rigachikum, on the
route to Bida. The former Galadima Hamman, who had also
benefited from the distribution of Abdullahi's estate, supported
Madaki Ali; and other officials also wished Ali success in his rebellion. Ali had taken with him some of the cavalry he controlled
as Madaki, and at Ima he raised the :flag of revolt. AbduUahi
despatched a slave, Maigoto, ordering Ali's return. Maigoto was
killed by Ali's men, and the king then sent a force to reduce lfira.
This proved difficult, and Abdullahi then appealed to the Sultan
to intervene. Thus Sakoto's initial intervention promptly led to a
request from the king for further intervention.
The Sultan asked the ruler of Kano, who controlled a powerful
force of cavalry, to visit the Madaki and negotiate his surrender.
Since his own intervention might have led to a war between Kano
and Zazzau, and since he was in sympathy with Ali and the claim
of Zaria for internal autonomy, the king of Kano decided to send
the Madakin Kana, to find out why Ali had revolted. Ali
said bluntly that Sokoto's reappointment of AbdulLahi without
even consulting the Zaria electors was the cause. "Even the Shehu,
before he appointed MalLam Musa, discussed the lead~s~ip of
Zaria with its people." The Madakin Kano was then comnusslOned
to offer Ali the throne after Abdullahi, if he called off the revolt.
Ali accepted, and went with the king and Madan of ~ to the
Sultan's court to present his case formally, to renew aliegmnce and
conclude the negotiations. Thus Sokoto's intervention in Zaria's
affairs led to Kano's also; and to enforce its reappointment of
Abdollahi without consulting the electoral council of Zaria,
Sakoto had to make further illegitimate arrangements about the
. succession. lronically, the Madaki Ali, who had been moved to
rebel through Sokoto's illegitimate and impolitic interventions in
the affairs of Zaria, was also persuaded to desist by an equally

(k) Abdullahi, I876-8I
Shortly after Abdullahi's deposition a new Sultan, who disagreed with the ground and method of Abdullahi's dethronement,
had been appointed at Sokoto. On Abubakar's death this Sultan
decided to make amends to .Abdullahi and reappointed him king
of Zaria. The reappointment proved to be an error of judgement,
but the manner in which it was done was rash indeed. The
electoral council of Zaria were not even consulted, and while they
were busy considering the problem of succession, they received
the news that the Sultan had reappointed Abdullahi king of Zaria
and had crovmed him at Sokoto. In its confidence, Sokota had
overplayed its hand.
As mentioned above, the estate of a deposed king was divided
between his successor and his suzerain. Abubakar had distributed
among his senior officials portions from that half of Abdullahi's
estate which had been alloted to him. AbdulLahi, reinstated, may
not have had the power to demand restitution from the Sultan,
but as king of Zaria he couLd seek to recover those portions of his
fonner estate which had been distributed at Zaria; and this included his concubines. Until recently the deposition of a ruler had
been an unprecedented event. Precedents regularizing these
situations had been rapidly developed, but there were institutional
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illegitimate scheme of which he was the principal beneficiary. The
tridynastic political system of Zaria enabled Sokoto to win local
s~~port for its. succes~ive interventions, however illegitimate, by
aIding one factlon against others. At the same time political disequilibrium, which had led to the Sultan's renewed intervention
increased in proportion to 8okoto's control. The remedy was he~
as unhappy as that which it sought to cure.
Abdullahi found himself in an awkward position. As Sakoto's
nominee he was unwelcome to the Zaria Fulani, and, apart from
the Sultan, he could only rely for support on his Bornawa kins_
men. Of his opponents the Mallawa were the strongest. The
~atsi~awa and Suleibawa had both refrained from actively taking
SIdes In the recent dispute, since such action may have put their
dynastic status at stake. But Madaki Ali had temporarily reunited
~e M.a~awa by ":V!ving Sidi's claims for local autonomy, and by
his spmted 0pposltlon to the resumption of Bornawa rule. More_
over, Ali was the half-brother of both Abubakar and Sidi and had
also served under both of them, without becoming com:nitted to
either side of their dispute.
Abdullahi's reallocations of office reflect his dependence on
Sokoto for support, his need to win local support among the
FuIani, and his need to reduce Mallawa power. Under instructions
from Sokato, Abdullahi retained the MaIlawa Dan Galadima
Barnurna and the Katsinawa Wombai Sambo in their offices. He
di~ssed the Katsinawa Abdurrahman, who sympathized with
Ali, from the office of 113, and left this title vacant; but the Kat_
sina~ Yelwa retained the office of Mardanni, and another
Katsmawa, Sule, was appointed Barkin Yaki. A member of the
Suleibawa was given the title of Magaji Jisambo, and one of the
king's kin, Dan Manga, was appointed Turald Karami in place of
the Mallawa title-holder. Adamu, who had formerly held office as
Galadima under Abdullahi, was restored on the dismissal of the
Mallawa
holder, Yaro Muhammadu. AbdulIahi's son Yero , was
.
reInstated as Madaki. The T oronkawa Gidadawa lineage of Zaria,
who were the kinsmen of the rulers of Sakoto, now held the
offices ofWali, Makama Karami, and Fagaci-the last being a new
appointment by Abdullahi. Other titles such as Sa'i, Shentali, and
Sarkin Ruwa were given to the king's kinsmen. Finally, to control
t~e administration of law, Abdullahi appointed Sada, a Fulani
ellent from the Suleibawa of Katsina, to hold the two offices of

.
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Alkali and Salenke. Possibly by combining these judicial offices
under Sada, Abdullahi intended to facilitate the recovery of his
own distributed estate. Abdullahi completed his redistributions of
office by reappointing those lineages whose quasi-hereditary tenure
of special offices had been interrupted by Abubakar. Abdullahi also
took the unusual step of appointing one of his slaves, Yawa, to the
title of Sarkin Yamma, with command of a small force stationed at
Kacia. This was done to police the caravan routes of the area and
to ensure the rapid collection of tribute from pagan tribes near
Kacia. The innovation aroused little opposition at tbe time, but
had important consequences in the following reign.
AbduIlahi was unable to recover his former estate from its
principal local beneficiaries, such as the ex-Madaki Ali. Ali had
discussed this problem in his negotiations with Sakoto, and he
returned to Zaria with the understanding that Abdullahi would not
be able to proceed against him for rebellion or for this estate. In
addition Ali knew he was to succeed Abdullahi. He therefore retired to his rinji and waited. But Abdullahi's inability to recover
his former property weakened his loyalty to Sakata, and excited
his son and Madaki, Yero, whose inheritance was at stake.
During his earlier reign, Abdullahi had ted military expeditions
against the Kagoma near Kagoro, the Gwari of Dan Bunu, the
Katab at Sabon Kaura near Malagum, and Keffi. But after his
return the king took no part in campaigns, being old and unwell j
nor could he afford to send his son, the Madaki, away from the
capital with the anny, for fear of his rivals and the threat of Ningi
attacks. Another slave, the Bajimin Gabas, was stationed with a
small force at Kudaru near Lere in the path of the Ningi invaders.
Taxes were raised to support these standing forces and to maintain
the defence.
Abdullahi's relations with Sokoto worsened quickly. Like Sidi
he had already experienced the dangers of visiting the Sultan's
court. Despite reinstallation and his neat legal provisions, he was
unable to recover his former property or to allocate offices freely.
He held the kingship without kingly power. He showed his annoyance with Sakato by refusing to make the annual visit of homage
to the Sultan's court, although the tribute was forwarded promptly.
He knew from his sojourn at 8okoto that the imperial lineage had
split over his initial deposition; one section held that such action
Was illegitimate and reflected a purely personal pique by the
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Sultan; the other that no form of law was required, since Sakoto
exercised suzerainty over Zaria. The decision to prohibit Abdollahi
from recovering his distributed estate was a compromise between
these conflicting views, given his reappointment. However, in 1881
the Sultan who had reappointed Abdullahi died, and his successor,
who had advocated the earlier deposition, was also personally
hostile to Abdu. On the ground that Abdullahi's continued nonattendance at the Sultan's court implied disloyalty, he was
peremptorily sununoned to Sokoto and again deposed. To fulfil
their agreement with the Mallawa leader, Ali, the Sultan sent him
a letter appointing him to rule Zaria, but when this letter arrived
the ex-Madaki was on his deathbed. He thanked the Sultan for
honouring the agreement, but declined the offer. For the Mallawa,
Ali's illness and death at this time was most unfortunate, but it
gave Sakoto the chance to reconsider its policy toward succession
and control of Zazzau, and led to a novel agreement.
On this occasion the Sultan instructed the electoral council of
Zaria, the two Limans, the Galadima, and the Alkali, to send their
three candidates for the succession in person to Sokoto, rating
them in order of preference. In this way the new Sultan sought to
combine the elector's approval with his own freedom of choice,
and to demonstrate to the Fulani of Zaria that consultation had in
fact taken place, while keeping the final power of decision in his
own hands. Moreover, while at Sokoto. the three candidates would
be separated from their supporters, and could not then use force
to contest the decision. And before they received pennission to
return to Zaria they would each have to accept the Sultan's decision. Finally, the Sultan's choice would also have to accept
coronation at Sokoto on the Sultan's conditions. From every point
of view the new arrangement suited Sokoto admirably, and it was
especially welcome because of the alternative which had accidentally been avoided.

neither committed to Sidi's segment nor Abubakar's. These three
princes were escorted to Sokoto by the Galadiman Zazzau, Adamu.
Of the three, two were unsuitable for immediate succession: Veto,
because his father was the ruler just deposed j Zubairu, because he
had not yet held territorial title and was therefore ineligible for
immediate succession. Rank was a structural principle of equal
status to descent in the succession and dynastic organization alike.
In effect, therefore, Sakoto only had the choice between appointing the Katsinawa Wombai Sambo or selecting someone not
nominated by the electoral council of Zaria. The Sultan had no
wish to adopt the latter course; he would have gained little from
so doing, and could lose much. The Sultan wanted a relatively
stable political system in Zaria, with a kingship weakened by strong
opposition. The Katsinawa were already well represented in
office, and they were also due for a further period of rule. But as a
dynasty they were much less formidable than either the MaUawa
or Bomawa, both of whom had already suffered through depositions. Sambo was therefore selected to succeed Abdullahi, and he
was formally crowned at the Sultan's court.
At tbe same time the suzerain laid down certain conditions of his
kingship. To nullify Yera's opposition to his father's deposition,
Sokoto instructed Samba to replace Yero by another Bomawa
Madaki. Samba was also instructed to appoint the unsuccessful
Mallawa candidate, Zubairu, to the office of Wombai, left vacant
by his own accession, and also to retain the acting Mallawa Dan
Galadima. In this way Sokoto appropriated powers to redistribute
the three senior royal offices of Zaria at the same time as it decided
the kingship. and this new power was used to distribute key
offices among the new king's dynastic rivals. It is possible that
Sakoto intended to develop a system of rotating offices linked with
the kingship, in order to limit the dynastic conflict and weaken
the throne. In the kingdom of Nupe there was already such a
system.1
Samba had to obey the letter of these instructions, while departing from their spirit in order to preserve his authority. He gladly
dismissed Yero from the Madakiship, replacing him by Anu, a
son of Yamusa, who was at this date far too old to be an effective
War-leader or rival. Sambo may also have been relieved at the age
of the Wombai appointed by Sokoto. He sought to strengthen

(I) Sam!x>, I88I-<)0
In the opinion of the Zaria electoral council the three leading
candidates for the throne at this time were Yero, Abdullahi's son
and Madaki; Sambo, the son of Abdulkerim and the acting
Wombai; and ZubaUu, a son of Mallam Musa who as yet had
held no important terri.torial office but who had nevertheless been
nominated by Madaki Ali as the Mallawa candidate, and was

1 See Nl'td.el. 1942. pp. 88-1°3.
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himself further by appointing one of his brothers, Babagana, to the
position of Magajin Gari, and another to the title of Iya. His
maternal kinsman was appointed Turaki Karami in place of the
Bornawa official, and his son, Tsoho, was given the office of
Makama Karami. The Bornawa Sarkin Ruwa, Yaji, the son of
Abdullahi, was dismissed from office, and a Habe client of Sambo's
by the name of Suleimanu was appointed instead.
When Zubairu died shortly after, the Mallawa retained the
office of Wombai, Sambo appointing Nuhu, the son of Sidi, to that
title. After Nuhu's death, another Mallawa prince, Yaro Muhammadu, Abubakar's son, was appointed. Yaro Muhammadu in
turn was succeeded first by Muhammadu, the son of Sidi, and then
by Aliyu, another of Sidi's sons. By these Mallawa appointments
8ambo attempted to increase the rivalry (hura wuta) between the
segments of Sidi and Abubakar, which his father, Abdulkerim, had
initiated. On the death of the Dan Galadima Bamurna, SambD
appointed Gabdo, Madaki Ali's son, at SokDtD's request. SambD
also dismissed his Bomawa rivals from the offices of Shentali and
8a'i which Abdullahi had given them, and returned the title of
Fagaci to the family of Sirajo, its first nDo-eunuch holder. Sada
was dismissed from his two judicial offices Df Salenke and Alkali,
and the old judicial structure was restored. SambD then dismissed
Abdullahi's client, Adamu, from the office of Galadima, and appointed his own Habe supporter, the Sarkin Ruwa, Suleimanu.
Samba's reallocation of office was guided by his need for strong
and loyal supporters in all those positions which SDkoto left at his
disposal; and while allocating the offices of Wombai, Madaki, and
Dan Galadima in accordance with Sokoto's instructions, he tried
to give his dynastic rivals as little advantage as possible by unsuitable selections.
Like his predecessors, Sambo came to the throne within a context which limited his freedom of action. The instructions from
Sakoto which limited his control Df appointments were the most
important restrictions of all. Both his opponents, the Mallawa and
the Bornawa, besides holding certain key Dffices under the protection of Sokoto, had much greater resources, experience, and
prestige than he. His dynasty, which supported him solidly, \\'35
his principal resDurce. By his reallocations of office Samba sought
to maximize the value of the resources he commanded while
minimizing those of his opponents; and, the necessities Df govem-

ment being what they were in Zaria, he can neither be criticized
for adopting this policy Dor for inefficiency in its application.
None the less, Samba overlooked one feature which fDr all its
novelty was now fundamental. This was the distributiDn of key
offices among dynastic rivals, Its effect was to segment the administrative structure by political divisions; this political segmentation itseH brDught the administration directly into the
political system and so eliminated its former monocratic organiza~
tion. Appointment of political rivahs to administrative office
severely weakened the king's authority by reducing his political
power. Mter the new distribution of office effected by Sokoto, the
king was no longer an autocrat but primus inter pares, although
traditional administrative and political patterns persisted.
Samba's error lay in ignoring this basic change and in seeking to
restore the monocracy by reducing the power of his rivals in office
while maximizing his own. Within the Zaria political system this
objective had for long been the structural precondition Df effective
kingship. But under the new conditions the king's attempt to
dominate the administration simply intensified the political com~
petition established by the distribution Df office and accelerated
the development of cleavages and political alignments within the
administration itself. Despite his ingenious appDintments, Sambo
was neither able to reduce his official rivals to impotence nor to
re-establish an absolute rule. To produce these conditions, Sambo
had first to create new units of power and to bind them tD his
interest by strong political ties. To create these new units of power
was itself a difficult problem; but to ensure their loyalty and control in these conditions may well have been impossible.
Sambo sought to achieve these objects by investing his Habe
client, Suleimanu, with two offices and by placing the capital under
his control. As Suleimanu was a Habe without Dther backing, the
king expected to exercise indirect control Dver both his titles. Given
the age and political impotence of his Bornawa Madaki and
MalJawa Wombai, Sambo expected that, with the combined
offices of Sarkin Ruwa and Galadima at his direction, he would
now have a sufficient superiority to give him autocratic control,
that is, the power to decide pDlicy independently according
to his own needs, and the authority to implement 5ucl:t decisions
without stay. However, the king shortly found that he was dependent on his client. The combination of two offices had indeed
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created a new unit of power, and its inclusion within a system of
political competition emphasized the political values and power of
the unusual administrative authority vested in this client. After
Suleimanu had consolidated his control over the offices of Sarkin
Ruwa and Galadima, Samba found that he could make no further
appointments or dismissals without his Galadima's approval. When
the Makama Babba, Mai-dauda, died, the Galadima obstructed
further appointments to that office, and claimed that the fiefs of
Makama Babba should properly be attached to his own, since he
was the ruler's deputy. and being also the ruler's client, his power
increased the king's. Thus Suleimanu continually exploited his
position within this politically divided administration, and increased his own power by bargains with the king, while Samba instead of increasing his own power found himself increasingly
dependent. It is said that Suleimanu prevented Sambo from appointing his kinsmen to four offices which fell vacant consecutively.
Some of these offices the Galadima persuaded the king to allot to
his own clients; others Suleimanu decided to keep vacant, while
attaching their fiefs to his OWD administration, although the fiefs of
vacant tides should properly be administered by the king. 'Na yi
taguwa da ita.' ('J have wrapped the office around myself like a
robe.') Most important of all, Suleimanu had control of the capital
as a fief. Samba found that he was no longer the master in his own
house. He therefore took what steps he could to reverse the balance
of power and reassert hi8 own supremacy. When Zubairu, the old
Mallawa Wombai died, Sambo, being instructed to appoint further
MaUawa to that office, chose Nuhu, tlte son of Sidi, who was
younger and more aggressive. He gave tlte new Wombai a military
command, although traditionally the Wombai had only supervised
the reserve of spare horses for the cavalry.
Samba was looking about for other offices which could be
strengthened against the Galadima, who was at this time without
doubt the most powerful man in the kingdom. Since the distribution of offices now depended on the Galadima's aBsent, and the
Galadima now administered several vacant titles, for which clients
competed. Suleimanu's clients now exceeded the king's in number
and importance. None the less, Nuhu's appointment and investment with command stirred Suleimanu into action. He saw that
by similar appointments the king could reduce his own power, and
might yet acquire sufficient strength to attempt his dismissal from

office. As a Habe, Suleimanu lacked any etlmic commitment to the
maintenance of Fulani rule; and his present pre-eminence corresponded directly with Fulani weakness, born of their dynastic
divisions, both within the administration and outside it. Present
conditions seemed propitious if he attempted to seize the throne.
But realizing that the Fulani of Zaria would combine to defend
their dominion against such a challenge, and that they would also
receive support from Fulani in nearby states, Suleimanu decided
to recruit foreign allies-in this case, the Ningi.
Hanma, the reigning Ningi chief, was the son of the Habe
MaUam Hamza, who had fled from Tsokuwa in Kano when
Mommon Sani was king of Zazzau. Like Suleimanu, Haruna was
a Muhammadan and a Habe. Both were hostile to Fulani rule.
Both stood to gain by its overthrow. It was accordingly arranged
that Haruna would mass the Ningi and wait at Yakasai, an old Habe
town to the north-east of Zaria city, which was administered by
the Galadima. Sambo was due to leave Zaria city on his annual
visit of homage to Sokoto, and Suleimanu undertook to inform
Haruna when the king had set out. Haruna was to attack Sambo's
party just outside the city, kill the king, and seize the tribute to
Sokooo. The GaJadima, who as deputy remained in the city, administered the capital as a fief, and acted during the king's absence,
would then seize the- throne. Unfortunately for the plotters,
Haruna's final letter arranging the details was by error delivered to
Samba himself after the latter had reached Tukur Tukur. just
outside the walls of Zaria. Samba guessed the remaining details and
immediately withdrew to the capital; but the Ningi attacked before the king's entourage had reached safety, and the withdrawal
turned into flight. Wambai Nuhu, who showed MaUawa chivalry
in defence of his king, was killed at the gates of Zaria, and some of
the tribute intended for Sakata fell into Haruna's hands. In his
chagrin at the failure of his main objective, the Ningi chief
devastated the area around Zaria city, and is said to have taken
5,000 of Sambo's subjects to slavery or execution.
To Samba the lesson was bitter; and his dynastic rivals were
now especially critical of him, since Suleimanu could never have
challenged Fulani rule if Sambo had not initially made this
possible by his illegitimate allocation of office and power. The increased disloyalty of his rivals in office further weakened the king
in his efforts to deal with the Galadima, while the latter's Habe
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status and bold attempt won him further support among the Habe
of Zaria, whose resentment of Fulani rule increased with their
heavy taxation and exclusion from senior office. In these circumstances Samba found that he could take no direct action against
Suleimanu. He lacked the necessary support. The two obvious
cour~ dismissal of Suleimanu, or reduction of the fiefs he controlled, were not possible without more power and authority than
the king now possessed. Samba feared that if he ordered Suleimanu's dismissal, the Galadima was sufficiently strong to object and
could not be compeUed to obey. Since the capital was Suleimanu's
fief, he \VaS very well placed to revolt if driven to do so. Evidently
the king felt that he could not count on his dynastic opponents
in or out of office for loyalty or effective support in such a situation.
Another Mallawa prince, Yaro Muhammadu, the son of Abubakar, was given the office of Wombai. Samba then reconsidered
Bomawa tenure of the Madakiship. So long as the Bomawa held
this office, he could not entrust important military commands to
his Madaki. Because of this, he could neither discipline nor dismiss
his Galadima. The offices of Madaki and Galadima had always
been counter-balanced, and the authority and power concentrated
within them were unparalleled. In the Fulani system of government the Madaki's office had been pre-eminent under the king by
reason of its military roLej and the frequency with which kings
appointed their sons to this position indicates the value attached
to it. But when Samba divested his Bomawa rival of the Madaki's
command, he thereby upset the balance of power and left the office
of Galadima without its counterpoise.1 It was this disbalance which
had permitted and stimulated Suleimanu to appropriate yet more
power by vetoing Sambo's proposals to fill vacant titles and by
attaching their fiefs to himself despite the king's opposition. Samba
concluded that by restoring to the Madaki's office its former power,
Suleimanu's would be reduced; but before he dared to do this the
king had to replace the Bomawa Madaki by someone of undoubted
loyalty; and Samba's experience with Suleimanu had wamed him
against dependence on clients.

Under these circumstances the ancient Bomawa Madaki Anu
was duly charged with selling some of the horses which were
permanently attached to that title for the cavalry. It seems hardly
likely that any Madaki would do such a thing; he would certainly
know that the horses were official and not personal property, and
that their alienation would lead to immediate dismissal, since the
cavalry was critically important in the army of Zaria. None the
less, Anu was. formally charged with this offence and, after a trial,
he was dismissed. Sambo may have felt that this precaution was
necessary to divert the anger of the Sultan, who had reserved the
Madaki positions for Bornawa. Samba then appointed his kinsman
Tsoho, the son of Jamo, as Madaki; and after Tsoho's death he
gave the title to his own SOD, Lawal.
These appointments exacerbated dynastic tensions within the
administration and outside it, and this increased opposition itself
reduced the value of the new appointments to the king. In effect
Sambo's intention of overpowering his Galadima with the restored
Madakiship was thereby nullified. The Bornawa had lost heavily
in the Ningi enslavement of the population round about Zaria. The
dismissed Madaki Anu himself had had nine children enslaved by
the NingL The blame for these losses feU squarely on Sambo; and
his method of replacing Anu, through the instrumentality of the
courts, was regarded as at once a repudiation of his agreement with
Sokoto and a maladministration of justice. The Icing's failure to
punish or dismiss his Galadima for the attempted revolt and ambush contrasted so sharply with his treatment of Anu that this new
move merely increased disaffection and hostility. Under these circumstances Sambo feared revolts from two quarters: from the
Galadima, who had already shown his ambition and his impunity;
and also from rival dynasties who saw their hereditary dominion
threatened by internal and external enemies whom Sambo could
not resist.
News that Hamna had devastated the environs of Zaria city
spread the story of Zaria's weakness far and wide. Dan Barahiya,
the Habe ruler of Maradi, to the north of Katsina, decided to invade Zazzau. He marched through Katsina along its border with
Kana, and entered Zaria along the same route as Mallam Musa,
capturing Kudan, an important market-town in the Northern
districts. Many of the townsfolk were enslaved. Meanwhile, the
Ningi penetrations into the south and centre of Zaria reached as

18+

1 In leparating the Madan title and its milil3ry command to reduce the
power of his Borrurwa rival who held that office. Samba may have had Sidi in
mind. After appointing a Bomawa prince to the Madnkiship, Sidi sent the army
out of Zaria under hi. own brother. Although Sambo daud nat repeat Sidi'.
illeaitimate allocation of command, he did deprive the Mlldaki oC military
power, transferring this to the Wombai and Iya.
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far as Kacia. The Ningi came annually during the dry season, and
struck where they were not expected. Samba had to divide and
distribute his forces to deal simultaneously with these Ningi attacks, with the Maradawa, and with his internal rivals, the Galadima and the dynasties.
The king sought to repair the losses caused by Haruna's invasion through increased slave-raiding. To this end he led attacks
on the Kadara of Libere, the Kagoro of MaLagum. and the Gwari
of Romi near Gwagwada; but in each case he had no success and
lost reputation. Zaria's obvious weakness now encouraged her
southern vassals to reassert their independence. Keffi. and Kwotto
again began fighting one another. Their war was over before Sambo
was able to intervene; but with the support of Sokoto he fined the
two vassals for fighting one another. The fines were paid in slaves,
to help restore the Zaria slave-population.
The kiog's political and military weakness were interdependent.
He was militarily weak because he v,ras politica.lly weak, as the head
of an administration which was politically divided; and his military
weakness itseH prevented him taking action to eliminate his opponents from office and restore autocratic rule. He now made one
last attempt to concentrate suffi-cient power in his own hands to
give him control of his kingdom. The small force stationed at
Kacia was increased until it was an effective standing army, and
its slave-commander, the Sarkin Yamma, Yawa, was given new
powers to administer his headquarters through its local chief.
This new disposition had several objectives: to protect the south
and centre of Zaria against further Ningi attacks; to police the
caravan routes and secure regular slave supplies through tribute
and raids; to increase the military strength of the king, by adding
this new standing anny to those forces controlled by his son, the
Madaki; and last hut not least, to discourage rebellious movements
in the capital, by maintaining a strong reserve force at a striking
distance of 130 miles, under a commander whose slave status made
him fuUy dependent on the king. Being unable to remove the
capital from the Galadima's control, Sambo sought to restrain
Suleimanu by creating this new force which stood at a distance
ready to strike in defence of the throne. Since his son, the Madaki,
resided in Zaria city, which was the Galadima's fief, the cavalry
command which he held had not enabled Samba to dominate the
Galadima as he had hoped. By placing his new force away from

the capitaI. Samba next sought to nullify Suleimanu's strategic
advantage. The best the king could now hope for was to forestall
further moves against his person by the Galadima.
In this situation the kingdom was virtually defenceless. The
Maradawa returned and recaptured Kudan. l The Ningi COUM
tinued to ravage eastern Zaria annually, attacking Dan Alhaji, Soba,
and towns near Makarfi; their captives included free Muhammadans as wdl as non-Muhammadan slaves. Sambo was impotent
against these attacks. In the south the Habe of Abuja were raiding
the caravan routes freely, but it was essential for Sambo to preserve his army under the slave, Yawa, as a safeguard against
trouble at Zaria from his external or internal foes. His continued
impotence against the invaders further antagonized the Icing's
dynastic rivals, and other leading Fulani lineages, who suifered or
feared losses. Complaints were made to Sokoto and finally, in I&gO,
the Sultan intervened, deposing Samba on grounds of his inability
to defend the state.
Sambo's deposition was popular in Zaria; but his failure was
ultimately due to the conditions in which he had been appointed..
He had been placed in charge of an administration deliberately
constructed by Sokoto so as to weaken the kingship and increase
its own ascendancy. From his accession the king's administration
was disunited and politically divided. Yet if Sambo was to rule
according to the traditions of Fulani Zamau, it was essential that
he should exercise an absolute control over his administrative staff;
if sympathy with the ruler did not make them loyal, then fear of
his power should.
The history of Sambo's reign is a history of his unsuccessful
attempts to create the conditions in which he could dominate the
administration. Each attempt further weakened the king's position.
By investing his Habe client with excessive power, the king placed
himself in a dependent position, and indirecdy stimulated his
client to entertain rebellious designs. Despite its failure he could
not punish the Galadima's rebellion. Subsequendy the king made
two attempts to strengthen himself against his client, firstly, by
making his son the Madaki, and then by creating a standing army
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I It is &aid that their leader, Dan Barahiya, was searching for ,B woman of
Kudan whom he specially wanted. He found her on his second capture of the
town and removed her to Maradi BII his concubine; she bore him. B child, and
wa& releMed after his death, returning to Kudan with this unconfumed report
of Dan Bal'llhiya'& love.
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under a slave captain; but these dispositions dispersed the military
forces of the state 50 widely that it was powerless to resist its attackers or dismiss his rivals; and this in turn led to the king's
deposition.
Samba had failed to protect the kingdom by trying to restore the
kingship to its former commanding position; but he had been
successful in preserving this kingship for the Fulani, and his
deposition gave Sokoto a chance to reverse the disastrous policy
which had infested the administrative structure of Zaria with
political divisions, and broken down those clear distinctions between politics and administration which the Fulani of Zaria had
developed and maintained as essential for their government with
its competing dynasties, Although in theory lUlder Samba the
throne enjoyed much the same authority as before, its power was
so greatly reduced that its authority was often ineffective. The
distinctions between power and authority and their interconnections are revealed most clearly by Sambo's reign.

it had lost to the Galadima Su1eimanu. To this end he sought to
fill all available offices with his closest supporters, namely, his
lineage kin. He dismissed Lawai, Sambo's son, from the office of
Madaki, and appointed his own son, Kwassau. Other Katsinawa
were also dismissed from the offices of Magajin Gari, Makama
Karami, Turaki Karami, and Iya, which they held under Sambo,
and their places were taken by the new king's lineage kin. A
Bornawa Dallatu was appointed; and Yern also appointed the
great-grandson of Iya Atiku, a Bornawa, to the office of Dan
Madami, thereby interrupting its quasi-hereditary transmission.
Another kinsman, the grandson of Hamada's sister, was given the
office of Shentali; and Yero gave his daughter's son the office of
Sarkin Ruwa. The king appointed Ci~gari, the brother of his new
Sarkin Ruwa, to the office of Makama Babba which Galadima
Suleimanu had previously stopped 5ambo from filling. These
appointments to the titles of Sarkin Ruwa and Makama Dabba
from the king's kinsmen were direct challenges to the Galadima
Suleimanuj and in making both appointments the king enlisted the
support of another Fulani lineage as well as his dynasty, Suleimanu
had to give in, and the fiefs belonging to these titles were turned
over to Yero's loyal supporters. The Galadima found his former
sway reduced; and only the fiefs properly attached to the title of
Galadima were now under his control. None the less, Yern made
no direct move to dismiss Suleimanu, probably fearing that such
action might lead to his rebellion, which in its beleaguered position
the state could not risk. 50 the Galadima continued in office,
while the Bornawa ruler and his Madaki concentrated on rebuild·
ing Dornawa power by war and other means.
Yero had twice lost his inheritance by his father's depositions
from the throne. On Abdullahi's reappointment, his attempts to
recover the estate he had lost by his first deposition were frustrated
by Sokoto. Later when Abdullahi was again deposed, his second
estate had also heen shared between Sambo and the Sultan of
Sokota. It is true that Yera had himself received one-half of
Sambo's estate, being appointed after Sambo's deposition. But he
still regarded those persons who were beneficiaries of his father's
depositions as holding property which formed a legitimate part of
his own inheritance; and it seems that he was determined to
punish the holders of such property, even if be could not formally
recover possession.
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Sambo's deposition following on complaints from Zaria won
widespread approval among the rulinlJ Fulani. The electoral
council of Zaria selected Yern as the leading Bomawa candidate.
Lawai, Samba's Madaki and son, was the leading Katsinawa
candidate, and Sa'adu, who had succeeded to the office of Wombai,
but whose father had not held the throne, was the leading Mallawa
candidate. Lawai was unsuitable to succeed his father whose
deposition had left the throne vacant; and the Mallawa candidate
was also ineligible for the throne as his father had not ruled Zaria.
This left only Yero, on whom the Sultan conferred the kingship,
crowning him in Sakata where the final selection was made. Sokoto
took this opportunity to reverse its previous ruling ahout the
Madaki and Dan Galadima offices, allowing the new king to fill
them as he pleased; hut the office of Wombai was once more reserved for Mallawa. In this way the Sultan sought to strengthen
the king of Zaria against his Galadima, without allowing him to
become strong enough to challenge his own ascendancy. With a
disuni.ted administration, no king of Zaria could claim autonomy,
since his rivals in office would regard this as a move towards umlineal absolutism and react accordingly.
Yero's first problem was to reooVer forthe kingship all the powers
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Yero also decided to overawe the population with displays of
royal strength. By demonstrating the force at the King's disposal,
he hoped to discourage the disloyal hopes of revolt which Suleimanu had stimulated. He acquired a monopoly of the local trade
in firearms, now available at Lokoja as trade goods from the Royal
Niger Company. Slave detachments were trained in the use of
these weapons; and these 'yan bindiga (musketeers) were organized
in squads under slave-captains. These squads were stationed near
the king's palace in the city as a reserve against the Galadima and
any Ningi or other raiders, but they were also well suited to short,
rapid thrusts.
It is said that Yero made a practice of sending out these squads
of slave-riflemen to despoil those persons whom he regarded as
having portions of his inheritance; but the 'yan bindiga did not
confine their attention to such persons alone, and the population,
uncertain of the king's complicity, had little redress against their
wasau (despoiling of citizens' homes and property). Besides those
whom the king might regard as having his estate, other persons
suspected of disaffection were also visited by 'yan hindiga; and
these squads were also despatched to enforce the prompt payment
of taxes, which were raised again. Yero increased the number and
variety of occupational taxes by appointing officials such as the
Sarkin Rafi. (chief of streams and marshes) to collect agricultural
taxes as well. Such marsh-crops as tobacco, cassava, onions, sugarcane, or indigo were now liable to tax; but the system of collection
allowed tax to be demanded of persons who no longer cuLtivated
these crops, although they may formerly have done so; and the
use of 'yon bindiga to enforce payment deprived the population of
opportunities for protest. These rifle squads sent out each contained about a hundred men, under slave-captains with such titles
as Sarkin Ciyawa (Chief of grass),l Sarkin Magudantai (Chief of
the young slave boys), and Sarkin Bindiga, who was in charge of
them all. Yero terrified the population with this new instrument,
and the Mallawa, who had benefited from the distribution of
Abdullahi's estate and had contes-ted its return through their leader,
the Madaki Ali, suffered especially.
These new slave rifle squads also reduced Yero's dependence

on the army stationed at Kacia, since through them he was now
too strong to be challenged at Zaria. He was therefore free to
reduce the force allocated to the Sarkin Yamma at Kacia, and to
make a more effective use of his army. Thus Yero reduced the
power of his dynastic rivals, of the Galadima and of the Sarkin
Yamma, by the means of the same instruments with which he
terrified the population. Witbout doubt, the kingship had recovered its autocratic power, but the cost was considerable. To
recover supremacy it had developed an oppressive administration
based on the illegitimate use of force and creating dangerous extensions of political rivalry.
The increasing disequilibrium of the governmental system under
Samba had consisted in the progressive political segmentation
of the administration, with corresponding reduction of kingly
power. This had now given place to a disequilibrium of the opposite
kind, in which force was the basis of the overwhelming power now
concentrated in the throne, and this force was being used to crush
the Icing's rivals and terrify his subjects. The trend '\'I.-as clearly towards a unilineal absolutism, the prerequisites of which were twofold: firstly, the elimination of Sakoto's control; and secondly, the
elimination of rival dynasties as political opponents. Wasau, once
begun, could not easily be halted. If the Mallawa were to succeed
after Yero, the population expected that they would retaliate with
the same weapon as Yero had used against them. Such alternate
plundering could not continue for long without producing open
conflict. Either the tridynastic system with its prohibition of force
in political competition would break down and give way to monodynastic autocracy; or further intervention by Sokata would be
necessary to restore or preserve the traditional structure.
At this point, certain differences between the principal political
actors of Zaria in the treatment of their rivals may be mentioned;
these differences indicate the conventional limits of political rivalry,
and apart from the contrast which they represent they are also
relevant to the understanding of wasau as developed. by Yero. The
property of rivals out of office was exempt from any state levies, as
mentioned before j but death-duties at set rates were levied on the
properties of those persons who died in office. including the rulers;
kings deposed by the Sultan formed a separate category. These
rules were common ground, but otherwise Bornawa and Mallawa
treated officials dismissed from office differently j and as they were

1 The significance of this title 18 iu allusion to the king as the horse, following
a well-known HaU$B proverb. Thus this slave-captain bringll grass for the horse
to eat.
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mainly responsible for dismissing one another, these differences
exacerbated their political rivalry. The Mallawa are said to have
followed a practice of distributing wealth and property among
their supporters appointed to office, and to have retained as much
of the property of the officials whom they dismissed from office as
they conveniently could. The Bornawa in contrast are said to have
allowed persons dismissed from office to retain half of the property
acquired during tenure of office, but they did not usually distribute
largesse among their appointees. It seems that some of the largesse
distributed by Mallawa kings among their appointees may have
come from the estates of persons dismissed from the offices to
which the persons receiving such property were then appointed.
In such a case the Mallawa interpretation of property distributions
after dismissal could be summarized as a division of the estate of
the displaced official between his successOr in office and the king.
This was similar to Sokoto's practice regarding the estate of deposed kings. In contrast the Bornawa interpretation allowed
litde to the next incumbent of the office, but treated the displaced official more liberally. It is understandable that Bomawa
would resent their treatment on being dismissed from office by
MaHawa, since they themselves were wont to treat Mallawa more
liberally on dismissal. It is thus possible that the distribution of
Abdullahi's estate on his first deposition may have decided the
Bomawa dynasty to increase future confiscations of its rivals'
property. Under Yero, this took the form of wasau.
This litde detail illustrates some of the ideological points at issue
between Mallawa and Bomawa; these ideological differences
played an important part in their dynastic rivalry. In a sense, these
two dynasties offered somewhat different patterns of rule, and to
some extent their relative strength reflected the appeal of the
system each advocated. But within the context of dynastic competition for a rotating kingship under Sokoto's supervision, these
ideological differences between the Mallawa and Bornawa received
less emphasis and development than might otherwise have occurred.
Yero also engaged in extensive slave-raiding, and tried to restore
the control over his southern dominions which had been lost
during Sambo's reign. He gave his brother, Makama Ja'afaru,
power to lead an expedition against the Kadara of Girku; Ja'afaru
returned with most of the women and children of this town. Yero

himself attacked the Pitti and Rukuba tribes on the western scarp
of the Jos Plateau at the borders of Lere. He failed to conquer
them, but Seems to have made them pay tribute. The Kadara of
Rimau and Kuchinda near Kajuru were likewise attacked; but at
Rimau, where his kinsman the Shentali was killed, Yero suffered
a repulse; and the Kadara of Kuchinda and J'vIa'avelli escaped
under cover of darkness.
Yero suffered a major defeat at Abuja which he attacked in 1893,
on the advice of his Ma'aji Kau, who lived and ruled at Jere in
Kagarko, and had been pressed by Abuja to become their vassal
and pay tribute. It is said that Yero assaulted Abuja with over
2,000 cavalrymen, and was repulsed by the Habe of Abuja at litde
cost. 1 The Fulani of Zaria, on the other hand, lost heavily in this
attack, and many office-holders were among the slain. Fulani
rationalize the defeat as their punishment for disobedience. They
say Musa bad forbidden the FuIani of Zaria to attack the Habe
after Makau had retreated to Zuba, and had prophesied that jf the
Fulani of Zaria disobeyed this order, they would suffer heavily. Yero
died at Majeriri near Keffi after a raid on the Amawa tribe nearby.
Yero seems to have expected that his successor in office would
be a rival, and that the new ruler would retaliate his own practice
of WllfUU. To protect his estate, he gave his eldest son, the Mad.aki
Kwassau, the rinji at Ibada which he built for his slaves before
dying. On his death in 1897, Yero left Zaria stronger externally
than he had found it, but internally just as unstable.
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(tI) Kwassau, I897~I903
Yero's death again revealed the power of Galadima Suleimanu.
When they heard that the Waziri of Sokato wouW come to Zaria
city to select and cro.wn the next king, the Fulani of Zaria feared
that Suleimanu was planning to seize the throne. This new method
of settling the succession was attributed to Suleimanu's persuasion,
since, as Galadima, he was head of the electoral council and was
thus in charge of local arrangements for the succession. The
electoral council selected three candidates, namely Kwassau,
Yero's son and Madaki; Lawal, who was Sambo's 80n and who
had also held the office of Madaki; and a Mallawa candidate,
Muhammadu, who besides being blind with age was also deaf and
I

See Hasean and Shu'aibu. 19SZ-A ChronidlJ of Abqfa, p.

Temple, 1919, p. S18.
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dumb. Suleimanu expected that Kwassau would be disqualified,
since the Sultan had always tried to rotate the kingship among the
dynasties. He also hoped that Lawai's failure as Madaki under
Sambo would be held against him. He hoped that the Waziri's
choice would fall on the Mallawa candidate, especially since this
dynasty had not held the throne for long. In such an event the
government of the country would really be in the Galadima's
hands, since Muhammadu was physically incapacitated, while the
Galadima who administered the capital, was the king's official
deputy (Mukkadas) and also held the principal office of state.
Suleimanu therefore set out to pellluade the Waziri to make the
Manawa Muhammadu king.
The Fulani of Zaria saw that in effect the only real choice they
had was between the Madaki K wa883U and the Habe Galadima
Suleimanu. Of all these candidates for the throne, only Kwassau,
who now commanded the squads of 'yan bindiga formed by
his father, was a match for the Galadima. On Suleimanu's advice
the Wazirin Sokoto decided to appoint the Mallawa mute to the
throne i the Fulani of Zaria had already made their preparations
and now closed ranks behind Kwassau. Their infantry, cavalry,
and riflemen were stationed within and outside the city. According
to 90me accounts. the king of Kano had also sent contingents of
cavalry to Kwassau's assistance.1
In this situation, Kwassau informed the Waziri of Sokoto
bluntly that if he was not appointed king peacefuUy he would seize
the throne by force. The Waziri found that the Fulani of Zaria
were already in arms with Kwassau against him, and also that many
Mallawa were supporting their rival Kwaeaau, to prevent the Habe
Galadima from mUng through a Manawa puppet. The Waziri
was. overawed, and despite the Galadima's insistence he duly
crowned Kwassau king, to avoid a war between Zaria and Sokoto.
ThUs. Zaria finally achieved control of ita own succession; and so
too for the first time since Hamada's short reign, two kings were
consecutively appointed from the 831Ile dyna8ty. This was also the
first occasion on which the succession had been decided by a direct
appeal to force.

Yet even after his triumph, Kwassau dared take no direct action
against Sulamanu. The new king appointed his eldest son, Kindi
Ibrahim, to the Madaki's office made vacant by his own promotion.
He appointed other kinsmen to such offices as became vacant
during his reign, namely, the titles of DaLlatu, 113, Sarkin Ruwa,
Makama Karami, and Turaki Karami. The king's kin alsohe1d the
offices of Dan Madami and Dan Galadima. On Sokato's demand
the Mallawa retained the title of Wombai. Aliyu, the son of Sidi
Abdulkadiri, now holding this office. The Katsinawa, discredited
by their relations with Galadima Suleimanu, were in a deep eclipse.
K~ra89au maintained his father's heavy taxation, together with
the 'yan bindjga. It is said that he continued to practise zoasau.
although he owed his succession to widespread Fulani support.
Under Kwassau, the internal security of Zazzau rapidly worsened,
as 'ya:n-pila (armed horsemen) from Maradi and Kontagora raided
rural Zaria, taking many settlers swiftly into slavery. It is perhaps
just possible that these 'yan-pila were occasionally confused with
Kwassau's slave-squads. In the south-east the Katab tribes rebelled, refusing to pay the tribute, which had now risen to a
hundred slaves per annum. Kwassau marched against them, refusing to take prisoners. He then attacked the Gwari of Ligan,
and sent his brother the Iya Zubairu against the Kadara of central
Zaria.
By this time the newly established Fulani kingdom of Kontagora, which lay to the south-west of Zazzau, had expanded to the
borders of Zaria. The Kontagora dynasty were members of the
lineage of the Sultans of Sokoto and were directly descended from
the ShOOu. The first Sarkin Kontagora (king of Kontagora) had
taken the title of Sarkin Sudan (chief of the Sudan) formerly held
by his father, a Sultan of Sokoto. The rulers of Kontagora were
thus in a special relation with Sokoto. Ibrahim Ngwamatae. the
reigning chief of Kontagora. may therefore have been acting
under the advice of the Sultan, or officiously on his behalf, when
he invaded the kingdom of Zaria in 1899, after overpowering
the small Habe chieidom of Birnin Gwari, which occupied an
ambiguous position between Katsina and Zaria. It is possible that
Ngwamatse's invasion of Zaria was intended to punish Kwassau
and the local Fulani for setting aside tbe Sultan's authority and
forcing the Waziri to crown Kwassau. On his part Kwassau could
not risk an open breach with Sokata by waging war with Konta-
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I See Edgar, 19Z4, Vol. I, pp. I~02. In 189J"""'92 there had been a bitter
war in Kano, al'ld in part this had involved the quelltiol'l of internal
autonomy; the new rnlers of Kana weze now ready to aid the Fulani of Zaria to
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gora. Such a course would strengthen the Habe Galadima and
would reduce support for the throne. It would almost certainly lead to Kwassau's deposition, which Zaria couLd not risk
now. On the other hand, Kwassau could not allow Kontagora to
raid and lay waste his territory with impunity.
In 1901 the king resolved this dilemma by inviting Captain (later
Lord Lugard) to send British troops to stop Ngwamatse's slaveraiding in Zaria. In 1900 the British had passed through Zaria on
their way to Kano" and by the end of the following year, on
Kwastlau's invitation, there was a British garrison at Zaria. But in
190Z Kwassau was removed from the throne by his guests, and in
1903 he was deposed.

of established promotional ladders within the official structure was
clearLy due to the rapid turnover of office among the supporters
of the different dynasties who succeeded one another with increasing rapidity. The peripheral position of such quasi-hereditary
titles as Cikum, Magaji Jisambo, Rubu, etc., is indicated by the
infrequency of their mention. The record shows how the factors
and conditions which governed the development of the Fulani
kingdom as a whole, governed the relations between its parts also;
for example, relations between the kingship, the dynasties, and the
new order of household officials. The record also shows how and
why the legal and religious offices came to lose their initial significance so quickly and thoroughly.
From this history of Zazzau we can see that its government was
not simply feudal, but combined a variety of elements, the differences between which are only obscured by the use of vague and
general categories. The chronicle shows that by 1863 the basic
outlines of this system of government were already established,
and that thereafter the Fulaoi faced serious problems in their
efforts to maintain this system through a series of crises which expressed disequilibria. The record also emphasizes how historical
accidents may affect development. What form of government
would have developed had Jaye survived Yamusa, or had Haruna's
letter to Suleimanu not been handed to Samba, it is futile to guess.
As the last forty years of Fulani rule show clearly, the struggle
between the tendencies tmvards unilineal absolutism and a controlled kingship at Zaria was sharp and continuous. This suggests that at any moment the system actually operating reflected a
special balance of forces produCt'!d by its history which continued
to govern the rate, direction, and character of future change within
the limits set by changing distributions of force on the one hand
and historical accident on the other. This in turn suggests that the
series of changes through which this system went themselves
form a system which can be analysed as a unit of interconnected
parts. An attempt at this analysis will be made later.
Finally, this chronicle directs attention to certain problems of
historiography which are important to anthropologists in two
ways. Firstly, a developed historiography enables anthropologists
to study change; secondly, such study raises important questions
about the adequacy of conventional historical data. The materials
on which we have been drawing consist mainly of records of title-

(0) Some Observations
In this chapter I have tried to combine a systematic review of
the factors and processes which produced the Fulani govemment
of Zaria during the last century with a chronological account of
the events by which this development occurred. A formal attempt
to analyse these historical data is given later, but some general
comments on this narrative may be made here.
Firstly, the preceding chronicle deals mainly with the issues of
succession, the allocation of office, the competition for promotion,
and autonomy or dependence. These recurrent issues dominate
the account, and such administrative matters as taxation, war, or
legal reforms receive less attention. This difference of emphasis
reflects the di.fference between these two sets of facts we have just
distinguished. and illustrates their relative significance in a history
of development and change. The hiStory of goveromental change
in Fulaoi Zaria is largely a record of political action, centred on the
succession, and incorporating the struggles over autonomy vrith
Sokato, and over various forms of autocracy. The administrative
changes which took place during these years were either the
consequences of these political developments or of a purely instrumental character, which once reported. require little comment.
Thus the difference of emphasis in this record corresponds to the
distinction already laid down between political and administrative
action.
In its omissions as well as its contents, this chronicle also sup~
plies essential information on the character and development of
the Fulani government in the last century. It shows how the lack
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holders, their promotions, dismissals, appointments, intermarriages, kinship relations, fiefs, powers, and the like. For a
system composed primarily of offices distributed among patrilineal groups, the adequacy of such materials may not be seriously
contested. In the present reoord the question of their accuracy is
more important. An interpretation based on inaccurate materials
can rarely fail to mislead. But here we have two factors which
assist us; firstly, there is the consistency of these field-data, the
simple retention of which itself indicates their significance; and
secondly, their relations fonn a coherent logical system, not completely closed it is true, in view of Sakato's position, but none the
less coherent for that. The consistency and coherence of political
developments in Fulani Zaria is most apparent from a detailed
chronological record. Thematic treatment of such data would certainly obscure important relations on which the chronoLogical con·
nections of changing situations f0CU8 attention. For example our
chronicle shows that, although no two rulers of Zaria occupied an
identical situation vis-a-'vis Sokoto,their supporters, their rivals,
or their subordinates, they had in conunon so many political
objectives, problems, and techniques that their differing histories
require detailed cumparative studies of the rulers' contexts and
yield further understanding of the development and operation of
the system as a whole. Thus there is much to be said for the adoption by anthropologists of a chronological approach to history
based on situational analysis. Such an approach emphasizes precisely those qualities of interdependence and interrelatiof' \vith
which the anthropologist is best fitted to deal.

6
ZARIA UNDER THE BRITISH

o understand the govemment of Zaria in 1950, we mllst know
the history of its development under British rule. I shall
therefore conclude this chronicle of Zaria with a history of
these events.

T

I. THE ARRIVAL OF THE BRITiSH

During the nineteenth century, the British had established contact with Northern Nigeria through a series of gallant explorers
who risked their lives to map the course of the Niger. But as the
details of their discoveries became widely known, interest in the
Western Sudan grew quickly, stimulated alike by prospects of
trade and by the determination to stamp out Muhammadan
slave·raiding and slavery throughout this area. When France and
Germany revealed their interest in Africa, the British redoubled
their efforts in Hausaland, and under such leaders as Sir George
Goldie of the Royal Niger Company, and Frederick Lugard, they
won the race for a treaty with the Sultan of Sokoto which excluded
their European rivals from this region. 1
In 1897 British forces of the Royal Niger Company, under the
command of Sir George Goldie, overpowered the Fulani kingdom
of Nupe and overawed its neighbour, Ilorm. Three years later the
charter of the Royal Niger Company was cancelled by Parliament,
and the Protectorate of Northern Nigeria was established with
Captain (later Lord) Lugard as High Commissioner. At first the
Fulani of Northern Nigeria did not understand the differences
between the Protectorate Government and the Royal Niger Company's Administration. To the Fulani both units were governmental agencies set up by the British, and they were naturally
opposed to European political penetration and control of the
1 FOl' an excellent summary of Briti6h exploration and penetration of Hautaland. see Burns, 1929. pp. 75-96. I ....,.-..u.
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north. Moroover, the Muslim Fulani disapproved of Christians.
In addition, Lugard and the British were determined to suppress
slave-raiding, war. and slavery in Northern Nigeria. The stated
aims of the British were the pacification and commercial development of the Northern Protectorate; but despite their superiority
of anns, their 6JUall numbers, susceptibility to tropical diseases,
and unfamiliarity with the country, gave an impression of weakness and tended to encourage armed opposition. Although there
was already a treaty between the Sultan of Sokoto and the representatives of the British, it is clear that this treaty meant different
things to the parties concerned. To the Briti&h.the treaty established
their influence throughout the Sultan's territories, to the exclusion
of French or ~rman interests. The Sultan probably regarded the
treaty as an alliance which promised protection against other
European powers and perhaps against local revolts.
In 1900 Lugard deposed the ruler of Nupe whom Goldie had
reinstated three years earlier when Bida was first sacked. The new
ruler or Emix of Nupe owed his throne directly to Lugard and was
appointed by means of a letter which obliged him to obey the
Protectorate Government, to rule justly, and to suppress slaveraiding. In the same year Lugard also captured and deposed
Ngwarnat8e, the king of Kontagora, who had been ravaging Zaria.
Lugard then
the Sultan of Sokato to nominate a new ruler
for Kontagora. The Sultan refused to do so, and Lugard prepared
for h08tilities with Sokoto. Lugard had acted inconsistently by
asking the Sultan to nominate Ngwamatse's successor, after he had
himself appointed the new Emir of Nupe without consulting
Sokoto.1 His actions in the8c two cases obscured the procedure of appointment. It is possible that Lugard wished the
Sultan to nominate new rulers, while reserving to himself the
power of confirming their appointment on his own conditions. In
such a case the new rulers would owe allegiance to the Sultan as
well as Lugard. and these loyalties were likely to conflict. But in
appointing the Emir of Nupe directly, Lugard had emphasized
that he personally expected the new ruler's allegiance, and the
Sultan had been ignored. Under these conditions the nature and
locus of suzerainty were obscured, and relations of allegiance became ambiguous in content. direction, and fonn.
When the British forces arrived in Northern Nigeria the Fulani

empire was in an unusually un8table condition. The king of Kana,
Aliyu, had recently seized his throne in direct opposition to Sokoto;
shortly after this he had sent troops to Zaria to assist Kwassau
against Sokoto. The important kingdom of Bauchi was likewise in
difficulties, and faced tribal revolts, together with invasions led by
a religious fanatic from the neighbouring kingdom of MisBu. The
Maradawa had inflicted severe damage on Katsina, and the army
of Kontagora was ravaging western Zaria despite the rule which
forbade war between vassals.
Within Zaria, the political order had deteriorated rapidly. The
new practice of wasau seemed likely to promote anned conflict,
and Kwassau's forcible seizure of the throne had set the precedent
for disintegration. By their support of Kwassau's accession, the
Fulani of Zaria had indirectly repudiated the authority of Sokoto;
and many felt that this was the reason for Kontagora's attack.
Kwassau's invitation to the British to garrison and defend his
kingdom may thus have been his way of trying to throw back
Kontagora's forces, while avoiding a war with Sokoto. But British
intervention in Zaria led to the capture of the king of Kontagora,
and. this hastened the inevitable clash of force between the British
and Sokoto.
The Sultan of Sokota had steadfastly refused to recognize the
British Protectorate of Northern Nigeria. The British were meanwhile establishing their Protectorate by military means. They had
defeated the Fulani of Yola, the ruler. of Bauchi, and the religious
fanatic from Misau before the Sultan of Sokata finally declared
war against them. 'Between us and you there are no dealings
except as between Mussulmans and Unbelievers, War, as God
Almighty has enjoined on us.· l Lugard. then overpowered Kana
and Sakoto and deposed their rulers. He confinned the new rulers
nominated by the electors of Kana and Sokoto on carefully explained conditions of appointment. These events of 1902--03 established the British Protectorate on the basis of superior British force.
Zaria had been involved in the struggle indirectly, but was not
an active participant. Their rights of garrison at Zaria had allowed
the British to use Zaria as a base for mobilizing their troops to
attack Kano and Sokoto. The British garrison at Zaria overawed
Kwassau. Farther south the British forces had moved to Keffi after
clearing the nearby country of brigands and raiders, and had cap-
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tured Abuja, which was their stronghold. Kwassau sided with
Sokoto and Kano in their opposition to Lugard, but could not aid
them directly with troops. Instead he instructed his vassal at Keffi
to oppose the British. In consequence, Captain Maloney, who commanded the British detachment at K.effi, was killed by order of the
Magajin Keffi, and the latter then fled northwards through Zaria
to Kana. The British felt that the ruler of Zaria was responsible
for Maloney's death and the Magaji's escape. Kwassau was therefore removed from Zaria city in September 1902, and for six
months the Habe Galadima Suleimanu was in charge of the kingdom. At the same time the British removed the chiefdoms of
Keffi, Kwotto, Jema'a, and Doma from the control of the ruler of
Zaria, and established them under separate provincial admini&tration. By removing its southern vassals the British intended to
puni8h Zaria for the murder of Captain Maloney.
In March 1902 the Protectorate Government had established a
Provincial Administration at Zaria with Captain Abadie as Resident in charge. The provincial boundaries of Zaria in 1902 were
much wider than they now are, and initiaUy the Province contained
two divisions, the lesser having its headquarters at Wushishi, the
larger being based on Zaria city. A tax on caravans was immediately instituted as a symbol of British administrative intentions;
but there was little chance for administrative reorganization immediately. Military and police action to suppress opposition and
slave-raiding had first priority. Although the British had not conquered Zaria, they had overpowered its suzerain, and they had
incorporated the kingdom in their system of Provincial Administration. Their initial acts were evidence of their superior force, and
on this basis they rested their claim to superior status. In the three
years since their arrival the British had reduced the dominions
under the king of Zazzau, removed the king from office, and deposed him after a delay of six months. Such actions were clearly
political; they expressed the new distribution of power between
the British and the Fulani of Zaria and Sokota.
By the establishment of the Protectorate of Northern Nigeria,
and by his rapid and extensive conquests, Lugard had incorporated the state of Zaria within a political unit far greater than the
empire of Sakata to which it had formerly belonged. Although the
rulers of this new protectorate were Christians from Europe, and
its largest units were Fulani-ruled Muhammadan kingdoms, it also

contained Kanuri Muhammadans in Bomu, and large nonIslamic populations whom the Fulani and Kanuri had fonnerly
raided for slaves. Within the Protectorate, the fanner Fulani
empire continued to occupy a dominant position. Its size and
prestige made it essential for the British to win and keep its support in order to maintain effective rule. Lugard understood this
condition clearly. To reassure the Fulani of his friendly intentions,
he reinstated the Toronkawa king of Kontagora, and he again
asked the Sultan to nominate successors to those thrones which
were formerly subordinate to Sakoto, and which were now vacant
through deposition or war. Thus the Sultan, on the advice of the
electoral council of Zaria, nominated AHyu, the son of Sidi, the
acting Wombai, to fill Kwassau's place on the thronej and Bomawa
role again gave way to the Mal1awa.

zoz
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2. ALIYU, 1903-Z0

(a) The Bri#sh and the Fulani
Aliyu owed his nomination to Sakota, his confirmation and appointment to the British. The terms on which he- was appointed
emphasized his subordination to the British Administration especially with regard to war, raids, the sale of slaves, and slavery.
Thus the new king had dual loyalties to the British and Solwto.
He had also inherited loyalties to the system of dynastic rule in
Zaria, and in particular to his own dynasty, the Mallawa. His
problem was to restore and maintain the political system of Fulani
Zaria, within the context of its changing relations with Sokota and
the British, and within a context of major administrative and
political change. Restoration of the traditional autocratic kingship
seemed e58ential in view of the continuing dynastic competition.
In the context of this competition, an autocratic kingship had
always been the precondition of effective rule, and absolutism was
even more necessary in this changing aituation to safeguard the
government's form and maintain its adaptability.
However, as a ruler appointed by the British, Aliyu was charged
with the preservation of law and order, and under the Native
Authority Proclamation, No. z of 1907, he was empowered to
enforce obedience to his orders through the native (Muhammadan)
courts. By this ordinance, dismissals from office were brought
under the jurisdiction of the Muhammadan courtBj and ad-
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ministrative offence was regarded as a ground for dismissals from
office. This ordinance restated the principles which had led to the
institution of an administrative court at Zaria under the WalL
The new king could not at once foresee the full implications of the
British measure; but after the first years of his reign, Aliyu found
that his freedom to dismiss officials or to keep them in office was
limited by this new judicial power. In effect, officials supported by
the king could be dismissed from office if they were found guilty
of maladministration, which was defined as disobedience to British
instructions. At the same time, officials of whom the king wished
to be rid, could retain office, if they were not found guilty of any
such offences, whether by commission or omission. Thus the
authority of the ruler was defined and limited by the laws of the
British Administration which had appointed him; but the essence
of traditional kingship had been its overwhelming power, and its
administrative unaccountability at law.
The British enforced and interpreted this Native Authority
Proclamation by a burst of depositions and imprisonments in the
early years of their rule, and thereby obliged the Muhammadan
Judiciary to decide issues in which the king was vitally interested.
This made the power of the kingship formally dependent on the
whims of his judge or the technicalities of law. For reasons already
given, the Fulani rulers of Zaria could not tamely accept such a
redefinition of their position. They could neither acquiesce in the
new distinctions established under the law between the king's
power and authority nor, accept the new relations which this law
laid down between the king and Alkali. In the new context different
ideas of kingship made conflicts inevitable, and it was many years
before the king's role and status were clearly defined.
Kingship stood between the British Protectorate Government
and the administration of the native state. It was responsible to the
British for public order, tax-collection, for the administration of
justice, and for the execution of policy decisions. Decisions on such
questions as the prohibition against raiding and sale of slaves, or the
reorganization of administrative boundaries, the British reserved.
for themselves. Other questions were decided in association with
the head of the Native Administration, by diSCUssions between the
British Resident and/or Divisional Officer and the local ruler, who
waa the recognized Native Authority.! Yet (jther decisions could
'For discunion ofthlllie tenne, see Ch. 7. Section
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be taken by the native ruler himself with British support; but
various matters for which the native rulers were responsible were
also supervised by the British Provincial Administrations through
whom these rulers communicated with the Protectorate Government. The resulting ambiguities in relations between local rulers
and the British administration could not be resolved except through
political action of one sort or another, since the precise definition
of their powers and duties was itself only possible through
political bargaining and the exercise of political power.
After their initial attempt to resist the British by force, the
Fulani had quickly learnt the futility of further attempts. The
Sultan of 8okoto and the king of Gwandu had both been deposed
in quick succession, together with other important FuJani rulers
such as the kings of Vola, Bauchi, Kano, Katsina, Hadejia,
Kontagora, Nupe, Katagum, and Zaria. The Fulani thereafter
ceased to resist the British by force, and actively co-operated in the
establishment of British role, especially perhaps because the
British ratified their political domination over the Habe and other
peoples formerly conquered by their ancestors, without interfering with their religion in any way.
An event which tested Fulani loyalty to the British occurred in
1906, when a religious fanatic proclaimed himself Mahdi at
Satiru, a village near the capital of Sokato. Lugard feared a widespread religious outbreak against the British. But the ruling Fulani
supported the British attack on Satim with cavalry, although they
had not been asked to do 80. The British suffered the first reverse
of their northern campaigns during their initial attack on the
rebels of Satiru; but the Fulani rulers remained loyal during the
following month, while another force was gathered which put
dmvn the revolt. Besides its Madhiat elements and aims, the Satim
incident was partly a revolt against the Sultan of Sokota and partly
against the British. Suppression of this revolt showed the Fulani
that the British would tlUpport their rule; and it also showed the
British that the Fulani would support theirs. Thus the revolt at
Satiru changed relations between the British and the ruling Fulani
from superordination based on force to a near parity based. on common interests. Relations of British dominance and Fulani submission which had been established by their military conflict,
changed in this new situation.
To the British the Satim incident clearly del110nstrated their de-
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pendence on Fulani support; Bnd in his Political Memoranda,
which gave detailed instructions about the forms and aims of the
British Administration, besides stressing this fact, Lugard devoted
special attention to the cultivation and increase of Fulani loyalties
and political parity. Provincial Residents and Divisional Officers
were expressly forbidden to give orders or commands to the
Fulani rulers, and were charged with advisory roles. This system
of rule was carefully elaborated by Lugard and was expounded
more generally in his later publications under the name of 'Indirect Rule'.1 Its name emphasizes the collaboration and interdependence of the British and Native Administrations. but iliis in
tum depended upon their satisfactory political relations.
Political relations between the British and the Fulani had various
features and foci; but after the Satim rebellion of 1906 there was a
tacit agreement between them to avoid the direc:t use of force. This
tacit prohibition of force itself improved the position of the Fulani
vis-a-vis the British; but it also marked the end of British conquest
and the beginning of British consolidation. The Fulani could rely
on British guns and bayonets to suppress resistance to their rule.
The British desired to avoid further fighting with the Fulani empire, and this served to limit political pressures on these states; in
addition the British need for FuJani assistance in the administration of the conquered areas further increased the bargaining power
of the rulers of these states.
Thus the assumption that Lugard's conquest established a
simple relation of dominance-submission between British and
Fulani is misleading. The relation established in the process of
consolidation emphasized Anglo-Fulani. interdependence in the
government of the Protectorate; and this interdependence itself
expressed the relative needs and power of the British and Fulani
governments. Relations between these two units remained indefinite in many important particulars, and their development was
left open to the future play of power. From this point of view
indirect rule was a ,method of political association; to this was attached a code which defined what should not be done or allowed
but which did not specify precisely the purposes and objectives of
the British Protectorate. Fulani assumed that the British knew
what they wished to do and iliat the British would try to enacttheir wishes. In the Fulani view the role of the British was
J
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to institute change. while that of the Fulani rulers was to
limit it.
Thus the Fum empire continued as a unit within the British
Protectorate of Northern Nigeria. Mter the British conquest this
unit lacked precise, fonnal status; but Lugard's frequent appeals to
the Sultan for nominees to chiefdoms such as Zaria or Kontagora
emphasized the fact that the British conquest had not abolished the
system of relations already ~~d.ing between S?koto ~d ~er
states of the empire. The mdlvldual states of tlus Fulam empIre
found that their imperial relations and membership increased their
status and power vis-a-vis the British. A unit with the size,
organization, and religious basis of the Fulani em~re could r;t~t be
treated lightly by the conquerors. however effecbve the JIllhtary
force at their control. Indeed, the empire's irrep1aceability, and the
administrative difficulties which would follow from its dissolution,
were considerations which had led Lugard to support and maintain it.
In Zaria, relations between the king and the British reflected
this general context. At Zaria the native ruler faced the British
Administration directly in his regular consultations with the
British Resident and Divisional Officer; but the king was also in
contact with the British indirectly, through his membership in the
empire of Sakoto, and through his subordinate, the Judge of Zaria.
These various elements and references made for a complex relationship, the definition of which also required time.

(b) Appointments to Office
Aliyu's first commitment was clearly. to put ~is own. ho?se. in
order. He began by dismissing the AlkalI, ostenSibly for mtngumg
against him. I The Alkali had been an elector of Zaria, ~nd had held
office under the previous regime. Mter his removal, AIi~ set about
securing the dismissal of Galadima Suleimanu. SulelInanu had
Aliyu's use of intrigue as a charge i' worthy of note. It!'" new-there bavIi formal charge; .but It expr_~ the old
political principles which governed tenure of office c1ear~. ~e Alkali and the
Galadima were lIucces3ively dismissed on the charge o~ !otngue: It ~ unlikely that the Alkali could have.nourished politi~l ~bltaOos.. It IS poulble.that
the Alkali was wsmi:lsed for fadure to lIlIS15t Ahyu In remoVIng the ~dimad'
UDder the new judicial system the Alkali's aid in this matter may ~ seeme
essential to Aliyu and risky to the judge. But hesitancy or oppo~ In a subordinate were equaIly disloyal; hen",e J;'erhaps the ~rge of l1ltngue. Alternatively, the Alkali may have been a ~lent of Sul~u, whose removal Was
desirable before action was taken llgllIIllit the Galadima.
1
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rul~d Zaria as a sovereign during the six months' interregnum
whIch preceded A1iyu's appointment. He had maintained his
dominating position at Zaria under Sambo, Yero, and Kwassau
alike. Apparently he regarded himself as irremovable, and is reported to have lifted his hand to strike Aliyu after the latter's
appointment as king. Aliyu reported to the British Resident that
Suleimanu was intriguing for his overthrow and, with British support, Suleimanu was dismissed. Thus Aliyu eliminated a powerful
opponent and laid open the way for restoring the autocratic king~i?, within the indefinite limits consistent with British super-

missed from key positions. In 19J5 Aliyu's son, Sa'idu, was dismissed from the office of Madaki for embezzling the jangali
(cattle-tax). Yero, another son, whom Aliyu had first appointed as
Galadima, and had then moved over to the position of Makama
Karami, replaced Sa'idu as Madaki in the following year; but
Yero was also dismissed for maladministration in 19J8; and before
he could reappoint his son Sa'idu as Madaki, Aliyu had to secure
British approval, and in the end on reappointment Sa'idu was only
given a ward of Zaria town to administer. These British actions
further increased Bornawa support for their administration.
It is unthinkable that a Fulani ruler of Zaria in the nineteenth
century would ever dismiss his own sons from the position of
Madaki; or that he should limit the scope and authority of that
office to the administration of a ward of Zaria town. It would also
be unthinkable for such a ruler to acquiesce in the appointment of
dynastic rivals to the Madakiship; Samba's dismissal of Anu in
contradiction to orders from Sokoto illustrates this point. But with
the pacification the significance of the Madakiship was changing.
Although Allyu could not immediately perceive this, the Madakin
Zazzau had long ago led his last cavalry charge. Nor did the
Madaki's pre-eminence among fief-holders continue for long. None
the less, history had linked the title of Madaki to the succession of
Zaria too intimately for the king to allow it to slip from the hands
of his sons. For this reason Allyu had dismissed Kwassau's son
from the office, installing his own. Even after the British dismissed
his two sons from this office consecutively, the king still sought to
keep the title for them, although its powers were greatly reduced.
Apart from the king's kinsmen, several persons whom he had
appointed to office were dismissed during his reign for peculation,
maladministration, or on other grounds. These dismissals express
British pressure. At the same time. by their administrative reforms,
the British were effectively changing and reorganizing the structure
and functions of the native official system in Zaria. By the end of
Aliyu's reign, the nineteenth-century Fulani system of administration had been radically changed. The Provincial Gazette,
compiled by Mr. E. J. Arnett. who was himself a Resident of Zaria
during this period, gives the detail of this reorganization, and the
changes which were then introduced.!
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Aliyu next ditmtissed Kwassau's son, Ibrahim, from the office
of Madaki, appointing his own eldest son, Sa'idu. Another of the
ruler's sons, Yero, replaced Suleimanu as Galadima; and Mallawa
were also appointed to the offices ofWombai. Dan Galadima, WaH.
and Iya. Bornawa were also eliminated from the offices of Shental~
Magajin Gari, Chikum, Makama Karami, Dallatu, and Sarkin
Ruwa. Aliyu conferred these offices on the Fulani Zamfara, the
Toronkawa, and other Mallawa clients.
Such wholesale redistribution of office did not pass without
British notice and action. Either the British failed to perceive the
reasons for this wholesale elimination of Bornawa officials or they
refused to accept them. Many of the dismissed office-holders had
not been accused of any administrative offence. The British regarded administrative efficiency and uprightness as the essential
condition governing tenure of office. Under British pressure Aliyu
was compelled to reappoint Ibrahim and Zubairu, two of Kwassau's
sons whom he had dismissed from the offices of Madaki and Iya.
This action won Bomawa support for British rule. The two princes
were given less important positions. Ibrahim became Dan Madami,
and Zubairu was made Sarkin Ruwa. To the princes these transfers
on reappointment Were really demotions; but demotions had not
been a feature of Fulani rule during the previous century, since
dismissal from office by the king had not been subject to review or
revision; and such reappointments really marked a serious curtailment of kingly power to redistribute office. This practice first
developed under British supervision.
The British were not content with securing the reappointment
of officials dismissed by the king without proof of offence. They
were also responsible for having the ling's kin and supporters dis-
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(c) Territorial Reorganizatitm
A token caravan-tax had been instituted. in 1902. In the following year a British military force was sent against Gadas and other
towns of north-eastern Zaria which had refused to pay this tax,
and the use of jekadu was prohibited. by the British. Jekadu had
traditionally acted as agents of fief-holders resident in Zaria and
were charged to collect tax from the fiefs concerned. On the prohibition of jekadu. the community chiefs were held responsible for
collection of tax; but after a breakdown in tax-collection had
revealed the ineffectiveness of these village chiefs, the British
restored the jeko.du for a few years. Hovvever, the implication of
this early prohibition of jekadu became clear in 1905, when the
first fief-holder was removed from Zaria city and was sent to live
in his fief as a District Head in charge of an administrative district.
By the end of 1907 the kingdom (which was classified by the
British as a 'First-class Emirate') had been divided into thirty-two
such districts, of which three, Kajuru, Kauru, and Chawai already
had resident Habe chiefs of vassal status, the chief of Chawai being himself traditionally a vassal of the vassal chief of Kauru. Each
of these new districts was administered by a titled District Head,
whom the Emir appointed and the British confinned. Thus the old
system of territorial administration by which officials resident at
Zaria had administered a variety of scattered fiefs was abolished;
and with this territorial system formally went the institution of
jekadanci which belonged to it.
This change in the system of territorial administration sharply
reduced the number of fief-holding offices at the king's disposal.
This reduction itself increased the intensity of competitions for the
surviving offices. Moreover, it was itself a precedent for further
reductions, through which the administrative costs and territorial
organization would be progressively rationalized. Several of the
titles which lapsed at this gunduma (redistnlmtion of fiefs) were
already offices traditionally attached to special lineages and filled
in a quasi-hereditary fashion. Such positions were peculiarly
vulnerable to official reductions, being peripheral to the system of
competition for office among the Fulani within the capital. By 1920
the number of territorial districts had been further reduced to
twenty-aeven, five of which, Kauru, Kajuru, Chawai, Kagarko, and
Lere, were hereditary vassal states. Since then, the number of ad-
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ministrative districts has been progressively reduced, and by 1950
there were only seventeen. Each reduction has been accompanied
by a corresponding reduction of administrative costs and by a
corresponding increase in the effectiveness of the Emir's supervision. But each reduction has also meant an increase in the
intensity of the political competition for the remaining territorial
offices, and a corresponding reduction in the numbers of princes
qualified by experience of territorial administration to contest the
royal succession.
At the same time that the fiefs were transformed into territorial
districts, the British Administration sought to transform fiefholders into salaried officers of the Native Administration, and
further to transform this administration itself from a ruling into a
controlled bureaucracy. 'The old system of tax-collection was
abolished, and, after surveys to assess income-levels and former
revenues, the Juuaji (land-tax), and Jangali (cattle-tax) took their
place. Unauthorized forced labour and forced levies were both forbidden. Silver and copper coins were brought in to replace the
cowrie currency, which was being bought up at a set rate. It was
gradually established. that tax was payable only in the form of the
new currency_
From the date at which the Province of Zaria had been established, the Protectorate Government had claimed a share of the
revenues collected by the Native Authority. When the new territorial system was introduced in 1907, the resident District Chiefs
were allowed to retain between 20 and 25 per cent. of the tax
which they collected, while the Protectorate Government claimed
50 per cent., and the remainder was left to the Emir and his
central officials. In 1910 this measure was follovved by the establishment of a Native Treasury, or Beit-el-Mal, after which the
Emir and his central officials vvere paid monthly salaries instead of
percentages of the tax as before. For the time, District Chiefs and
Village Heads were allowed to retain minor shares of the tax which
they collected. By 1912 the two new taxes, haraji andjangali, had
completely replaced the old system of taxation in the Muhammadan districts of the emirate, and such tithes as zakka no longer
formed part of the official revenue. In the following year the District Chiefs were given monthly salaries in lieu of shares of tax.
Shortly after this the village headmen also lost their share of tax
in return for small salaries. 'These changes in the conditions and
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terms of their employment were accompanied by the dismissal of
several District Chiefs on British insistence for embezzlement,
peculation, and the like. The institution of salaries and the prohibition of unauthorized levies, commissions, and forced labour, were
immediate and far-reaching changes in their position which
aroused the opposition of these territorial chiefs. Thus in the last
years of Aliyu's reign there was a sudden increase in the number
of Di!!trict Chiefs cfumi8ge<l. from office for actions which had the
sanction of local tradition, but which were now defined as offences
under the new system.
In 1916, each resident District Chief was assigned a clerk, who
was trained and paid by the Native Treasury in Zaria. The clerk's
duty was to assist in the compilation of district records and statistics, and in official correspondence. In 1917 each District Head
al90 received a paid messenger, and two dogarai (native policemen)
as further addition!! to the district staff. The nucleus of an effective
District Administration was thereby established throughout the
kingdom, and District revenues accordingly increased.

about 30,000 cowries. Fines were to be paid in the new currency.
Tn 1905 the Britisb established other native courts under Alkalai at
Paiko, Birnin Gwar~ and Kacia Of these only the court at Kacia
fell directly within the kingdom of Zaria. But in 1910 four more
courts were established at Soba, Rigachikum, Anchau, and Fatika,
all of which lay in Zaria. With these increases in the number of
courts there was an immediate increase in the annual number of
native court cases, and also in the number of registered selfredemptions by slaves. 1 Court revenues showed corresponding
increases, and so did the number of convictions. By 19I2 it was
necessary to build a larger prison in Zaria city to accommodate
this increalle of convicts. The new prison was built where Abubakar,
the baMalle king of Zaria, had formerly had his home. New courthouses were also built, and the number of district courts continued
to increase until 1919 when there were seventeen native courts
within the kingdom. Effectively, this meant that there were two
Alkali's courts for every three rural districts. With the continuing
reduction in the number of territorial districts, as opportunities
arose for their amalgamation, the British have since been able to
establish a native court in each district of the emirate and to give
them identical boundaries. Thus by 1950 the number of Alkalai in
Zaria Emirate equalled the number of District Chiefs. The progress towards this equivalence in the numbers of senior territorial
and judicial officials has been accompanied by an enormous increase
in the administrative and political significance of the native
judiciary. For several years the judicial establisbment was the
largest single unit or department of government in Zaria, except
for the territorial administration which remained directly under
the king.
Moreover, this progressive increase in the size of the judiciary
has taken place together with an increase in its independence,
power, and authority. In consequence, one of the most fundamental
changes in the native government which has occurred under
British rule consists in the new relations which have developed
between the kingship and the judiciary, with the latter's growth in
size and jurisdiction. From the first, the British made it plain that
the native courts would adjudicate iS9ues arising under the new
regulations and laws promulgated by the Native Authority or the

.21.2

(d) The New Judi,",l Sy,'em
The British also reorganized and expanded the native judicial
system. On thegunJuma of 1907 the Alkali or Chief]udge had been
given a small district near Zaria, in order to reduce his economic
dependence on the Emir. At their arrival the British found three
courts in Zaria. city, the king's, the Alkali's, and the Salenke's. The
Salenke had also acted as a travelling judge and dealt with legal
issues which arose on campaigns. Appeal lay from the Salenke's
c.ourt to the Alkali's, and from the latter to the king's court. The
king's court dealt with land and boundary disputes, and also with
issues arising from relations between his Muhammadan and nonMuhammadan subjects. Only the king's court could order capital
punishment. Outside Zaria city there were courts presided over by
A/kalai (s. Alkali, judge) at Kagarko, Lere, }ema'a, and Kauru.
Thege were all vassal states, and their judges were appointed
locally. Other vassal states such as Fatika, Kajuru, Keffi, and
Kwotto did not then have Alkalai presiding over their courts.
Shortly after their establis.hment of Zaria Province, the British
established a new Alkali's court at Wushishi, which was the second
Divisional Headquarters of the new Province. This Alkali had
powers of levying fines up to ['1, which was then equivalent to
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Protectorate Government, as well as the Muslim shari'a. Thus,
under Lugard's Slavery Proclamation of 19°1, all persons born
after April 1St of that year were free; and slaves who wished to
assert their freedom were empowered to claim it through the
courts. By the beginning of IgU, 3,349 slaves had secured their
freedom through the courts of Zaria. By the end of 1919, this

his enemies. Aliyu recognized clearly that he could not rule as an
autocrat without this control.

2I4

number had risen to 9.472, the increase of 6,123 developing during

the period when the new courts were being established in Zaria.
Besides these Protectorate orders, the new courts enforced local
administrative regulations. Thus rules made in 1916 by the
Native Administration to control contagious cattle disease were
referred to the native courts for enforcement. In the following year

native court rules were promulgated to prohibit touting and to
improve the quality of locally grown cotton. At this point, the Emir

asserted that such rules were only enforceable in his court and by
his judicial council. There were then seventeen Alkali's courts in
the kingdom, and the Emir was quite rightly disturbed at the
prospect of becoming politically dependent on these courts.
This prospect of political dependence arose at two levels. The
Chief Alkali. of Zaria had rights to hear appeals from the new
district courts and to review their decisions. Secondly, he selected
the persons suitable for appointment as judges of these courts.
Thus the Chief Alkali could distribute judicial appointments and
he could also protect his appointees by supporting their decisions,
since the District Officer or European Magistrate supervising the
Alkali's court, was rarely expert in Muhammadan law. Moreover, by his right to review the decisions of district courts, the
Chief Alkali could systematically undermine the competence of
judges whom he wished to replace, and he could also recommend
their dismissal. Although such recommendations required the
Emir's approval, the Emir could rarely reject them. Thus the
king's control of his judiciary depended on his control of its most
senior office, that of the Chief Alkali.
Indeed, the king's increasing dependence on his judiciary was
emphasized by his failure to prevent dismissals trom and reappointments to territorial office consequent on judicial decisions.
To retain supporters in office, and exclude his rivals, the Emir had
to control his judiciary, and also to limit communication between
his subjects and the British District Officers. Without this control,
the ruler could neither maintain his supporters in office nor exclude
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(,) The King ami the Chi,! Judg,
Lugard's political memoranda, which defined the relations between the British rulers and the Muhammadan emirates, gave very
precise instructions about the behaviour of British administrative
officials in relation to the native population.! Lugard was anxious
not to alienate the ruling Fulani who dominated the Northern
Protectorate. He also was well aware that if the population of these
kingdoms were free to protest injustice and maladministration
directly to the provincial officials, it would at the least create mutual
distrust between Fulani and British, and could lead to wholesale
dismissals of native officials, which might make administration
itself extremely difficult. In consequence, relations between the
British administrative staff and the talakauJa or Hausa commoners
were subject to strict regulations. According to this code, it was
improper for British administrative officers to discuss or hear
complaints from natives of the emirates privately. Some representative of the local chief should also be present; normally this
would either be one of the chief's official and salaried messengers,
or a native policeman, or the chief himself, or one of his unpaid
agents. In effect, this meant that a Divisional Officer always had
some escort or agent of the Native Authority with him to observe
his dealings with natives. The Divisional Officer neither gave
orders nor payment to the natives directly, but did so through their
recognized and properly constituted authorities. In effect, this
meant that orders could be attributed to the British Administration
which they did not originate, and without their knowledge. It also
meant that payments by the members of the British Administration could be withheld from those to whom they were due.
Lugard's rules effectively frustrated the desires of malcontents,
legitimate or other, to seek redress directly from or through the
British, and thereby fulfilled his aim of preserving the local
dominance of recognized native authorities.
However, this code of behaviour for British administrative
officials did not protect officers of the NativeAdministration against
discovery and punislunent for malpractices .traceabl~ by ~tten
records; and the unfamiliarity of these native offiClals Wlth ac1 See Lugard, 1910 and 1918.
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counting and with administration by written records made them
specially prone to this category of offences, and peculiarly vulnerable to its investigation. Such issues at first tended to take the
fann of charges of embezzlement, peculation, or misappropriation
of funds, and had a fairly common form. The official accused had
to clear himself in a native or British court in the face of written
and other evidence supporting the charge.
For the ruler these trials emphasized the judge's power, as well
88 the importance of keeping careful records. The unfamiliarity of
native officials with recordB was only paralleled by their unfamiliarity with those conceptions of official accountability at law
which the British had introduced. To control and protect his administrative staff, the ruler had therefore to control his judiciary.
Moreover, the loyalty of his officials corresponded with the ruler's
power to protect them from dismissal and punishment; and as the
history of Fulani government in the nineteenth century emphasizes,
the officials appointed by an Emir were specially chosen for their
loyalty to his cause and his regime. In brief, political loyalties
structured the traditi.onal Fulani government; and these loyalties
were directly threatened by the British rule that gave jurisdiction
over administrative issues to the native Alkalai.
Such transfet8 of function to the A1kalai involved transfers of
power also; if the Emir failed to limit the authority of his Chief
A1kal~ he would become dependent on the latter for the maintenance of his administration, especially since the responsibility of
subordinate judges to the Chief Alkali protected them from direct
dismissal by the Emir. In such a situation, the Emir had to reduce
the power of his Chief Alkali in order to rule his emirate. This
need was made more urgent by the fact that he had to face attacks
by his dynastic rivals on his officials. and on himself as the gazetted
Native Authority. In such a context of hereditary rivalry it was
equally important that the Emir should retain control of his
judiciary and that he should preserve it from the influence of his
rivals or from those ambitions which its new position under the
British reorganization tended to encourage.
By his actions Aliyu showed how clearly he recognized the
changes in his situation. In 1917 he insisted that only the Emir's
court had jurisdiction over cases arising under regulations of the
Native Administration. These regulations (dokoki) differ from
Muhammadan law (shari'a) in a variety of ways. Firstly, they are

secular in origin and focus, whereas Islamic law is not, being an
instrument for the pursuit of the good life by the Faithful.
Secondly, these dokoki are administrative, revocable, often timelimited, indefinitely expandable, and of alien inspiration. With
considerable foresight the Emir rejected British proposals to give
the Alkalai jurisdiction over such issues, the full scope of which he
could not foresee. Thus the Alkali's court was limited to t..lte application of the shan'a; while the Emir had jurisdiction over the
new administrative regulations (dokoki), land, houndaries, and
over issues between Moslems and non-Moslems.
Aliyu employed other and more effective means to limit and
reduce the rising power of the Chief Judge. He had opened his
reign by dismissing the Alkalin Zazzau from office. In 1916 he
promoted the then Chief Alkali Abdullahi (also called Mallam
Bako) from the Chief Judgeship to the advisory office of Waziri,
which was revived for this occasion with British support. Abdullahi's successor in the office of Chief Alkali died. shortly after
Aliyu's reign had ended. Aliyu had shown how the Emir's power
to 'promote' the Chief Judge could be used. to limit the latter's
power. The Chief Judgeship thereafter ceased to be a life-tenure
appointment, and its holder became subject to dismissal and
'promotion' alike.
During the nineteenth century, a total of ten appointments had
been made to the Chief Judgeship of Zazzau, only two of which
had been interrupted by dismissals. Of these Sada's dismissal by
Sambo from the conjoint offices of Alkali and Salenke was clearly
political. In the other case, Balingimi, Mallam Musa's first
Alkali, asked Musa to let him resign because of old age. On no
occasion was there any promotion from the position of Alkali
throughout tbis period. It is thus clear that during the last century
the office of Chief Judge was normally a life-long appointment. In
view of the history of nineteenth-century Fulani Zaria, there can
be no greater evidence of the political insignificance of an office
than its allocation on a life-tenure basis. Such tenure implied that
successive kings who were political rivals would have no cause to
interfere with the tenure or administration of such offices i and this
tolerance defined office as non-political. The combined political
insignificance and life-tenure of the Chief Judgeship in nineteenthcentury Zaria contrasts directly with the insecurity in the tenure of
the Chief Judgeship and its increased political and admini8trative
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significance at Zaria during the present century. In the first fifty
years of British rule, eight persons have held the office of Chief
Judge, of whom three died in office. Another three were 'promoted'
out of this strategic position, while two were simply dismissed by
the king. Clearly, the great increase in the power of the Chief
Judgeship under British rule has been associated with corresponding insecurity in the tenure of that office.
In 19IO Aliyu revived the office of Waziri which had remained
vacant since the reign of his father, Sidi, in 1860. Aliyu may have
done so to honour his father and to emphasize the continuity of
Mallawa power by re-establishing this office last used by Sidi, or
he may have intended an indirect taunt at Sokoto and at Abubakar's segment of the Mallawa alike. But in reviving the Waziriship, Aliyu had the full approval of the British, who felt that he
needed a regular council 'With a chief councillor or vizier, and the
British may even have suggested this appointment. Allyn first appointed his Turald Karami Ahmadu to the position of Waziri. In
the next year the British formally recognized the new Waziri as the
'principal adviser to the Emir', and established a new Judicial
Council consisting of the Waziri, the Alkali, the Ma'aji, or treasurer,
and the Madauci, with the Emir as its head.
The British intended that this new unit would act as a Native
Council of State; and their description of this cabinet, whose
composition they decided, as a Judicial Council illustrates equally
the British conception of the functions of a Native Council of
State, and their misconception of the form and functions which a
council of state would have in such a polity as Fulani Zaria. For
the rest of his reign Aliyu had two councils, this Judicial Council
and another, composed of his close kinsmen and certain officeholding clients, with which he discussed political affairs. The
British Administration wanted the Council of State to act as the
senior unit of the controlled bureaucracy they were trying to
develop; and for this reason they wished it to contain offiCials
versed in the new bureaucratic skills. By including the Treasurer
and the Madauci, who were his clients, in this new Judicial
Council, Aliyu satisfied the wishes of the British and also ensured
that he would dominate the official council and be able to use it to
sanction decisions arrived at privately. The Madauci was at this
time in charge of Zaria city, Aliyu having learnt the dangers of
allowing powerful officials of electoral status to control the ad-

ministration of the capital. But before the British had had time to
interfere with this by reorganizing the city administration and returning it to the office of the Galadima, Aliyu had taken further
steps to alter the composition of his JudiciaL Council by 'promoting' Waziri Ahmadu to the position of Makama Karami, by moving his Chief Alkali out of that office into the position of Waziri,
and by making another appointment to the position of Chief Judge.
By transferring Ahmadu from the office of Waziri to that of
Mukama Karami, Aliyu revealed his opinion of the Waziriship and
his recognition that its holder lacked power. Despite its seniority
on the advisory council. this office had no executive functions other
than temporary commissions granted by the king. On the other
hand, its advisory role and status could be used to increase its
holder's power and possibly to embarrass the king. The king was
aware of this possibility and, in consequence, tenure of the
Waziriship, like that of the Chief Alkali, became correspondingly
insecure.
Within the traditional political system of Fulani Zazzau, which
was at this time very much a reality, there was reaUy no room for
an office of principal adviser to the ruler. Such advice could not
depart from the ruler's ends, since the maintenance of his rule and
increase of his power were unalterable ends for the monarch. Advice was only possible on questions about the means for realizing
given ends. Yet unsolicited advice was politically risky and could
easily be mistaken for political pressure. Moreover, recurrent
differences between the Emir and his principal adviser about the
means to realize given ends of policy could only discredit that
adviser with the king. Since only the king knew fully his own reactions to and opinions of the individual participants in his regime,
and since the authority and power of these persons were critical
elements in the context of policy decisions, only the ruler could
really decide such questions. In such a system any adviser with the
tactlessne86 to differ frequently from the ruler about appropriate
means invited. the suspicion that he also differed covertly about
ends; the mere suspicion of this would nullify the adviser's
effectiveness and hasten his downfall. This being the case it is not
surprising that the office of principal adviser at Zaria has tended
to be insecure as well as ineffective. In the system of dynastic
competition, the king's most suitable advisers were his closest kin.
None the less, Aliyu and the Emirs of Zaria who came after him
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were quick to appreciate the relief from over-powerful Chief
Judges with which the Waziriship provided them. They rapidly
developed a practice of appointing the Chief Judge to the Waziriship, thereby separating him from his protected judicial position
with its indirect power over the executive, and its opportunity to
influence or upset matters of interest to the king. Such loss of
power by individual Alkalai through promotion to the office of
Waziri was often followed by loss of that office also; in this way the
king could deal with a judge who threatened to become his political
rival.
By changing his Chief Alkalai, the king also tried to keep the
judiciary from usurping executive functions. Such usurpation
could develop in either of two ways: by applying the Shari' a to
'test cases', which bore on the king's powers and authority over
such matters as land-suits and the like; or by applying the Shari' a
and its interpretations to the regulations promulgated by the
Native Authority. In the words of a British official, there has been
'progressive encroachment of the Native Judiciary in land matters
and the corresponding weakening in such matters of the Native
Authority'.l
An important feature of the Chief Judge's position is its effective
control over the appointment of other judges. 2 In fact, the district
judges enjoy a greater security of official tenure than their chief,
for the reason that their offices are politically secondary. District
judges can only be dismissed for incompetence or dishonesty, and
on the Chief Judge's recommendations. Needless to say, such
reconunendations are infrequently made, since the power of the
Chief Judge depends on the loyalty of his subordinate judges; and
such loyalty in turn involves mutual obligations, of which protection in office is one. What the Chief Judge can and does do, quite
systematically, is to use his power of appointment to fill such
judgeships as become vacant during his term of office with persons
who, besides being qualified by learning for such positions, are
bound to him by ties of loyalty and especially by kinship. In 1950
the incidence of lineage relations in these judicial appointments was
greater than in those controlled by the roler.
The persons whom a Chief Alkali is most likely to appoint to
subordinate judgeships are his dose kin, especially his agnatic kin.

In consequence a rivalry for the control of the senior judgeship and
its subordinate appointments has arisen between legal lineages
which provides a striking contemporary parallel to the rivalry of
dynasties for the throne during the last century. This rivalry between legal lineages for the control of subordinate judgeships
allows the ruler to control the judiciary by occasionally changing
the Chief Judge. His transfer reduces the power and solidarity of
the department as a whole; and this reduction of power and
solidarity is reflected in the initial isolation of the newly appointed
Chief Judge. In their dealings with the Native Judiciary the rulers
of Zaria in this century are simply following the practice of rotating office among competing lineages developed by the Sultans of
Sokoto a hundred years earlier.
When a Chief Judge has filled several subordinate judgeships
with his own kinsmen, his power is at its height, and he can reckon
on several supporters in any legal dispute. Moreover, these subordinate judges, who are his kin, train other of his kinsmen as their
assistants, and these assistants are thus qualified for promotion to
such judgeships as fall vacant by death or dismissal. At such a time
the king normally 'promotes' his chief judge, or secures his dismissal through the good offices of his Waziri. The Waziri, as a
member of a rival legal lineage, may be sympathetic to the removal
of his successor for reasons of lineage rivalry as well as on political
grounds. The ruler is then free to appoint as Chief Judgeone of the
present district judges who combines a reputation for legal learning, and lack of kin within the judiciary, with the relation of
personal clientage. The new Chief Judge finds on his appointment
that several judges are against his promotion, and that kinship is
the basis of their solidarity. To the degree that the new Chief
Judge lacks the support of his subordinate judges, he is dependent
on the king. To remedy this, as occasion arises, the new Chief
Judge also fills junior judgeships with his own kinsmen; and when
he has a sufficient number of kin in the judiciary, he is in his turn
a potential rival of the king, and wilt then be either dismissed or
promoted out of his office. In the long as well as the short run, such
patterns of development allow the ruler to administer the government as an effective autocracy; but at any moment of time the
particular distribution of power between the king and his Chief
Judge is in process of change; and such continuous change in the
relative power of king and Chief Judge implies their political inter-
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dependence and their solidarity in relation to the British Administration.

breed of cattle; and roads, railways, bridges, telegraphs and telephones were established as rapidly as possible to service the
developing economy.
The great merit of Lugard's approach to the problem of slavery
in Northern Nigeria was its combination of gradualism and firmness. The proclamation which permitted slaves to assert their
freedom also permitted masters to retain as slaves those who did
not. 1 By 1920 less than 10,000 slaves had registered their freedom
in the courts of Zaria. During this gradual transition from a
society based on slavery to one lacking that legal status, slaveowners were able to secure income from their loyal slaves which,
despite its progressive diminution, maintained their style of living.
Lugard's method of suppressing slavery gave the slave-owners a
number of years in which to think out an answer to this problem of
the vanishing slave. To the FuLani the answer was clear. The exslave should not be allowed to vanish. On this basis, aristocrats
asserted their rights to the land formerly attached to' their Tumada.
Ex-slaves working such Land remained under the authority of its
owner «(vayen gJji") and were indebted to him for rent whicll they
paid in kind (gal/an gOM, aroo gona). In other words persons were
thereafter controlled indirectly through property in Land. This
system of control still persists in Zaria, but its bases and objectives
are of necessity hidden from the British, who consequently find the
logic behind the system of land tenure in Zaria somewhat obscure
and puzzling.1! However, income from other sources became increasingly available as income from slavery diminished.

(f) Othn Chang"
We can now continue with the chronicle of developments under
British rule. In the account of the government of Zaria in 1950
which follows, the significance of the changes just discussed will
become increasingly evident.
The British were interested in rationalizing and developing the
native administration and the native economy. To rationalize the
administration, records were essential, and for this the Roman
script was more suitable than the Islamic. Schools were established, firstly at Kano and, after 1914, at Zaria. Hausa boys were
taught to read and write Hausa in Roman script. Such pupils later
provided the staff for the central and district treasuries, for the
judiciary, and other departments of the Native Administration.
Over the next few years the number of schools and pupils increased
steadily; so did the number of Native Administration employees
trained in these schools. Initially, however, most of the pupils were
drawn from leading lineages of the Fulani states in which these
schools were located. Consequently, although new skills were acquired and exercised by the governing personnel of these emirates,
the groups from which these persons were drawn remained as
before, and so did the methods by which personnel were recruited
to the Native Administration. Merit or ability assessed in terms of
literacy and other European techniques was by no means a necessary or sufficient condition for employment in the Native Administration, even in 1950.
The initial economic changes made by the British were political
in focus and form. The three major changes were effected by
pacification, prohibition of the sale of slaves. and by proclamations
permitting slaves to assert their freedom. Reduction in the incidence
of taxation and other mandatory payments was part of the British
administrative reorganization and increased the proportion of
income retained by the peasants, but diminished that available to
the nobility. The British quickly discovered that corton could be
grown commercially in Northern Zaria, and from 1911 they were
concerned to improve the quality of local cotton, to establish a
ginnery, and to develop cotton as a cash-crop. New varieties of
sugar-cane were introduced; attempts were made to improve the

3. DALLATU, 1920-24
In 1920 the Emir, Aliyu, was deposed by the British for various
reasons, including illicit slave-dealing, and was accordingly removed from the province. The electors of Zaria were consulted,
and the British appointed Dallatn, the son ofYero and the brother
of Kwassau, as the next Emir. DaUatu was of the Bornawa dynasty
and had held the title of Magajin Gari on Aliyu's accession. Aliyu
had immediately taken steps to dismiss him from office, but he had
been reinstated as Magajin Gari under pressure by the British
I See Burns, I9Z9, p. 18,.
• Cole, 1949, pp. 3z fr. For a discuS6ion of thelill: lK:e Ch. 7 below, Section t,
(g) and (h).
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Administration, who refused to accept Aliyu's reasons for dismissing him. This was the first time that anyone had been promoted to the throne from the office of Magajin Gari. Such an
appointment implied that future rulers might also be promoted
from offices which had not hitherto provided Zaria with kings.
Dallatu found M. Balta (Abdullahi) holding the office of Waziri,
and a number of Mallawa holding titles of royal rank. He concentrated on eliminating the Mallawa from office, beginning with
the imprisonment of AJiyu's son, Madaki Sa'idu, on another
charge of tax-embezzlement, and also dismissing the Mallawa
Wombai, Mamman Gabdo, the Iya Abdullahi, the Wali Haliru, together with other kinsmen and clients of the last ruler. Several of
these dismissals took the form of charges concerning collection or
returns of tax. How true or false they were is here irrelevant. The
important thing about such charges is their timing. During his
reign, a ruler sought to protect his nominees in office from such
charges, and would only press them against officials he wished to
dismiss. As pointed out above, the ruler's ability to protect his appointees was the condition of their solidarity and loyalty. Without
effective protection against charges of maladministration by the
ruler it would be foolhardy for persons either to seek or to accept
office. But on his accession the same ruler took care to press charges
against his rivals and their supporters, and thus to secure their
dismissal from office; and his ability to secure their removal was a
precondition of his power. Such charges were acceptable to the
British as a ground for dismissal; and the British, somewhat inconsistently, were also prepared to allow the ruler a freer hand with
office-holders of non-royal lineages, some of whom could be dismissed without prior legal process. Such inconsistency by the
British naturally confused the Emir, and encouraged him to d.is~
miss dynastic opponents without proper legal process, thereby
stimulating British pressure for their reinstatement.
Dallatu followed up his dismissals by appointing his own supporters and kin to office. His son Abdu was given the Madakiship;
and after Abdu's untimely death, another son, Shehu, succeeded
to the position. Dallatu's appointment of his own son to the Madaki
position shows that, like Aliyu, he continued to regard this office
as the senior royal office, that is, the one which entailed likeliest
promotion to the throne. The Madaki title has indeed retained its
prestige and precedence of rank among the titles of Zaria i but its

functions have been greatly reduced consequent on the administrative reorganization effected by the British; and it no longer exercised a supreme power under the kingship as formerly. Dallatu
gave another son the office of Woo, and another kinsman replaced
Mamman Gabdo as Wombai. He also appointed certain Katsinawa
to office, and thereby sought to enlist their support for his regime.
But Dallatu's time was short. In 1924 he died, and was replaced
by Ibrahim, the son of Kwassau.

U!i

4. IBRAHIM, 1924-36

(a) Succession and the Dynasties
Ibrahim Like Dallatu belonged to the Bomawa dynasty. His
accession to the throne was thus an important departure from the
traditional system of rotating succession. During the last century
the rule had been developed that successive kings should be drawn
from different dynasties as a practical defence against monodynastic absolutism, and this rule had been applied as consistently
as possible. Ibrahim's appointment to succeed DalIatu showed that
the British were either unaware of the traditional rules of succes·
sion or that they felt that the Bomawa were entitled by the brevity
of Dallatu's reign to another innings j or that they had no intention
of observing the traditional rules.
Ibrahim's accession had other peculiar features. He was promoted to the throne from the relatively minor office of Dan
Madami, which had never before supplied a king. and which in
consequence of his accession occupies an ambiguous position in
the classification of royal and non-royal ranks. In deciding to
appoint Ibrahim, it also appears that the British Administration
acted without consulting Sakoto. These conditions indicated that
important changes in the succession rules of Zaria were under way;
however, any changes in the system of succession implied further
changes for the kingship and the political system of the state as
a whole.
Ibrahim's accession has one other far-reaching implication.
Ibrahim was Kwassau's son; and Kwassau and Dallatu were
brothers. Kwassau and DaUatu had both held the kingship, and
each had appointed his own sons to office during his reign. In
consequence there were now two rival segments of Bornawa
interested in the succession, namely, those sons of Kwassau and
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Dallatu who had held or were hoLding office. The development of
these Borna'W3. segments was stimulated by the British innovation
of successive appointments from the Bornawa dynasty. Although
subsequent appointments to the throne remained uncertain, the
precedent of Ibrahim's accession suggested that the Bornawa at
the least had a chance of supplying the next Emir. Despite the
British supervision which Limited the development and overt expression of this competition between Ibrahim's issue and Dallatu's,
its emergence is recognizable evidence of intradynastic segmentation consequent on the appointment of brothers to the kingship.
There is a clear parallel between the Bornawa segments derived
from Kwassau and Dallatu and the Mallawa segmentation under
Sidi Abdulkadiri and Abubakar. Under the rules of nineteenth~
century succession in Zaria, it had been rare for sons of a common
father to hold kingship. 'The selection of one son had virtually implied elimination of the othersj and if this initially stimulated
fraternal competition, it also stimulated solidary relations between
the king's brothers and himself after his accession, especially since
further competition for the throne between their descendants was
also ruled out under the principle that only persons themselves
directly descended from a former king were eligible to succeed.
'The British, by appointing Ibrahim as Dallatu's successor, had
seriously weakened the force of these restrictive regulations; and
Ibrahim's appointment effectively promoted the growth of segmentation within the Bornawa by emphasizing the competition
between the descendants of Kwassau and Dallatu.
The development of political segmentation within a dynasty involves major changes in the dynastic structure. In place of the
progressive differentiation of the lineage by royal descent lines of
dissimilar political status over the generations, such new developments involve a more symmetrical segmentary contraposition
within the lineage itself, and it implies replication at each succeeding generation. Inevitably, as the new structure grows, it
would include descent lines, differentiated by generati.on remove
from the throne if the succession remained closed to all persons
whose fathers had not held the throne. In the diagram attached,
the structural changes implicit in the new succession practice are
represented on this proviso. It will be observed that if such developments are systematic and regulated by successive appointments to
the throne from the same dynasty, they would merely reproduce
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the pattern of nineteenth-century multidynastic competition, with
segments of the same dynasty taking the place of dynasties formerly
distinguished by descent. In other words, unless there were further
changes in succession patterns. or in the political system as a
whole, the political segmentation within a single dynasty which
monopolized the succession would be basically similar to the
traditional multidynastic system in its structure and function. The
fonn and function of the segments of the Suleibawa dynasty which
monopolized the throne of Kano during the last century provides
evidence in support of this view. The competition of these Suleihawa segments eventually expressed itself in the bitter civil war of
18g1--<)2 for the throne of Kana. It is thus possible that the simple
reservation of the throne for one of the several dynasties will not
entirely change or abolish the system of political competition
already established. While the political units change, political
forms and functions may still persist. However, such continuity of
function and form would depend in this case on retention of all
rules and practices governing the traditional succession.

but they were unable to secure his reappointment by Ibrahim.
Ibrahim appointed his brother. Hayatu, to the title of Galadima;
and another brother, Samba, succeeded Zubairu in the office of
Sarkin Ruwa, on the latter's dismissal. With British support,
Ja'afaru. a grandson of Sarkin Zazzau Yero, whose father, Mallam
Ishiaku. had held no office, was appointed as Katuka. But the most
significant appointments effected by Ibrahim involved the two
most significant offices of the state, the Chief Judgeship and the
new office of Waziri.
Mallam Bako still held the office of Waziri on Ibrahim's accession, but he died shortly afterwards, and Ibrahim then appointed
Yusufu, of the Katsinawa 'yan Doto, as Waziri, promoting him
from the office of Turaki Karami. During these years the Chief
Alkali was Yakubu, a Kanuri kinsman of the vassal chief of
Kajuru, who had been appointed by Dallatu. Yakubu appointed
his kinsmen to judgeships as these became available; and on his
death the ruler appointed a judge of different lineage, but soon had
to dismiss him. Yakubu's brother, Vmoru, was then appointed
Chief Judge. Vrooru continued the policy of appointing his own
kinsmen to available judgeships, and soon this family held &even
judgeships. At this point, Ibrahim promoted Umoru to the position of Waziri which had been made vacant by Yusufu's dismissal.
Muhammadu Lawai, of the Katsinawa 'yan Data, was then appointed Chief Alkali. Lawal was Waziri Yusufu's half-brother.
Thus when the Katsinawa 'yan Doto held the Waziri office, their
ri.vals, the Habe of Kajuru, dominated the judiciary; and when the
Hahe of Kajuru held the Waziriship, the 'yan Doto dominated the
judiciary.
The new Chief Alkali was a son of the Alkalin Kasuwa, the
judge of the market in Zaria city. He followed the practice of his
predecessor in office by appointing his kin to judgeships. In this
way, the power of Waziri Umoru over the judiciary progressively
declined, while that of the Katsinawa 'yan Doto increased. With
his judiciary divided in this manner the king was politically
dominant, and could protect his territorial officials fully.
Rivalry between different segments of the Bornawa which began
with Ibrahim's appointment weakened hi.m in various ways. The
ruler could not Longer rely on the wholehearted loyalty of his own
dynasty in his struggle with their common rivals. But this struggle
continued and was exacerbated by British interference in the

(b) Ibrahim and His 0ffirials
Ibrahim's appointment to the throne merely opened the way for
the developments we have been discussing by stimulating an
intra-Bomawa rivalry. It did not of itself institutionalize such a
system, although Bomawa realignments reflecting these possibilities followed immediately. By their supervision the British also
limited the ruler's freedom to reallocate office. Datlatu's son,
Shehu, retained the office of Madaki, and another of the late king's
sons continued to act as Wali. Ihrahim moved his brother,
Zubairu, whose son, Usuman, had been appointed Wombai by
Dallatu, from the position of Dan Galadima to that of Sarkin
Ruwa. This was clearly a demotion, and reflected Ibrahim's desire
to reduce Zubairu's chances of the succession, thereby also, under
the traditional succession rules, disqualifying Zubairu's son, the
acting Wombai. The ruler then appointed his own son, also called
Zubairu, to the office of Dan Madami which had become vacant. in
consequence of his accession. Under British pressure, he remstated the Mattawa Abdullahi in the office of Iya, from which
Dallatu had dismissed him on grounds which the British regarded
as unsatisfactory. The British also disapproved of the MaUawa
Mamman Gabdo's dismissal from the office of Wombai by Dallatu,
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kingdom's internal affairs, in consequence of which the ruler's
power to dismiss his political opponents from office was severely
limited. In addition to these sources of potential opposition, the
ruler had further to ensure that the judiciary remained politically
impotent.
Ibrahim was also involved in continuous negotiations with the
British Admini5tration on many different kinds of issues, and their
supervision of his regime was an outstanding threat to its security.
In his dealings with the British, the ruler especially needed the
assistance of his judiciary and judicial council. By pleading
Islamic law, many innovations of an undesirable character could
be effectively frustrated, since the British were seriously concerned
not to interfere with or undermine the native religion. Moreover,
as charges against administrative officials were initially tried in
native courts, it was important that these courts should favour the"
king's interest firstly against those of his rivals and secondly against
the British. To mollify the judiciary for their loss of power,
Ibrahim allowed the Alkali's courts to hear cases involving claims
to land.

pansion of technical departments of the Native Administration. In
Zuia, the new departments established at that time included
Forestry, Sanitation and Health, a Sleeping Sickness service, a
Veterinary service, Agriculture, and Public Works, in that order.
A Department of Prisons had been established during Aliyu's
reign following the judicial reorganization, but together with the
native police force, this remained under the Emir's control. Other
departments of Education and Marketing were added in the
following reign.
The new departments were placed under the Emir's control.
He appointed their heads, and the head of each department was
largely responsible for the recruitment, control, discipline, and
promotion of his subordinate staff. Emphasis was placed by the
British officers who supervised and guided these native departments on their technical functions and perfonnance. The British
regarded these new departments as necessary instrwnents for
further development of the government, population, and economy
of the emirate. The extension and reorganization of these technical
services was thus guided by opportunity, as well as by purely
technical considerations; but their expansion was progressive and
cumulative. By 1950 each territorial district had, beside its District
Chief and its Alkali, a Galadiman Daji (Forestry officer), a Mallamin Gona (Agricultural officer), a Sarkin Shanu (Veterinary
officer), and a number of teachers (Mallaman Makaranta), together with a warder (Yari), scribes. District Treasury officials,
police, an Alkali and judicial assessors.
This progressive expansion of the Native Administration involved a corresponding increase of the number of offices at the
king's disposal. Likewise the heads of these new departments
found that the number of offices at their own disposal were continually increasing. Following traditional practices and patterns
current in the judiciary, appointments to these new offices were
given to kinsmen and clients of those controlling their allocation.
Thus the king appointed one of his kinsmen Varin Zazzau (Chief
Warder), and another was placed in charge of the reorganized
police force with the title of Wakilin 'Van Doka, over the head of
the Sarkin Dogarai (Police Superintendent) who was a bawa:n Sarki
(royal slave). The Turaki became Head of Public Works, and the
Mardanni was Head of the Agricultural Department.
In their internal organization each of these new departments
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Tire D""lopment of Technkai D.p",,,,,,,,,,,
During Ibrahim's reign the British Administration took their
next major step in their development of the government of the
emirate. Their initial concern had been to rationalize and systematize the territorial, judicial, and financial organization of the Fulani
emirates, and to secure or enforce conformity of the Fulani rulers
in their new role as a controlled bureaucracy. Meanwhile, important changes had taken place in the local economy, and formal
education of a western type had been introduced. These western
institutions had been introduced by 19r5, and there followed a lull
of nearly fifteen years, during which the new type of economy
continued to develop, and the schools released their first graduates.
During this period the British were occupied with campaigns in
the Cameroons to the east of Nigeria against the Germans and
with other problems related to the first World War. By the middle
of Ibrahim's reign, when the British in Nigeria were ready to
introduce further changes into these governments, the economies
and revenues of the Fulani emirates were able to accommodate
them.
This second wave of changes aimed at the establishment or ex-
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tended to repeat the system of territorial administration, and most
of these departments distributed most of their staff among the
territorial districts. These new departmental heads also exercised
considerable power to appoint their supporters to the new offices.
Although the king was not dependent on these new departments
to anything like the same degree to which he was dependent on the
judiciary, whose legal decisions affected his position and policy, he
was carefuL to allocate departmental headships to his loyal kinsmen
and strong supporters; and he also applied the technique of promotions into territorial and other offices to interrupt the tenure of
departmental headship and to forestall or disperse accumulations
of power by their heads. At the same time the king was concerned
to protect his departmental heads from dismissal or punishment
on charges of maladministration supported by the British. The
departmental heads in turn sought to protect their loyal subordinates, kinsmen, and clients, and to increase their own political
standing and chances of promotion.
Thus the traditional objectives and practices of political and administrative action penetrated the new departments from the
moment of their establishment. In consequence, the technical
standards and intentions of the British Administration which introduced these departments have been substantially frustrated.
Experience of Western education was no guarantee of suitability
for these new appointments. From the beginning the recruitment
of pupils for the new schools had been restricted by birth. Political
solidarities and pressures remained the decisive condition for
recruitment or retention of office, whether new or old.
In this situation, control of the judiciary by the king became
increasingly urgent to protect this rapidly expanding administrative staff. Ibrahim was able to offer appointments within these new
stnletures to kinsmen of his judges, and he could occasionally give
such persons senior territorial office, thereby linking the judiciary
to the executive and committing the fonner to the maintenance of
the latter. Put crudely, by appointing his Alkali's kin to territorial
or departmental office, the king took hostages whose security depended on the Alkali's co-operative behavi.our. This device was
developed considerably by Ibrahim's successor.
The establishment and progressive expansion of these technical
departments more than made up for the number of offices which
had been put in abeyance by territorial reorganization in the

initial years of British rule. The Fulani. compensated by introduction of these new offices were inclined to support many other
administrative innovations by the British, so long as these did not
directly challenge the principles of their political life. Such a sudden increase in the number of official employments multiplied the
chances of successful political clientage, and thereby increased the
participation of aristocratic Fulani. whose traditional tenure of
certain titles had been interrupted by the elimination of fiefs.
Moreover, the number of new departmental offices was great
enough to accommodate many literates of non-aristocratic descent.
These departmental offices are of special interest in their combination of occupational and territorial functions. They recall the
old occupational orders in the specificity oftheir technical interests,
and they also mirror the new territorial offices in their territorial
distribution. They have therefore been easily accommodated to the
prevailing concepts of sarouta (office) which involved title, rank,
political clientage, administrative responsibility, compounds, remuneration, promotional careers, and the like. In a sense these departmental offices have been regarded by the Hausa-Fulani as
superior substitutes for the occupational order which had been
eliminated by the tax rationalization of 1907. In local opinion they
rank midway between these old occupational offices and the
territorial titles to which the departmental heads are sometimes
promoted. It is not surprising therefore that many of the technical
officials regard their roles as combining the functions of territorial
administration with those of the old occupational tax-collectors.
The generality of this view corresponds to the intermediate
prestige rating of these departmental offices. Even though these
departmental offices are functionally quite different from the
occupational order of Habe officials, and though their heads and
executive officers are generally Fulani nobles, they continue to receive less pre!l1:ige than territorial titles.
The Emir Ibrahim took the opportunity of these administrative
innovations to create two new titles of his own, the Wakilin Yamma
(Warden of the We!l1:) and the Wakilin Gabas (Warden of the
East).! These positions were allocated to aristocrats, including per-
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I These titles are neat examples of continuity and change occurring together.
The title of Wakilin Yamma dl:l"ives from the slave-title of SIIJ'kin Yamma in
Fulani Zazzau, as that does from the free title of Barden Yamma in H.be
Zazzau (see Ch. 3, Section f). The title of Wakilin G.bas likewille derivea
from the FuIani slave_title Qf Bajimin GaOOs, which in turn derives from the
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of royal rank, and they were placed immediately under the
Galadima, who was once again in charge of the administration of
the capital. The Galadima's district was thereby divided into two
portions which were placed directly under these new officials, and
in this way the Galadima's opportunities to influence events at the
capital and appropriate power was reduced. l Ibrahim's Galadima,
Hayatu, was the king's half-brother, and was himself a candidate
for succession. Ibrahim's attempt to reduce his brother's power
reflects the increasing internal division of the Bornawa referred to
above.

the electoral council did not consider the possibility of his
succession.
Ja'afaru's appointment from the position of Katuka was the
third successive appointment to the throne by the British from
offices which had not previously supplied Zaria with any kings. By
these appointments the British had increased the number of territorial offices which were regarded as qualifying their holders for
promotion to the throne; and on this change in their status each
of these offices was transferred to the royal ranks, and was thereafter allocated to members of the ruler's dynasty. This continuing
increase in the numbers of royal offices took place at the expense of
the very small number of territorial offices held by non-royals.
Ja'afarn's promotion to the throne was the third successive
appointment from the Bomawa dynasty. This completely broke
with the traditional prohibition against consecutive appointments
from the same dynasty. Thus the appointments of Ibrahim and
Ja'afaru each marked a stage in the transfonnation of the monarchy
and the political system from a system of competition between
several dynasties to a qualified monodynastic autocracy. It is unlikely that the British were fully aware that these successive appointments from a single dynasty involved the radical transformation of the native political system through its most important and
vulnerable organ, the kingship. We cannot say whether the British
deliberately intended to change the multidynastic monarchy to a
monodynastic one by these appointments; but by appointing a jika
(grandson) to succeed Ibrahim they introduced another change
with uncertain implications.
Tenure of territorial office has traditionally been regarded as an
essential qualification of persons eligible by birth for promotion to
the throne. Traditionally, and up to the present, kings have tried
to exclude their rivals from territorial office in order to control the
administration. Undue retention of the kingship by one dynasty is
accompanied by reduction of the number of eligible persons in
others who have had the opportunity to qualify for the SUccession
by the exercise of territorial office. The Suleibawa, after Audusallami's death, failed to secure further appointments to the throne
because of exclusion from territorial office by their more powerful
rivals. A similar position has recendy developed among the
Katsinawa and Mallawa consequent on serial appointments to the
throne from the Boroawa dynasty.
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(0) The Changing Succession
On Ibrahim's death the British consulted the traditional electors
of Zaria, who were at this time the Limamin Juma's, the .o\lkal~
and the Waziri. This council duly presented a list of acceptable
candidates, The British Administration then appointed Mallam
Ja'afaru, the acting Katuka, whe> was not mentioned in the list
according to my informants. Thus in this appointment the British
neither consulted Sokoto, nor followed the decision of the electoral
council of Zazzau.
Ja'aIaru had been excluded from the list of acceptable candidates
because his father, Mallam Ishi'aku, had not held the throne,
Under the traditional roles of succession, only sons of kings were
eligible to become kings. ]a'afaru was a grandson Uika) of Yero,
but under this rute he was not eligible. It is said that for this reason
Habe ritle of Madakin Gaba~. These different appd1atiOJl$ have similar refer_
ence, name1v, WlirdemJ of the West and ElI9t respectively; but the titles concemed differed in their function, rank-oraanization, and promotional connections. They wete also allocated lunc>ng pe130ns of differing stutus-condition. Yet,
despite these and other diffetences, the continuity of the nfetence of this title
ill clear. This capacity to combine change and continuity ia the special virtue of
a system of titled offices.
, This recent administrative subdivision of the capital is curiCRlsly similar to
that which MaUam Hassan reports for the capital of Ahuja in the lut cen1utyj
but this parallelism of fonn does nor ennnote hilltoricall:(,)rmection. Rather it
reveals the fonnal convergences which develop on purely functional grounds.
Ihrllhim's administrative division of Zaria ciry was an attempt to solve the
problem polled fifty years earlier by the Galadima Suleimanu. Irs fonnal
parallelism with the Hll.be arrangements is therd'ore hi!rtorically fortuitoUll,
although functionally identical. This instance is one o(many which emphwze!I
the neceSlliry of combining fonnsl and functional analyllCs of ail elements which
fonn the data of diachronic studies. Having identified formal parallels it is
necessary to examine the functions, relations. and history of each to establish
their historiCliI connection and irs cha!'8-cter. See preceding footnote.
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There are now only seventeen territorial offices in Zaria, of
which in 1950 three were held by vassals and eight by the king's
kin. Hitherto, appointments to the throne by the British have fol-

sisted that no officials of wh05e dismissals they have approved may
be reappointed to senior office. On the other hand, by appointing
Ja'afam the British have widened the range of eligible successors
by dropping the rule that only the sons of kings can succeed. Even
so, unless tenure of departmental headship comes to be regarded
as qualification for promotion to the throne, the changes which
have taken place under the British involve a notable reduction in
the number and categories of claimants eligible for the succession;
and this reduction has developed along with substantial uncertainties. about the rules, form, and direction of the succession itself.

lowed the traditional pattern in requiring tenure of territorial
office as a qualification for eligibility. The large number (If new
departmental offices have not yet been recognized as qualifications
for ultimate promotion. At the same time the British have introduced a most important restriction. Under Britlsh rule, no territorial official otherwise eligible by birth for the kingship who has
been dismissed from office on valid grounds has ever continued to
be eligible for the throne. In effect this means that the only
eligible candidates for kingship are those persons of royal rank who

actually hold territorial office on the death of the previous ruler.
For reasons already familiar it is extremely unlikely that many of
the late ruler's rivals will be found in such positions. This effectively
means that as further appointments are made from one dynasty,
the chances of other dynasties filling the throne are correspondingly
reduced. Such progressive reduction in the political status of rival
dynasties involves redefinition of royalty and of kingship itself.
These redefinitions cannot be effected by legislation, their development either requires a sudden revolution or a gradual change over
long periods of time; but, despite their extra-legal character, they
are not the less effective and important for the system of government as a whole.
During the last century the kings of Zaria had dismissed their
rivals without enquiry into their administrative conduct. Such dismissals did not disqualify persons othetwise eligible for the succession to the throne. These dismissals were the recognized consequences of political competition, and several rulers of Zaria
during the last century had some personal experience of dismissals
from territorial office.
In contrast with this traditional pattern, the British have sought
to make the retention of or dismissal from office contingent on
strictly administrative performance; and they have consistently
exercised their powers. of supervision to secure the reinstatement
of officials who have been dismissed purely on account of political
rivalry. The reappointment of the baMalle Mamman Gabdo to
the office of Magajin Gad under Matlern Ja'afaru is the latest
example of British insistence on administrative performance as the
sole ground for dismissal from office. The British have also in-
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(b) Official Appointments
In consequence of these successive appointments from within it,
the Bornawa dynasty has been structurally changed. The segment~
ary contraposition of Kwassau's and Dallatu's descendants has
only been deepened by Ja'afaru's appointment. In 1950 the ruler
had no heirs, and he had not been regarded even by his own kin as
eligible for promotion to the throne. During his reign, the descendants of Ibrahim, Dallatu, and Kwassau, who were already holding
office, continued to compete with one another for the succession.
Ja'afaru did not interfere with his predecessor's appoinbnents,
except to dismiss the latter's son, Zubairu, from the title of
Dan Madami, and to appoint another of Ibrahim's sons, Vmoru.
in his stead. This dismissal may have been due to British influence; but it is regarded by the Hausa-Fulani as a step taken
by Ja'afaru to eliminate a rival, although the latter was alsoalineage
kinsman. Ja'afaru also appointed his brother. Suleimanu, to the
office of Katuka, but otherwise he has consistently sought to avoid
appointing Bornawa to district headships. Insteadhe has filled these
offices with his affinal or matrilateral kin or with royal clients. In
consequence, the ruler's solidarity with his own lineage is relatively
low, and the Bornawa lineage remains divided into two competing
groups descended from Kwassau and Dallatu respectively.
Ja'afaru's accession took place while Vmoru was still Waziri.
Muhammadu Lawai was then the Chief Alkali. Waziri Vroom died
in 1938, and the Waziriship was left vacant by Ja'afaru for several
years. During this time Muhammadu Lawal, as Chief AJkali,
continued to appoint his 'Van Doto kinsmen to such subordinate
judgeships as became available, and thus reduced the power of the
Kajuru Habe within the judiciary. By 1950 the Chief Alkali had
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appointed four members of his lineage as judges, while another
four of these offices were held by the Kajuru Habe. The remaining
seven subordinate judgeships were filled by persons drawn from
as many lineages. ja'afaru relied heavily on the support of the 'Yan
Doto Alkali in his dealings with his rivals as well as with the British.
He appointed a close kinsman of the Chief Alkali to the territorial
title of Sarkin Facia, and other kinsmen of the Chief Judge were
given office in the new departments. These relatives of the Chief
Alkali were really hostages held in office by the king. But by r950
the Chief Alkali bad attained a political eminence under the Emir
which made his promotion out of that position advisable. He was
at this time quite widely recognized as the most powerful man in
the kingdom after the Emir, and was far more powerful than the
Madaki, Dallatu's son, who was regarded as one of the Emir's
rivals. To reduce the power of the Chief Alkali, the ruler should
promote him into the position of Waziri which had been carefully
kept vacant. In this advisory position the ex-chief Alkali would
retain prestige and lose power; and the king should make a new
appointment to the Chief judgeship from another lineage. This
happened in 1952.

7
THE GOVERNMENT OF ZARIA IN 1950
I. THE POLITICAL SOCIETY

<a) Utlity and Divmity
1
ONTEMPORARY Zaria is a h~:ogeneous u.:'-it: Its population can be classified by religLOn, as ChnsttaIl, Muhammadan, and 'pagan'; or by ethnicity, as European, Fulani,
Habe, Southern Nigerian (mainly Tho and Yoruba), and 'pagans'
(arna); by language or by culture. Differences between the .urban
and rural populations are also important, and these categones are
themselves further divisible.
The emirate contains two important towns: the old city of Zaria
with its three new suburbs, the Saban Gari or 'New Town' which
was built for Southern Nigerians; the <barriki' or European
reservation; and Tudun Wada, which has a population of
Northerners from other emirates and districts.
Fifty miles to the south lies Kaduna, a new town established by
Lugard as the administrative capital of Northern Nigeria, and now
like Zaria, a flourishing railway centre. At Kaduna there are three
main settlements, the European township, the Sabon Gari or
Native Town, which is subdivided among Northern and Southern
Nigerians, and the garrison, which contains troops drawn from
various ethnic groups.
Among the rural population of Zaria, settlement patterns vary,
and the Rausa, the nomad Fulani, and pagan tribes such as the
Katab have widely differing forms of settlement. Even among
themselves the Hausa distinguish several types of settlement by
population size and social characteristi~s. Thus the p~pu.tation ~f
a district capital has a more complex social and econonuc differentlation than that of a village or a hamlet. In addition. Hausa settlements in the Northern Rausa half of the emirate differ in their
fonn and function from Rausa enclaves in pagan country to the
south and west. Hausa themselves emphasize these rural-urban
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l Throughout this chapter the ethnogmphic present is 1950.
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differences, and these conditions are occasionally cited in pleas for
divorce.
In the following discussion we shall try to define the political
society of Zaria, to determine its present (1950) limits, its member_
ship, organization, and character. We must therefore begin by
describing the population which is identified with the emirate as a
political unit, and which owes no direct or immediate allegiance to
any other political unit eitller as the arbiter of its internal affairs or
as its representative in dealings with external bodies.
The overwhelming majority of the population which is identified
with the emirate in these ways are local Muhammadan Fulani and
Hausa. In addition there are local Fulaoi nomads, who are by no
means fully Muha~madanized, and the pagan Habe or Maguzawa,
who are scattered 10 small settlements throughout Northern Zaria.
For racial, linguistic, historical, and cultural reasons, these nomad
Fulani and pagan Habe have considerable attachment to the
emirate and recognize the territorial jurisdiction of its government. Th~ nomad .Fulani sh~e important elements of race, origin,
language, mterest 10 cattle, history, and culture with their settled
cousins who rule Zaria. The pagan and Muhammadan Habe also
have common origin, language. agricultural interests, cults of
spirit-possession, technology, and historical associations. But the
communities of culture and history just referred to are balanced by
dissimilarities; and these differences of culture, history, and racial
purity divide the loyalties of nomad and settled Fulani on the one
hand, and those of pagan and Muhammadan Habe on the other.
Thus these pagan Habe and nomad Fulani recognize a loyalty to
the e~irate whi0 is. neitller immediate nor exclusive but is clearly
conditional and indirect. These pagan Habe and Fulani nomads
owe their immediate loyalties to their lineage-heads and local
headmen, the Fulani ardo, and the Maguzawa Sarkin Arna (chief
of the pagans). Their residential segregation supports this ethnocentric political organization and authority structure. Beyond their
o~n I~cal group, both ~e pagan Habe and FuJani nomads recogOlze bes of a more direct and compelling character with their
fellow tribesmen than those which bind them to the Muhammadan
Hausa-Fulani of Zaria. Thus the nomad Fulani and pagan Habe
cannot be regarded as full members of the political society of Zaria,
although they are closely linked to it. These two groups are none
the less included by tlle Muhammadans within the ethnic stratifica-
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tion of the emirate. Among the Muhammadans, the settled
Muhammadan Fulani (Fulanin gida) have the highest status, and
the nomad Fulaoi rank below them, but in a marginal position as
befits their nomadic character and indirect affiliations. Next come
the Muhammadan Habe, and last of all the pagan Habe or Maguzawa, who are looked down upon by their Islamic cousins for their
attachment to ancient 'superstitions' (tsaft), and for their tribal
organization.

(b) Resident Aliens
The population which identifies itself with the emirate regards
itself as the heirs of the history of Zazzau. and distinguishes itself
from four other population groups within the province. Firstly,
there are the Europeans (TWMOO), the majority of whom are
British, and who are sometimes referred to en masse simply as
Christians (NasarQ). In 1950 the great majority of the Europeans
in Zaria Province were government officials. These officials were
concentrated at Kaduna and Zaria city_ The Provincial Administration was located at Zaria. and there were also many European
missionaries, oonunercial and Railway personnel near the old city.
Christian missions were not allowed to prosyletize among the
Muhammadans, and these missionaries were settled either in the
Saboo Gari among Yoruba and Tho Christians, or at Wusasa, where
by request of the Native Authority of Zaria they ran a leper colony
in addition to their hospital and schools.
Kaduna is the capital of the Northern Region of Nigeria, and is
the headquarters for the Regional Administration. Consequently
the majority of Europeans resident there are government personnel
who are not concerned directly with the administration of Zaria
Province. Many of the Europeans living at Kaduna were military
men and their families, mainly officers of the three battalions and
other field units stationed there. Kaduna also contained some
Europeans who were engaged in commerce, together with a number of missionaries who were interested in the pagan populations
to the east and south.
Relations between the emirate population and the local Europeans are either administrative or economic. Administrative relations
between these two groups are channelled through the Native and
Provincial administrations; in this system there is little room for
individual association except between the senior personnel of the
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counterposed units. In contrast, economic relationships are direct
and dyadic. Many Hausa ace employed as house staff by Europeans,
and many others are engaged in trade with European finns. These
interracial employment and commercial relations were highly
segmental and apecific. Many Europeana cannot speak fluent
Hausa, and few Hausa can speak fluent English. 1 Mutual ignorance
or misunderstanding infests their specific individual associations
even when economic transactions are involved. In their administrative relations with Europeans Rausa enjoy more real
equality than in their economic contacts; and European ignorance
or misunderstanding of the details of their culture and society has
often been politically aerviceable to Hausa; but apart from the
Emir and his possible successors, individually and in the aggregate,
Europeans generally have the higher status.
In their relations with the 'pagans' of the province, the Muhammadans are dominant. The bulk of this pagan population are subjects of the Emir, and are ruled indirectly through their own chiefs
and councils by Hausa or Fulani District Chiefs. These pagans
(arna) are divided into some thirty tribes, three of which, the
Kagoro. Jaba, and Moroa, occupy independent districts under
their own chiefs. Kagoro, JaOO, and Moroa have been recognized
by the Regional Government as separate Native Authorities, and
are supervised by the British Provincial Administration directly.
However, administrative estimates for these lesser Native Authorities were calculated together with that of the emirate and the small
chiefdom of Birnin Gwari in a single annual budget for the Native
Administration of Zaria Province. Thus for budget purposes these
independent districts are linked directly to the emirate; they also
share common technical departments and services. But politically
they remain distinct from the emirate, with separate internal
administration.
The Emirate of Zaria has been gazetted as a first-class chiefdom
by the Regional Government. Its Native Authority, the Emir,
exercises judicial powers which include capital sentences, although
these require British approval before execution. Hausa refer to the
Emir as a •Sarkin Yanka' (a chief with power to pass capital sentence). The four other Native Authorities of Zaria Province,

namely Birnin Gwari, Kagoro. Moroa, and Jaba are third-class
chiefdoms with considerably less judicial and administrative
prerogatives, political influence, population, revenue. area, wealth,
and importance. Although the emirate population accords a higher
status to these independent pagan populations than to tribesmen
incorporated within the kingdom, as pagans they still rank lower
than any stratum within HaU8a society itself.
Relations between the emirate Muhammadans and the Southern
Nigerians who are settled at Zaria or Kaduna differ in their content
and fonn from those between Hausa and pagans. These Southern
Nigerians are themselves ethnically divided into rival groups of
Yocuba and Ibo. Many Yocuha have accepted Islam, but very few
Ibo have done so; and although these converts are still not regarded as one of themselves by the Hausa-Fulani, they are distinguisb.ed individually from the non-Muhammadan Southerners.
Between the Muhammadan Northerner and thenon-Muhammadan
Southerner there is mutual hostility and suspicion. Southerners
living in Zaria emirate have to obey the Native Authority of Zaria
and its officials; but within the Saban Gari these Southerners are
administered by their own tribal headmen. Their subordinate
status as unwanted immigrants is continually made clear to them;
but educationally and technically these Southerners are on average
far ahead of the Northern Muhammadans, especially in their
familiarity with European techniques, methods, and organization.
For this reason they generally enjoy higher individual cash incomes
than do Hausa, and they also have the support of their European
employers. The Tho and Yoruba artisans of Zaria are regarded by
the Hausa as belonging to the Southern Regions of Nigeria, which
are the rivals of the Northern Provinces in the contest for Federal
Nigerian power. The outburst of violence against the Iho of
Sabon Garl at Kano in 1953 indicates a degree of Hausa hostility
to these Southerners which is paralleled in Zaria also.
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1 For convenience and brevity I refer to the Muhammadan Habe and Fulani
of Zaria emiJmf, as a unit by the general tnn1 'lhusa'. More HaulIlI now speak
English.
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(c) The Nature ilnd Expression of Political Personality
Thus, within Zaria Province, the population identified with the
emirate is distinguished by its contraposition with the Europeans
who dominate the province in administration and commerce; with
the Ibo and Yocuba who represent the economic and political rivals
of the Muhammadan Hausa; and with the pagans within and
outside the kingdom. over whom the Hausa maintain or seek
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domination. By the several contradistinctions within this context,
the emirate population is defined as a separate political society; but
that society is itself highly stratified and segmented.
Only adult males are recognized 3sIegal persons under Muhammadan law. In 1950 the emirate contained just under [50,000 adult
males in a registered population of 536,000. Of these 150,000 male
adults, 12{.000 were taxpayers, the remainder being aged, blind,
or lepers. At first glance it may seem that the payment of haraji,
the land-tax which is really a capitation-tax, provides an index of
a man's political standing; but this index is not unambiguous.
Many adult males who do not pay tax are politically active, and
sometimes the evasion or non-payment of tax is itself a clue to their
political activities. Many others who do pay tax have indirect
relations with the Native Administration, and are political minors.
As long as a man's sons live with him, he remains responsible for
them to the local officials, even though they may be registered taxpayers. He pays their tax to the Ward or Village Head who collects
it, and instructions from the Native Administration for his sons
are relayed through him. The Ward or Village Head cannot deal
directly with a man's resident dependants, who are thereby defined
as political minors. A chief or other official may also have clients
(baron) living in or near his compound for whom he pays a nominal
tax, say 6$. a year. These men, although politically active, are
dependants and agents of the chief. Politically, their status is very
similar to that of true minors, although their position is quite
different from that of the resident sons of a compound head. These
instances illustrate the Hausa distinction between legal and political
personality; the latter is defined by direct dyadic relations of
citizenship and authority between the native officials and their subjects, dependants being excluded. Those full-grown men whose
relations with the state are mediated through other persons, including the chief, are therefore politi.cal minors, however active
they may be.
These differences of political maturity and minority are assumed
and expressed in the structure of clientage relations. Among the
Hausa a compound head is politically mature in the sense that he
deals direcdy with his local ward or village chief, but normally he
is also a client or dependant of some more powerful person, through
whom he deals indirectly with the local chief or the latter's superiors.
The compound head's patron is equally likely to be a client of
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some yet more powerful person, through whom he seeks to deal
with his rivals of comparable status, and with those officials whose
activities bear on his immediate interests. At the top of this
pyramid of clientage is the Emir, who is explicitly identified with
the state under the Native Authority Ordinance. l 'L'itat, c'cst moi,'
is the constitutive principle of the emirate; and, this being the case,
its official hierarchic administrative structure is paralleled and
combined with a hierarchy of unofficial clientage, through which
political personalities which are formally of equal and independent
status develop concrete differences of content, influence, or dependence, according to their individual positions in the pyramid
of power.
The competing leaders of groups of clients carry with them the
political fortunes of their supporters, as well as those of their own
kin. The client whose patron fails to secure office is at a disadvantage compared with him whose patron succeeds; and the more
important the office secured by the patron, the higher the political
status of the client. In such a system, the commoner without a
patron is not merely a deviant but also a rebel, since he admits of
no personal allegiance; and such an individual occupies a disadvantageous position in this society. The fact that some people
nowadays avoid entering into clientage is frequently mentioned by
Hausa and Fulani as an indication of individual over-ambition,
disloyalty, and of social disorganization through change. But these
social isolates are few in number, and are especially likely to
emigrate. Ties of clientage identify individuals who are members
of the political society of the emirate, and the boundaries of this
political society are defined by the limits within which the population is organized by clientage. Nor should this be cause for surprise, since clientage is the characteristic medium for expression of
Hausa political relations, and the limits of a political society are
limits between populations organized within distinct systems of
political relations.
At the apex of this pyramid of political relations the Emir, as the
most powerful member of his dynasty, heads the largest structure
(kunjiya-Ioosely organized group) of clients. Each of the ruler's
powerful kinsmen heads another such structure, and his dynastic
opponents are also supported by similar groupings. Non-participation in this segmentary system of political relations offers no
• See below, Section 2 (a).
G.Z.-I7
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guarantee of political neutrality, but surrenders available protection
and prospects of benefit without corresponding securities. A per80n who is politically isolated has little chance to protect himself or
his dependants against officials except by attempts at direct appeal
to the British. Through the operation of clientage, politically active
commoners rarely need to seek redress through appeals to the
British; and, by its operation, clientage reduces their opportunity
to do so, since the client's duties include infonning his patron of
all local developments which affect the latter's welfare. In this way
the client protects his lord from rivals and malcontents, and by
maintaining the lord's power he furthers his own interests and is
himself protected. This feature of clientage is institutionalized by
office-holders, who control elaborate communication systems
which focus on the Emir's court and the Provincial Administration
at the capital, and have agents in all local units subordinate to them.
The agents of such communications structures are known as 'yan
laban (reporters); and officials are well aware that the Emir controls the most highly developed communications system within his
dominions.

and administrative basis; but in delimiting these vassal districts
the principle of compensation has been followed, so that in overall area these districts are approximately equal to the original
vll8sal states. None the less, in consequence of these boundary
changes, districts based on former vassal states contain fairly large
populations which neither owed traditional allegiance to the vassal
chief who presently rules them, nor have any official redress against
his administration other than appeal to the British. This relative
lack of redress reflects continuity of the vassal status of these
District Heads and also the fact that the populations placed under
them are mostly pagans. The Emir does not like to interfere in the
relations between his District Heads of traditional vassal status and
their pagan subjects. Consequently, the administration of districts
based on fonner vassal chieftainships differs in many ways from
that of purely appointive district chieftainship.
The former vassal states of Fatika and Lere were too small to be
given separate district status. During the progressive reorganization of district boundaries, these two vassal states have become
classified as village areas within larger districts. They differ from
all other village areas in the emirate in certain important ways. The
chiefs of Lere and Fatika are hereditary, they still have their
tamhan OJ' other insignia of vassal status, and each of them controls several village area5 besides that to which he is directly appointed. Although villages formerly ruled by these vassal chiefs
have been accorded an administrative status equal to that of their
f?nner lord and are formally quite independent of him, the traditional pattern of their political relations continues. The chiefs of
Lere and Fatika really rule distinct sub-districts within their
present districts, and these sub-districts correspond to their traditional domains. In both these districts the relative statuses of the
District Head and of the village chief whose vassalage persists IUhrosa depend directly on the position which the District Head
occupies in relation to the royal succession. The chief of Lere
District in 1950 Wll8 Wali Umaru, a son of Dallatu and a likely
candidate for the throne. In the district of Giwa, which includes
Fatika, the District Head at that date was Fagaci Muhammadu., a
descendant of Mallam Musa's Katuka Sabulu and a client of the
king. The vassal chief of Fatika therefore enjoyed a higher political
status within Giwa District than did the vaaaal chief of Lere under
the WalL These two vassal chiefs with the official status of village

(d) Vassalage in Zaria
In its territorial organization also, this political society has a
repetitive hierarchical pattern. The emirate is divided into districts, each of which is divided into village areas, and the great
majority of these are further subdivided into wards, hamlets, and
the like. Rivalry obtains between wards of a village, between
village area5 in a district, and between districts in an emirate.
Boundary disputes generally express these rivalries. Such rivalry
may be purely local and communal in character, but it may also
reftect the competing aspirations of administrative officials such as
Ward Heads, Village Chiefs, or their seniors.
In certain cases the local organization departs from tbis reduplicative hierarchic model. These deviations arise from the
incorporation of former vassal states 118 local units within the
kingdom. Such incorporation has followed two lines. Some former
vassal states, namely Kajuru, Kaum, and Kagarko, have been
accorded district status, and within them the District Chiefship
remains hereditary within the vassal lineage. Unavoidably the
boundaries of these new districts depart to some extent from the
traditional boundaries of the vassal states which fonn their political
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heads still rule their fanner dominions and are always consulted
by the District Heads before the appointment of village chiefs
traditionally subordinate to them. They both retain rights of immediate access to the Emir and each still had his own kola (door) in
Zaria city. Fatika to-day retains those rights to the fief within the
capital which were given to its rulers before the Fulani conquest.
It is a fine point whether the village chief of Fatika had a higher
real status than his District Head, and whether he still enjoys the
independent political status which was his by v35salship. Of the
two, the District Head has far greater power and wealth, but his
office is appointive, and his issue are unable to succeed him directly,
while the vassal chief bas a continuing hereditary status based on
his continuing vassalage. Such unofficial persistence of vassalage
within the kingdom bas its parallel in the unofficial persistence of
the vassal relations between Zaria and Sokoto, despite the British
conquest and supervision.
In the territorial system of Zaria the position of Chawai is
unique. The Chawai are a pagan tribe located in the extreme
south-eastern corner of Zaria, who have adopted many elements
from Hausa culture.1 During the last century the Cbawai were
administered by a vassal of the Sarkin Kaurn, who was himself a
vassal of Zaria. The ruler of Chawai had the title of Wakili
(deputy), and lived in the tribal area. The Chawai number about
15,000 and are culturally distinct from the Katab and Kurama on
their frontiers. It has therefore been administratively convenient to
retain the office of Wakilin Chawai and to treat this tribe as a subdistrict of Zangon Katab, the district ruled by Katuka.

Fulani capitals. When the representatives of the Southern and
Western Regions of Nigeria met later that year to discuss proposals
for a Federal Nigerian constitution, the Emir of Zaria, speaking on
behalf of the Muhammadan North, faced them with a blunt demand
for 50 per cent. of the seats in the Federal Legislature as the condition of Northern participation. This demand was a complete
surprise to the British officials as well as to the Southern representatives. The Emit based his demand on the argument that a
50 per cent. vote was essential to protect the Muhammadan religion
of Northerners against legislation by the Federal Parliament; but
in fact, approximately one-third of the population of Northern
Nigeria are not Muhammadan. The real function of this demand
was to reintegrate the Fulani empire politically, and to give it the
commanding position within the fed.era1legislature which it already
had in the Northern one.
When this new constitution had been introduced, the Sultan's
kinsman theSardauna of Sakoto, waselected as leaderoftheNorthern
political party, and Prime Minister of the Northern Assembly.
The Sardauna is popularly regarded as a likely Sultan of Sokota;
and it is not unlikely, that, should the elective system which the
British introduced in 1950 continue, the leadership of the Northern
legislature and political party will be identified and will tend to
become a hereditary office of the Toronkawa lineage of Sokoto, as
was the case with the traditional office of Waziri (vizier).
Another revealing expression of Zaria's continued allegiance to
the Fulani empire occurred when the telephone line between Zaria
and Sokota was opened in 1951. The Residents of both provinces
were present at the formal opening, during which the rulers of
Zaria and Sakoto spoke to each other. The ruler of Zaria addressed the Sultan as his suzerain openly, and referred to the bond
between Sakata and Zaria as the latter's vassalage.
Development of the Federal and Regional legislatures has
restored the Sakoto empire and renewed its vitality, since there is
no other unit by which the Muhammadans and their rulers can so
effectively defend their society against Yorubaand Ibo Southerners,
and against the attacks of disaffected Northerners. pagan or Muslim.
By uniting under their Sultan, the emirs are able to dominate the
Northern elections and legislature without difficulty; and by
securing 50 per cent. of the seats in the federal legislature they expect to control that also. It goes without saying that the Emir of

(e) Relat£ons with Solwlo
Zaria's suzerainty of Keffi, Kwotto, Jema'a, and Doma has been
discontinued by their incorporati.on under separate Provincial
administrati.ons, but Zaria's vassalage to Sakata persists, and the
Sultan is still recognized as the lord of the Emir of Zaria. According to Zaria informants, in 1949 the Sultan of Sokoto instructed
his vassal, the Emir of Baucm, to remove the Emir of Zaria's staff
of office, which symbolized his appointment by the British Administration. Shortly afterwards, the Emir of Zaria sent his client
and private secretary, the Madanci, on a tour to Sokoto and other
I For account!! oftbe Chawlli, Katab, and neigbbouringtribes. lee Meek, 1931.
(z). VoL Z, pp. t--219·
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Zaria could not have dared to make his demand on behalf of the
North without the Sultan's foreknowledge and consent. In the
same way that vassalage within the emirate of Zaria is not officially
recognized, there is likewise to-day no official recognition of the
vassalage between Zaria and Sokooo. But perhaps this is hardly
necessary; ever since the establishment of the Northern House of
Chiefs, the Fulani emirs have acted in unity under Sakata; and
even such formerly independent Muhammadan chiefdoms as Habe
Ahuja have been forced by this situation to follow the Fulani lead
in order to avoid isolation. By concerted. action within the new
legislatures, the Fulani rulers have also been able to contain
proposals which seemed to strike at the roots of their power;l and
as a unit they have recently been able to recover much of the
influence they lost in Lugard's early years. But the Muhammadans
of Northern Nigeria can only develop such unified political action
against British pressure towards democracy, and against Southern
competition for federal dominance, within the traditional framework of the Sokoto empire. Thus by no paradox, British efforts at
liberalizing and democratizing these Northern emirates have
stimulated the restoration of active solidarities and imperial relations among the ruling Fulani, and within the next few years we
may witness an open restoration of the Fulani empire.

ment and power. Dynasties form the uppermost layer; and at any
moment the ruler's dynasty has the greatest power and prestige of
any. A mng below the dynasties come such important lineages as
the Toronkawa Gidadawa or the Katsmawa 'yan Doto. Such
lineages as the Shanonawa, which occupied assured positions of
power during the last centwy but which have since lost them, now
occupy a lower position, which corresponds with their political
fortunes under British rule. Other official lineages, such as the
legal lineage of the Haben Kajuru, rank below the leading Fulani
on ethnic grounds, although their political prominence ensures
the~ high prestige. Within any of these noble lineages, moreover,
relative status corresponds to the prospects and present political
positions of the persons concerned, and to the ranks held by their
aganati.c ancestors. The general character of this differentiation
has already been discussed.
As a rule few Habe now hold high office in Zaria except those
whose ancestors have been incorpomted in the ruling class since
the early days of the conquest under Musa. In 1950 the acti.ng
Fagaci belonged to a Habe lineage which had such a history.
Within their villages Habe village chiefs naturally have the highest
individual status; but where serni~nomadic Fulani (Agwat) have
settled in Hausa village areas they maintain an exclusive settlement
and unity under their own Ardo (head), who deals with the Hausa
vi.llage chief, and may also deal with the District Head direct.
Settled Fulani are not well represented among tbe craftsmen or
small traders of Zaria i although they frequently pursue such
occupations they are rarely classified by Habe in occupational
terms, and they are less heavily dependent on craft and trade for
their income than are other persons of moderate means. The
stratification of individuals and their families in terms of OCOJpational class is e5pecially developed among the Habe, who are the
bulk of the craftsmen and small traders of Zaria, and who lack
lineage segmentation and political office. Essentially, this Habe
system of classification assumes occupational inheritance and is
inherently static. Babe recognize that it is imprecise and ascriptive.
It nevertheless corresponds with a pree.tige scale which they use
for one another in tural areas. In this prestige 8Olle, ma11ams have
the highest status of any occupational class, and the butchers,
hunters, eulogists, blacksmiths, and tanners have very low status.
Cloth-workers, such as weavers and dyers, have a middle position,
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(f) The Stratification of Free PerS01fS
Within the Muhammadans of the emirate the principal division
is between Fulani and others. The bulk of these non-Fulani are
Habe, or are classified as such by the Fulani, who use the tenn
'Habet to distinguish their Muhammadan subjects from others.
Tuaregs (Buzaye), Kanuri, or Northerners of Arab descent are also
distinguished from these Habe by the use of special terms. Possibly,
the bulk of the Hahe of Zaria are descended from slaves, but the
acculturation of slaves to Hausa-Fulani society has been such tbat
their incorporation as Habe has entailed far less change in the
content of Hausa culture than in the structure of Hausa society.
Divisions among the Fulani of contemporary Zaria tend to follow those laid down in the last century. The Fulani are stratified
in tenns of their traditional and current associations with govem~
I Cf. Gaskiya Ta Fi KWtlbo (Hau8a vernaculal" newspapel"), No. 413, of ~3fd
August, 1950, p. I. Report of speech by Malam Abubaku" Tnfawa Bolewa in
Northern House of Repre8entativeli.
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together with silversmiths, commission agents, and farmers. The
position of merchants in this scheme varies according to their type,
wealth, and political connections. Many craftsmen or farmers also
engage in trade; and some of these persons are more properly
classified as traders Cyan kasuwa) than as farmers or craftsmen.
The rich merchant (attajin.) with a large trade turnover comes near
the head of the Habe prestige hierarchy, and exercises important
economic influence. Often, such wealthy merchants seek to raise
their status by pilgrimage to Mecca. But the poor mallam who has
made his pilgrimage on foot or by lorry has greater religious
prestige than the merchant who went by aeroplane, since the
mallam's effort is the more meritorious, and is itself an act of faith.
Prestige distributions based on occupation hold within limits set
by such factors as income levels, kinship and marriage relations,
age, and the legal status of a person's ancestors as free or slave.
Where such differences. of ancestral status obtain, the occupational
rankings referred to above do not always hold. Two weavers
descended from slave and free parents would differ in status accordingly, despite other factors; a butcher of free descent, despite
the low status of his occupation, may occupy a position in the local
prestige scale approximately equivalent to that of a weaver
descended from slaves.
People's behaviour further affects their status and prestige ranking. The instance of meritorious pilgrimage which has just been
given illustrates this. So does an individual's mode of marriage.
Rausa pmctise degrees of wife-seclusion, varying from complete
purdah (ku/le) to its opposite, which is discredited by its nametlUTffl jahiloi (the marriage of the ignorant}-for imputed religious
unorthodoxy. Two persons of similar descent and occupational
class who practise different forms of marriage are differentiated in
the prestige scale accordingly.
An even more important type of relation which affects a person's
status and prestige is clientage. As pointed out above, the client
whose patron is successful in the quest for office, often has clients
of his own, on whose behalf he seeks to exercise influence with his
powerful patron. By fortunate relations of clientage, an individual
may himself obtain political office, and thereby social mobility.
Personal power corresponds with an individual's position in the
structure of clientage relations which hold between and within the
official and non-official sectors of the society as a political system.

Although clientage is an exclusive relation, it may be changed or
renewed as occasion warrants; and the client's capacity for independent political action and upward mobility alike may be a result
of his ability to change patrons opportunely.
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(g) The Position of Ex-slaves
Despite clientage, marriage, occupational mobility, fortune, and
meritorious religious action, the Rausa 5ystem of status distribution remains primarily ascriptive. Moreover, the essential distinction here is between persons whose ancestors were free and
those descended from slaves. This distinction is emphasized more
heavily than that between the freeborn and the freedmen, since
in the fifty years after Lugard's Slavery Proclamation,. moo freedmen have died. The slave-owners of Zaria, who were Habe as well
as Fulani, naturally disapproved Lugard's prohibition of slaveraiding and slave_dealing. 1 At their depositions, Kwassau and
Aliyu, the first two emirs under British rule, both had charges of
slave-dealing against them. Yet less than 10,000 slaves registered
their self-redemption Dr freedom in the courts of Zaria during the
first twenty years of British rule; and the emphasis which Hausa
place on free Dr slave parental status indicates that thefreedom which
Lugard conferred on children born of slave-parents after 1st April,
1901, has nevertheless been qualified by the fact of their slave
parentage.
Hausa society no longer contains an explicit status of slavery
(hauta; slave = hawa, f. haiwa; pI. bayi); but Rausa emphasize
the status of a person's parents and grandparents. The children of
slaves are described as dimajai (s. dimajo literally, iSllue of a slave);
and the children of diamjai are described as motankma (literally,
grandchildren of slaves). Traditionally, the dimajo was inalienable;
and under British rule all sale of slaves has been forbidden. The
dimo.jo traditionally lived on his master's Tinji, and shared in certain of the ceremonial exchanges (hilli) of his owner's family
(!yayengij£); he laboured on the master's farm and received food
and housing in return, his marriage was arranged by his master;
he was from birth incorpomted in the Muhammadan population,
and addressed his master as father (haha); his master's children,
real and classificatory, were his siblings CyantmNl), and some of
1 See Smith, M. G., r954, for a comparison of wvery and its abolition in
Hausaland and the British Wellt Indiell.
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them were his joking relations. Although not a full member of his
master's family, still less an independent legal or political person,
the dimajo was. a member of the master's kunjiya (group of dependants), and benefited thereby. Facial marks indicated the slave
status of dimajai as well as captives. 1 These facial marks are no
longer common; but in many other respects the old dimajai relation persists between slave-owners and the issue of their former
slaves. The emphasis which Hausa place on parental status as
slave or free has the function of maintaining these dt'majai relations.
This emphasis does not contradict Lugard's rule that persons born
after 1st April. 1900, are free, but simply ignores it, and it also
modifies the effect of self-redemption by slaves.
Thus, although there may be very few slaves in contemporary
Zaria, except for the dogarai (native police) or siave-officials who
benefit considerably from the slave~status which they voluntarily
maintain, there are a great many sons and daughters of slaves, and
probably many more mattmkara. Either such persons seek to repudiste their ascribed positions and avoid recognition, in which
case they frequently move elsewhere as strangers (baki); or they
accept their situation and accommodate themselves to it as best
they can. By birth they are subordinated to the heirs and family of
their parent's master. If accepted voluntarily and maintained cheerfully, this subordinate relation offers the dimojai or matankara as
much personal security as the political influence of their iyayen
giji (owner's family) can afford. But such protection is neither
vicarious or altruistic. By protecting their dimajai from undue
interference, the owner and his kin are concerned to preserve and
enjoy their property.
The dimajo expresses his cheerful acceptance of his position by
regular participation in kinship exchanges (6£ki) with his iyayen
giji. He should attend their weddings and the naming ceremonies
of their children, and should contribute to the alms distributed on
the death of members of their family. In addition the dimajo
should greet his iyayen gtJi with gifts at the various Muhammadan
festivals; and he should remember to send them part of his annual
tithe of grain (.;-akka). These exchanges are unequal, and the
dimajo or matankara frequently receives less than he gives. Besides
these gifts, the issue of slaves have to provide their iyayen glJ;

with annual payments of grain in lieu of rent for the use of their
farm land and compound sites. These payments are known as
aron gooa or gallan gOlUl (dues for the loan of a farm). They are
commonly increased by addition of the Koranic tithe known as
zakka. They point to the fact that the land worked by those
matankara or dimojai who remain at their owner's ritqi belongs to
the owner by right of initial clearance, as well as by direct allocation from fonner rulers of the kingdom or viUage area when the
rinji was established. Inheritance of land rights by the family of
the iyayen gtJi is therefore sanctioned by the power of the king or
chief over matters involving land. Since land-suits are decided by
the king and his local chiefs, the original allocations of land for
rumada are difficult to contest or revoke. This is one point of substance behind the royal jurisdiction over land~suits.
When dimajai or matanka1'a desire to escape their iyayen gtJi,
they usually move away from the rinji, often to another emirate, as
strangers. However, such migration from one emirate to another is
less frequent than might be expected, due to certain aspects and
conditions of Hausa marriage, which must now be discussed.
Hausa classify any adult who has no spouse as a wastrel or
prostitute (karuwa), irrespective of sex. A single woman of reproductive years must seek shelter with some practising prostitute,
because there is nowhere else for her to live. Her kin will not
receive her since her single condition is an explicit rejection of
their authority and her own minority status. The wifeless man on
his part has to find some master or patron who will provide him
with regular food and shelter. The servitude implied by this relation is an abject admission of individual failure and worthlessness
(banza); but the alternative is outrageous, since it is virtually taboo
for a Hausa man to prepare his own food (abind).! Indeed, the
time spent by a man in preparing his own food (tutoo) would be
time lost from his farming, trade, or craft; and this time-loSSt if
recurrent, would soon leave him with no food to prepare. In

1 For a first-hand IICQOWlI of Hausa slavery, see Mary F. Smith, 1954, pp.
40-3.46 if., 68 fr., 119"""20, IU, uS, ett.
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1 Abinei (food) refers mainly to tuWQ (pin potTidge) and miya (stew). which
is the standard dllily meu.l. of the Hausa. SnackB, cakes, sweetmeats, ami other
lighl ld'!e$hmenls are sold in all Hausa communities, and are cltl$sified atI
mat'1Mri (anacks). Married peniOl1ll lind bachelors alike buy snacbj bul ~
are nol regarded as food; and CU6tom has made the daily meal of ~ euential
10 individual well-being. Txwo fills, l:lIlIlCks do not, but men De!~r ~llre
tuwo nor snacks. HaUlia division of labour by sex reat8 on the distinction between the complementary roletl of male lWd female. .l\I!en provid!, the ma1eriala
for food, women prepale it. Hcnce the HIluM emphasis on mlJJTI8ge.
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consequence, for social and economic reasons, Hausa men seek to
keep at least one wife, and preferably more, since pregnancy,
divorce, death, or withdrawal to her kinsfolk (biko), leaves the man
who has only one wife in much the same position as the man with
none. Help from one's daughters is of course unavailable to men,
since these daughters marry at the age of about fourteen years, and
thereafter remain with their husbands. The only safeguard for
wifeless men is for them to live with some kinsman, their father or
brother, whose wife will then cook for the household. Yet even
such a situation underlines the dependence of the wifeless male on
his married kinsman, and this is expressed by unequal distributions
of prestige as well as the grain they cultivate jointly. In consequence, Hausa men try to avoid these situations by marrying and
establishing their own households.
Many Hausa men find it difficult to finance their own marriage.
These arrangements are costly and substantial presents must be
given to the lady and her parents. Moreover, in sum affairs, there
is a high risk that the lady or her parents will break their contract
if it suits them to do so, and the suitor will then lack redress, unless
he can produce evidence of payments which is satisfactory to the
local court. But maintenance of his marriage is more difficult for a
man than its arrangement. Among the Hausa divorce is both
frequent and easy, and the general maLe desire for two wives
apiece to safeguard them against dependence on one mate is itself
a factor in maintaining the high rates of divorce. A woman collects
from her prospective husband the money she needs to repay portions of the brideweaLth to the husband she is leaving, and then
asks the court for a divorce. If after resuming her freedom, she no
longer wishes to marry her former suitor, she can repudiate the
engagement without fear that he can enforce payment, since this
can only be done through the court, which is more likely to fine
her suitor for disrupting her former marriage than to support his
claim for repayment.
For matankara and dimajw.· who wish to escape their senritude,
these and other aspects of Hausa marriage present serious obstacles. Unless the man's wife is also of slave descent, and shares
his desire to escape her own masters by moving the distance necessary to ensure anonymity, migration seriously endangers his
marriage; and in the event of divorce after such migration, the
dimajo will find himself in severe difficulties in rus attempt to get
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another wife. He will then have to compete with men already
established in their own homes who are known to the local women
and linked to them by kinship and other ties which are of considerable importance in mate-selection among the Hausa. The
dimajo whose migration has left him wifeless may therefore return
to his former home to seek another wife with the aid of his kin i or
he may try his fortune in the area of his settlement, in which case
he usually becomes the menial client of some locally important
person, receiving food and shelter in return for his services, and
hoping that in due course fortune or his patron will give him a
wife.
The alternative to long-distance movements is for the dima.jo to
move away from the rinji on to nearby uncleared land. This also
has its difficulties. A new compound must be built, and the new
land must be cleared and cultivated for more than a year before the
dimajo is fully able to establish his new household.l Such preparations cannot be executed in secret. The iyaym giji cannot fail to
know, and may take effective action to halt these designs. The
iyayen giji can simply deny the disaffected dimajo further use of the
land on which his crops are presently growing. ]n practice, this
means that the d£majo must then make special efforts to complete
his preparations before the following agricultural season. It is
difficult for the dimajo or matarJuua to remain in the n·nji while
refusing to pay the aron gona or gallan gona required by the iyaym
giji, if the latter are powerful.
ThefolLowing cases illustrate how this indirect control of dimajai
through rights in land worked in 1950. In the first case, slaves
living at the rinji of an important Fulani lineage were ordered.
to leave the village, unless they immediately presented the overdue
galla. They were opposed to doing so, but had to give in. They
were then compelled to observe the other conditions characteristic
of relations between dimdjai and their owners. In the second case,
a dimajo claimed a piece of land in a n'nft' near a district headquarters which a member of the Z;yayen gift's family desired for his
farm. The dimajo's claim rested on the fact that his father and
elder brothers had actually cleared and worked this land for a
number of years, and the dimajo argued that although the land was
l Hauss first pllUlt II catch-crop of cotton or sweet potatoes on virgin land, to
break in the soil. These catch-crops give low yields; but the following crops are
full bearing. Thus ir is more than 9 year before s farnier can rely on cleared land
for his dom~tic gnItn supplies,
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now fallow, he intended to cultivate it. This case went to the local
A1k4/i, who awarded the land to the dimajo. No question of galJo.
or ownership was involved; this was simply a conflict of claims.
between the iyayen giji and the dimajo for use of the land. Being
marsh, the disputed plot was specially valuable, and its use was
keenly contested. The third case involves a n·nji belonging to one
of the royal lineages. Its ubangiji (owner) was resident. and its
population, apart from the owner's immediate family, were mainly
of slave descent. Relations between the owner and his dimajai had
continued along traditional lines. European agricultural officers
persuaded some of these dimajai to accept ploughs and cattle and
to take up mixed farming. The plough increased their acreage
considerably, and they were then given more fallow. To improve
yields the mixed farmers made a practice of manuring their farms
regularly, and they were thereby enabled to farm the same plots
beyond the normal number of years. The ubangiji felt that his
mixed farmers were gradually establishing rights to the land they
farmed, and decided to prevent this. He announced a redistribution
of farm-plots among the people of his village, which even a village
chief has no power to make. By this redistn"bution the mixed
farmers were given further tired and fallow farm lands, and the
ubangiji took their manured land for his own farm. In despair or
protest some of these farmers surrendered their ploughs, and in
due course attempts were made to secure redress on their behalf.
The ubawgiji. although belonging to a different dynasty from the
mler, is said to have visited hi.m and explained the issue. pointing
out that the interests of all the iyayen giji of Zazzau, including the
mler's dynasty, were identical with his own, and were equally
threatened by the introduction of mixed farming and similar
practices. The Native Authority took no action to secure the
return of their former farm lands to these mixed farmers. Nor did
the protesting mixed fanners leave the rinii.
lt is necessary to describe these conditions and sanctions of the
dimajo relationship for various reasons. Unless one understands
the basis of the uhangiji's power, it is difficult to appreciate the
extent to which servitude continued in Zaria fifty years after
proclamations intended to eliminate slavery; and it is also difficult
to appreciate the form which this servitude had taken; yet, according to my noble informants, 'Kowannt! gan yana da iyayen gijinsa,
ko ba &hi da $arauta' (Every settlement has its owner, ev~n if the

latter has no title); or again, in discussing relations between masters
and dimajai in contemporary Zaria, <Har gobe, za a yi' (Until tomorrow, i.e. for ever. this will remain). Of course, the ditn4jlli are
no longer slave-born, and their owners recognize this; dimojoi are
merely persons descended from slavea, who, although not slaveborn, inherit some of their parents' servitude. In the words of one
uban giji, 'If you buy a hen and a r008ter in the market and they
have chickens, to whom do the chickens belong!' ('In ka taft
kasuwa, ka sayo zakara do kaz~ sai IU kaifu, 'ya'yansu na 'Wll1#Ie
ne?). This piece of rhetoric must be related to the remark that <each
settlement has its owner,' whose identity is well known. It is quite
clear that the ascription of personal status, on the basis of parental
condition as slave or free, has provided a fonn under which large
numbers of Hausa continue in a servitude defined so as to differentiate it from the slavery from which it derives. No one can
reasonably object to the description of persons descended from
slaves as children or grandchildren of slaves; and, so long as the
present custom relating to land remains in force, no power of the
British Administration will be able to interpose between the
iyayen giii and those persons who, although not slaves, are descended from slaves, and who thereby inherit certain of their
parents' obligations and disabilities, although they are technically
free. This is how important slave-owners accommodated themselves to the problem posed by British anti-slavery legislation.
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(h) Clientage and the PolitUal Society
By considering the present position of the ex-slave the persistence of traditional patterns ofterritorial organization can be readily
appreciated; and further light is also thrown on the significance of
clientage in the definition and organization of the political society
of Zaria. Traditional patterns of territorial organization have not
been changed as radically as might at first appear. Fiefs have been
replaced by districts. and vi.llage areas are now the recognized
units of local administration; hut rumada have not been eliminated
and maycontinue indefinitely. Iyayen gip who are powerful enough
to insist on their rights, and those who are less powerful but reside
in their settlements, maintain their rumada with little change. The
sanctions which governed relations between dimajai and their
owners have altered from physical force to political power and law.
In the present circumstances it is usual for descendants of slaves
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to seek relations of clientage with the owners of their parents; and

when dimajai seek to escape their servitude by flight, they are
often driven into the more menial forms of clientage in the areas
to which they move. The iyayen giji with dimajai or matankara
clients either have patrons who protect their enjoyment of property
rights or are themselves also patrons of free persons many of whom
wiU have client dimajai of their own.
Clientage is thus coterminous with Hausa political society, and
is accordingly almost as complex; this complexity expresses the
multifunctional character of the institution. In some situations
clientage is candidly political, and its focus is office; or it may be
directly economic, balancing work and reward. In other situations
its functions are covert, and are not immediately evident. Among
these obscurer types of clientage, those which express relations
between dimajai and iyayen giji are important. The institution of
clientage provides a medium for gradual and agreed change in
relations between slave-owner and ex-slave by integrating these
categories within the wider political system.
Clientage also incorporates such differentiating factors as
ethnicity, occupational status, lineage, and rural-urban distinctions, and defines the boundaries of the political oociety of Zaria
emirate in functional tenns. Clientage which crosses the emirate
boundaries has a specific and segmental character, but within the
emirate their relations embody power, property, status, and quasikinship. The clientage relations which Muhammadan Hausa and
Fulani of Zaria have with one another do not apply to Maguzawa.
Yoruba, lbo, European, or other ethnic groups. By its functions,
content, and form, clientage differentiates the members of the
political society from outsiders; and it thereby expresses the
structure of political relations in the emirate. Direct links between
this political society and others such as Sokoto are accordingly
expressed in this idiom also.
It is difficult to over-estimate the significance of this institution
in the political organization of Zaria; but its incidence may be
guessed from the following figures. The registered population of
Zaria emirate, 1948-49, was 55·5 per cent. Muhammadan HausaFulani; in 1950 the emirate contained 124,300 registered taxpayers, of whom about 72,000 would thus be Hausa-Fulani.
Assuming on other evidence that there are 1'1 tax payers per
domesti.c unit among the Hausa, then one in every fifty Hausa
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compounds contains a native official, almost all of whom have
several clients each.
~.

THE ADMINISTRATION OF ZAIHA IN ]950

<a) Th. StatuJ",'Y Bam
In 1950 the Zaria Native Authority was governed by the Native
Authority Ordinance, No. 17 of 1943, which vests the power of
appointment in the Governor of Nigeria. In Zaria emirate the
Native Authority directly recognized by the Governor of Nigeria
is the Emir. lbe Native Administration are the staff recruited by
the Emir to assist him in the administration of the state. Hausa
aptly describe members of the Native Administration as ma'aikatan
saTki (employees of the Emir), thereby emphasizing their salaried
status and also their direct responsibility to the Emir, This Native
Administration is indirectly sanctioned by the ordinance which
establishes the Native Administration as the instrument of that
Authority, who is responsible to the British Governor through the
British Provincial staff for the proper and efficient conduct of the
Native Administration.1
Under the 1943 Ordinance the primary duty of the Native
Authority, i.e. the Emir, is to maintain 'order and good government' within his domain. To this end, the Native Authority has
powers to arrest suspected offenders and to supervise the execution
of judicial sentences passed in its courts. The Native Authority
also has power to issue orders and regulations (dokoki) on matters
affecting the welfare of the community, in so far as these orders are
not 'repugnant to morality and justice'. The Resident, who heads
the British Provincial Administration, also has powers to issue
such orders, in the event that the Native Authority refuses to do
so, and orders of the Resident must be obeyed in the same way as
orders of the Native Authority. Initially, the 1<)43 Ordinance made
little reference to the Native Treasuries, either as regards revenue
or expenditure. The amending Ordinance, NO.4 of 1945, fonnally
recognized the power of a Native Authority to levy rates for the
upkeep of public services and utilities; but no powers of changing
taxes or raising taxation directly have been allocated to the Native
1 See Hailey, 195[, Part 3, Vol. 3, We8t Africa, pp. 1-22, 45-50, 63""98; also
ibid., Part 4, Vol. 4, A General Survey of the System of Native Administration:
see also Niven, [937 and 19$0.

1
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Authority under either of these ordinances. Another amendment
to the 1943 Ordinance recognizes the power ofthe Native Authority
to make rules modifying native law and custom in issues dealing
with land.
Under the Direct Taxation Ordinance of H)40, the Native
Authority mU8't consult with the Provincial Administration annuaUy to decide on the form and incidence of tax, and the Provincial Administration assists in preparing its estimates for the
Native Authority. In Zaria, the principal taxes in 1950 were the
capitation-tax: (haraji), and the cattle-tax (jangali). Rates varied,
the wealthier districts being assessed more heavily than others. A
small portion of these direct revenues was paid by the Native
Treasury into regional funds; and in return, the Native Authority
received certain grants from the Regional Treasury. In 1950, the
Regional Treasury of Northern Nigeria was financed partly by a
share of the indirect taxation on imports and exports which enter
or leave Nigeria, partly by direct revenues of its own, especially
licence. income-tax, and the like, partly by funds made available
under various colonial development and welfare schemes.
Subject to the Governor's approval, the Native Authority is empowered to issue orders on a variety of specific issues, such as the
prevention of disease, control of trade, the maintenance of peace,
and the administration of such rapidly developing new towns as
Raduna. Where such new settlements have been gazetted as
Townships, power to issue byelaws is vested in the Local Authority
of the Township, until Native Authority rules governing these
matters have been made. Further, the Native Authority has powers
under the Ordinance of 1943 to organize its own police force.
In 1950 the judicial organization and functions of Native
Authorities in Nigeria were still governed by the Native Courts
Ordinance No. 44 of 1933, as amended by Order in Council NO.1
of 1945, and Ordinance No. 36 of 1948. Under these ordinances,
native courts are established and constituted on warrants issued·
by the British Administration. These courts exercise jurisdiction
over persons who recognize the Native Authority to which these
courts are attached as their representative head or ruler. Native
courts administer native laws and custom, 'except in so far as this
is repugnant to morality and justice', and under recent amendments they have also been empowered to administer certain
statutory law, particularly those statutes which deal with criminal
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offences. Capital sentences from these courts require approval by
the Governor before they may be executed, and corporal punishment has to be continned by the Native Authority. No lawyers
may take part in disputes heard by native courts, but the Provincial
Administration has the right to review their cases. Native courts
are of four grades, with diminishing power, and rights of appeal or
review are vested in the superior grades of native courts. Provision
is made for a Final Native Court of Appeal constituted as occasion
arises by the Provincial Resident, and normally in Zaria this appeal
court embodies members of the Emir's judicial council. An alternative arrangement is forthe appeal to be transferred to a Magistrate's
Court, and so to the Supreme Court in which lawyers may appear.
These Ordinances and Orders in Council provide the legal
framework within which the Native Authority, the Native Judiciary,
and the Native Administration function. The ordinances do not
define the relations between these different units, nor do they define the precise content of their activities. Having application to the
colony of Nigeria as a whole, these ordinances are specially intended to be flexible and general in their character, and they apply
throughout the colony despite its diversity of conditions and cultures. It is therefore necessary to supplement this summary of the
legal basis of Native Administration in Zaria by details of its actual
organization. Many of these details have already been related. In
the present summary, such familiar features will only be mentioned,
but others which have not as yet been discussed may require more
comment.

(b) The Territcrial Organnatirm
We can conveniently discuss the administrative structure of
Zaria under three headings: namely, the territorial system which
provides a basis for the Legal and departmental administration; the
fiscal administration; and the conditions of employment within the
N .A. The territorial organization is the main principle of administrative integration. The emirate containB seventeen districts
including the capital, each of which has its own Alkali and departmental attachments. The head of each district alao has certain
officials on his own district staff. These district officials include the
magatakarda (scribe), and messengers. With their aid, the District
Chief administers his area through village chiefs, each of whom has
subordinate ward-heads and other assistants in his village area. As
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a rule at least one member from each technical department of the
Native Administration is attached w each district. The District
Chief also has two or three Native Authority policemen at his
headquarters, and a warder is in charge of the district prison.
Minor sentences are served at this gaol under the warder's supervision. The local police are controlled by the District Head. who
employs them to execute the Alkali's requests, or to apprehend
criminals. Each district capital also has an unpaid iman (timan,
priest), and villages within the area also have their own imams.
Departmental officers attached to a district are under dual control. They receive instnIctions from their departmental chiefs at
the capital; they inform the District Head of these instructions,
and he then decides on the details of their execution. The departmental official is responsible to Ills departmental head for the
technical aspects of his office, and to the District Chief for its local
administration. Similarly, the Alkali has to make a monthly return
of his judicial issues to his senior, the Chief Alkali of Zaria; he also
has to consult the District Chief in all cases which involve imprisonment, arrest, or other executive action. The Alkali has no
executive staff at his command, and often relays his summonses for
witnesses and the like through the District Head.
The latter is likewise responsible for recruiting labour as required for road maintenance, repair to buildings, etc. This he does
with the assistance of his village chiefs. The District Head is
further responsible for the proper conduct of a variety of activities
which also have technical, departmental origin or reference. Thus
he may be called on to sllpenise the distribution of superior seed,
where new crop varieties are under development; or to selec.'t or
approve the siting of wells, schools, missions, and the like; 0.[ on
behalf of the Native Authority he may have to pUJ"chase gram at
harvest for use in hospitals, schools, prisons, and other institutio~.
He is likewise responsible for making annual returns of populatIOn
from his district, classifying them in terms of sex, occupatiun,
adult, or other status, and the like. These population returns provide a basis for the annual calculation of the capitation tax by the
Central Administration.
Each departmental official in a district, including Alkali, reports
to his departmental head on the local execution of orde:s~ and .the
District Head also makes reports to the Central Admimstratlon.
The District Head's reports are both routine and occasional.
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Routine reports required from the district give returns of the
population,livestock, etc., and details of tax-collection. Occasi.onal
reports from the district on specific problems may also be requested.
Technical officers of the Nigerian Government, who are
responsible for the guidance and supervision of the various departments of the Native Administration, are usually stationed at the
emirate's capital. On their visits to meal areas they communicate
directly with the local District Head, whenever his assistance is
required or it is necessary to inform him of their activities. Norm·
ally, departmental officials attached to a district receive written
instructions from their departmental heads. who are also HausaFulani; they may also be summoned to the capital by the departmental head for discussions with him or for further instructions
by the European specialists who co-operate with their department.
Officials of the Provincial Administration may visit districts after
duly informing the Emir of their intended routes; this information
is passed on by the Emir to the District Heads concerned; on
entering each district. the British Officer reports his arrival to its
chief, and he will be escorted by the latter's messengers and agents,
so long as he remains in the area. If the British Administrative
Officer wishes to visit one of the village areas of a rural district, he
first informs the District Chief j a date is then set, the village chief
is informed, and if he is unable to go himself, the District Chief
sends one of his O"TI men to escort the British official. Thus communication between the population of a district and the Provincial
Administration is effectively controlled by the District Head.
The District Head has powers to appoint village chiefs within
his area, although the Emir's approval is also necessary; but
village chiefs cannot now be dismissed without legal proof of their
maladministration. Heads of districts within which Fulani herdsmen have settled for some years administer these groups through
their ov,rn ardc (headmen), who are held responsihie for law and
order within the nomad camps (ruga), and who also collect the
jangali due from their 'uga in return for a commission (uthira).
Their nomadic character and lineage organization has hitherto
frustrated the introduction of salaries among these Fulani headmen. Pagan tribes within a district are administered under chiefs
appointed by the District Head, and often have their own native
courts exercising very minor powers, which administer tribal
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customs and law through benches composed of their own viUage
chiefs (magadai). Except for the Wakilin Chawai, the kingdom of
Zaria contains no tribe administered directly by a single official.
Indeed, by stimulating rivalries between chiefs of the same or
different tribes, the District Head effectively maintains and increases his power over all the tribes in his area. The District Head
cannot legislate on tribal matters; but he can issue certain orders,
which if disobeyed are enforceable at law under the wide range of
offences known as kin umurni (disobedience). Moreover, the Emir
can and does legislate to prohibit certain tribal institutions such as
secondary marriage, and to introduce other practices, such as iddal
of Islamic origin. 1 The District Chief can also nullify decisi.ons of
tribal courts by refusing to enforce them.
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I Ellp~nditun is itemiKd here und~r heAdings used in Native AdministntionaccOUDIB.

(c) Firctll Forms and Ccmtent
To illustrate the character of District Administration, I attach
an account of the revenue and expenditure of one of the districts of
Zaria. The budget refers to the Native Authority fina'ncial year
1948-49, when this district had a registered population of 28,496,
of whom less than 2,000 were non-Muhammadans, mainly
Maguzawa and Gwari. There were then a.pproxima.tely 6,800 tax·
payers and 25 village units in the district.
This district budget should be studied in relation to the annual
estimates for the emirate as a whole. To illustrate the emirate
budget, I have chosen the financial year 1949-50. when the
emirate had a registered population of c. 520,000 people, of whom
approximately 124,000 were taxpayers. The Native Administration
estimates are prepared by the British Provincial staff and Central
Administration of Zaria emirate for the province as a whole. The
Zaria Native Treasury serves the independent districts of Bimin
Gwari, Jaba, Moroa, and Kagoro as well as the emirate. In 194950 these four districts contained a total registered population of
57,400, of whom about 1I,5ao were taxpayers. To estimate emirate
revenues and expenditures we must accordingly reduce these
provincial totals by a like proportion. The ratio of emirate staff to
the total staff paid by the Provincial N.A. Treasury can be assumed
to correspond with these population ratios for the emirate and the
province. In the summary of provincial expenditure I have therefore included details of the total staff paid by the N.A. Treasury
1

See Smith, M. G., [953.
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ZARIA NATIVE ADMINISTRATION ACCOUNTS
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1 Figures taken from NalifJe Administration Esummcs, Zaria Province, 195051, p. ~.

and the numbers actually employed within the emirate under each
head of expenditure.
Certain points in these district and provincial accounts merit
attention. Firstly, the two budgets correspond formally, differences between them reflecting the greater complexity and scope of
the central administration. and its direct relati.ons with external
sources of funds. such as the Regional Government. The emirate
is also charged with administration of commerical and development schemes, and enjoys certain resources, such as interest on
invested reserves, which are lacking at the district level. Excluding
these features, it is obvious that the district administrations are
modest replicas of the central administration, and that district
staffs now discharge the same functions as the central administration. These functions are broadly divisible into territorial administration which involves the judiciary, the police, prisons, taxcollection, tteasuryand audit, the last being carried out by European
staff of the Nigerian Government; and development administra-
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Figures ftOnt Native Administ,ation Estimates, Zaria Province, 194'}-50.

NOTI!S: .. Medical and Health.. These are really two separate deplll'tments, and liTe
aeparately hudgded fot in N.A. catimatell. In 11)4.0-50 the Provincial N.A. Medical
atllIfwlI' 33. of whom ~8 wOTk~ in the emirate. Th.., Provincial N.A. Health staf'fwas
then .7, of whom 39 worked in the emirate. The overwhelming rnl\lority of N.A.
personnel working in the emirate are ncruitcd from its population.
t Tot1l Provin<;:ial.tail' """ All staff ~ by Zaria M.A. Treasury. Unpaid staff are not
included. Some Provincial staff working ouuide the emiTate are recnrit'ed from
within it.
t Emirate ataff only "" Staff working within the emirate and paid from zaria N.A.
fwut.. Thee'" figt,res are estimatea, bBlled on field work, and OIl the analY"u of the
Provincial N.A. accounU. It ill unlikely that they are over...,.timat:e. of the peCioond
employed in tile eminote.

tiOD, whi.ch involves the departments of education, public works,
medicine and health, agriculture, forestry, veterinary work, and
commercial undertakings. The order in which these technical
departments were historically established corresponds with the
order in which their several expenditures are listed in the provincial estimates.
The important point that these estimates emphasize is the administrative scale and complexity of the emitate. Altogether, ap-
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proximately 1,250 persons were employed on salaries by the
Native Authority of Zaria emirate in 1950. Many others also
participated regularly in the Native Administration who were not
on this official pay list. Using calculations of local household incomes in Muhammadan Zaria, the budgeted expenditure of this
emirate administration represents about two per cent. of the
annual cash income of the population, and about one per cent. of
their gross annual incomes in cash and kind. 1 Despite this low
incidence of taxation, the emirate administration disburses considerable funds. It is by far the largest employer of labour within
the emirate, and its organization is correspondingly complex.
Little of the N.A. expenditure is directed towards 'weHare' in its
current sense. In the District Budget, Item I3(a) (3) shows a
figure of u. 6d. for the 'maintenance of pauper patients'; and items
7(3 and 4) show a total of £6 lOS. 6d. spent on prisoners' necessi.ties and rations. In the provincial estimates this level of detail is
not given; but £1,650, or 1'5 per cent. of total expenditure, is
allocated to district council funds, mainly for approved development and welfare schemes; and another £745 is allocated for
pensions. It is therefore correct to describe the administration of
Zaria in 1950 as focused on development and tbe maintenance of
order.
Another noteworthy feature of this emirate budget is the size of
the new development departments and enterprises. By European
standards they are quite modest adventures, and their funds are
also modest by comparison with the emirate revenue, but by comparison with similar activities in other Native Administrations
of Mrica these enterprises and departments are substantial undertakings and their funds form a fair portion of the surplus income
of the emirate. Works recurrent (Item 9 of the provincial expenditure) and Works extraordinary (Item 19) together total over
£46,000, or about 30 per cent. of the gross annual expenditure of
the provincial treasury.
,
Ofthe 1,250 employees of the Zaria emirate administration, 499
are members of the development departments budgeted between
Items 8 (Miscellaneous) and 18 (trade and industry). Excluding
Education, which employs over 100 persons, these departments
average about 40 emirate officials apiece. With this number of
subordinate staff, each native departmental head is clearly im-

portant. His importance is not merely administrative, but has
political aspects also. Departmental votes for 'personal emoluments' reveal the approximate financial equality of their respective
staffs, and also the approximately equal status of the new departments. In certain departments, such as Agriculture, Public
Works, Education, Medicine and Health, or Trade and Industry,
personal emoluments fonn a lower portion of total expenditure
than in others, such as Veterinary and Forestry expenditures,
where salaries account for the greater portion of departmental outlay. But on average the ratio of totaJ outlay which goes to pay
staff in these new departments is considerably below that of the
older and more prestigious departments specially charged with
the maintenance of law and order, collection of tax and the like.
On the other hand, these new departments disburse larger sums
for purposes of development.

1.70

. 1 See Smith, M. G., 1955.

1.71

(d) The ChartUter of Administrative &lations
One of the most revealing items in the account of provincial ex~
penditure is No. 16, the vote for 'Pensions, etc.', which amounts
to £745. Virtually, such a small allocation for pensions implies
that appointments to the Native Administration are either lifelong or non-pensionable. Either or both of these inferences raises
further questions about the terms and conditions of recruitment
and employment in the Native Administration. I was n~ able
to discover a code of administrative regulations applymg to
employees of the Native Authority in 1950.; it is ~oubtful
whether such a code existed, and also whether rt could eIther be
established or enforced. General or Standing Orders which define
the relations and obligations of Nigerian Government officials can
have no parallel in a Native Administra~on establi~ed ~nde.r any
chief whose appointment as sole Nattve Authonty mevitably
defines him as an autocrat. Administrative autocracy is incompatible with codes which limit the au.tocrat's power o~~ his
subordinate staff and which defines relatLOns between adnu01stra~
tive officials in fixed terms. The character of employment conditions under the Zaria Native Authority is decisive for the characterization of its administrative staff. None the less, given the autocratic relations between the Native Authority and the Native
Administration (ma' aikatan 8arki), it is academic to ask whether
employment by the Native Authority is pensionable or life-long.
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By their supervision the British seek to protect senior staff of the
Native Administration against arbitrary dismissals from office by
the Native Authority. ]n this way they seek to limit the ruler's
power over his senior officials, and the British have been effective
in protecting officials on various occasions. But it is doubtful
whether British supervision has had equal success in securing the
~ismi~al of officials who are either incompetent or unscrupulous
ill therr use of office. In such issues the Emir, with assistance from
his judiciary, can otIer considerable protection to his subordinates
if he wishes. ]n effect, therefore, the conditions of appointment, employment,. promotion, transfer, and dismissal which
define relations between Native Administration and the Native
authority, are subject to ad hot: political action which involves the
British Administration, the Native Authority, and the native
courts. Such ad hot: political action is limited to the decision of the
i~divi.du.al cases which pro~ote it, as in the instances already
Clted. Smce a code regulatmg relations between officials of the
N~tive Administration. and the Native Authority is incompatible
With the statutory basis on which that Authority is itself established" this ad hot: political action is the best that the British can
do. ]n effect, British supervision of the Native Administration is
thus a permanent political issue entailing vigilance by Provincial
Officers and Emir alike.
S~ce there are no defined procedures and codes governing the
relabons aud behaviour of Native Administration statI, there can
be no code~ which govern their recruitment or dismissal. Recruitment indeed continues on traditional lines and emphasizes political
loyalty to the immediate superior in office. Thus in 1950 the sole
MaJlawa District Chief had an unusual number of Mallawa territorial and departmental officials stationed in his district. The
Mallawa departmental heads of N.A. Medical and Health Departments, who were rivals for promotion to territorial office and for
the Leadership of the Mallawa dynasty, each had an' unusual
complement of kinsmen within his department. Other departmental .and territorial officials behaved similarly. The simplest
way to Illustrate contemporary patterns of recruitment to office is
to c~assify the. officials ~ various departments of the N .A. by
ethmc status, lmeage, affiliation, and school experience.
The following table requires few comments. Of the 529
Northerners employed by the Zaria Native Administration in 1945
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ETHNIC, KINSHIP, AND EDUCATIONAL STATUS OF NATIVE
ADMINISTRATION EMPLOYEES-ZARIA, 19451
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who have been classified above, 343, or 64 per cent., are Fulani,
and 2;°5, or 39 per cent., belong to one or other of the three
principal dynasties. At this date I ZO, or zz per cent., of the 5Z9
Northerners employed by the N .A. were members of the ruler's
dynasty; and their principal supporters, the Katsinawa had 57
members, or I I per cent. There were only 28 Mallawa in the 529
Northerners classified abo\'e, a ratio of 5.6 per cent. The MaJlawa
are the chief rivals of the Bornawa. Between 1945 and 1950 the
Mallawa increased their numbers in the N .A., in consequence of
Mallawa promotion to headship of the Medical and Health departments. In 1945 other leading Fulani lineages between them held
138, or 26 per cent. of these 529 N.A. positions, while non-Fulani
Northerners held 186 positions, or 36 per cent. Most of these nonFulani Northerners employed by the Zaria N.A. were Muhammadan Habe; and in 1948 the political society of the emirate con-
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tained 252,000 Babe as compared with 54,000 Fulani. These
figures show that the Fulani receive preference over the nonFulani as regards employment by the Zaria N.A.; that the dynastic
Fulani receive preference over other Fulani; and that the members
of the ruling dynasty receive preference over their dynastic rivals.
The composition of the Zaria judicial staff at this date repeats the
patterns by which office is distributed among the dynasties. Of the
65 Northerners in the emirate judicial staff in 1945, 13 were members of the lineage of the then Chief Judge, and of the IZ nonFulani occupying judicial office, 10 were members of the Haben
Kajuru lineage which had formerly held the office of Chief Judge.
The 7 Southern Nigerians on the N.A. judicial staff were members
of courts situated in the new settlements outside Kaduna and
Zaria, and dealt with the affairs of the Southern populations
Jiving there.
The preceding table also informs us about the educational
status of Northerners on the Zaria N.A. staff. Of these 529
Northern employees, 162, or 31 per cent., had attended the new
N.A. schools which teach Roman script. It is likely that this sample
contains other persons who were able to read and write Hausa in
Roman script, although they did not attend these schools; but their
inclusion would not alter the proportion just given by very much.
Moreover, one-half of the 162 ex-schoolboys in this sample of
N.A. employees were'themselves engaged in the emirate education
departments as teachers; and all N.A. teachers listed in Table IV
were literate in Roman script. To assess the educational background of the N.A. staff not directly engaged in education accurately, we must therefore exclude the teachers. On this basis we
find that, of the remaining 446 N.A. employees, only 79, or 18 per
cent., have attended N.A. schools.
Clearly British expectations that the literate population ofschoolleavers would provide the Native Administration with most of its
staff have not been fulfilled. The figures just quoted indicate
otherwise; but the cause is not a shortage of pupils. In 1948 the
schools of Zaria N.A. contained over 1,300 boys. Even if the percentage of literate N.A. staff was doubled to allow for those
employees literate in Roman script who had not attended N.A.
schools, it is clear that in 1945 familiarity with Roman script
was neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for appointment
to the Native Administration, Despite certain changes, this was

the position in 1950 also. Set beside our information on kinship
and ethnic status presented above, these figures on the educational
background of N.A. staff reveal the extent to which non-technical
factors govern appointments to N.A. offices, and they further
imply that such factors influence behaviour within the Native
Administration, especially with respect to the conditions of employment, promotion, transfer, dismissal, and public conduct as
weU as other intra-administrative relations. Briefly, these nontechnical factors reflect political relations and have political
significance.
One further point requires attention. Relations between the
officials of the Native Administration and the subjects of the Emir
are as poorly defined and regulated as are relations between these
officials and the Emir himself. This is especially true with regard
to the new tec1mical staff. The subject population (taIakau!a) are
very often quite ignorant of the powers and duties of these new
officials; and since these duties and powers are subject to technical
considerations and goals, they are also frequently subject to redefinition and change, so that infonnation about the rights, functions, and authority of these officials has to he kept up-to-date by
continuous enquiry. The commoners' ignorance of these matten:
is coupled with their incapacity to take effective action against
officials of any department who act ultra vires; in short, talakawa
are largely defenceless against N .A. officials. By virtue of these
conditions tbe new technical offices have become progrC88ively
assimilated to the traditional concept of sar-aula, and are now
offices exercising mandatory powers. The commoner who rejects
an official's command invites trial for kin umurci in the Alkali's
court; and commoners expect that in such an issue the oourt will
favour the official against them. Talakawa see martl-sarautd
(office-holders) as sharing common interests which are contraposed to their own; they also recognize those political solidarities
of N.A. officials which have been indicated in Table IV. These
solidarities are not merely ethnic. Kinship, marriage, clientage,
and otber ties bind officials together, and provide the bases for
their corporate solidarity and action against ta/aJunqa who dispute
their authority and power. Officials of the new departments are
thus in structural contraposition with the subject population. and
the latter's ignorance of the precise details of theBe new official
functions provides tempting opportunities for admini9trative 0181-
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practice of various sorts. TIuo~h. such t:'ractices these new
officials display their power and assunilate their new sarauta to the
traditional official structure and fonns of rule.
Commoners have a longer acquaintance with the powers and
functions of territorial chiefs at both the village and district level.
But these powers and functions are also subject ~ change ~d
redefinition by decisions and regulations of the Native Au~onty;
and territorial chiefs, especiaUy District Heads, suffer In local
esteem from decisions taken in Zaria by which they have to abide,
and from the principle of part-payment or under-payment for
labour on N.A. roads, buildings, and the like to which they are
thus committed (see Item 9 in the District Budget, supra). Commoners engaged on these works receive some payment, but at
local rates these payments are inadequate for the wor~ done, and
they are not distributed among the persons who earned ou~ ~e
work in any Wlilorm fashion. In consequence local SUBpIClon
attaches to the District Head or other official entrusted with these
payments. Yet often the District Head or other official may have
been specially scrupulous in paying out all monies allocated for
these purposes. The fact is that the monies are insu~cient; ~t
their amount is not known to the talakawa, and that It also vanes
in relation to the work done by time and place. Territorial and
other officials who have to make these inadequate payments occupy
an unenviable position. However, to District Chiefs, misunderstanding and hostility promoted by s~ch. underpaym~ts, have
the useful function of recurrently remmdmg theIr subjects that
the contemporary government of Zaria is not based on consent
but on power. For this reason such chiefs ~ke littI.e effo~ .to
infonn their subjects about these or other details of theIr admUl18tratian.
Local rulers have no need to inform commoners about governmental policy, or to discuss their administrative objectives and
methods with the people. Indeed, the commoners' ignorance of
these matters expresses their dependent political status and subject
role. It also emphasizes that the officials of the N.A. :ue .not the
people's servants but their rulers.. Lack of co~m~rucatton between officials and the Rausa pubhc about offiCial al1D8 and procedure serves to redefine relations between these two groups in
political terms. Thus administrative office h~ a polltical expression
as well as political basis and mode of recrUltment.
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3.

THE POLl TICAL SYSTEM OF ZARIA IN

an

1950

The three features which are critical for an analysis of the
political system of Zaria in 1950 are its limits, its form. and its
character. I shall discuss each of these in tum.

(a) The Baundarits of this System
During 1950 preparations were actively under way for the
establishment of a Federal Nigerian Government on the basis of
universal suffrage. There were frequent discussions between the
chiefs and leaders of the various regions about the allocation of
seats in the federal legislature, and about other constitutional
issues. These matters were alsa discussed by the chiefs and leaders
of the Northern region meeting separately. Within Zaria emirate
the proposed changes and the elections which would establish the
regional and federal legislature were continually being publicized,
and infonnation was distributed by redifJusion, by newspaper) and
by individual contacts. Change was imminent, its preparation was
afoot, and the British and Native Administrations were alike com~
mitted to such change.
There was a branch of the Jam'iyyar MutanenArewa (Northern
People's Congress) at Zaria, and its local head was the Native
Chief of Works, the Turaki Aliyu, a member of the local branch
of the Toronkawa lineage descended from Mallam Musa's daughter
and Dan Fodio's Waziri Gidado. This Jam'~yya was then reorganizing to become the dominant political party of the Muhammadan North; and within the region its only opposition then came
from another party known as the Northern Elements' Progressive
Union, which had its headquarters in Kana city and demanded
radical reforms in the northern emirates. Each of the two southern
regions also had a regional political party, that in the east being
led by Dr. Azikiwe, and that in the west by Chief Awolowo. The
eastern party stood for the Ibo interests, that in the western
provinces for Yoruba interests, and the Jam'iyyar Mutanen Arncra
for the interests of the Muhammadan North. Thus in 1950 the
parties of each region were mobilizing their forces to fight the
coming elections on regional lines.
The emirate of Zaria was clearly involved in this developing
system of federal political relations; and the lead which the Emir
of Zaria gave to the Northern members of the consultative aa~
G.Z.-19
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semhly which was summoned in 1950 to consider the federal
('MacPherson') constitution demonstrates the Emir's awareness
of Zaria's position. The British Administration were also involved
in this emerging system of federal politics, being concerned to
secure its establishment and supervise its operation. The Yoruba
and Ibo with whom Zaria now had to deal on a federal level were
distinguished from the Muhammadan North by culture, region,
language, and political party organization. Within Northern
Nigeria the dominant political idea and unit was that of the Fulani
empire of Sakato. This offered a powerful centre around which
Muhammadans could rally, and it also had a history and organization capable of directing these Muhammadan forces to their
greatest effect. Indeed, the great majority of Northern Muhammadans, and some states in the western region also, were former
tributary members of this FuLani empire. In the closing months of
1950 the SuLtan of Sokoto formally assumed the mantle of Northern leadership with his call for voluntary donations to a fund to
equip the North to meet the challenge of new responsibilities. This
fund, known as KUTdin Tat'makon Arewa (Money to help the
North), soon amounted to more than £40,000, although nooMuhammadans contributed little and the nonnal individual
contribution was only threepence, In this emerging system of
federal politics Zaria was directly attached to the Fulani empire,
and through this empire the emirate was associated with other
Northern Muhammadan states, such as Abuja, in opposition to
the Yoruba and Iho of the South.
At this time the emirate was thus engaged in relations with the
British Administration on three levels, locally, regionally, and
federally. In the regi.onal and federal contexts, the emirate by
virtue of its membership in the Fulani empire was able to face the
British Administration on more or less equal tenns. To illustrate
the measure and significance of this equality, one example may
suffice. In 1950 charges were being made quite openly that the
Native Administrations in the Northern emirates were corrupt.l
The British Administration was disturbed by such allegations.
Finally, the Northern House of Chiefs established a committee to
consider such malpractices. The conclusion reached by this committee revealed a wisdom like unto Solomon's. They decided that
1 Sell Gaskiya Ta Fi Kwahp (Hausa Venaeular Newspaper), No. 4IS of 23[d
August, 1950.
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henceforward punishment for bribery and other similar forms of
corruption should fall equally on all parties inVOlved. Thus he who
offers the bribe and he who takes it would suffer alike. This ruling
put an end to further complaints of official corruption, and was
heralded in Britain as a fundamental attempt by the Northern
rulers at self-reform. This decision illustrates the power of the
Fulani chiefs in r9521 and the extent to which they had recovered
the ground lost to the British Administration in the early years
when the Protectorate was established. Thus in 1950 Zaria faced
the British Administration at the regional level as one of the states
led by Sokoto, and through this political association the Emir was
able to influence and limit British political supervision of emirate
affairs.
Despite its persisting vassalage, in 1950 the emirate of Zaria
fonned an independent unit within the Fulani dominio1l8, subordinate to the authority and leadership of Sakoto, but internally
autonomous. The Sultan no longer received annual tribute from
Zaria; nor did he have the right to appoint or dethrone its rulers;
nor did they have to render annual homage by visits to Sokoto.
These conditions of vassalage had lapsed under British rule, without the relation itseJffalLing into abeyance. In much the same way,
the vassals of Zaria no longer make formal allegiance in the
traditional manner, though the relations and status of vassalage
persist; the autonomy of these vassals within Zaria has been
respected as far as possible. Where a fanner vassal state has been
incorporated within one of the emirate districts as a village area,
it is part of the emirate in substance as well as in fonn; but where
a former vassal state now constitutes a separate distri~ its distinctness and vassalage persist together; and such a unit, although
formally a part of the kingdom, is highly autonomous in its internal
affairs. Put otherwise, the Emir of Zaria does not hold himself
responsible for the government of such vassal districts, nor for the
selection and protection of their chiefs. nor do his subjects hold
him fully responsible for conditions in these vassal states.
Thus vassalage remains important among the external relations
of the emirate. The effect of British supervision has been to modify
its form and content, but in the same way that vassalage di:fE'erentiates Zaria from its suzerain, Sokoto, it also defines Kaunl, Kajuru 1
and Kagarko as outside the true political society of Zaria emirate.
The conditions of membership in the political society of Zaria
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have already been discWlsed at length. Only those persons whose
relations to the constituted authorities are immediate, exclusive,
and direct are full members of this political society. Dependants of
these persons are also members of Zaria society but they have the
political status of minors. In short, only Rausa-speaking Muhammadans really belong to the political society of the emirate. Pagan
tribes under emirate rule are subject populations, and are not full
citizens of the state. Membership in the political society of the
emirate involves an exclusive identification with the emirate as a
unit, with its history, its rulers and form of rule, and with its
future. This identification is neither vicarious nor merely psychological. Political indentmcation is expressed by participation within
the political system of the society which forms the emirate; and
such participation is characteristically expressed by clientage, by
serfdom, or by kinship and marriage relations.
The variety of political roles which these relations of solidarity
or subordination support and require include chieftainship,
official membership of the Native Administration, unofficial
agency and communication by 'yan lahari or jekadu, agency
(fadJJnci), serfdom, and the like. Such political action has as its
object the maintenance and increase of the actor's power and
influence. The structure of political action is therefore segmentary
and involves competition between individuals, lineages, or other
rival groups to secure or retain power and office by all the means
at their disposal. Kinship, marriage, and clientage are the main
principles tbrough which persons of free parentage are brought
into this system, at both the community and emirate levels; the
assimilation of serfdom to clientage provides the basis for the
participation of th08t descended from slaves.

consistently distinguishes between the 'politicaL officers' of the
Protectorate Government, whose duty it was to administer and
the technical or departmental staff, who were engaged on 'such
projects as education or railways, and were subject to direction by
the political officers. In this way Lugard clearly recognized. that
the Protectorate Government was a politital administration the
instrument used for such purposes being the 'adminis~tive'
staff, particularly the British staff in charge of Provincial Administration.
To describe the Native Administration of Zaria as part of the
native political system does not, of course, exclude its classification
as an administrative structure. As we have seen, an administrative
organization may have prominent political elements and functions.
Accordingly, questions about the extent and significance of
political elements and functions in the Native Administration of
Zaria are questions of fact. To answer these questions we must
have detailed knowledge, firstly about the relations between the
Native Administration and its British supervisors, and secondly
about the relations among the members of the Native Administration, and between that administration and the population it
administers.
Relations between the British and the Native Administration
pivot on the Emir of Zaria. His opposite number, the Resident of
Zaria, is assisted by a staff of Divisional Officers, and reports to the
Lieutenant-Governor of the Northern Provinces. The Emir has a
formal council to assist him, but he need not report to his subjects.
As Native Authority, he heads the Native Administration, which
is directly responsible to him, and not to the British officials who
supervise it. In such a situation, the Emir's power to control his
Native Administration clearly corresponds with his power to limit
British control. This simply means that the Emir's control over his
administration increases pro rata with the ineffectiveness or intermittency of British attempts to supervise and control this administration. In this structural context the Emir is therefore compelled to try to limit the effectiveness of British supervision. Such
action by the Emir is ipso facto political action. It mobilizes per_
SQnne1 and resources within one organization against those of
another. The relation is clearly segmentary, despite its formally
hierarchic character. This being the case, it must be conceded that
the Native Administration operates under the Emir as a political

aSo

(h) The Politital Strutture
Before proceeding to discuss the political system of Zaria in
1950, it is neces8aJ'Y to reconsider its relation to the British AdmiBistration. If the term 'Native Administration' is taken literally,
it would mean that the emirate of Zaria is not a political unit at all
but merely an administrative district. Likewise, the British Administration would be c1asslfiable as a non-political and purely
administrative organization. Actually, Lugard, who established
British rule in the region, and who was primarily responsible for
defining the form and character of its British Administration,
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unit in its deaHngs with the British Provincial Administration. At
the regional level the emirate also confronts the British Regional
Administration as part of a wider political unit, the Fulani empire.
At the still more inclusive level of the Nigerian Federation, the
emirate. in association with other units of the Muhammadan North,
and especially as a member of the dominant Northern unit under
Sokota, confronts the representatives of Southern Nigeria in the
competition for control of federal policy and fortunes. At each of
these levels the political relations in which the emirate is engaged
involve the contraposition of competing units. But it is only at the
Provincial level that the emirate meets the British Administration
alone and face to face.
The extent to which Native Administration can be regarded as
overtly and effectively political depends in part on its freedom
from British control. Freedom from such control can be tested in
certain ways. Essentially, effective British control or supervision
implies close correspondence between the performance of the
Native Administration and its goals as set by the British.1 For example, annual population returns are required of this administration for purposes of tax-assessment. If the Native Administration
is effectively administered or controlled by British supervisors, or
if it has fully absorbed their aims and methods, then these official
returns of population should correspond to the actual population
in the area. The British have always insisted strongly on accurate
returns of population and tax from their earliest days in Northern
Nigeria. 2 Yet in 1950-51 the registered population of Zaria emirate
was reported to be less than 54°,000 persons, whereas the Nigerian
census of 1951 revealed a population well over 750,000. Clearly,
the performance of the Native Administration in this case corresponds neither with the reality nor with British expectations and
requirements. This example is all the more revealing since the
British have for long been concerned with the apparent failure of
population in these Fulani emirates to increase in accordance with
their expectations. During 1929-3°, an elaborate investLgation was
o:mducted into the reasons for low Rausa fertility. Diet was
blamed, on the curious ground that rats fed with Rausa staples
tended to lose their powers of reproduction. s Actually, Hausa are

highly fertile, and despite an appalling rate of infant mortality the
popula~0ll; appears to increase by 2'5 per cent. per aJUlum.1
e~er, thIS mcrease has not been fully registered, perhaps because
vil~age headm~n .and others charg~d with its registration are able
to lJl~se ~eU" lIlcome ~)' collectmg and keeping tax from a substantial portlon of unregtstered persons. These village chiefs are
~der~al~ (about 15s. or ~I per month being their average salary
1n Zana III 1950), and thIS, coupled with inadequate supervision
and some encouragement from their superiors, may have inclined
them ~ reward themselves by under-representing the population
of thetr areas on the scale indicated by the figures. Field work. fully
bears out this explanation.
This instance of population under-representation indicates the
sort ?f. relat~ons which hold on the one hand among the Native
Administration staff, and between that Administration and the
emirate population on the other, as well as relations between the
N.A. and the Provincial Administration. The relations between the
N '~'. and. the emirate population illustrated by this case are clearly
pohttcal III so far' as they are ulh'a wes or consist of deliberate
failure to perform official duty. The sorts of relation among members of ~e territ~rial ad~inistration which these facts imply are
also. pohttcal, ~avlllg th:lr. foci and expression in solidarity, protectIOn, and tnbute. ThIS IIlstance further indicates the degree to
~hi~ the ~at,ive ~dministration has eluded control by the ProvlOclal Admllllstratton; yet to the extent that it is not controlled
by .the. British, the Native Administration must be regarded as
ruling mdependently, within limits indicated by its own caution
and the strength of its political opponents.
Bearing this. in mind, we can now discuss the form of this
political system. As of 1950 the political system of Zaria clearly involved the British Administration, which was in structural contraposition to the Native Administration under the Emir. these two
units being engaged in a 8tnIcturally fixed competition for control
and power. In some ways the relation of Zaria to the British in
~950 resembled that with Sokoto in 1870; but there are many
tmportant differences. None the less, the British Administration
formed an important element in the system of political relations
which centred on the Emir. This system also involved the Native
Administration and the Native Judiciary. In this context the

Lugard, 1918; also Cameron, 193+; also Hailey, 1937. pasnm.
See Colonial Report$. Northern Nigeria, No. 377 of H)CI; +37 of 1903; 59+
of 1907-8. Also Lugard, 1926.
~ McCulloch. 19:t9-30.
1
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1 See Smith, M. G" 19.55, Appendix
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Native Administration was at once the Emir's instrument and his
prize. Through his official staff the Emir took such action at! his
political relation with the British seemed to require; and one of the
major objectives of action by the Emir was the protection and
control of that Native Administration itseH.
In his efforts to contain British supervision and to retain or increase his control of the Native Administration, the Emir had to
take the Native Judiciary into account. They occupied a strategic
position, and one which might seem invulnerable. Appointed on
the recommendation of the Senior Judge, the judiciary exercised
jurisdiction over issues involving the Emir's administrative staff.
The British normally hesitated to dispute the verdicts of these
native courts, since reversal of these verdicts would tend to undermine the authority of such courts in native eyes, while appeals
which repeated the decisions of such courts would serve little
purpose. Moreover, if the court's decision was based on the
Koranic oath, there was really no point in a retrial. Thus the native
courts could exercise influence on both the British and Native
Administrations by the way in which they decided cases involving
native administrative staff. Although appeals lay from these courts
to that of the Emir, for various reasons the Emir can not regularly
exculpate officials in his own courts, nor can he therein directly
incriminate those whom he desires to ruin. Appeal to the Emir's
court is therefore reserved for specially important cases, and the
stock method of trial in these situations is to administer the
Koranic oath, perjury being held to be punishable by Allah rather
than the Emir.
The Native Judiciary poses a political problem for the Emir because of its capacity to assist him in preserving the Native Administration from British interference, or to undermine his own
control of this Native Administration by its decisions. In order
that the Emir should protect and control the Native Administration effectively and enjoy security in his relations with the British,
he must therefore control the Native Judiciary.
To the Emir, control of the judiciary is only essential when
issues of administrative or political import arise. For the bulk of
their legal administration the native courts need fear no interference from the Emir. But issues do arise from time to time in
which the Emir's position and power are involved, and in these
situations the security of his control over his subordinate staff is

identified with the latter's security. When such cases develop, the
Emir and the Chief Alkali confront each other.
The Emir's principal resources in his dealings with the Chief
Judge are his powers of appointment and promotion. By promoting
the Chief Judge the Emir can remove him from office and render
all his kinsmen who hold judgeships insecure. Moreover, by
promoting the Chief Judge into a purely advisory role, or into
territorial office, the Emir places the Chief Judge directly under
his own control, and am punish the judge's obstinacy by dismissal
or other means. By the eame measure the Emir frees himself to
appoint a more co-operative official as Chief Judge, and in this way
he can then transfer control of judicial appointments to lineage
rivals of the former Chief Judge. Finally, by promoting the Chief
Judge from office, the Emir deprives him of power, the loss of
which is probably itself the greatest personal blow of all. In addition, the Emir may also appoint kinsmen of the Chief Judge to
lucrative and important office (See Table IV, supra). Such appointments influence the Chief Judge to comply with the Emir's wishes
in administrative issues, partly because of the increased identification it establishes between the Native Administration and the
Native Judiciary, partly because it discourages the Chief Judge
from actions which may endanger the political prospects of his
own kin. In any event, despite the great prominence of the Chief
Judge, and his control over the Native Judiciary, his position
'Vis-a-vis the Emir neither permits of parity of power nor open
opposition. By the device of promotion, the Emir is able to divide
and rule the Native Judiciary) simply by rotating the office of Chief
Judge among the leading legal lineages and by allowing the Chief
Judge to give office to his kin.
In fact the Chief Judge heads a segmented judicial structure,
and its division between his kin and supporters, andhis lineage rivals
and their allies, weakens his capacity to resist the Emir in issues of
interest to the latter. A co-operative association with the ruler,
therefore, offers the Chief Judge far more than the opposite. By
co-operating with the Emir the Chief Judge maintaiIl8 his own
position, and this in turn gives him opportunities for the appointment and promotion of kin, for the exercise of judicial and other
power, for mutually profitable co-operation with the king, for
canvassing his own interests and those of his kinsmen and friends)
and especially for effective participation in those afi'airs of state
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which centre on relatioIl8 between the Emir, the British Administration, and the Native Judiciary.
Thus in [950 the political system of Zaria consisted of the Emir
and his administrative subordinates, the Native Judiciary and the
British Administration. In this system, the Emir, with the assistance of his judiciary, sought to protect the Native Administration
and native political system from interference and control by the
British Administration. In this undertaking the essential measure
of an Emir's success is the number of his opponents aud supporters who have suffered dismissal from office during his reign.
By such a test there could be no doubt that in 1950 the Emir of
Zaria was fully in charge of the situation. His promotion of the
Chief Alkali to the advisory office of Waziri two years later, indicates that he was equally weU aware of the basis on which IUs
control rested, and was determined to maintain this control
independently.
However, in 1950 the political system of Zaria emirate did not
consist solely in relations between the Emir, the Native Judiciary
and the British Administration. This system of political relations
had itself been preceded by another) of which the Emir was the
conscious heir) and this older system also persisted. This older
political system was constituted by the rival dynasties, their various
clients, and relatiDns between them. In 1950 as befDre this dynastic
rivalry was focused Dn the distributiDn Df Dffice, especially on the
supreme office with its power of allocating subordinate offices.
The Native Administration being appointed by the Native
Authority as the agency of a statutorily constituted autocrat, its
insulation from political factors and influences in this situation was
impossible and incompatible with its statutory base; in consequence in its composition the Native Administration reflected the
conditions of this traditional dynastic rivalry. The extent to which
it did 80 in 1945 has already been indicated in the preceding
analysis of the central staff of the Zaria N.A. The Emir's structurally inescapable need for monocratic authority over his administrative staff itself arises from his position within this political system
of rival dynasties. As the figures already given indicate, the present
dynasty has sought to win support for its regime from one of its
former rivals, the Katsinawa, by liberal appointments to office,
while excluding its most important opponents. the Mallawa.
By 1950 the Bornawa dynasty had already held the kingship
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without a break for thirty years. At that time there were only two
dynastic rivals of the Bomawa who held territorial office, and
neither of these persons were directly descended from former
rulers. Time had so far advanced its erosion of the Emir's
dynastic rivals, by the elimination of their leading candidates, and
by the virtual exclusion of their members from senior territorial
office. Despite British aims and intentions, and the revisions of
succession rules and procedure under British supervision, the
traditional system of muItidynastic competition had partly been
replaced by one of monodynastic autocracy; and within the ruling
dynasty rival segments descended from Kwassau and Dalhatu
respectively were becoming progressively estranged. Thus the old
patterns of political competition and segmentation were continuing, despite the changing constitution and character of the
segments themselves.
In this situation the Emir WM as much concerned to scrutinize
the loyalties of his kinsmen as the behaviour of his dynastic rivals.
Of the eight District Heads appointed to non.hereditary office by
M. Ja'afaru between 1936 and 1950, one was his brother, and
another, the Dan Madami Vmom, who was a son of Ibrahim,
M, Ja'afaru's predecessor, was appointed after his own brother
had been dismissed from that office; another District Head belonged to the rival Katsinawa dynasty, while the other five appointed by this ruler were of non-royal lineage. In part these
distributions of office among non-kinsmen may be traced to the
Emir's lack of male issue, but in part they reflect the rivalries
already current among Bomawa, and their opposition to his
aocesslOn.
The native political system in 1950 was thus quite complex. Its
pivot and basic principle was the kingship, and it depended on this
institution for its unity. On one level the Emir was engaged in
political relations with the British and the Native Judiciary
simultaneously; on another, with his dynastic rivals; on yet a
third, with his own kinsmen in and out of office. He was also
bound to the Native Administration by political ties. Through his
control of this administration the Emir was able to keep rivals
weak hy excluding them from office, to limit British interventi;:m
in the affairs of his emirate, and to reduce the power of the Natlve
Judiciary. Moreover, it was through this Native ~tion
that the Emir ruled his subjects, official and other. HlS powers of
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appointment, transfer, promotion, and dismissal effectively
allowed the ruler to control his subordinate administrative staff.
With the Emir's consent, his senior officials exercised a similar
power over their districts or departments, but it has always been
recognized that the Emir has the ultimate right and power to
distn"bute departmental and territorial office alike. Needless to say,
for the most part, the ruler is directly concerned only with the
most senior positions in such structures. Those to whom he entrusts departments or districts are persons in whose loyalty he has
confidence. These individuals enjoy the Emir's support in the
administration of their offices, and ha,>e little to fear from his
supervision, 80 long as their political solidarities persist. In this
situation clientage is stimulated and expressed by office.
As indicated above, appointment in the Native Administration
is not governed by merit or technical qualifications, but by ties of
loyalty in a situation of political rivalry where the stakes are considerable. Consequently, in much the same way that the Emir
appoints his own supporters and kin to office, or the Chief Judge
appoints his kinsmen to judgeships, so do the departmental and
territorial chiefs allocate office on bases of personal loyalty and
solidarity to themselves. Once appoinbnents to office had been
made on such grounds, the exercise of office is thereafter conditioned by the system of hierarchic solidarities. In such a structure
the subordinate expects protection and possible promotion from
his superior, while the latter in return expects loyalty and obedience
from his client. In effect, political relations ramify throughout the
administrative organization, and political factors saturate its
technical and non-technical positions alike. Many of theBe political
relations have purely internal reference and functions; others refer
to the context of British supervision, and to the Emir's responsibilities and needs in this situation; yet others refer to the relations
between this administration and the population over which it
rules.

from this pattem in its relations with the native population, then
relations between these two categories of persons become correspondingly political. Moreover, to the extent that the Native
Administration has political relations with the population which it
administers, and is not subject to any external agency such as the
British Administration, then these relations themselves indicate
the degree to which the N.A. is a ruling bureaucracy. Yet, the extent to which this N.A. rules the emirate population politically is
the measure of its independence from effective control by the
British; and this in turn is the measure of the Emir's effective
power.
Bearing these points in mind, we may consider a few cases which
simultaneously illustrate the character of relations between the
Native Administration on the one hand and the population of the
emirate on the other; between the Emir and his Native Administration; and between the Emir, the N.A., and the British. The following examples will also reveal some of the various factors and situations involved in Native Administration. In the case of the underregistration of population, already mentioned, the effect has been
seriously to deprive the Native Treasury, if not the native officials,
of revenue. It is also quite likely that the under-reporting of persons liable to pay haraji is matched by under-reporting of cattle
for which jangali is due. Another illustration consists simply in the
maintenance of the prohibited systems of jekadu and levies of foodstuffs from the local population. Another example consists in the
use of forced labour on the farm of a certain District Head, on one
occasion over 150 persons being mobilized as a body. The close
connection between territorial and judicial officials in settling disputes is also worth mention. In one instance, appeals were made
to a District Head to secure a favourable decision from the local
court, and gifts formed a prominent part of the appeal. Formally,
of course, there is a clear division between executive and judicial
offices and functions; but operationally this need not be so.
Another case involved the Native Treasury of Zaria Province,
which is also the emirate Treasury. Funds paid out by this
Treasury are drawn from a reserve account which the Nigerian
Government keeps at a certain level. Native Treasury balances and
accounts are subject to frequent audit by British Divisional
Officers. In 1950 it was discovered that out of a reserve of about
£44,000 which the Zaria Treasury had with the Nigerian Govern-

(c) The ChartUter of Politics in Zaria
If relations between the Native Administration and the population of the emirate are purely administrative, they must necessarily
wnform to the definition of official functions and duties. As far
as possible there should include no official sins of omission or commission. To the extent that the Native Administration departs
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ment, some £20,ooo-odd were missing and could not be traced.
Two Ibo clerks in the Native Public Works Department, who had
absconded, were later held responsible for this loss, and were
brought to trial and sentenced. The perpetuation of serfdom
through the device of controlling land which has already been
discussed provides another illuminating example of relations between the people and their rulers. Another case occurred in 1950
at the first elections in Zaria city of delegates from Zaria Province
to the Regional Assembly of Northern Nigeria. Voting for this
election began in the villages, each village selecting one or more
representatives, who then met at the District Headquarters to
elect one or more Representatives from the District. These District
representatives duly met at the capital to elect four delegates from
Zaria Province to the Northern House of Representatives. This
Northern House of Representatives would in turn select a certain
number of members to sit in the federal legislature. It is reported
that on the eve of the provincial elections, the Emir of Zaria
gathered his District Chiefs and instructed them how their detachments were to vote on the morrow. Certain delegates who were
taking part in these provincial elections, having received these
instructions, made a public declaration of the matter at the place
of election to the assembly on the following day in the presence of
the Resident of Zaria. It is reported that the Resident emphasized
the freedom of voters to exercise their vote as they pleased; but it
is also reported that the results of these provincial elections conformed exactly with the orders issued. 2 A similar experience was
reported to the acting Colonial Secretary, Mr. Oliver Lytte1ton,
by a delegation from the Northern Elements' Progressive Union
which visited London for the specific purpose of complaining
about the manner in which these elections had been held at Kano.
Later in 195 I when this Party held a meeting in one of the Hausa
districts of Zaria emirate, thirty-seven persons who attended the
meeting were arrested and imprisoned by the District Head for
attending a political meeting without permission to do so. Thus the
rulers of Zaria distinguish between freedom to speak. which they
may accept, and freedom to listen, which they may not.
~ See Gaskiya Ta Fi Kwabo (Rausa Vewacu!ar NeWllpllper), No. 48 of 13th
Sep=bel'. 1950. p. r.
1I These facts were reported to the writer in letters from two persoml who took
part in these provincial elections. lu thelle individuals do not know one another.
collusion is unlikely.
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These examples could be multiplied i but they are probably
sufficient to show that in 1950 the Native Administration ruled the
population of the emirate without much feat of effective British
supervision. They simultaneously illustrate the character of relations between the members of the Native Administration and the
Emir, and also between this Native Administration and the emirate
pupulation. Such relations clearly demonstrate that in 1950 the
Native Administration of Zaria emirate was an e1fective mJing
bureaucracy. The incapacity of the subject population of the emirate to complain directly to British officials in Zaria was itself
largely due to the rules established by the British Administration
to govern its relations with the Northern emirates; but lacking
direct protection from the British, the population of the emirates
remained defenceless against office-holders, except in so far as
individual relations of clientage were able to offer protection,
relief, or assistance.
It is now possible to describe the government of Zaria emirate
in 1950 as an autocracy ineffectively supervised by the British.
Within this government, the Native Administration acted as a
ruling bureaucracy, and was itself an object of political competition
between rivals for office, and an instrument of political administration. The bureaucratic character of this structure is too obvious to
need further comment; so is its ruling power, which was delegated
through a hierarchy of officials under the Emir, each official
exercising such power as his political and administrative position
pennitted or warranted, without the system revealing any tendencies towards disintegration. None the less, although the administration was saturated with political factors, motivations, and
relations, it was merely one political structure and unit in a system
of such structures, and was therefore neitber coterminous with the
native political system nor an exact replica. of the Jatter. In this
administration many political functions and relations were identified with administrative office, and administrative office was itself
largely political, without producing an exact or consistent equation
of the two modes of action. In 1950 the Native Administration
was in fact part of a wider political system which was then in a
rapid process of change.
At one and the same time a variety of changes were under way
in Zaria. New segmentary political structures were developing
'within tbe Native Judiciary. Changes in the traditional system of
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multidynastic competition for the throne were already far advanced; and it then seemed possible that in future the emirate
would be ruled by one dynasty. the Bornawa, which was itself
developing internal segmentation as a reflex of these changes. The
Native Administration occupied a curious position in this persisting system of multidynastic political competition, since it was both
the object and means of this competition, and its character and
composition revealed the decisive impact of this historic rivalry.
Yet this rivalry itself was changing, and besides the old dynasties,
there were now new segments competing for ascendancy within
the Bornawa.
Over this structure the Emir ruled like an autocrat. Under the
Native Authority Ordinance of 1943. he was by statute as well as
by fact an autocrat. But his power was not absolute. Rivals within
his dynasty and in other dynasties competed for power with him
as well as with one another. Other units of power with which he
had to deal included his own Native Judiciary, and the British
Provincial Administration. Beyond his frontiers, the Fulani empire offered support and assistance, but also- enjoined vassalage,
and was unlikely to tolerate an unqualified hereditary absolutism
at Zaria. Moreover, political relations with the Yoruba and rho of
Southern Nigeria were becoming increasingly important.
To guess the future of this system would be hazardous in the
extreme. Perhaps the most important single element in its im~
mediate development remains the succession. Until the death of
Mallam Ja'afaru it must remain quite uncertain whether the tri~
dynastic system will continue as the dominant political system of
the emirate, or whether a hereditary monarchy with a single
dynasty' will be fully established. If the provincial elections of 1950
are any indication, it seems unlikely that the Emirs of Zaria win
lose much power in consequence of recent democratic reforms.
The resumption of relations "ith Sokoto which has already taken
place suggests that after the Northern Region has resumed full
control of its destiny, restoration of the Fulani empire and Zaria's
vassalage are both likely. Any significant penetration of these
Muhammadan emirates by Southern politicians, whether Ibo or
Yocuba, is clearIy out of the question for many years to come; and
it is doubtful whether radical movements can continue long in the
North. once the British have withdrawn.
That power which the Fulaoi emirs had informally appropriated

from the British under the system of Indirect Rule, is now being
formally transferred to them through newer and increasingly
liberal constitutions, which ironically permit the revival of those
political forms which belong to the heyday of empire. The vitality
of the Fulani politicals)'8tem has been amply proved by its persistence over the fifty yeats of British rule; and so has its flexibility
and adaptability. Instead of the unstable, unqualified absolutism
ofVero and Kwassau, in 1950 therewasaneffectivelimitedab801ut~
ism which showed signs of considerable stability. and in which
power exercised by officials over the population corresponded with
their positions within the hierarchy of power and office at every
level. It is unlikely that this quality of the regime will change
significantly in the near future without considerable pressure, but
it is conceivable that it may change substantially over long periods
of time.

c.z.-ao
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GOVERNMENT AND STRUCTURAL
CHANGE
l . INTRODUCTION

the preceding chapters we have given successive accounts of
the systems of government in Abuja, in Fulani Zazzau of 1865.
and in the emirate of Zaria in 1950. The history of Zaria from
1804 to 1950 has also been related. These data distinguish three
clearly differentiated systems of government as stages in a continuous process of change and development. In this chapter we shall
try to see whether these processes of change exhibit any regularities
of a structural kind. To find such a structural order we must try to
reduce all the phases and forms of change in the government of
Zazzau toa single framework ofrecurrent relations. The sort of order
we shall be seeking must hold for minute and specific sequences
of change, as well as for the general, inclusive process. If these
processes of governmental change do have a common structure,
then this will apply at all levels and spans of the total sequence.
These three systems are indeed a very small number from which
to work out a generalized framework for the analysis of governmental change; yet there are certain factors in our favour. Firstly,
we have already analysed all three forms of government in terms
of a single conceptual system, and consequently do not have to
cope with ambiguities or differences in definitions, categories, or
concepts. Secondly, it is likely that the analysis of changes within
a single continuous process, the details and stages of which are
adequately documented, may well avoid the difficulties which beset
comparative studies of change in unrelated or dissimilar systems.
Thirdly, we shall start with a theory of government which has
already proved helpful, and the utility of which we can test further
by applying it to the analysis of change. Fourthly, and perhaps
most important, our task is greatly simplified by certain unifonnities among the governments and societies of Habe, Fulani,
and Anglo-Fulani Zazzau.
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These unifonnities are all structural, and they define the context
of these governmental systems. During all stages of the developments under study, relations between the agents of government
and the rest of the society have been strictly authoritarian. The
ideology of these systems of government also remained unchanged, since the Muslim political theory, law, and religion which
furnished these kingdoms. with guides, principles, and models were
profoundly conservative.
In all three successive stages of Zaria society, moreover, the
status structure remained unchanged. There was an important
reversal of status relations between the Fulani and the Habe after
1804. it is truej but this neither altered the character of the status
system nor modified the status span. The system of stratification
remained formally as before, despite the changed positions of the
Habe and Fulani within it.
The arrival of the British in Zaria after 11}OO did introduce a
new ethnic group and a new status element; but the British were
not incorporated into Zaria society and remained outside the
Hausa-Fulani status system. Like the Ibo and Yoruba who followed them northwards, the British became an important element
in the new political and economic context of Zaria. Differences between the Hausa-Fulani of Zaria on the one hand, and the British,
Ibo or Yoruba immigrants on the other, are expressed as well by
separation of residence, legal administration, language and religion. as by dress, etiquette, deferential behaviour, and differences
in the status systems of these ethnic groups themselves.
The profound differences in the governments of Habe, Fulani,
and Anglo-Fulani Zaria already described have therefore developed independently of any major changes either in the status
system of the society itself or in the character of the relation between rulers and ruled. Thus theories or analyses of governmental
change do not always presuppose or entail corresponding theories
or analyses of other social changes. A society may remain unchanged, and the relations bern'een government and the rest of the
society may be also unchanged; but the system of government may
none the less change significantly. We cannot therefore agree with
such writers as Marx who hold that governmental change is always
a function of other social and economic changes. Government and
society are quite distinct systems, although they are interrelated;
and we should gain very little indeed by undertaking to analyae the
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governmental changes of Zazzau within the wider framework of
social change. Clearly, the isolation of governmental change for
analysis, independent of wider social change, presents us with a
developmental sequence of the simplest kind open to study; and
this relative simplicity is a major advantage in analyzing the history
of Zazzau.
In the limits of their political systems also, the Habe and
subsequent Fulani governments of Zazzau exhibit uniformity. AlL
three governments had external suzerains. The overlords of Habe
Zazzau were the rulers of Bornu; Fulani Zazzau was a unit in the
empire of Sakoto. More recently Zaria has been governed under
British supervision. In all these cases the relations of vassalage and
supervision were external ones, marking the limits of the political
unit of Zaria. However, a contrast in the vassalage of Habe and
Fulani Zazzau reflects the differences in the internal organiiation
of the two governments. The monodynastic Habe system, with its
constitutional checks on royal power, offered little room or cause
for intervention by the suzerain: but the multidynastic Fulani
system with its correlated rotation of power did generate an intense
rivalry which required vigilant supervision by the overlords. Thus
the difference in the activities of the suzerains of Habe and Fulani
Zazzau reflects differences in the governmental systems of these
two states. As such, these differences are functional rather than
formal, and in both cases the ""ass31 state represents a unit for
separate analysis. This conclusion also applies to Fulani Zaria
under British supervision. We have seen that the effectiveness of
British supervision declined as the internal solidarity of the native
govemment increased.
Relations between suzerain and vassal are external political
relations, the qualities of which vary with the political conditions
of these two units. Vassalage marks the limits of the political units
thereby associated. The three states of Zazzau now under study
were therefore units of the same kind, and had limits of similar
form.
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Z. DIACHRONIC THEORY AND METHOD

To differentiate units within a system of government; the
analytically critical distinctions have been found in those between
political and administrative relations and actions. By means ofthese
distinctions, any system of government can be fonnally analysed
into political and administrative sub-systems, each of which will
contain units having similar or different roles and statuses. When
we speak of the form of a system of government, we therefore refer
to the arrangement and interrelations of its political and administrative structures. Changes in governmental form thus involve changes in the structure and relation of these political and
administrati.ve sub-systems.
As a totality, any government also has certain primary functions,
for example legal administration, preservation of public order,
defence, and the collection of revenue. Each of these governmental
functions involves a certain set of activities. These activities are
normally distributed among different units within the system. This
body of activities fonns an important part of the content or substance of the governmental system; but it is never the whole of
this content, and its distribution is an aspect of the system's fonn.
The substantive aspect of any unit of a governmental system consists in its governmental activities and functions j but the formal
aspect of such a unit consists in its relations to other units of the
political and administrative sub-systems of the governmeDt. In
short, the structural continuity of the governmental system is
equivalent to the continuity of these relations between its varioua
parts.
The stability of these structural relations is thus a precondition
of the maintenance of the system. But these relations are affected
by such important secondary functions as the recruitment, reward, promotion, control, training and supervision of personnel,
the organization of which is directly related to the prevailing
allocations of power and authority within the system. Accordingly,
these internal relations fonn a constant focus of political attention.
Unless the secondary functions just mentioned are carefully distributed and co-ordinated, the unity and continuity of the system
must remain problematic; if their distribution changes, the form
of the system changes correspondingly; and the diversity of po88ible ways in which these functions can be organized means that
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governmental systems are correspondingly diverse and are correspondingly Liable to change under the pressures they generate
within themselves, even without any alteration in the span of
governmental functions, or in the relation between government and
the rest of the society.
In our analysis we must therefore distinguish the formal and
substantive aspects of governmental change; and since the redistribution of functions or powers can only be effected by the
exercise of political power, we must recognize that the basis of
governmental organization or change is the system or power relations. Thus changes in the fonn of the system will be mediated
through political action, and will normally follow changes in the
modes or distribution of political power within it.

of governmental change. Likewise, the statement that offices in all
the~ s~ems were differentiated by role is purely formal. It does
n.o: tndicate that the old Habe distinctions between military and
Clvil roles were largely abandoned by the Fulani, who substituted
as role differentials the administration of particular fiefs and
assimilated the fonnerIy distinct military and civil divisio~ of
officials within a common code of administrative duties. Neither
does it indicate that military organization lapsed under the British
while new forms of role differentiation developed. Such variations
of cont~: are. all consistent with the persistence of the general
forms distingUished above; and if, remaining at our present level
of generality, we now list those features of the old Habe constitution which underwent change in this century and the last and
rank them in an order pi precedence, we get the foU~wing
result:

ltgS

(a) A Ccnnmrm Frame of Reference
Our first task is to list those features of the Habe constitution
which have persisted from 1804 to 1950 despite other change. In
listing these features it is useful to set them in what will be shown
to be the order of their logical priority. In this order, the persistent
features are as follows:

(I) Status differentiation.
(2) Offices differentiated as perpetual statuses.
(J) Differentiation of office by status conditions of eligibility.
(4) Kingship as the most senior of such offices.
(5) Rank organization of offices.
(6) Role differentiation of offices.
(7) Organization of offices with similar status qualifications in
exclusive promotional series.
However they are phrased, these conceptions would seem to
cover the principal features of the Habe constitution which persisted throughout the government of Fulani Zaria. But these
categories and their interrelations are purely formal. Thus, kingship
is derivable from the categories which precede it as the most senior
of an hierarchic series of differentiated offices. The persistence
of these formal categories does not exclude changes of their content
within the systems under study. Thus status differentiation in
nineteenth-century Zaria included a reversal of previous HabeFulani status relations which was fundamental to the entire process

(I) Changes in the content of the system ofstatus differentiation.
(2) Changes in the system of offices.
(~) Changes in the status qualifications governing eligibility for

offices.
(4) Changes in the content of kingship and in its relation to
subordinate offices.
(5) Changes in the rank organization of offices.
(6) Changes in the role differentiation of offices.
(7) Changes in the promotional organization of offices.
varIOUS

This list, of course, simply repeats the earlier list of persistent
categories, as it logically must; but the sum of the substantive redefinitions to which these formal concepts were subject amounted
to a major structural reorganization of the governmental system,
first under the Fulani and later under the British. In other words,
the seven formal categories constitute the irreducible minimum
definition of the general type of government to which the systems
of Abuja, Fulani Zazzau, and Anglo-Fulani Zazzau all belong, and
the limits within which they differ.

(b) Logical Priority and Change
We set out to search for a structure in the processes by which
gmremmental change has developed at Zaria. By the structure of a
process, we mean the way in which the parts or sequences of that
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process are arranged. that is, the order which regulates the process
itaelf. Since we are seeking a structure which will hold for the
smallest a8 well as the most inclusive sequence of change, the relations between the elements which constitute this structure must
be logically necessary ones. Only if these relations are governed
by logical necessities can the conditions just mentioned occur.
Moreover, the processes Wlder study are not purely repetitive.
Our analysis deals directly with change. Thus the only possible
structure of the kind we seek is an order the elements of which are
arranged in a fixed line of succession. The only possible basis for
such a fixed succession is logical necessity, and the only basis for
such logically necessary succession among the categories themselves is that of formal priority. By this I mean the condition
in which successive concepts of a series cannot be formulated
without assuming those which precede them. A series of categories
or concepts governed by such relations is arranged in an OTdeT of

priority among the formal categories of a given system will be the
structure by whi.ch the change of that system proceeds.

JClO

/ngi<al pri",ity.
Priority may be empirical or logical. As applied to change,
empirical priority denotes an order of occurrence of events, and
refers directly to actual entities. Logical priority on the other hand
connotes an order of succession among concepts or categories. Thus
to apply a system of categories arranged in an order of logical
priority to an empirical sequence, the latter must be conceptualized
in terms of its relevant formal categories, and these must then be
examined for necessary relations.
By virtue of its logical structure, the revision and redefinition
of a system of categories arranged in an order of logical priority
can only proceed by a sequence which repeats the order of Logical
relations holding among the categories themselves. Moreover, the
revision of any single category in such a system presupposes certain changes in the content of the categories which precede it. In
consequence, the order in which categories change will be identical
with that in which the system as a whole undergoes revision. Thus
the order of logical priority is the order by which change of
necessity proceeds at all levels of the system. This follows from the
fact that in such a system change always involves some form of
conceptual revision and redefinition; and since subsequent concepts of the logicalIy successive series assume those which precede
them, their revision or reformulation cannot occur independently
of the concepts which they aasume. Thus the order of logical
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(c) The Logical Structure oj the Com.mon Forms
We have already defined the common elements of the govem~
menta under study by means of seven concepts, arranged in an
order of precedence, which is also their order of logical priority.
To demonstrate the relation of logical priority among these
categories is simple. We need only consider whether any category
in the series can be fonnulated without assuming those which precede it. Thus office presupposes status differentiation, since office
is only one type of differentiated status. Official hierarchies in tum
presuppose office, but kingship does not presuppose an official
hierarchy. These official hierarchies also presuppose the status
differentiation of offices and involve some system of rank-orders,
while promotional arrangements also presuppose official rank.orders and their differentiation by status and role qualifications.
Each of these notions is literally inconceivable without assuming
those concepts ranked before them in the series as logically prior.
Moreover, since the revision of such a series proceeds through the
redefinition of its component categories, and since this redefinition
is itself governed by the fixed order of logical relations holding
between these categories, it follows that the orders of changed and
persistent forms in both transformations of the government of
Zazzau will be identical, as are the categories themselves, and
that both will have an identical order of arrangement.
An important condition of any conceptual system informed by
logical priority is that successive concepts decrease in the generality of their reference and in their implications for the system as a
whole. This decreasing genera1ityof dependent conceptsismatched
by their increasing complexity and specificity; and in part this in~
crease is due to the manifold relations which hold between subse~
quent concepts and all those which precede them. To illustrate
the point, we may contrast the extreme specificity and complexity
of the notion of an official promotional series with the extreme
generality of the notion of differentiated status. Official promotional
series presuppose concepts of office and of tank~orders; but the
idea of differentiated status neither presupposes lior entails any
other concept as a precondition. There are many societies which
operate systems of differentiated status without having th~ con-
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cept of office. In short, the subsequent concept8 in a logically
successive series assume but are not directly entailed by those
which precede them. The process by which subsequent concepts
of such a series are developed from antecedent ones is eductive and
'eVOlutionary' rather than deductive or deterministic. These latter
categories give explicit expression to possibilities latent in those
which precede them. Conversely these earlier categories are
implicit in those which follow after; but consistency rather than
necessity governs the development of the subsequent concepts;
and inconsistency indicates either that a self-defeating process of
change is under way. or that the system includes formally incompatible elements and is accordingly unstable.
From this it also follows that the development of later concepts
is progressively circumscribed as we move from the beginning of
the series to its end. For' this reason, changes in subsequent concepts are more easily effected than changes in those which precede
them. Changes in subsequent categories ha,'e progressively less
consequence for the system as a whole than do changes in their
antecedents. Thus the initial categories of any series arranged in
an order of logical priority are the most basic to the structure of
the system concerned, as well as the most generalized. Subsequent
concepts become progressively more specific and less fundamental.
Changes in the basic initial categories of such a system will thus
evoke or entail changes throughout the system as a whole, and
they are for that reason the slowest and most difficult to develop,
although for this reason also they are likely to be among the foremost targets of programmes for change,
We now have a tool with which to tackle the analysis of governmental changes at Zaria. If our system of categories is truly
governed by logical priority and does correctly define the. form
common to all three governmental systems, then the processes and
stages by which change occurred should correspond exactly with
the order of logical succession holding among the categories which
define these governmental systems. Conversely, where attempts at
change failed and were not institutionalized, they should either be
formally incompatible with the categories which constitute the
system or with the order of priority which governs and regulates
change. We shall quite soon test these propositions; but we must
first determine the nature of the relation between changes of content and changes of fonn.
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(d) SimuitatUlQUS and Successive Change
The preceding discussion implies that all change in the form of a
governmental system will develop in a single order j since this order
is governed by principles of logical priority which define the relations of constitutive fonns. Formal change is therefore always
sequential, and the order of such change is fixed and irreversible,
being logiC'311y necessary. However, in addition to changes of form
we have to deal with changes of content. Besides necessarily successive change, we have to analyse simultaneous developments. To
distinguish these patterns of change and to understand their parts
in the total process, we must examine the complex of changes
which are said to occur in functional relations.
In current usage to say that a functional relation exists between
two or more elements or processes in a condition of change may
mean one of several things. Firstly, it may denote an explicitly
functional relation between the units or events, such that their
order of change is reversible, symmetrical, and always simultaneous. Secondly, it may denote an implicitly functional relation,
marked by simultaneous changes of two or more units concerned
due to common 'causal' processes. Thirdly, it may mean that there
is a constant asymmetrical relation between the items, as shown by
actual events or logical necessity, such that changes in one are
always followed by changes in the other.
Asymmetrical relations with a logical basis will always be
governed by logical priority, and will thus involve changes of form.
Recurrent sequences of asymmetrical character show that the units
which undergo such change are categories related to one another
by logical priority. Thus aU 'functional' changes which develop in
irreversible orders are governed by logical priorities and involve
sequences of formal change.
Simultaneous changes which arise as effects of other antecedent
developments mayor may not be governed by asymmetrical relations. If such chanJ!:es are in fact an empirically asymmetrical
series, then their basis will also be a set of categories arranged in an
order of logical priority. If such series are reversible and asymmetrical then the complex of units or events to which they refer
will be linked by explicitly functional relations and will change
simultaneously.
In short, the application of concepts of logical succession to the
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complex of 'functional' changes enables us to distinguish asymmetrical and symmetrical series, and to define the first class as
changes of Conn. The second type of change will therefore be
changes of content or substance, in the senses defined above. We
shall return to this distinction later; but before attempting to
analyse the earlier governmental transfonnation at Zaria, it is
worth pointing out that the application of the concept of logical
priority to the total complex of changes allows us to distinguish
and isolate all changes of structure in the system under study for
analysis by reference to the fonnal categories which serve to define
the system.
The objecm of such an analysis are threefold: firstly, it is
essential to determine whether all changes in the form of the system
did actually develop in the order corresponding with the logical
relations among the categories which define their constitutive
fonns; secondly, we must seek to determine the conditions which
governed all unsuccessful attempts at change, meaning thereby
changes which, although initiated, failed to persist as elements of
the system, and were not institutionalized; thirdly, we must seek
to detennine the conditions by which substantive change develops,
and their relations to changes of form. In the following section I
shall make a fairly detailed analysis of the first governmental. transformation, and will deal with these points systematically. To avoid
repetition, the second transformation will then be discussed more
summarily.

tax-collectors of Habe status; the appropriation of despotic
authority by the king under the supervision of 801oto. The inclusiveness of this list can be checked by reference to Chapters 4and 5.
As our account of the processes by which the earlier Habe
constitution was changed under the Fulani has already shown, the
emergence of the four competing dynasties was the most important
single factor governing the entire process of constitutional change.
Yet this development in its formal aspect was only a redefinition of
royalty. which is merely one in a system of differentiated statuses.
However, the revision of this category involved further redefinitions of hereditary rights in the succession and of eligibility for the
throne.
The progressive increase in the allocation of important office to
noble Fulani, and the corresponding exclusion of Habe from such
positions together redefined the status of Habe and Fulaoi in
relation to the government of Zaria. This revision involved further
redefinitions of the status qualifications governing eligibility for
offices of various types. The creation of an order of occupational
tax-collectors staffed by Habe in the middle of the last century
marked the end of these status redefinitions.
Our preceding discussion showed that the early and more
fundamental categories of an order arranged in logical priority are
less easily changed than others, since their revision has profound
implications for the system as a whole. It took the Fulani of Zaria
near~y eighty years to work out a new definition of royalty, and in
this process, which was marked by severe tension throughout, they
developed three dynasties and rejected a fourth. At each critical
stage in this redefinition of royalty and in the development of this
multidynastic system, other elements of the government were also
changed; and of these dependent changes, the progressive revision
of Habe-Fulani status relations was only one among many. Indeed,
the progressive appropriation of important office by the Fu1ani was
regulated by the development of the multidynastic 8}'8tern, which
emerged from the redefinition of royalty. As we have seen, the
new ruler was obli.ged to recruit his offi.cials among loyal supporters
from his own dynasty and from other important Fulani lineages. In
consequence, Habe chances of high office were reduced pr0gressively.
Less important changes aroused less resistance and took far less
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3. THE FIRST TRANSFORMATION, J804--I900

(a) Logic and Historical Change
The principal changes in the constitution of Zaria...which developed during the last century can be summarized in haphazard
order as follows: dynastic multiplication and coexistence; changes
in the pattern of succession; changes in the status qualifications
for office, and in official roles; changes in the political and administrative implications and capacities of office, most notably of
course in the kingship; changes in the rank-organization of offices;
assimilation of functions among traditionally diverse types of
office; insulation of the official structure from the segmentary
political competition of the dynasties; changes in the modes of
paying officials; the development of a new cadre of occupational
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time to develop. Thus Musa redefined the status of official mallams to include the administration of fiefs, but not captaincy in
war; and Yamusa redefined that of the royal women to exclude
them from the system of office. Neither of these changes evoked
resistance, and both were effected by simple exercise of the ruler's
power.
Other changes, such as the assimilation of functions traditionally
allocated to different offices, or the reorganization of official rankorders in accordance with the new system of status differentiation
and qualifications for office, developed by stages which followed
developments redefining the conditions of royalty and ethnic status.
The degrees of change evident in dependent categories at any time
must be consistent with the stage thus far reached in the revision
of the categories on which they depend.
The reorganization of official rank-orders thus proceeded
primarily through the king's appointment of his own kinsmen to
offices previously held by persons of non-royal status, whether
freemen, eunuchs, or slaves. This process continued throughout
the century, varying in its details and intensity with the political
positions of differing rulers. In consequence the Fulani neither
developed a clear promotional arrangement of offices nor maintained the old Habe promotional systems. Other changes in the
distribution of office which resulted from this progressive increase
in the number of royal officials included the appointment of free
clients to new offices or to offices formerly held by eunuchs, by
women of the royal house, or even by slaves. It may seem that the
processes by which the Fulani transformed the structure of the
Habe official system included many instances of simultaneous
changes linked by explicitly functional relations. A more detailed
examination will show that this is not the case. For example, the
revision of Habe rank-orders presupposed revision of the system
of status differentiation and of the status qualifications for offices
of various types. The simultaneity of these developments is only
apparent. At any particular moment those fonnal changes which
had already oCCllrred presupposed others without which they could
not develop. Thus changes in the official. system just mentioned
were all dependent on the revision of royalty status, and on changes
in the old relations between the kingship and other elements in the
governmental system. For instance, Yamusa's accession to the
throne preceded the transfer of the Madaki's office from the client

to the royal ranks. It expressed a redefinition of the status of
royalty, a redefinition of kingship and eligibility for that office,
and especially of the relation between the throne and other
governmental units, official or dynastic.
Even where formal changes are expressed simultaneously, a
careful analysis of their development shows that the order of
logical succession among the categories concerned underlies such
apparent simultaneity. Thus the tool appropriate for this analysis
is the concept of logical priority. To illustrate this briefly, we may
consider the appointment of slave-generals to administer fiefs.
Such appointments apparently involved simultaneous changes in
the status qualifications for fief-holding office, the addition of a
new rank-order, and some revision of the previous official structure
as a whole. In fact, these slave-appointments presupposed redefined relations between the king, his officials, and other units of
government. The distribution of office among the politically
effective status-groups had already been revised, together with the
official rank-orders, and the distribution of official functions. This
sequence eventually gave rise to the appointment of slave fiefholders before it concluded with the kings deposition and the
restoration of the previous system. Historically, the first appointments of slave-generals were made by Abdullahi in )876-80, and
pr~ceded by some years their investiture as fief-holders; but this
investiture itself only expressed the degree to which relations between the ruler and his officials had changed since Abdullahi's
reign. In short, the appearance of simultaneous formal changes is
quite illusory. Changes of fonn develop successively and in a
constant order.
Of the ten or twelve modes of change listed haphazardly at the
start of this section, the multiplication of dynasties and the changed
succession patterns are clearly determinant; yet both these changes
themselves presuppose redefinitions of royalty, of the kingship and
of its relation to the rest of the system, of the status conditions
governing eligibility for the throne and for offices of various types,
and of the rank-organization of offices. In turn, as we know, the
emergence of several dynasties and changes in succession patterns
initiated further revisions of the rank-orders and status conditions
of office, of their relation to the throne, and of official roles. The
revisions of slave offices just discussed are simply one instance of
these secondary changes. The important point to grasp is that the
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order in which the formal categories of the Habe constitution
changed under the Folani of Zaria corresponds exactly with that
of the logical sucression in which these categories are arranged.
Thus the intemal order of the process by which the form of the
system changed historically is the same as the order of logical
priority among its categorical forms.

changes which occurred in explicitly functional relations. Theee
changes simultaneously redefined the content of the political and
administrative sub~systems of the government, the functions of
office, the modes of official reward, and the conditions of o8icia1
appointment, tenure, and promotion. Moreover, at any point in the
totaL span of change the substantive organization of the Fulani
government differed from that of the Habe in a degree which
corresponds exactly with the revision of Habe constitutional forms
already achieved.
To lay bare the specific relational structure of these substantive
changes, we must therefore re-examine the processes by which the
categorical forms of the Habe constitution were revised and redefined. We must accordingly begin with the redefinitions of
royalty and ethnic statU8, the development of the new dynastic
system, the dual development of multidynastic competition for the
throne and of new succession rules, and the increasing dynastic
appropriations of office.
All the substantive changes which developed in the constitution
of Zaria under the Fulani involved redefinitions and redistributi0D8
of power and authority within the governmental system. Thus
official functions were assimilated, official roles were revised, a new
cadre of occupational tax-collectors was established, the council
procedure of Habe Zazzau was abandoned, and the Babe political
system based on certain rank-orders was replaced by a new pat8
tern of dynastic competition which flourished outside the administration. The king appropriated despotic authority, but the
succession went to his rivals, the modes of official remuneration
and the functions of office were also changed, and Babe promotional arrangements lapsed entirely.
According to our general theory of government, any change in
the specific administrative and political relations of office is
equivalent to a change in the structure of the governmental system..
Such structural change redefines the boundaries, constitution, aad
interrelations of the political and administrative sectors of government. They are accordingly changes in the substance of the
system.
It is clear also that the switch from the Habe political system Of
contraposed official orders to the Fularri system of discrete poIiticlI1
and official sectors involved simultaneous changes of a symmetric:al
character. Thus, as dynastic competition developed under the

(b) TJ.. Problem of Substantiv, CIumg,
To infer changes of content from a structural analysis of chang~
ing forms, we need an adequate structural analysis of govem~
mental systems. Given this, we can try to combine the preceding
theory of structural change with the analysis of government a5 a
synchronic system to determine probable changes of content
corresponding to known changes of form.
The passage from a synchronic to a diachronic analysis of
government involves one especially important transposition, the
logical basis of which is explained below. By this transposition, the
formal categories of the synchronic system become the substantive
categories of the diachronic process and of diachronic analysis.
Thus, in our analysis of government as a synchronic system, the
primary fonnal categories are the political and administrative
systems. while the substantive categories consist of governmentaL
activities and tasks. But in the analysis of governmental change at
Zaria, these political and administrative structures form the content of the system which undergoes change, and the structure of
the diachronic process is the fixed order of logically necessary
relations which regulates the change of constitutive fonns.
We have already seen that the content of a system changes by
relations which are simultaneous, reciprocal, and transitive,
whereas changes of form do not. In the processes of formal change
a fixed and necessary order is fundamental; but simultaneity and
explicitly functional relations are equally fundamental to the development of substantive change. It is partly for this reason that
the formal categories of synchronic systems become the substantive
categories of diachronic processes. Since the content of any
synchronic system is organized functionally, explicit functional
relations will govern the substantive change which occurs in that
system. By comparing the substantive aspects of the Habe and
Fulani constitutions and by examining the way in which these
contrast&. developed, we shall find that they did so by means of
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Fulani, dynastic rivals and their supporters were excluded from
office. The relation between these two developments was symmetrical and transitive. Similarly, as the kingship increased its
despotic power, so did the officials lose their influence on policy
formation i and these developments, like the other substantive
changes, were also simultaneous and reciprocal. The end result of
the processes of political competition and formal change under the
Fulani was a govemment which lacked the Habe distinctions between administrative and political office, or those between military
and civil administration, between officials differentiated systematically by reference to rank, by modes of remuneration, status conditions, and promotional careers. All the changes just listed were
changes of substance which developed simultaneously within
limits set by the changes which had already occurred in the form
of the system. For this reason the Fulani nevec developed a fixed
promotional system, since it was incompatible witb tbe continuing
development of their political system, as weU as with its form.
The necessary consistency of substantive and formal changes. in
a system will hardly cause wonder. In so far as a system is indeed
an integrated unit composed of interdependent parts, the consistency of these elements is the basic condition of its operation and
continuity. Incompatibilities of function and form denote corresponding instabilities in the system which further changes must
either reduce, replace, or intensify. The mere continuity of a
system. as a whole throughout a process of extensive change is
theref~re evidence of the congruence and synchronization of its
forD)ld and substantive development. In effect, such systems are
inSfances of moving equilibria.

(c) The Analyst"$ of Exceptlonal COSf!$
Thus far we have been discussing the main stream of change and
development at Zaria, and we have confined our attention to those
changes which entered into the final form of tbe governmental
!:Iystem, that is, to changes which became institutional. However,
not all changes which arose in Zaria had such successful careers.
Many changes were initiated which failed to persist. Many other
developments seem to have become arrested in mid-stream, or at
all events to have left little mark on the main trend of change,
although persisting anomalously within the total fabric. In a
later section we shall consider those changes which fa.iled to
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win .acoeptance. In this one I shall discuss those changes which
perSISted but were somewhat exceptional.
There are four exceptional cases of this second kind in the m..tory of Fulani Zaria. Under Musa, official maUams were placed in
charge of fiefs, and some of these rnallams, such as the Limarn
were given considerable administrative powers. Yamusa reduced
the fiefs controlled by these official maDams, but otherwise upheld
Musa's refoon. Throughout the rest of the nineteenth century the
position of these official mallams remained unchanged. This se-quence therefore began with a partial assimilation of malIam to
other offices of the govermnent, and stopped with a partial reversal
of this initial change. Neither the initial nor subsequent change
promoted any further changes in the mallams' offices. MaIlamships remained ~tinct from other fief-holding offices, since only
~allams were elIgIble for them, and they did not involve captaincy
to war. In short, Musa's reforms redefined official mallamships to
include the administration of fiefs only, and Yamusa's changes in
no way altered this.
Another series of contrary changes involved the order of household officials. Musa began by transforming the old Hahe household
order quite radically. Several offices were allowed to lapse. Others
were removed from the royal household and were placed in charge
of fiefs, being assimilated to the formerly distinct public orders in
their territorial and military administrative roles. Musa also revised the council organization of Zaria in ways which abolished the
political influence of the household order. In consequence there
was at first no order of household officials under the Fulani. None
the less, by the end of the century we find a new household order,
by far the greater portion of which were military captains charged
with protection of the king and control of his own forces. These
new household offices lacked fiefs and had no role in the royal
council such as their Habe counterparts fonnerly enjoyed. In
short, developments affecting the household order were in certain
respects quite contrary to one another. None the 1eB8, these de-velopments occurred in an order which corresponda with the main
sequence of formal change.
Musa sought to replace the Habe council by another mainly
composed of ma1lams, in order to give more effect to the Islamic
reforms he desired. However, conditions in Zaria changed rapidly
after Musa's death, and, in the context of dynastic rivalry and
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competition for the throne, subsequent rulers increasingly felt the
need for a body of household officials bound to them by special
ties and charged with their protection. The new order of household officials grew up gradually as a. result of the basic changes in
political structure which arose with the multidynastic system. But
loyalty to the rulers being prerequisite for this new order, and the
mlers being drawn from different dynasties, these officials were
accordingly attached to the throne rather than to the kings as
individuals, and many retained office under successive sovereigns
who were political rivals. Lacking fiefs, they were fully dependent
on the king for support and reward. In short, both the abolition of
the old Habe order of household officials and the emergence of the
new FuJani order were consistent with the changing political conditions in which they occurred.
The quasi-hereditary order of fief-holding clients provides yet
another case of unusual development. Some of these officials lived
in their fiefs. All had hereditary claims on particular offices. In
some respects they resembled vassals more closely than they did
other fief-holders: but they also shared many conditions with other
fief-holders. Thus they had no independent legal jurisdiction, nor
could they lead military expeditions without the king's commission. Moreover, these offices were not hereditary within a lineage
as were vassalships. No lineage had hereditary rights to any of these
offices, but only a claim. Normally at least two lineages held equal
claims to each such office. Often they were appointed alternately.
The insignia of fully hereditary chieftainship, such as kettledrums
(tambari), were never allotted to these officers. As we have seen,
they represent special adjw;tments to the problems of territorial
adminjsfrntion which arose after the expansion of the Fulani kingdom-1nto areas peopled by large tribes with quite different imtitutions. The tendency of these hereditary fief-holding offices
towards independent vassalship was arrested by the need for maintaining the state as an integral unit. Under prevailing conditions
of dynastic competition, their recognition as vassals would have
promoted fragmentation of Zaria. None the less, the special problems of territorial administration which faced FuJani Zazzau required corresponding adjustments. and these offices were the \
result.
The creation of the Habe occupational order. already mentioned.
is the last anomaly. The institution of this order initiated no further
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political change, but it did express the new status relations existing between FuJani and Habe. The occupational order was purely
bureaucratic. and its creation by the king in a single exercise of his
power expressed as weU his own changed relation to the state as
that of the Habe. We have already shown how this development
,"'as governed by changes in the definition of royalty and in the
political organization of the state.
'
The four cases of exceptional character jw;t discussed arose in
response to the special patterns of political development at Zaria,
and they can only be understood by reference to those changes
which had already occurred. Like other formal developments, they
were governed by logical priorities and by the need for consistency
with more basic parts of the system.

4.

THREE LAWS OF STRUCTURAL CHANGE

(a) The Law of Differential Resistance
One measure of the relative ease with which changes occur is the
duration of the processes of change. Another is the type and intensity of the action focused on such change. We can combine
these measures in the concept of ,esistaru:e. Changes of different
kinds encounter differing degrees of resistance, and develop
through processes of different type and duration. Thus mallams
and slave-generals were put in charge of fiefs, women were removed from the territorial administration, and a new order of
occupational tax-collectors was instituted by single unilateral
actions of the ruler. On the other hand, the redefinitions of royalty
and of Habe-Fulani status relations took several generations to
become explicit, and so did the constitutional revision which
resulted in separation of the multidynastic political system from
the official structure. The reconstitution of the free household
order was governed by these latter developments and belonged to
this general process. Because of these developments the quasihereditary clients never achieved vassal status, but continued as a
specialized group within the order of free fief-holding officials.
We can summarize the conditions which go~med the variable
developments of these and other governmental changes at Zaria in
general terms as a law of differential resistance which regulates
structural change.
(i) Resistt1tlce to changes in the junn oj a system varies directly
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an'th their 6ignt]icance for tM permtence of tlu! .rystem in its current
form.
One corollary is important. SpecifkaUy administrative changes in
a system of government evoke less resistana than do specifically
political changes. We can rep1u'ase this corollary as follows: changes
initiated on the basis of autlwrity andfocused on its reallocation evolu
leu resistan€e than changes initiated on the basis of power and
focused on its redistributron. Thus changes in the administrative
system are more simply effected than changes in the political
system, since the latter has greater significance for the persistence
of the government as a unit of a particular form.
Applied to the cases we have just been discussing, this means
that the allocation of territorial fiefs to mallams or slave-generals,
and the creation of new orders of household officials or occupational tax-collectors were all instances of changes in the administrative system effected by exercise of the king's authority. In contrast,
the redefinition of royalty and kingship and the reconstitution of
the govemment on new political bases were all changes of a political
character, marked by proce8SCs of long duration and interure action
among many persons. We already know that these political developments often brought the Fulani of Zaria to the brink of civil
war.
In such a case as that of the quasi-hereditary fief-holders, the
political structure of Fulani Zazzau mled out their transfonnation
into vassals. but required their presence as a special group of
territorial administrators. No Fulani ruler of Zaria could accord
these officials the status of independent vassals without the consensus of rival dynasties ha~;i;ig,Jl.Il equal hereditary claim on the
kingdom, nor could 8uch action bb~ntemplated without ~ consent of the Sultan of Sokoto and thE; support of the other-bfficial
orders of Zaria. The grant or cancellation of vaBBa1 status was a
specifically political act involving a transfer of power as weU as a
change in the system of territorial administration; and the ruler,
although temporarily invested with despotic powers, lacked the
independence necessary to legitimize such change. The kingdom
belonged to other dynasties as well as the mlees; and lut would
almost certainly be succeeded by a rival. Vassalship was not in the
ruler's power either to oonfer or to abrogate; and shortly after
Sidi Abdulkardiri did abolish the vassalship of Durum, he was
duly deposed.
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It is also instructive to apply the law of differential resistance to
the cycle of events which issued in the creation of slave fief~
holders. As related above, this cycle began when the mien of
Sokoto attempted to change the political system of Fulani Zaria
by appointing the ruler's dynastic rivals, on his accession. to cer~
tain key offices. By these appointments, Sakoto deliberately
sought to redefine the status of kingship and its relation to the rest
of the governmental system. Only the Sultan by virtue of his
position could attempt to initiate so important a change and in such
abruptly unilateral fashion. But initiation is not accomplishment,
and authority can neither initiate nor control political change. The
instability of the Fulani government was never so marked as
during this experiment; and the creation of slave fief-holden was
simply the ruler's last attempt to reassert control. In the end
Sokoto recognized the failure of its attempt to effect this change
in the political system of Zaria, deposed the king, Bnd restored the
previous system as nearly as it could.
All units in a system of government cannot occupy identical
roles or positions. Some will be concerned with policy more than
others. In any administrati.ve system, some hierarchical structure
is also unavoidable, and if this hierarchy is complete, then the
highest office will inevitably combine administrative and political
functions. In such governmental systems the, critical position of
these supreme offices makes them the outstanding target of programmes aimed at change, and the most powerful agencies through
which structural change actually develops. They provide the
system with its most powerful and. sen6itive fulcra. However, since
the condition of the highest office has profound implications for
the system as a whole, it evokes the most continuous, intensive,
and varied political action within it.
The stability of an administration and its effectiveness depend
on the maintenance of those political conditions in which i'bl
authority was defined and allocated. Changes in political structure
accordingly have wider implicati008 for changes in the government as a whole than do purely administrative developments. In
consequence, changes in political organization evoke greater
resistance and proceed less directly than do changes in the administrative system. The degree to which an overtly administrative change provokes resistance is the measure of its political
significance, direct or otherwise.
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In his administrative capacity as head of the state, the Fulani
king could enact administrative change by simple fiat; but the
political changes which redefined the conditions of royalty and
kingship developed only through intense struggles in ways which
none of the protagonists couLd control or foresee. AA Musa's
appointments to office show cLeady, the course of future political
developments was then quite unsuspected. Yamusa also had no
idea that he would be succeeded by the founder of a third dynasty.
Such data suggest that fundamental changes in a political system
arise indirectly as the effects of political action within the system
itself. We shall return to this point later, after reviewing those
changetJ at Zaria which failed to persist and were not institutional-

ized.

stantively irrational, and owe their failure to this common condition. Developmel).ts are substantively irrational when the content
of changes which they seek to promote is inconsistent with the
structure of the sj"Stem of which they are intended to be part, or
when the mode of their development is incompatible with the
order by which change actually proceeds. Thus attempts to effect
changes of form by means of substantive changes are quite as
irrational as are attempts to effect changes of substance incompatible with current forms. Yet since all instances of self-defeating
attempts at change are substantively irrational, they require a careful analysis to determine the precise conditions which governed
their failure. Such analyses also illuminate the structure of the
process of change, and amplify ow understanding of it.

(b) DiadJrollU: l r r _ t y
During an initial analysis of the processes by which a system has
changed, we do not need to pay much attention to those attempts
at change which were unsuccessful, in the sense that the innovations or revisions aimed at were not institutionalized. Such failures
are none the less quite important, and they require explanation by
the same principles which govern other processes of structural
change.
Viewed diachronically, these unsuccessful attempts at change
seem somehow 'irrational'. Their irrationality, such as it is, consists in the failure to achieve their objectives. However, there are
various forms and conditions of such irrationality, and failures
alone do not exhaust the entire body of irrational developments.
We can distinguish certain 'successful' changes or developments as
formally irrational, in the sense that they repeat or multiply an
established form without promoting further structural change. In
Fulani Zaria the development of four dynasties is an instance of
8uch formal irrationality, since two would have been quite sufficient
for the operation of a multidynastic system of this type. Indee'd, of
these four dynasties, one held the kingship on only one occasion
and another' twice. while the two which remain provided Zaria
with nine of the twelve kings who ruled it during the last century.
The formal irrationality of this multidyoastic system is therefore
shown by the tendency towards simplicity in its operation.
Whereas only lsuccessful' developments provide examp1es of
formal irrationality, all 'unsuccessful' attempts at change are sub-

(c) Substa:ntive Irrationah'ty in Fulani Zazzau
There were several substantively irrational attempts at change
in Fulani Zazzau during the last century. Sidi's attempt to restructure the system of political relations by his unfortunate bargain with Hamada provides an early example, and this eventually
led to Sidi's deposition after splitting his own dynasty. Essentially,
this agreement sought to effect a political change by administrative
means; but the political changes at which it aimed could neither
be effected by such means, nor by agreements between any two
principals of the political contest. The consensus of all persons
having an equal status and claim was also required, and even Sidi's
half-brother Abubakar repudiated the agreement, protesting to
Sokoto until Sidi was deposed. In sum, the agreement between
Sidi and Hamada was incompatible with current political conditions at Zaria; and it also sought to promote certain structural
changes, namely, redefinitions of the kingship, by means of substantive change, namely, by redistributions of power and authority.
Sokoto's attempt to redefine the kingship by simultaneously
appointing members of rival dynasties to important offices provides
another case of failure to change the political system of Zazzau.
The multidynastic system and the rotating monocratic administra~on. which had developed together. were mutually consistent.
When Sokoto tried to replace this rotating monocracy by a system
of joint administration, leaving the dynastic system unchanged, a
series of disruptive developments ensued which ended in the
reversal of this policy by Sokota. The government of Zazzau hav-
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ing developed the structure it had, thereafter functioned in a
particular manner. The basis of this structure b~ing the political
system, administrative change could neither transform it, nor
could it take effect in so far as it was incompatible with political
conditions. Like Sidi, Sokoto had tried to effect a formal revision
by means of substantive change, and both attempts proved to be
dismal failures.
Most of the substantively irrational developments in Fulani
Zaria relate to the system of offices. Yamusa created the office of
Wali to enforce an administrative code which could not actually be
enforced without the agreement of dynastic rivals. Later Sidi revived the office of Waziri, which Musa, his father, had first established at Zaria. Like Musa, Sidi intended his Waziri to be his
chief administrative subordinate: but the political conditions of
Sidi's reign differed widely from those of Musa's, and the Waziriship under Sidi was just as ineffective as the Waliship instituted by
Yamusa, and it lapsed at Zaria when Sidi was deposed. Under the
conditions of multidynastic competition, neither could the ruler
transfer his own reserve power to a subordinate official, nor could
such officials supervise the administration without this over~
riding power. These two official innovations were therefore substantively irrational; but whereas the office of Waziri formally
lapsed, the office of Wali simply became yet another sarauta,
functionally identical with those it was intended to supervise.
In the last century, three Fulani kings of Zaria appointed per~
sons to hold two offices simultaneously. Abdulkerim, the first
Katsinawa ruler, gave his kinsman Jamo the offices of Sa'i and of
Magajin Gari; Sambo, the second Katsmawa ruler, appointed his
client Suleimanu to the offices of Sarkin Ruwa and of Galadima;
Abdullahi on his reappointment as king of Zaria gave Sada the
two judicial offices of Salenke and of Alkali simultaneously.
Abdulkerim and Sambo were politically so weak that they sought
by these means to strengthen themselves, and in Sambo's ca:e the
experiment was quite disastrous. Abdullahi on the other hand waS
interested in recovering the estate he had lost on his earlier
deposition, and accordingly he vested the two judgeships in the
hands of a loyal client. However, in all cases, the rulers who next
succeeded immediately reversed these appointments and restored
the system of exclusive office. In fact, such dual appointments
were incompatible with the conception of office on which the

government of Zaria was based. As we have seen, by definition
office (sarauta) is a perpetual and exclusive status in a system of
such statuses. The combination of officetl is thus inconsistent with
thi$, structure, and for that reason no dual appointments were ever
ratified by the successor of the ruler who made them.
Sidi's allocation of authority without office to his kinsmen Nuhu
and Ali represent another type of development of this kind, since
it was incompatible with the definition of office on which the government of Zaria. was based. Such ad /WC commissions could find no
place in a system of territorial and military administration through
offices, and after Sidi's deposition his example was never repeated.
The last important focus of substantively irrational action in
Fulani Zaria, and the one with the longest history, is the relation
of vassalage to Sokoto. Successive kings of Zaria struggled to reduce
Sokoto's authority, to win independence for Zaria, and to extinguish the content of vassalage while retaining the form. Yet the
multidynastic system of which they were the heirs fostered external supervision and depended on Sokoto for its maintenance.
In their struggle for internal autonomy the Fulani of Zaria were
only courting their own disaster: but since their own dynastic
organization made unity impossible, their efforts to win autonomy
were happily doomed to failure. These movements were thus
irrational in the sense that they presupposed certain changes in
the local political system before they could become effective. They
were also inconsistent with that system in its current form.

(d) Tire Law of Self-rontradiction
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In every case the unsuccessful innovations we have just reviewed
sought to establish new political and administrative relations and
forms in advance of certain changt.S in the political system which
their successful development presupposed. Even the struggle for
internal autonomy was in essence an attempt to transform a
political relation into an administrative one. AU these unsuccessful
attempts at change came to grief because the dynastic competition
continued and could not be abolished unless the dynasties and the
Fulani political system were also abolished. We can smnmarize the
basic cortdition which govemed all these unsuccessful developments as the law of self-contradiction in change:
(ii) Resistance f() changes i" the content of d I)'Jtem 'fJdries accord-

ing to their significance for the maintenatree of the current structure.
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As a coroUary we can say simply, attempts Ip change the form oj
a system by changing its content are self-defeating.
As has been shown, changes of substance develop through
explicitly functional relations which express themselves in simul-

be changed by attempts to alter its content. We have just examined
several attempts of this sort, and found such action self-defeating;
"I.T hese cases provide a revealing contrast with the successfully
Instituted administrative changes discussed earlier, and ala" with
the general processes of basic political change. They also differ
sharply from the cases of exceptional character discussed above.
By applying the two laws already fonnulated to all these instances of change, the successful, the unsuccessful, and the partial
or arrested developments, we emerge with the following conclusions:

taneous and symmetrical patterns of development. Changes of
structure occur in a fixed and necessary order of succession which
is that of logical priority among the categories undergoing change.
It is therefore not possible to produce formal change by means of
substantive change. Moreover. the only sorts of suhstantiye change
which are likely to persist and become institutionalized axe those
which are consistent with the current political forms. We have
already seen how structural change acrually develops through
progressive redefinition of the categories which give the system
its fonn.
The attempts by Sidi and Sokoto to limit dynastic riYalry. and
by Yamusa and Sidi to develop a supervisory subordinate office,
however laudable their aim, were irrati.onal in their method, since
they preceded the structural changes which they presupposed.
Despite their administrative form, all these unsuccessful innovations had direct political implications and premises. Their institutionalization presupposed major transformations of the total system
of government. For this reason such changes could not be in~
stitutionalized solely by administrative action. The fonn of a
system limits the range and development of its content.
(e) The Law of Structural Drift
The two preceding laws may well apply to other systems besides government which undergo change, although they have been
developed in an analysis of governmental change only. The more
general application of these laws seems probable since they deal
with general relations of structure and function in social systems
which undergo change. Since structure and function are t)1e most
general categories of social analysis, the most general laws of social
dynamics will naturally define their relations in the condition of
change. If we have an accurate idea of these general relations we
can apply them to the study of changes in particular systems such
as government, kinship, or economy.
\
The corollary of the first law distinguishes administrative and
political change according to their significance and resistiince. The
corollary of the second law holds that the form of a system cannot
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(I) Purely administrative action is action focused on substantive
changes within limits consistent with the political structure of the
governmental system.
(2) Purely political action is action which redefines the fonnal
categories of this sjlltem directly.
(3) Actions intended to redefine the formal categories of the
system by administrative means are substantively irrational.
(4) Unilateral attempts to redefine the fonnal categories of a
system by one of its members can only succeed if they recoIl8titute
the basic categories by purely political means.
We can summarize these four propositions in the following law
of structural drift.
(iii) Ghen stability in its cantext, the structure of a gooernmentaJ
system changes as a function of the political action it generates
i1lternaUy.
As a corollary we can say that tire rate and type of chtmge in a
gooernmentQI system correspands to the type and intensity of tJu
pressure which its operation focuses on the rwidon of tJu jormtJl

categories on which its structure is based.
Even in revolutions, the pressures which generate struetuIal
change arise as by-products of conditions of the competition for
positions to control policy. In consequence, theproce88 ofstruetural
change is never fully controllable by any memben of the political
system undergoing such change. Planned programmes of change
are by definition administrative, and thus ~ot promote the
structural changes which they sometimes seek. We have already
discussed several instances of this kind which occurred at Zaria.
Unilateral political actions designed to reshape a constitution
are also incapable of realizing their designated goals, since the
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political system at which they are directed involves a distribution
of power among its members, and never r6nains under the control of one agent indefinitely. The concept of total political power
leads many to believe that dictators and despots are able to determine structural change; but this is mistaken. Power, being relative,
can never be total; and being a quality of a system in change, it
can neither by static nor perpetual. This simple exercise of such
unchallenged dominance promotes developments unplanned by
the ruler. The form of a political system changes as a consequence
of the political actions within it, and such action can never be
unilateral. In consequence, political systems change by a process
of structural drift.

specific reference of these formal categories, they denote the
structural principles on which the governmental system of 1950
'was based, and the structural type to which it belonged.
We have already seen that the form of a govenunental system
changes by political processes which redefine its basic altegorics,
and that these revisions follow the order of logical relations among
the categories undergoing change. The strains evoked by these
processes of revision vary with their significance for the persistence of the total system in its current form.
Bearing these points in mind, it is clear that the two moat
important changes which occurred at Zaria under the British are
the redefinitions of royalty and kingship. These revisions began
with Kwassau's appeal for British help against Kontagora., included
his own deposition and that of his immediate successor, and ended
in the effectual exclusion of all but one dynasty from the succession, after the rules which traditionally governed this succession
had also been changed. These revisions of royalty and the kingship provide the context within which the status of the legal
mallams has also been transfonned.
As noted earlier, in 1950 these legal mallams were drawn mainly
from two lineages which competed for control of the judiciary.
This competition has many parallels with the dynastic competition, and with the lineage competitions for certain quasi-hereditary
client offices, which took place at Zaria during the last century.
However, since the object of this new intra-departmental rivalry,
namely the senior judgeship, was subordinate to the throne. the
form and intensity ofthia judicial rivalry varied with the conditions
of kingship and dynastic competition, so that its significance in the
political changes since lC)OO is not immediately apparent.
With the British revisions of kingship, the gradual entrenchment
of one dynasty on the throne and the virtual elimination of others
as effective rivals, relations between the king and bis judiciary have
also changed, and the new lineage rivalry for judicial office promoted by the throne is an essential feature of these changed
relations and of the judiciary's new position in the political system
of 1950. At that time the territorial and legal adminiatrations of
Zaria supported one another, and their interrelations reflected the
di,tributions of power within the state. Kingship linked and controlled both these sub-systems, and the judiciary could not compete poIitic:aUy with the throne, firstly becall8e the ruler had con-

5.

THE SECOND TRANSFORMATION,

19°0-5°

The administrative reorganization of Zaria under the British has
already been summarized. In view of the foregoing analysis, we
shall now be principally concerned with changes in the native
political system. These political changes were revisions of the
categories which defined the structure of the previous system. The
main changes are listed summarily below:
(1) There has been a progressive but incomplete redefinition of
the concept of royalty by successive appointments from one
dynasty.
(2) The status of kingship and its relation to other governmental units has been redefined.
(3) The status of certain official mallams has been revised.
(4) The status of slave-officials has been revised.
(5) The order of military household-officials disappeared as a
unit after the kingship lost its military power.
(6) Official roles, rank-orders, and promotional arrangements
were revised to conform to the foregoing changes.
Our preceding account of the government of Zarja in 195 0
describes the content of these formal changes. In the preaent
context we are concerned only with the structure of the process by
which they developed. We have already seen that the fonnal cate- \
gories which define the governmental systems of Abuja and nineteenth-century Zaria apply also to the government of AngloFulani Zaria in 1950. Thus, despite changes in the co~tent or the

'.
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trol of its senior appointment, and secondly because the mallams
were not eligible for the royal succession. Byperiodica11y reversing
the distributions of power within the judiciary, the king was able
to control the department effectively.
This new judiciary was established under British political
pressure as part of their revision of the kingship and of its relation
to the rest of the governmental system. The redefinition of kingship included also a new system of territorial administration, the
reorganization of old depanments, such as the Treasury, and the
eventual development of new ones, such as Forestry, Health, or
Education. To improve legal administration, a s¥stem of district
courts was established under a supreme court at the capital which
was empowered to hear appeals and to deal with certain types of
administrative offence. These formal revisions had many substantive implications, some of which involved simultaneous changes
in the judicial functions of the king and his legal mallams. The
head of this new judiciary was given decisive influence over appointments within his department, and thus became the most
powerful subordinate official of the state.
In 1950 the British Administration was the most important
single element in the political context of Zaria. The native political
system at that time consisted of two unequal segments, namely, the
judiciary under the senior judge, and the territorial and other
departmental units under the throne. Within tbis new political
system an older segmentary order of multidynastic competition
persisted. This traditional system of dynastic competition was the
centre and source of resistance to the British redefinitions of
kingship, and to the administrative reorganization of the state.
However, in this century, as in the last, the rivalry ofthese dynasties
allowed the suzerain of Zaria a fair degree of initiative. Thus the
British have gradually revised the old concept of royalty by changing the patterns of succession, and they have also revised the form
of kingship in the ways related above. Since the throne is the
central organ of all these interlocking systems of pdIitical relations,
its revision has been the essential precondition of any structural
change. Thus the new, more heterogeneous system could develop
no faster than the revision of the old. For nearly forty years the \
British blueprint for the go"errunent of Zaria waited on changes in
the traditional political forms without which it could not take
effect; and even in 1950, as we have seen, the Bri~sh govern-
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mental model did not function as it should, owing to the persistence
lof basic elements from the old political structure.
\ We can illustrate these abstractions by examining developments
in Zaria since 1920. By that time the territorial and legal adminis_
tration had been reorganized and was well understood by the
native officials. New relations between the king and the Chief
Judge on the one hand, and between the Chief Judge and his
subordinates on the other, had alike developed, within the limit:8
set by the changes already effected in the traditional multidynastic system; but the changes in this system presupposed
others in tb.e deiinitions of royalty and kingship.
Since the death of Dallatu in 1924> the chances for members of
dynasties other than the Bornawa to become king have been reduced progressively by three consecutive Bornawa appointments,
the two last of which both broke with traditional rules. The statuses
of royalty and kingship have thus been progressively redefined,
and the old political system of dynastic competition has been
gradually transformed in this process. This transformation is.
however, by no means complete, as the difference between the
form and the reality of the government of Zaria in 1950 amply
illustrates, Even a fourth consecutive Bomawa kingship could not
constitute a final and unequivocal redefinition of royalty or entirely eliminate the multidynastic system; and such an appointment is rather unlikely. None the IBS3, the Fulani concept of
royalty assumes equal chances of promotion to the throne among
royal lines ; negligible chances of such promotion entail the loss of
royal status, as has already happened with the Suleibawa dynasty
at Zaria. Thus despite the incompletenel3s of the changeover from
multidynastic rule towards a fully hereditary monarchy, and
despite the probability that this drift may shortly be reversed. by
1950 the old political structure had changed profoundly, and the
direction of change seemed likely to continue as long as current
political conditions were maintained. In short, the royalsucce98ionl
since 1920 had effected a partial redefinition of royalty. which
aLthough far from final, exercised a profound influence on the rest of
the constitution, and governed the rate and form ofchangewithin it.
Relations between Zaria and the British during these years were
alS9 changing and ambiguous. Initially defined as a relation be.
tween the British and the ruler as sole Native Authority, under the
reorganization effected by the British, indirect relations between
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the Native Judiciary and the British Administration were also
established. Had the Native Judiciary become truly independent
of the Emir, these indirect relations with the British would have
been politically significant, since native courts can try cases which
involve native officials, and these courts could expect British support for just decisions. However, the Native Judiciary remained
politically dependent on the roler, who alone represented the state
in its dealings with the British.
During their early years the British deposed two emirs of Zaria,
revised the conditions of kingship, and sought to define their
position as the new suzerains of Zaria clearly. Accordingly, relations between the British and Zaria became decisive for the
maintenance or development of the native state. Hitherto Zaria's
vassalage to Sakata had been a relation between separate political
units. After 1900, Zaria faced the British, who claimed superior
authority but sought to exercise this as a political unit co-ordinate
in status with the Zaria Native Authority, and tried to direct
local developments by influencing policy decisions. In this latter
role the British could not exercise the superior authority they
claimed as suzerains.
The contrast with Zaria's traditional vassalage is clear. Relations
between Zaria and Sakato i.n the last century were clearly hierarchic i those between Zaria and the British were hierarchic in
some contexts and segmentary in others. In effect, the rulers of
Zaria opposed British reforms politically in so far as their traditional institutions seemed in danger. Since the traditional government was a pri.ncipal target for British reforms, the rulers of Zaria
strove to defend it as far as possible, and their success in that
regard has already been shown.
In this context of political contrap08ition between the British
and the Emir, the new judiciary acquired special significance.
Whoever controlled this judiciary would dominate the political
scene. The British as well as the king realized this, but they were
careful not to deal directly with the Native Judiciary,~lthough
seeking to secure its independence from the throne. The Icing's
recognition of the new position of the judiciary at first expressed
itself in abrupt replacement of the senior judges; but as the old
multidynastic competition gradually receded into the political
background, and the ruler's security correspondingly increased,
relations between the thTone andthe judiciary changed accor4.i~gly;

and it was mainly by means of these changes that the kingship
W~' able to retain it:8 old autocratic powers within the context of
British supervision.
To recapitulate, during the last century there were eleven Alkalain
Zazzau, only two of whom did not die in office. Between [900 and
19240 when the traditional system of dynastic competition clearly
dominated the government of Zaria, there were five appointments
to the office of Chief Alkali. Of these, two ended in the Alkali's
dismissal from office, and one in promotion to the revived office of
Waziri, dismissal from which followed shortly after. During
Ibrahim's reign, 1924 to [936, when the traditional system of
dynastic rivalry was still sufficiently recent and vigorous to dominate
the govemment of Zaria, there were fOUf Alkalain Zazzau. Of these
one died in office, his successor was promoted to the Waziriship,
the third was dismissed from office, and the last. who survived
Ibr~im, retained the senior judgeship for nearly twenty years,
untll h~ too was promoted to become Waziri by Ibrahim's successor m 1953Tenur~ of the Chief Judgeship first became unstable in 1903
when Allyn succeeded K wassau and the British attempted to redefine kingship by creating an independent judiciary. The tenure
of this office remained highly unstable until 1936, when the British
app~inted ~he th.i.rd consecutive Emir from the Bornawa dynasty.
Dunng thIS perwd the long-defunct office of Waziri was filled
intermittently by promotion from the Chief Judgeship, and the
judiciary was neatly divided between two competing lineages,
which held the senior judgeship alternately.
These changes and their duration can only be understood by
reference to the gradual processes by which royalty and kingship
were redefined, as the traditional political system grew into the
new one. As initially plalUled by the British, the Chief Alkali's
office was inconsistent with the prevailing definitions of royalty
and kingship. The tenure of this senior judgeship was therefore
highly unstable. However, with the decreasing significance of
dynastic competition after the appointment of the third consecutive
Bornawa ruler, the king's need for close supervision of the
judiciary has also diminished, and with the throne's success in
promotigg lineage competitions among the judiciary, the power
of the Chief Judgeship has declined sufficiendy to permit its
lwlders a fair security of tenure.
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Administrative records show that until about 1930 there were
frequent dismissals of senior officials in Zaria on charges of in~
trigue or maladministration. These dismissals sometimes con~
:Ilicted with the notmS of dynastic rule, although they were usually
in accord with them. However, since 1930 such dismissals have
become increasingly rare in Zaria, although my field studies in
1949-50 showed that the British had not succeeded in suppressing
maladministration. So long as the judiciary seemed to threaten the
throne politically, the tenure of senior judicial office remained unstable; but by the end of the long period of Bomawa rule the
tenure of all senior offices, including the senior judgeship, had increased in security. and British supervision had become less
effective.
'The pivotal positions of royalty and the throne in this second
transformation of government at Zaria will now be clear. The
serial successions to kingship from one dynasty each marked a new
stage in the progressive revision of royalty and kingship. At each of
these stages, relations between the ruler, his judiciary, his senior
officials and his British supervisors altered accordingly. By the end
of this process the British had lost that decisive influence over local
policy which was formerly theirs, though their technical functions
had increased. By 1950 the solidarity of the Native Authority and
the Native Administration, including the judiciary, was sufficiently
great to ensure the preservation of traditional govemmental forms
and practice, in so far as these were consistent with the changes on
which the new equilibrium was based.
In sum, this Anglo-Fulani government of 1950 had developed by
progressive redefinitions of royalty, kingship, judicial office, and of
relations between the native state and the British. This summary
directs attention to the substantive irrationality of the British reforms at the period of their introduction. It also indicates that the
Hausa-Fulani political system of 1950 differs as much from the
British blueprints of 1900 as from the traditional Fulani system,
and does so in consequence of the structural necessities which
governed the historical processes by which this transformation
occurred.
When the numerous departmental and other administrative
changes introduced by the British are compared with the political
changes we have just analysed, their structural marginality is apparent. Of themselves, these administrative innovatiQr:= had no
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direct implications for political change, and indeed their effective( ness often presupposed certain political changes. The elimination
of household and occupational official orders, or the redefinition
of the slave order evoked no resistance, since they affected administrative structures only and had no political significance. Like
the establishment of new departments. other than the legal department, these cases only restate the contrast between administrative
changes which evoke little resistance and are marginal to the
pro.cess of struct~r~ change, and the changes of a political system
which develop mduectly, gradually, and under conditions of
special strain.

CONCLUSION

9
CONCLUSION
UR study has three principal interests: ethnology, method,
and theory. The ethnological conclusions can be stated
simply. We have shown that although the Fulani conquerors of Zazzau initially sought to preserve the Habe constitution so far a8 this was consistent with their religious and administrative ideas, they were constrained to abandon or alter many
of the most distinctive and significant institutions of the Habe
government under the pressures produced by their own internal
political competition, and this process continued until the original
structure had been thoroughly transformed. The most important
changes to have taken place since 1900 under British supervision,
at first seem administrative rather than political i closer study reveals that these administrative changes are less important than the
unnoticed and unpremeditated change5 which have restructured
the native political system. The British in this century, like the
FuLani in the last, have tried to preserve the traditional constitution
in so far as it was consistent with their own moral and administrative ideas. None the less in both periods there were significant
political changes, and the system of government was transformed.
& regards method, we have found certain types of historical
materials essential for OUf analysis, others irrelevant. Field problems of historiography have been discussed in our opening scrutiny
of the data and their sources.
One feature of our analytic method is worth special attention.
This is its inherently comparative character. Our study is really
an exercise in the application of the comparative method to the
problems of diachronic analysis, despite the fact "'that the units
compared are stages of a single developmental continuum. The
application of comparative method to diachronic analysis presupposes initial study of the units concerned as isolated synchronic
systems. The next stage is to make a detailed historical study of the
processes of change, and then to develop a single set of categories
which will define each of these systems. These categori...es will then
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provide the following analyses with a common logic and frame
of reference.
The critical conceptions of a general theory of the system under
study provide the basis f~r a ~mpar~tive typology, the categories
of w~lch can be tested m. dlachromc ~alrsis. Such categories
pernut the use of comparative methods m diachronic studies.
Diachronic analysis presupposes comparative methods. In such
an analysis we begin by ignoring the specific processes of change,
and seek to define the common and singular structural conditions of
successive stages in the continuum, by their inductive comparison.
Probahly the method of analysis is more significant than the
specific notions we have advanced about the process of change in
governmental systems. Even so, the logical organization of the
system of formal categories in a necessary and irreversible order
is essential for any analysis which seeks to explore the structure or
logic of change. Without such conceptual instruments we can
neither identify the Structure of change nor isolate and analyse its
numerous incidental, anomalous, or irrational elements.
By this method of analysis we found three major categories of
development: unplanned changes which were institutionalized;
planned changes which were institutionalized; planned changes
which failed to persist. By analysing these three types of development closely we were led to formulate three laws of structural
change. The real test of any diachronic analysis is its ability to distinguish different sorts of development, and to explain their differing histories by a single set of general relations.
This study contains two adventures in theory. We began with a
general theory of government which provided the conceptual
framework for the analysis of the three governmental systems of
Zazzau. In concluding we developed a theory of structural change
by analysis of all the changes or attempts at change, which formed
part of the processes by which these systems of government were
transformed Probably both these theories are unsatisfactory.
However, any theory of structural change presupposes a general
theory of the system undergoing such change.
The argument has been long and difficult. We have had to distinguish between government and society, and to define their
~utual relations and limits; to examine the credentials of our data;
to develop a working historiography for this type of study; to
assess the comparability of the systems described by these data;
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and then to analyse and compare them. Within the process of
change we were forced to distinguish between harmony and disharmony. In addition, we have had to stress the distinction between substance and form, and between successive and simultaneous relations.
The complexity of this analysis reflects the complexity of the
problem it deals with. We set out to search for a logic in change, a
necessary structure within the processes by which development
takes place. We have made an analysis of structural change. But
such change also has its own structure, that is, the orderly relations
of its parts and processes. We have therefore been concerned to
determine the structure by which structural change proceeds.

APPENDIX A
THE CONSTiTUTION OF THE HADE OF ZAZZAU'

,

I. Rukun£ (Principal, i.e, first order chiefs)-MadawaJd. Galadima,
Wambai, Dallatu.
2. Rawuna (Turbanned, i.e. second order chiefs)-These are divided
into two groups, those who follow (i.e. are subordinate to) the Madawaki,
and those who follow (i.e. are subordinate to) the Galadima. ThOlle
following Madawaki are-Kuyambana, Sata.. Garkuwa Babba, Makaba
Babba (also referred to as Mllkama I, or Makama the Greater), Lifid4
Wagu, Shenagu; those following Galadima are-Iyan Bakin Kasuwa.
Barwa, Sarkin Pawa, Wandiya and Dllnkekasau. (See Chart A.) There
was also Sarkin Gayen, a stranger who followed Makau from Zaria.
Formerly he was chief of a certain village (Gayen). Although he is not
listed in any of the seven classes of Habe office-holders,. he followed
Galadima because he lived in Galadima's territory. So did the Dan
Galadima (the king's chosen successor); although he was of royal
descent, none the less he was under Galadima's orders.
3. Fadawa (Officers of the king's houseboId)-include Sarkin Fada
(chief of the palace) Jannai, Barde, and Hauni. These also had their
assistants, thus, Cincina,' Jagaba, Dakon Bornn, Gwabare, Magayaliall these followed Sarkin Fada. Ciritawa, Madakin Jarmai, Kacallathese followed Jannai. Durumi, Kangiwa, Dude the Lesser, Barden
Maidaki, Garkuwa the Lesser, Magayakin Barde, Madakin Barde-all
these followed Harde. Madakin Hauni and Barden Hauni followed
Hauni.
4. In former times the king's eunuchs were-Makami Karami (also
called Makama the Lesser), Ma'aji, Sarkin Rnws, Turaki, Fagaci,
Barkin Zana. These are a.Iso called chiefs of the inner chamber. That is
to say, in former times they alone among the officials oould enter the
king's sleeping-chamber.
5. These are the principal servants of the king-8irdi, Shamaki,
:Madaki.n Gabas, Kunkeli. Sarkin Karma, Banaga., S. Bindiga (chief of
the musketeers), S. Baka (chief of the archers) Magajin Kwa, S. Noma
(chief of farming), Bikon Tambari, Magajin Nagaba, and DaroU.
6. Chiefs of the royal line-the Dan GaIadima, the son of a chief. the
Sarauniya, the daughter of a chief, and the lya the 'mother' of the chief.
1 Ha66aD., Sarkin Ruwa, and Shu'aibu, Mubddamjn Makannta Bida.

Tarihi cIa Al'uduJI Habe ora Ahuja, G88kiya Corporation, Zaria, 195:&, pp. 38-38.
Bracketed commenQ. to c1aIify passages are inserted by the present writer.
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7- The chiefs of the (Koranic) scholars (Mallamai) were as followsMagajin Mallam, Limam Juma'a, Salanke, and Magatakarda (the king's
scribe).
When business was being discussed, chiefs of the first and second
orders (Ruktmi and RawulUl) would collect in the Council Chamber
(known as the Entrance-hut of Zazzau) and hold council. No one else
could enter except those. It was st this entrance-hut that all installations
of these chiefs took place at night:. When Kuyambana, or 8ata, Iyan
Dakin Kasuwa, the Sarauniya, or Iya (the queen mother) were appointed, there would he drumming on the tambari (the royal.drums)
for seven days. Among the household officials, only Sarkin Fada and
Jarmai were installed at night, and then without any drumming on the
tambari. At their installation only the pampami (the lesser of the royal
horns) would be blown. So also for the remainder of the Turbanned
chiefs, only the royal horns were blown, there was no drumming of

went to war. He also officiated at the marriages and naming ceremonies
of the king's children.
(c) Wambai. He officiated at naming ceremonies of the Icing's
children and was one of the Icing's eunuchsl\lso. He was responsible fOl:
the cesspits and the urinals of the king and women of the palace.
(d) Dallatu. He supervised arrangements for the war camps where he
also deputized for Galadima.

tambari.
A LIST OF OFFICIALS AND THEIR WORK

Even now the majority of these titles are still filled at Ahuja. "'\-'hen
one title-holder dies, his successor is appointed. But only a few of these
offices now carry their traditional duties, the remainder are retained
mainly for tradition's sake; for however great the change of the times
may be, it is not possible to abandon ancient institutions all at once. The
majority of these old offices are now given to employees of the Native
Authority, or to elders of the capital who care about public affairs. The
following is an account of the duties of all these offices in former
times.
(0) Madawaki. The Madawaki was next in importance after the king.
He was greater than all other title-holders. For this reason he was
greeted as 'Head of the Chiefs'. He commanded the cavalry and was in
charge of military operations. He was in charge of that half of Abuja
town east of the Wucicciri river. The king neither dismissed nor appointed any office-holder without asking Madawaki's consent. He also
answered the Icing's speech on the (Muhammadan) festival days. When
all the office-holders went to greet the king at his palace after the
(Muhammadan) festival, they were obliged to wait until Madawaki came,
then they followed him and went in. Together with him the other officeholders of the first order selected a new king, but if they (i.e. the other
first order of officials) were of royal descent, then Madawaki called
Kuyambana (instead) and the leading mallams to help him select a
nev. king.
(b) Gou,dima. Formerly this office was held by one of the king's
eunuchs. His main work was to administer the capital when the king

2.
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The Turbanned Officials (i.e. the Setond Order)

These offices were held by slaves lIr elders of the town.
(a) KuyamlJana. The Madawaki's principal assistant.
(b) Sata. In charge of the king's servants. He also thatched the principal entrance-hut to the palace, and swept and weeded the palace door.
(c) G(d'kuwa B4bba. His duty was to guard the war camp. He also
helped the infantrymen dance with the king, for in those days if the
king enjoyed the drumming, he would dance himself.
(d) Makama the Greater. He arranged the dispositions of the wamoOl
and divided the booty. With the assistance of Wagu, Lifidi, Shenagu,
and Danlrekasau, he guarded the palace door on festival days. before the
king came forth to the mosque, and also at the Gani festival (held to
celebrate the birth of the prophet Mohammed).
(e) Lifuli. In charge of the 'yan lifida (the foot-soldiers wearing quilted
cotton armour).
(1) Wagu. His duty was to guard the tombs of the kings, and to repair
and watch over them. When the children of the royal line were being
married he prepared the (masked dancer known as the) Dodo of Wagu.
(g) She'lagu. He made ropes for the king's horses.
The following turbanned officials followed Galadima:
(h) lyan Bakin Kasuwa. His work was to supervise the markets of
the capital and the villages.
(i) Barwa. He prepared the king's shelter at the war camp. and repaired any of his resting-places. He carried out the punishm~nt on
pregnant unmarried girls. He set them ~o grind and pound gram, ~nd
to carry out any similar tasks for their entire ward. When a new king
was appointed, he bound leaves of the sheanut tree to his body and
remained outside the hut in which the new king was isolated for Beven
da.ys. It is he who teaches the new king the royal gait, so that he will
not walk quickly. as he used to do when a commoner.
.
U> Smkin PafVa (chief of the butchers). He was respoD8lb1e for the
slaughter of cattle and other beasts in the market:.
(k) Wamliya. When the king's daughters married he provided them
with decorative plates.
(1) Dtmkekasau. He had to stand outside the palace door on one leg
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on festival days before the king set out for the prayer-ground. This was
done so that if the king came forth disturbed in mind, when he saw
Dankekasau, he would laugh, and forget the business that troubled him.

(1') Hauni. He deputized for Jannai when the latter was absent. He
sIS() supervized the king's servant8. He assisted Sarkin Fada with
counsel. His followers are: (i) Madakin Hauni and (ii) Barden Hmmi.

3. Fadawa (OjfiUTs of tM K.in(s Household)

4. Tht! King's Ermuchs,
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(a) SaTkin Fatia (chief of the King's household). He supemsed the
household and the behaviour of the household officials. He assisted
Makama Babba in dividing the war booty; he would take away the
king's share, and then give Makama Babba the Madawaki', share. Those
who followed Sakin Fada are:
(b) Cincina. His work was to spy out the news of the country so that
he would know who was plotting in rebellion.
(c) Jagoba. He went ahead of the more heavily armed foot-soldiers.
He also arrived fint at the camp before the king came.
(d) BaJwn BortJIl. The messenger to the king of Bornu.
(e) Gwabare. He was responsible for the thatching of all the huts in
the king's palace. During the month of the Fast, he provided oil for the
lamps which were lit in the entrance-hut where the king made the
AsJum prayers. The king would reward him with a robe for this work at
the end of the Fast.
if) Magayaki. He assisted Jagaba.
(g) Jarttkli. He commanded the reserve farce an the battlefield. If the
enemy overcame Madawaki's farces, he assisted them. He also gave the
Sarkin Fada advice an household affairs. His follawers were:
(n) Ciritarva. He carried Jarmai's &hield.
(i) Madakin Jarmai. He assisted Jarmai.
U) Barde. When the king planned to go anywhere, Barde went ahead
to inspect the king's resting-place before his arrival. On campaigns he
also went ahead to 10Cll.te the enemy, then he returned to infonn Madawaki. He assisted Sarkin Fada. His followers were:
(k) Durumi. He was responsible for marshalling the king's bodyguard
about the king at the war camp. He also provided the wood and mat
fences for the Icing's tent at the war camp.
(l) Kangiroa (elephant's head). He received all the beasts braught to
the king by the hunters who killed them. The king used to give Ka ngiwa
the head of every beast slain.
(m) BaTde the Lesser. He supported Barde on campaigns.
(n) Barden Maidaki. His duty was thatching and building the hut of
the king's sernar wife, and also the carrying out of her commands.
(0) Magayakin Barde. An assistant of Barde.
(P) Garkuroa the Lesser. An assistant af Garkuwa Babbl!..
(q) Madakin Barde. An assistant of Barde. Also Barde's messenger
to the king.

(JT'
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Ojfic£als of ~ Inner Chamlm

(a) Makami Ka1'ami (or Makama the Lesser). He was head of the
officials of the Inner Chamber, and was the Icing's messenger to the
Limamin Juma's, the Magatakarda, the Sarauniya, Iya, the Garkuwa
Babba.
(h) Ma'oji. He was treasurer of the throne, and also helped Makama
the Lesser at the Palace.
(to) Turaki. He was the king's melSSenger to the Madawaki and the
Turbanned afficials, and also ta Salanke. He advised Makama the
Lesser.
(d) Sarkin 1?JJwa (the Chief of the Waten). He was the king's messenger to the fishermen and was responsible for all mattets pertaining ta
water. He also helped :Makama the Lesser with advire.
(e) Fagaci. He was the messenger to Galadima, Dan Galadima, Sarkin
Gayen, Magajin Dangi (literally, the head of the kinsfolk, the acting
head of the royallineager). He also helped Makama the Lesser with
advice.
U) Sarkin Zana (chief of the enclosure). He WM the king's messenger
to the women of the palace. He disciplined the palace women and the
young children of the king when they committed offences. He always
remained in the palace, morning and night, until the time at which the
king went to sleep, then he wauld lock. the palace door. He looked after
the Icing's store-rooms, and advised Makama the Lesser.
5. The RT£ndpal Servants of the King
(a) SiTdi (saddle). His work was to see to the king's harness and all
ather equipment for the king's horses.
(6) Shmnaki (stables). His work was care of the king's horses.
(c) Madakin Gabas. He guatded the environs of the kings compound,
and was in charge of the king's guinea-corn granaries.
(d) Banagll. His work was ta clear river-courses, and to open roads
on campaigns.
(e) Sarkin Karma (chief of the foot-soldiers). He would act fire to the
enemies' viUages an slave-raids.
(j) SllTkin Bindiga (chief of the musketeers). He commanded the
infantry musketeers.
(g) SQTkin Bo.ka (chief of the archers). He commanded the infantry
archers.
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(II) Kunkeli. He was in charge of the foot~soldiers with shields.
(i) Magajin Kwa. He was the king's barber-doctor.
Sorkin Noma. He was oversq:r of the Icing's farms.
(k) Bikon Tamhari. He was in charge of the royal drums (tambari).
(I) Baroka. She was the (king's) principal female messenger.

m

6. Tire Royal 0ffict-hobkrs
(a) Dangalatlima. He was the king's chosen successor. (In a footnote
to this remark, Malillm Hassan says 'but only one Dangaladima ever
became king (at Abuja). He was Abu Kwaka: (2) p. 34, footnote I).}
(b) Soraumya. She is the eldest daughter of(a ~ the ?) king, and looked
after the affairs of the king's daughters with regard to marriage. She also
took charge ofthe ling's wives when he was on a journey, and took charge
with lya in preparing the feasts for the Gani festival.
(e) Iya. One of the wives of the deceased king always holds this title,
but not necessarily the reigning king's mother. She was in charge of the
marriage arrangements of the deceased king's concubines.

7. The Chief Korank Scholars
(a) Limami,. Juma'a. He is the chief of all mallams (Koranic scholars).
He makes the prayer over tbe corpse at the death of every conunoner in
the town. He takes service at the mosque on Fridays. He is among those
who elect a new king.
(6) Saltmke. He takes the service at the prayer.ground (i.e. on festival
days), and makes tbe prayers over the corpse of every official. He is
among those who elect the new king.
(e) Magajin MaUam. He was the representative of the king of Bomu,
and he installed the new king.
(d) Magataluudll. He was the priest of the Icing's compound. He
made the prayers over the king's dead attendants. On the day of the
new year feast he would also foretell the events of the coming year.
The remaining officials were as follows:
Kacalla. A messenger to the king of Bomu.
Sarkm Gaym. He was not among the Habe chiefs at Zaria. He was
the chief of a certain village in the country near Zaria, and helped
Galadima.
AbokUc Sarki (the king's friend). He acts as the bridegroom's friend
when the king marries.
DogMai (the king's guard). Their work was to capture and discipline
offenders, and to guard the town together with the warders.
'Yan Doha (police). They were in charge of prisoneflll and executed
murderers. They also acted as public criers in the town.

APPENDIX A
COUNCIL PROCEDURE

Every morning the officials of the Inner Chamber went in to greet
the king. If he had received any information necessitating counsel, the
king would inform them and they would discuss it with him; when
agreement was reached, they would all come forth together. In leaving
the chamber, Makama the Lesser went in front, then Ma'aji, then
Sarkin Ruwa, then Turald, then Fagaci, then Sarkin Zana carrying a
sword, then the king, then Baroka, the female messenger behind the
king. They would proceed to the entrance-hut known as the hut of the
Royal Drums.
When the king was ready to recline on his couch there, the chamber
officials would spread out their robe8 wide, 80 as to hide him, that no
one may see the king sitting down. When the king was settled, they
went to their places and stayed there. Then Turaki would get up and
approach the king, cover his mouth with the sleeve of his robe, and tell
the king that Sarkin Fada had arrived and was waiting at the palace
door. The king would tell Tllraki to call him. Then Turw would go to
Barkin Fada, cover his mouth with his sleeve, and announce that the
king had come forth and ordered Barkin Fada to approach. On this
Barkin Fada, Jarmai, Barde, and Hauni would go in to the king. When
they came to the door of the hut of the royal drums the four of them
would greet the king two or three times, and then enter and take their
places..
When they were all settled, Makama the Lesser would tell Sarkin
Fada the matter in question, and the advice they had given. Barkin
Fada would then ask Jarmai, Harde, and Haum what they thought of
Makama the Lesser's advice. If it seemed sound they would agree. If
it did not seem sound, they would give their views as to how the matter
should be handled. If Sarlcin Fada thought that the probJem could not
be resolved without Madawaki, then the king would send Turak.i to call
Madawaki, Galadima, Wambai; and DaDatu. When they entered the
council room, then all officials of the household and of the Inner Chamber went outside and Jeft them alone with the king.
The king would explain the matter to them and say he wiBhed them
to discuss it thoroughly among themselves and advise bow beat it
should be handled. They would then leave the king and proceed to the
Zauren Zazzau (the entrance-hut of Zazzau) and after calling Kuyambana and telling him, they would collect all the Turbanned oflicialJ and
discuss the matter with them. When the discussion was over. Madawaki
would call Turaki and tell him what they had decided, and Turaki
would go to inform the king.
If the king agreed with their advice, he dismissed them. If Sartin
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Fada and officials of his order also agreed with the advice, they accepted
it, but if they disagreed with it. they would tell the king they rejected
the proposal. Then the king and Madawaki would take counsel together how the matter might he handled without Sarkin Fada's disagreement. But if no compromise could be reached, the king would stop
the dispute-that was that-no one had any further argument with the
king, his command was obligatorily obeyed. Sometimes Madawaki
would take counsel with Sarkin Fada secretly, so that their common
proposals should not conflict in the council••••
•.. The king held council with the Sarauniya on matters concerning
the daughters of the royal line; he held council ....rith Iya on matters
concerning the womenfolk of the palace. He took council with Dangaladima concerning the affairs of males of the royal line.

LAW

Fonnerly there was no Alkali (trained Muhammadan judge)l, but
complainants took their case before the king. The officials of the Inner
Chambers and of the household were always with the king; anyone who
had a complaint and came to the palace would find them together, and
could bring his complaint. If the charge was not serious, for instance if
there was no murder or wounding involved, the king decided the issue
himaelf. But if a serious criminal offence was involved, the king would
seek the advice of his leading mallams.
When a criminal was to be punished, the Tumki would tell the
Dogarai (bodyguard) to capture and take him to the prisoners' ward.
There were no jails then, but prisoners had their legs put in stocks and
were detained in the entrance-hut. The warders would fetch food of all
kinds that were being sold in the market, and prepare meals for the
prisoners. '1'0 this day, there are two prison-chains at the priso!lel'S'
ward which were brought from Zaria long ago. One is 26 feet long, the
other 19 feet. Murderers were bound with these chains. In former days
the chains were also used in ritual. Apart from these, there is also another
chain at Dada's compound, that is, the quarters of the guard (dogruai),
and there is another at the Galamma's compound. Offenders who were
fined were bound with this latter chain, and were detained until the
money was paid. When an offender would not confess the truth, he was
bound with the chain and tortured so that he would speak the truth,
but prisoners sentenced to punishment were not tormented. A thief
had his hand cut off; a murderer was executed by the executioners.
1 Eb.ewhere M. Hasaan notes the arrival of Mallam Umaru, th\ lim Alkali at
Ahuja, in the reign of Abu Kwakwa, J8Sl-'l7 (see (1) pp. 17-18).
• Concerning execution, see op. cit. (I) pp. la-I).

APPENDIX A
TERRITORIAL ADMINISTRATION

The important (hereditary, vassal) chiefs in the kingdom (of Abuja)
were Sarkin Izom (the chief of Izorn), Sarkin. Kuta (the chief or Kula),
Sarkin Kawu, Sarkin Jiwa, Sarkin Kuje, Sarkin Abuci. Barkin Zuba and
Sarkin Gwazunu. Each of these (vassal) chiefs had his representative
(kofa) inside Abuja town. Whatsoever happened in their territories, they
would send their messengers to inform the king. Turaki was (the king'a)
representative to Sarkin Izom, Sarkin Ruwa was messenger to the
chiefs of Kawu and Gawu. Fagaci was messenger to the chie(aM.-uta,
Gwazunu, and Abuci. Galadima acted as go-between for Sawiwa;
Wambai as go-between for Sarkin Kuje.
,~
(Apart from this) the smaller districts (of the kingdom) were allocated
among the king's rukuni (first order of chiefs), the Turbanned councillors, and the members of the royal house. Madawaki was in charge
of the people of Kafin, Kagarko, Fancla and Tawari. (That is to say,
these were Madawaki's fiefs.) Galadima was in charge of Guni and
Gusoro. Uma'isha, Abaji, and Koton Karle belonged to the king. The
king's eunuchs came from the last two of the king's towns. Sarauniya
administered Kurmin Gurmana, and Kahula (see map A).

TAXATION

Both the (hereditary vassal) chiefsandallother office-holders provi.ded
tribute of slaves and money. Each of the (vassal) chiefs gave the king one
or more slaves and 100,000 cowries or more, one or more times a year.
They also gave their agent one-tenth of the amount they gave to the
king. Craftsmen also paid tribute with their productS. (For example)
the Kadara (pagans settled near Kuta) provided lOO mats for the king
(each year) and gave the go-between ten. The people of Gawu gave the
king 100 locaJly made black-and-white cloths, and their rnesaenger ten.
The people of Kawu provided 100 lumps of iron ore, and gave their
messenger ten. And so too with all the remaining crafts.
Itinerant traders in cattle, horses, goats, sheep, natron, salt, onions,
each gave some of their produce to the king. Those itinerant tra&rs
who were housed. in Mad;lwaki's ward would also give Madawaki his
share, apart from what they gave the king. Those who stayed in GaIadima's ward also gave Galadima his share apart from the king's. Besides
all this, there were also the payments on installation in office. Both the
Madawaki and the Galadima each gave one million cowries to the king.
The other principal officials gave 200,000 cowries each, and the remainder of the officials gave what they could afford. Booty in war was
G.Z.-23
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given to the king and the Madawaki. Fulani nomads also paid cattletax; they paid 10,000 cowries for every head.1
The king had many obligations to the officials and the general popuLace. When a new Madawaki or Galadima was installed in office, the
king would give each a bernous, a splendid robc, a large turban, a huge
stallion and equipment for it. The Turbanned officials were given a
gown and a turban each (hence their name). Other officials received a
gown apiece only.
When any vassal chief or the chief of any village in Ahuja kingdom
&ent news of raiders to the king, the latter would despatch warriors to
help the defeat of the enemy. The king also provided his troops with
horses, and rewarded any who had shown bravery in battle. When news
of highway robbers or extortioners who distressed the common people
was received, the king would order their capture and punishment.
The king also bought canoes from the Kakanda and placed them at the
main rivers to ferry people across. He had bridges built over the smaller
streams. He assisted destitute strangers and disabled persons, providing
them with clothes, food or winding sheets, or arranged their marriages
or naming ceremonies. He gave alIOS to those students who completed
learning the Koran. 'thus when a boy graduated from the Koran School
he was taken before the king, who gave him an embroidered cap and
gown, after he had tested the boy by asking him to read something
written on his writing board.

In a letter written by M. Hassan on 26th July, 195z, the following
replies are given to questions concerning the statuses of various ordcrs
of officials put by the present writer:
'(2). Household officials and the king's "servants"-the.majority of
the household officials were clients (i.e. freemen), but the kings "servants" were slaves.
(3) The principal servants of the king could not become houschold
officials, they were a separate order of their own, b~ the household
officials could be promoted. Thus Sarkin Fada could I)e promoted and
become Madawaki. Similarly, thc king's eunuchs could be promoted
(i.e. chamber eunuchs). For examplc, I was formerly Sarkin Ruwa, but
was recently promoted and became Makama the Lesser. After this I am
eligible to become Galadima.
(4) Officials under the Galadima were clients, not slaves.
(5) Household officials and the king's slaves had no territorial fiefs.
The whole country was thein, as they appointed the other officials.
I Cowries were convened into currency at Zaria in 1900-10 at an average rate
of

id.
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(6) Magajin Dangi. This was an office of the order of mallams from
the days of the ~be in .Zaria.. He was known as Magajin Dangi of the
H~~ so as to differentiate htm from the Magajin Mallam of Bomu

origin.'

An nndated manuscript by Masterton-Smith, an officer of the
Nigerian Administration, ex. M.P. 36,002, called 'Ahuja the Heart of
Nigeri~', yielded further information, some of which, not given by M.
Hassan s text, may be summarized here.
Of the four ~71i,offices of .Abuja, that of Madawaki was held by a
nobleman or the klDg s son, while the offices of Galadima, Wambai, and
Dallatu were held by eunuchs. (On the other hand, M. Hassan states
that at Abuja the office of Madawakl was not held by members of the
dynasty. Possib~r: Masterton-Smith may here be alluding to developments under Bnush rule, or more probably M. Hassan is describing the
traditional pre~I804 constitution, omitting to mention changes in the
nineteenth century.) Of the offices subordinate directly to the Madawaki,
Masterton~Smith lists the titles of Wagu and Bata as held by slaves,
while the remainder, Kuyambana, Makama Babba Garkuwa Babba,
Lifidi, Shenagu, were held by nobles. The titles or' Barwa and Bakon
Bomu, directly subordinate to the Galadima and the Barkin Fada
respectively, were held by slaves, Masterton~Smith also include& the
Magajin Dangi, head of the (? royal) lineage, among the order of
maUams. 1
Mlllterton-Smitb,op. cit.. pan. 17.
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OFFICE-HOLDERS UNDER M. MUSA,

'804-z,

(The Habe orders of rank are followed in these tables)

c_ _

8_,

on,;.

Hold"

Tjll~

Musa, 1804-2.1

Mallawa

Madaki

(1) Makayo
(2.) Yamull'l

Fulani_Bomawa

GU,din1a
Womhai
Dolbow

DokBje

F.....

MlIIOOiya
1,.

Atu (a woman)

RukutJi tilln

_....

Fulani KWlUItambale

The younger brother of
Katuku S.. bulu
Inne (ft woman)
A'i eft WOml\ll)
Sidi Abdulkadm
Zakad

MonWmi
Dangaladima
Magajin Gad

Sarkin zazzau 1831-34'

FulBni-Tofa

H.bo
lhbo-Kmo

Slave

M\IM'a daughter
Muu's daughter
MUM" daughter
Muaa'. soD.

Wife of Wairi Gidado.
Wife of Limam Gabbo.

MUM'. BOil

Sarkin Zan"u 1860.
Dismis,ed by S.Z. YamUllI, r8:n""34'

Zaria Habe

81m.

RMm.1Id lilln
Nm.

Kuyamballft
..-.1

Sharubutu

N/K.·

Wm'"

• N{K

If'i l?
>

,'"

-= N~

Known.

,·tXf2.~~~&;'f""k>'tr;-:,j:,

c:''fJt't':f:1Uir'' ; , .
T#J.
Dmmo<lmU

H_

I,..nK=a
]iAunbo

""....
R.bu

Ma'lIjin Kacia
&I'i
Wa1i
Barkin Mai
TurakiJI
Magajin Zdan.

M......

Yl!.ie

Qriei..
Fulani_KunUle.

Dan Halrurau

Habe.

JnUlla

Fulnni_Wunti.
Fulani_Yegwalllll'ft.
Hllle-Rano.
Fullllli-Keno.
FuIani_Kabiua_

SMkin ZUZIIU 1834-46.

H.bo

Administered Maguuwa.

Om Citta
Sabulu

A_

]ibir
Abdulkerim
N~,

N_,
Abd".alIami

Waziri
Alkali

c.r.d.

Limamin ]1IIl:la.'a

""!>do

So""".
ChmnNr o/!ir:i4b
Makama IJ

Tum.

S:Ruws
F

.

}

Ma'~i

H-.1roJIl qf!ieer,
""kin """"

......

.....DOl
SMkiD. Yaki

t

Fulani_ZAngon Aya.

So'"

Fulllni-GU9Iu
Fulani.Kano
Fulani-Kataina.
Fulani-'Yan Dolo.
Fulani_Shmonawa.

AbdusallaJni
Ba'idu

Fulani-8u1eibawa
Habe_ZlIDfara

(1) Baliugimi
(a) Manga

V...,.

Frvm Azbell.

et} Dtm.rucu
(a) Dan Manda
(I) Zonau
(a) Fadi

H.be-Kano.
Habe_Kmo.
lhbo
FWmi,

........

M_

C_l!IIl$

Office um:ally vacant.
Retired.

.
""
>
~

Z

Sartin ZlIZZlIU 186cH)3,

Slave. freed.
SUd not to han been appointed,

to

8"",

Fu1ani-Ka.tau..

FWmi,

!

t.

•. OFFICE.HOLDERS UNDER VERO .890-<)7
OriKi,.

Hold"

TUk

CUlIlImI'itr

FOllTlflrly l'thdaki.

""""'~

Yero

....n

Suec...wed S.Z. Sambo (1881410) of the
Kabizulwa dynaSfy.

Rukrmi lilk,
Madaki

KWllIl&au

Bomawa

Hob.

Wombai

Su.leimanu
(I) Muhammadu
(2.) Aliyu

o.u.m

U~N

""""'~

Galadima

.,.

1lbytll titIu

:Magajiya

Mardanni

--

Danea1adimA
Maga,iin Gari

Mlli-Ro;lr'Im A[ki

M.kllma J

Ci-garJ
(1) Yero
(a) Abubllkar
None.

Iyan Kurama
Jisambo
Danmad.ami

Robu
Kuukl
Ma'lI,jin Kacia

Bo~~

GidaWJ
Grandson of e-.;-lya Atlku
Mumuni

Dol"'' '

"""

. . . .JWI1I'IIII1'ffi' ':,"c'
nu.
WaH
Sukin Mai
TurakiH
Magajin Zakan

YenI'i

Fulani-Yegwamawa
Bomawa
Fulani-Gadjdi

New appointment.
New lIpp"intm=t.
New appointment. Died.
New appointmell.t.

Fulani-Gadidi

Fulan.i-Yegwamawa

Fulani·'Yan Doto

.•..... .

(z) Muhammadu
Dabu
Dan Manp
(I) Zubairu
(a) M. Jamo
(J) SuieUnanu

iOIl.

S. Zazu.u

">
"">
c=

IlpO-Z+

SOD of TnuM.,
NewaPJrointment.
Son of Dan Cilta. New appointment.
New appointment.
Son of Jibir.
Svn <;If Sa'i Hsbu. New appointment.

Fulani·Wunti
Bom.~

H....
(I) Dan Kakai

Z

Bo=~

Fulani-Kano
F ulan.i- Kstail\llWll

Audusallami

Sa';

Z

Newapptlintment.
New appointmeIlt.
New appointment.
Yero'll lion.

Bom_
Bomawa

•

~

New appointment. Died.

Bo~

(I) Mai-kawari
(2) Dallatu

Z

New appointment.

Bomawa

Kuyambana
Wan'ya

MaUaWll.

Aliyu
Sule Mai·turare

""'
"'>i

Appointed by Stlkotl:'>.
Appointed by Saloot<>.

Maliawa

Tide lapsed.
(I) Fate
('I) Zubairu

"<o

Newappvintmwt. (Yero'. son,)
Appvinted by S.Z. Sambo.

.

""'"'

Fulani_:&ma\ll"
Fulani-Tot'aI1bnva Gidadawa
Habe-Lilr.oro
Flllani·Bomawa.
Fulani-Zengon Ay.
Fulani-Zartgon Aya.
FuIani-Zanll"Il Aya

'

t

. .
C~"

Son or S.Z. Yamusa.
New appointment.
Son of Audusallami. New ,-ppointment. Died.
Kin of AudusaUami. Died.
Kin of Auduoallami. Became Ward-head of
MaglUin ZD.kD.nl Ward of Zlri. City under
British.

M.u.=

Wll2iri

Alkali
Limamin luma'.
Solonlre

None.
(I) Nasamu
(a) Sambo
(I) Wobe
(a) M. Iyel

Habe-KatsiDa
Fulani_'Yan Dolo
Fulani_'Yan Doto.
Fulani_Shanono
Hab.....Kajuru.

Son of previous Alkali.
N<:w appointment.

Ja'aflIru
(I) Aikinci
(a) YlIkubu

Fulani_Bomawa
Habe
Haba

~inMama

Fulani_Katllina
Fulani
FuJuni

New appointment. Died.
New appointment. Slave. Died.
New appointment. Son of Fageci.
Sirajo.
New app<;lintment.
New llPpokmnmt. HlIIlbandofYcm'll.iater.
New appointment (eee tnt, Ch. 4).

"""'' '

C1lalnJHw~

Maka11lll It

F_

Tunki

...........

SatkiaRu_

............
.....

H"""",,""""

"""'"
.......,

W.,.tit46

....... V...

....-...

.....
Sodi
0.""

.....

(I) K _ Dart Madina

(a) TInko

Fu1ani-Kataw
Fulaul.

......

F_

N/K'

FuJmi-Dwn

>
~

~

New appointment. Died.

"'Z

..t1

to

Son of previous S, Fad&.

Shive. Son of Madwcl Huauma.
New appomtment. Dlecl.
New app"intmeDt.

N_~

.,y..

.._

Cotudo .....

• N/K - Not KnowQ.

',1

to
3. OFFICE-HOLDERS UNDER M. JA'AFARU, 1936(Appointments up to 1950)

s_

T#k

RR/rwli ri,l«
!\Wiaki
Gal.dim&.
Womhai

n.u.m

IkyftJ ,;tlef
Magajiya
I~

Mardanni
Dangaladima
Magajin Gari

Fulani·Bocnawa

Formerly Katub.

""'bu

Fubni-Borna_

Appoirlkd by S.Z. Dalh&tu.

Fulani_llornawa
Fulani_Borna_
Fulani-Bocnawl

Appointed by B.Z. Dalhat1,1.,
Appointed by S.Z. Ibrahim.

HBYJltll
V.~

Muhammad...

Title

'-peed.

Amin...
Muhammadu Bewa

"""u
MU1UIIlln Gabdo

.

Fulani-Katsinawa
AEbinawa
F'Wani_Kauinawa

Tid" Iapoed.
Halidu

Wan''jl

Titlet..~d...

Iyan Kuraltlll
Jisambo
IAmmadami
Ruhu
Kamb
Ma'ajin Kacia

Title lapsed.
Mazadu
Umoru
Title hll/l lapsed.
Suleimanu
Title "'psed.
Muhammadu
Title lapsed.

Sa'i
Barkin Mal

Titk

WaH

Turakill
Magajin Zabnr.
MoIkmu
Wwi

H.....

FuJani-MaJlawa

Habe-Kajuru

Appointed by Dalhatu at Admioiat... liv~ pressure.

Fulani
Fulani-Bomawa

New appointment. No district attached.
New lIpPQintment.

FIl.hmi-Bornawa

New apPQintment. B.Z. jI'afaru'a brother.

"',.",

New .ppointment,

Wan:lhead in Zaria City.

Fulani-'Yan Doto
flabI', Limamin KDna'. family
Fulani-Katsma

Appointed by S.Z. Ibnhim.
NIffi appointment,
Neili' appointment. D~r>dant of
Madauci.

Fullll\i-DIll\ Durl"Qfi
Azbinawa

New appointment. Died 19'0.
New appointment. Formerly Maclann.i.

rl/ficitili

Makama II

(I) Ladan

Turaki
Fagad

(z) Muhammadu Bawa
See Tumki II above.
MllhallUTladu

H_1wUl~

Sacltin Facia

...""

Maclauci

W.... tiIlR
Sarkin Yak;

~

Newappointment. Promo;>ted Makama II in 1950.

Fulani Zangon AYII

M ..........
ISl'na'U"

M.'.ji

'Z"

New appointment•

N/K*

Linunnin J~'a
S.....

""

"l:'Z"

S.z. IbnhUn.

Origjp
Fu1ani-Bomawa
Fulani_TorlmIrawa GidBdawa

None appointed Ill; IIlJ(l.
MuhAmmadu Lawai

Sarkin Ruwa

0

V=m
AU

AnuU

Chmnf1t,

Appoinl~d by

C

New "'PPointment. Died 1950.
Appointment Illlid to be Wider Ikitiab Administra_
tin preosure.

Rowrm.. titln
Kuyarnbllna
Makama I

C(Jm~

Ori<i><

Ho"'"
M. Ja'fI!arIl

~

Z

">
">
c:"

C_1f

Appointe:! by S.Z. Dalblltu.
Neili' .pptlintrnent. Head of N.A. Public Worb
Department.

Muaa.'.

.

>
~
~

(,) Sanosi
(2) Sambo
(I) Ibnhim
(a) Sanusi

Ho'.

Newappomtment. Gnndson on Musa'. Katuka til
Sabwu.
Z
Promoted Ma·~i.
l;I

FuIani-Boma_
H...

N~A~m~~.
Promoted to Madauci.

h) Muhammm

Fulani_Suleiba_

(z) Sambo

Fulaoi_'Yan Doto

New appointment, Died.
New appointment.

Ibrahim

Hob.

New appointment. Formerl,. Ma'aji.

OidaW.>

Fl.l1ani.Sokoto

S2. Aliyu'. appointment, Formerly a Dimic:t

Babe-KAna

H."

New appointment 19+9.

X
tl:I

Titl'" lapnd.

Head, but no functions in 19S0, when Gidado
died.

'N{K

=

Not KnGWn.

~

APPENDIX C

Sarkin Ruwa

APPENDIXC
STATE TITLES AND ASSOCIATED FIEFS UNDER
FULANI RULE IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY ZAZZAU
Sorauta (Title)

Sarkin Zazzau

, Gannuwan smauta (Fiefs)

Gangara. Makarfi, Ruma, Kidandan (Fatika), (Lere
r) (Durum, post 1860), Kagarko, Bugaj, Mangi,
Kwoi, Dumbi. Awai, Dan Alhaji, (Dan Maliki),
Hunkuyi, Gubuci, Kwari, Mayare.

TITUIS PILum MAJNLY BY MEMBERS OF DYNASTIES

Janjala near Kagarko, Keffi, Kwotto, Karigi,

Madaki

Dan Galadima

Wombai

Magajin Gad
Makama Karami
Iy~

Wali

Bagaji. Jema'an Dorow, Yelwa, Kwassa110, Zaben
Kudan, Gimba, (Kuzuntu) Ricifa. Madaci,
Kuringa, (Fatika, 1890), Rigacikum.
Kasaya, (Gwan). (Durum, 1860), Koraukorau,
Sherifa Gints, Asbehu, Ihada, Turunku, Kakangi,
Wusono. and Kwandoro near Ahuja.
Gwibi, Talata, (Kacia), Jaba of Kacia, Danayamw, Sabon Gari, Bajimi, and Samban Gida.
Saulawa, Garun Gwunki. (KUZUDtu), Dan Mahawayi. TU!awa, Rikoci, Dakaci, Auchan.
Kahugu, Agunu, Kauru, Kajuru, Igabi, Juran Taba,
Rubu (near Bikaratu).
Dan Dako, (Nassarawa I), Sakadadi, Kauran WaH,
lyatawa, (Fatika z).
Bikaratu, Juran Karl, Bakura, Rahama.

Dan Madami
Salenke
F'llgaci

GUIDi.

Ma'aji II
Mardanni
Makama Babba
Ma'aji I
Dallatu
Madauci
Katuka
Iran Kurama
Wan'ya
Sarkin Mai
Jisambo
Magajin Zakara
Cikum
Waziri
Sati
Hauni

•

Konci, Kurmin Kaduna,
Mardanni
Riawa, Marke.
(Kacia), Jere.
Anchau, Dambo, Sabon Birni.
(Dan Maliki 2. Post 1900.)
Ikulu and Gadagau.
Dutsen "rai, Kudaru, Gaskora, Lewa, Sugau.
Gwaraji, Togace, Ran Rafi.-Gwagwada to Barkin
Pawa.
Gadas, All Moguzmoa.
Gwagwada, Radi.
Sheru near Nassara.wa.
Chikum, Dafako Gwari,
No towns.
No towns. All BOTlITO FuJam' in Zaria
Dan Wata.

MILITARY TITLES

(1) Freemen
Sarkin Yaki
Baroe
Kuyambana
Rubu

Slave Titlel $aitl to
None
Paki, Dawaki

Luk.
(1804-21, Him Dinki,

Tanni, Keffin Bangoji),
Moroa

TITLBS FILLED MAINLY BY BARORI (FRlm CUBNTS)

Galadima

Sarkin Fada
Turaki Babba
Turaki Karami

Aribi, Katugal, Kubaca (all near Kagarko); Lazuru,
Tudai, Amawa, Cure, KmJara, Kaje, Zonkwa, Zahi,
Haskiya, Parakwai, Amana, Kwarau, Ifira, Kangimi,
Maka, Rikoka, Bimin, Hawa.
Kudan, IVladobi, Doka, Baokanawa, Dan Dalto.
Guga, Soba, Likora(on Kaduna River).
(Lere 2), (Durum I), Cawai, Dan Damisa, Shimbir.

n'

Ukoro, Kawu, Nasari, Girku, Damau, :Kabaa.
Bomo, Cigo.
Bassawa, Zuntu, Karabi.
Tukur Tukur, Matarkaku, (Zaben Zaria, 1861-63);
Abaji, Wutana, Makwolo, Rikobi, (Naaarawa)

(.) Sarkin
S""", Yamma
Barkin Yara
Barkin Ciyawa
Shentali

(Kacia)
Dan Guzuri, Ka.cia town
Bogari
(Ruma), Gwanda, at Katari
in Kaeia

1H without Filft
Sarkin Zana. until
lll93
Garkuwa

T.r"",
Woogu
Sbamili
Jagaba
Kilishi
Sarkin Dubwa
Barwa
Sarkin Lifidi
Kwanmaza

3S'

GOVERNMENT IN ZAZZAU
RJ!LlGJOUS AND JUDICIAL TITLES

Limamin luma'a
Umamin Kona

Alkali

(Maigana, Kinkiba, Marwa, Awai-gifts from
Mallam Muaa..) Zangon Aya, Gwada, Kufena,
(Jema'an Domeo, 1804-:u).
Kona, Matari.
Wuzata.

APPENDIXD
TAXES IN FULANI ZAZZAU, ,880-'900
I.

Sarkin Kajuru

Sarkin Kauru
Sarkin Fatika

Kasar Bisbini, Mai Ido, Kafayawa, Anguwan Sarkin
Balm, Pambambe, (Katah I), Kajuru, Kru:itere.
Kauru, Buruma, Kaibi, Kitimi, Gidan Agam.
Karka, (Katab and Kamantan-gifts from Kajuru).

Fatika, Ratio Taba, Galadimawa, A. Doka, Yakawadda, Murai, Butaro, Kaya, Yankore, Anguwan

Gagara. Kushariki. Gahun, Kadage, Laban, Kurmin
Millo, Rago.
l..ere, Domawa, Sheni, Kayarda, Saminaka.
Jere, Kagarko, Buha, Akote, Kabara, Kazaze.
Kurmin Dangana, Kubo, Kuduri, Kasuru.
Magajin Keffi
Keffi.
Salkin Kwotto
Kwotto.
Sarkin lema'a
Jema'an Dororo, Samboo, Nok in Zaria Province.
Sarkin Doma
Doma.
Sarkin Bagaji
Bagll.j\ (now in Keffi).
NOTE.-Bracketed names denote fiefs which appear to have been
transferred between offices during the years 1840-19°0. Italics
denote tribal groups.
Sarkin Lere
$arkin Kagarko

2:.
3.
4.
5.

6.
,.
8.
9.
10.
II.

IZ.

13.

14.
IS.

Hoe-tax (Kurdin galma):
Towns east of Zaria
7,000 cowries per hoe
Towns south of Zaria
6,000 cowries per hoe
Towns west of Zaria
4,000 cowries per hoe
Towns north of Zaria
6,000 cowries per hoe
Cassava (Kurdin TOgO)
4,000 cowries per plot
Tobacco (Kurdin taba)
2:,000 cowries per plot
Onions (Kurdin alhassa)
2,500 cowries per plot
Sugar cane (KuTdin kaTa)
8,000 cowries per plot
Indigo (Kurdl'n shum)
3,000 cowries per plot
Butchers (KUTdin pawa)
5,000 cowries per man
Blacksmiths (Kurdin kiTa) 7,000 cowries per man
Brokers (Kurdin dillaloi)
5,000 cowries per man
Dyers (KUTdin koTofi)
3,2:00 cowries per pit
Beekeepers (KUTdin zuma) 3,000 cowries per man
Tobacco-grinders
5,000 per man
Drummers (Kurdin kida)
4,000 cowries per man
Bori dancers (Kurdin Bon) 4,000 cowries per dancer
GtUle-tax (iangali}--nominally a tithe of the herds, but
actually very much less.

In addition, zakka or tithe of the grain crops was paid by every
farmer,
From: Arnett, E. J., [92:0, Gazetteer of Zaria PTofJime, NfJTthern
Nigeria, p. [6. Waterlow & SODS, London.
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APPENDIX E (.)

APPENDIX E (I)

Some official trom/en in Zaria, 1903-50

Iyan Kurama

Ba'i

L

Katuka

~~r:-~~~ M'g,jin G,d

VMakama I

~

.. Wali ..

~qM'd'ki~
V
~~w

----.

C
~

Sarkin Ruwa

/

:.

Madaki

R,

G,I,dim,

~M.~

Ma'aji

F.g.. i

Sarkin Ruwa
Dan Madamil'" ~
•
•:

~

omb·
;'"

,
/
'
"
<
...

M,d.ua

K",

I'(WOffibai

I

r'ya

~

Alka1i=

Da~ Galadima
:
~
Makam

Waziri

Mala
"

I
\
""Mardanni.
agajin Gari Galadima Wali

3ruannl.

Tllraki II

/
I

Turaki I

./
Barde/

Sa'i
Dan Galadima
- - - -__
• Direction of movement
----_
... Qne trqnsfcr
-~ Two transfers
_
iJoo Three transfers
Five transfers

= .

,,.

---~...

_ _ _ _u.

Direction of movement

~;:::==.~ One transfer

::

)I

"

Magaji Jisambo

Three transfers
Demotion, Le. reappointment on British pressure after
dismissal

,ss
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KArigi, 137, 140, 141
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Kdab trihes, 13z, 170. 177. '95, 239. z48
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144; status, 80, 102; Yiva ry w.th
mher dyn""ties, 105, 153, 156, ,6o,
173, 189, :187; offices held b~', 108,
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throne from, ::l35
Kau, 193
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K!turu, 78, 79,131, 137, ZIO, al:>', :146,
279,352
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Keffi, vos...lstate, 36, 77, 78, 8" I]], 140'
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attocks on, 17D-I, '77; British
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KIlba, Mallarn, '37, IJ8, '43-4
Kilishi (title), 116, 134
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KinRs and kingship:
Abuja, It, 34-6, J9--t-:>., 46, 49-50,
I24--'7, (disgram), 34
Advioen, aI9
Area of ouaerainty, 87
Army, and the, 96, 97
Assassination, 168
AuthoIity limited by fuitioh, ~3-5
Britillh, Relatio.... with, =~, 324-5
Changes in content, 298 a99,30I,
306""""7, 309-10, ~2Z-5, 3ZS
Concept of "r~ ',110
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&okoto, 75, 174, 17S, 179, ISS; MUlIa
and YliJIlUSll never crowned, '15, 145,
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ISS, 16,3
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D".lloyalties, z03
DynastIc competition, 104, 120-3, '59,
165, ]68, '103, '1'15-8, 235-6, 305,
324, 3a7
Electoral Council: seo undeT Succe5sion
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HaDe system, 34-50, U4-7
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Iuheritance, 76, 77, 9Z---J
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Reappointment of dep<">5<:'d ruler,
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Technical departments, Control of, a31
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200-3, 205, 32J
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KUl'di"RlIl_, 92, 9+. 157, 353
KllTdin kma, 77, 81, 157
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KII..din Tm.....k~n A,..,W<I, 278
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Kunnin Gunnana, 341
Kusheriki, 137, 140, 1#
KUIa,34 1
Kuyambana (title), 59, 61, 9'7. 9S, 135,
142., 170, 174; dutie...... 334, 335, 339;
status, 47, 343"\ fiefs, 351
KwaramaZll (title 1,..97, 134
KW8.SSIIllo, 137, 1]l:I
KWUllau, 1&0}, 225, 2:>.6, 2037, 28 7, 293,
323, 327; oei1<Ure of throne, rOI, II [,
]94; reign, 193-6: removed by
British, '96, 201-3; deposed, 196;
charge of slavc-deslinll. a53
Kwolto, VIIliSai. state, 36, 77-9, 101, 13',
140, 1+1, I~'" 160, 164, 166. 170,
352; hootilitIes with Keffi, 141, 136;
provincial administrAtion, ;WZ, 248;
Judiciary, au
Uioour, slaves main oourc~ 8,; division
by sex, 255; Corced, 2.ll9
Uifia, 77. Ifl
I4nd i..ues and suits, 94-5, 2:ao, 230, 255
Land tax, '57, Ut, Z.....
Land tenure and rightll, 2, 144, 2a3, 21)0;
and slAve d,,"""nt, 255, 257-8
Lapai, 77, 137, 140, 141
lAW: ue judicialsyslem
Lllwal, 185, 188, 189, 193, 194
Legality and legitinw:y. 200-I
Leper colony, 2+1
Lere. vasal state, 78, 79, 131, '40, '56,
1']0, 2$2; co.mque-.t, I'll; courts, ala;
chiefs heredimry, 247
L:ihere, 186
Lieutenrmt.Govemor of Northern.
Provincea, 2S1
Lilidi (title), 44, 130; status, 47, 343;
dutiea, 335
JifiJi (heavy caw-try), 96, 97, 170
Ligau, 195
Likoro, 139, 140, I+~
LimrmJ Dan Makaml, '37, 138
Limamin jUl1lJl.'a (title), 94, 97, '08, 135,
141, Ir' 3"; member of elector::a.J.
COUIIci, 61, 15, 94, 120, 1+8, 151,
IS9, 1'78, 2.)4; fiefs, '19, 94,143,35'1;
member of Musa's council, 143;
duties, 338

Lirnamin Rona, 75, 8J, 97, 108, I2.0, '33.
178; Befs, 35'
Lineages, a..oeiation with cert.ai!, titl!"",'
108-<;1,2.51; of Nalive AdmlnUtrattoD
employees, a72-4
LoCIIJ oIpniJation: rOO TelTitOIial organIZation
L~ft8 Zwt,.au, 75
Lokoja, I<}O
LugUd, Sir Frederick (lat... Lord Luganl),
3~ I96t 199-=3, 205-7,223,239,254,
2l1D; 'indinct rule", 4, 206; cited,
206, 215, a82; Slavery Proclamation,
a'3, a'4, a53
LytleltOP, Oliver, 2.'}O

ma'aikatan lUThi, 261
Ma'aji {title), 136, 142, 174. .218; duties,
~..s, 331;' 339; fief,;, 351
Ma'a)1 Bab s (tItle), 135
Ma'aji Karanll ('i1le), 135
Ma'ajin Kacia (title), 174
M,,'avelli, 19~
McCulloch, W. E., cited, as:!.
Macphenon, Sir J. S., 3, 2.78
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Madaki (title) (_ olro Madawakl), tl9,
]35; meaning of word, #; fio:fs, 79,
350; militllty duties, l)6-too, n~,
'J9; royal rank, liS. uS, 1~2, ISf'
306-7: last non-royal holder, 140;
appointments, 143, 146
150,
lSI, 153, 1;:;6, 157, 166, I 9, '73,
179, 185, ]!S9, 195, ,,"08, a:04, za8j
stt~InP1S to roh office of power, 166,
168; title deprived of military power,
184-5; Hornawa. ten':!le of oflic~,
184-9; restored ... milItarY commander, 186-9; aigraifiolnce of office
ehanged, ~09; ]'dains its prestige
with reduced funclions, 2 2 4-5
Ma.dakin Banle (title), 47,1]5. 3J6
Ma.dakin Fagaci (title), 90
Madakin Gabas (title), 47, 13" "34, 337
Madakin Gai.adima (title), 97
Madakin Hauni (title), 47, 135, 337
Madakin Jllrmai (title), .p, ]36
Madakin Kankar:ro (title), 137
Madakm Kano (title), ]75
Maclakin Makama (tillel, 90, 97
Madakin Sarkin Yaki (tnle), 97
Madakin Turski Dabl:. (litle" 97
Madauci (title), 97-8, 134. a18, a48;
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M"dflWllki (title) (s,"" alta Madaki), 38,
"'-5, 50, .p, 54-6, 59, 14-6, I.3S'
141; meaning of word, 44; dl.l.t,"'f,
39,334, 339;I; fiefs, 43, 4S; status,
40-5, +7, 52, 343; member of electoraL council, 61; Iribures 10, 341-a
Magsda, 17S
magadai, .~. Vilbge chiefs.
MapJi, I42
Mag",i jiwlmbo (title), 108, 126, 132,
':+5,176, 197
Magajm Dangi (tille), 35, 53, 60, 131,
.:'!-a, 343
Magajm GaTi (title), 97, 1).1, 136, 142;
member of war CauDell, 98; duties,
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184. ISO, 153.156, 160, 169. ISo, 189,
208, ::1::13-4. ::136, ]18; promotion
to the throne from, 224; fiefs, JSO
Magajin Klsuwt (title), [30, 136
Maga~in KdIi/ticle). <W::I
Map~in Kwa title), 4;7, 13',338
Magl,jin MalllIlII (llIle), 6, 61, '31, J.p,
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MagaJm Nagaba {title}, 47.131
Magaji,! z.1u.ra (title), 98, u6, 174;
liefiI, 108, [3::1-3, 351
Magajiya (title). 130. 131, 148
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Magayakin Barde (title), 336
Maguzawa, :&, 13::1, 137, 139. 140, '49,
140) 241,
267
Mahar. ~title), '3', q'l
r.fahdi, rehglOU!I mantac proclaims
himself, W$
Mai.dauda, 182
Mai_gerk", 143. 163
nuzi-gidtz, !4
Maigoto, I'l'5
Mai-KumIl, 153
Majemi. 193
Maiidadi (title), 131, IJZ
MabllTlO (title), 7...60, 164-
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Makama Babba (Makama the Greater)

(title), 97. 98, Hoi-. 135. '1-3, ,8q.
336; dutlell. 4+. 335; statos, #0 343;
6efs, ,Sa, 351
Makama Karami (Makama the Lesser)
(title), 43, 60, 97, 13.5; dutin. 38, 55.
337. 339; eunuchl elimiDated fr"m.
60, 14~; 6efs, 1'.l, 350; status, 113-8,
3~; appointment.. 143, 169, 173,
I';<i, 180, 18c), 195, ~08, ::l09, 1<9
Makarmtll, Mallaman (titles), ~31
Malmrfi, 144, 187
Makau, King, 10, 34, 35. 13<>-3, 13~-4"
146, 193
:Mskaye, 146
Maladministration. 95, 149, 303-4, ::lIs-f>,
~ .... 289""""90
Malagum, 177, 186
MaHki. ISO
Mal1am, DaUatu, 1']0, 173
Mallams. Order of, 3, 35, 37, 49; rank~
order, 36, 39, 7:10; benefices., 38, 6.3..
69,93; maj[)l"ity on electoral councd.
41, 46, 53. 56-7. 6.; prlllnOtional
l"emictions, .f.2-44, 54; duties, ~
63, ]38, :J.4Oj status, 5~ u8, 251-2,
306, 3=-4: offiees, '08, n6, 'J'.
133. 334, 345, 347,. 349; MUlla and,
1+3-6; rulen. lewn StAtuS. '45-0.
148; 11$ fief.holde.... 306, 3U. 313-5
Mal};,,,,,, (dynasty), delcent, ,+. 8.3;
st3tUB. Be, 10~: rivalry with other
dynasticiJ, HIS. I1a, 148, 156-4, 156,
15g-(jo. 165--7, 169. 171-4, 176,
17S-S11. 114. 188. 194, u+. 286;
complaint 1:0 Sokoto, 160; two Beg.
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ment., '711-+' 218, 226, ~28; tcla_
lion. with Sokor.o, 178: property
distribution., Ig0-2j Britjoh ond, z08;
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27 2• 273
Malle, I3S, ,67, '10
Maloney, Captain, 202
Mama {tjtle); 95,131
MallllTllln Gabelo, 224, 225. :128""'""9, 2J6
Mamudll, Mallam, 143, 153
ManumiMion, 5~, 54
manya" 1!tarI'fl, 78. 90, gI, 94
MlU'Ildawa tribe, 186, .87, WI
Maradi,8:1, 185, 187, 195
Mardanni (title), 97, 113, '30, 131, 'p,
351; female tenure abolished, 14S;
app~intments, IS), 16<), 173, 176;
dutIes, :131
Marketing department. 23'
Muket!l, 3~ 44. 90
Marriage, ,85, ~5:Z, ~55--'7
Masterton- mith, cited, 34-9, 60, 64. 343
mtIttl"wa, Iol<! Slaves, Slave descent
Mecca Pilgrimage,.z.52
Medical and health department, Xig,
~7I, 27:1, ~73
Meek, C. K, cited, 62, a48
Military organization and offices. 39,
41-6, 50, 96-101, 186, 190, 191,299
Misau, 201
Mornmom San!,. 99-'00, 122l '33, 153,
160,165, tOg, 183; second succusi""
king from Bomawa dynasty, IIC,
'55; reign, 15S"'"'9
Moroa tribe, 24:z. 243, :167
Muhammadan festivals'.74
Muhammadan law (Ihan fl), 5, 56. 83, 84,
95. JO'], liS, 160, 2C3. 20+. 21:2.-7,
~,~Z4

Muhammadan people, :z, 80, u8, 13).
IS8. :10:2-3, 239-43, 250, :177, 278
Muhamlll:ldan religion, ), S, 8S, 94, '43.
:139, :149
Muhammadu. '72, 180, '9)-+' ::147
Muharmnadu Bak., '00, ,60, ,64
Muhammadu La""'I, u9, 3)7
rm<kmUnshi, '45
mukilmJ4r, III. 19+
Munlm, 'OJ, 168
Musa, M.llam, conqueror of Zaria, 74,
77, 13'1-41, .60. r6I; bond w,th
ToronkaWB, 8); suppr<!S6ell palace
revah, '00; offiee-holdeTli under,
130-:),• .1151! 3uI 316, 318, 3+4-$:
administration
ZUlli, 141~> .63,
)11; religiollll interests, '+3; ne""r
crowned, l45--6· descendanls t:XCmpt
from tn, IS~; platts MalJams in
charge of £ds, 3°6, 3' I; mentioned.
173, 175, 193, :lt7
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Nadel,. S. F., cited, 34, '79
Nwwa (ChrmtiaD8), 2+1
N"ssarawan K\VOlto: ~H Kwotto
Nlltive Administration:
Accounta ::167--71
British. ~s with, :18.0-6,
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Native Admininratiou-eOflt.
Charge of COl'tuption, ~78-9
Defined, ~6.
Employees, ::169-'76, ~88; malpractices.
(~i"t:t :I;?"itment. 2n; statUB
political strllCture and character.

Po::l~am, Relations with the, ~88-<J1

Rules
and regulations. :114, :116--7, :Ills
Solidarity,
3~8

Technical departmenl.: led Technical
department,
"Native lIuth()tities", '9
Native Authority, 361-3, :167, :170. :z81.
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OTdinances, :l6I,:l6:1,:1~
Proclamation (1907), w,J-4
Separate, :142-3
Soliclarity,_J28
Ngwamat.e, King of Koomgora, '95 6,
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Nigel, River, 19<)
Ningi tribe, 8~, 101. 110. 177, 183,
185--'7, 190
Niven. C. R.. cited, 261
"Nomadic" FlIlani: "'~ UlUUr Fulani
Northern Elements' Progressive UiOOn,
"-77, :1»0
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::101. ::102, :180-'; and federa politics,
24'1. 250, :l17-8j politicallead~r,:14-9;
Soko<o's p""itioo, 249-So, 278j fund,
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Northern Peopl~'s Cnngl'CS5, ~77
NlIhu. 160-3, 168, 173, lBe, ,Sz, 319
Nupc, 34, 77, 160, 171,179, '9'), zoo, 3°5
Nuremherg trials, 18
{Xcupation forces, U
Occupational dMs, ::I51--::r
Occupational offices and ..,£lidaIs (laxrollect<>rs). 85-4J, 93. JT5, 126,
13J-4. 157-4J, 11)0, 233. 3"5, 3U-..
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Dynastic e<>mpetition, t04-7, lSI,
,S4-6, 191-:1, 197, 286-8
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6.2-6.69,71
Ficlil, As3ociated, 350-2
Fulani Zazzau, in, 81""3, 86-9, 104-.8
Habe and Fulani compared. 1.26-';,
129-36, :198"'"9, 301; analysis of
changes, 305--7, 309. 3'4, 318"'"'9;
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Hereditary. 197, 31:1
Holders, list. 3++1
IncreaaellI kinK'. diapoul, .231-3
King', COIIwl vi aPPQintmentll, II;1'f-8
King'a family, A1Jooatiou to. na-...
117-8, '49. lsa
Lineages and. 1011-9
333-8, 35o--:r, 354-5
NatuJe <.If, ""'"9
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\17--8
Occupational: SM O<:c:upational
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154-$
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R"YRI rank-ordet, Tnmsfera to, n6-8
Sokoto's powe... oVlll" royal officN.,
179,188
8t:atus differences and allocation, 114--6
Tranafers and prom<JtiolUl.liBIII. 354-5
Two held by oame penon. 15'3, 156.
16:10.176--7.180-:1, :117. 318
Official relstioDll, ~ructure of. 63'::7
Othrom, DIIn FOOi..,: '" Sbdw, The

PII(IlD population. 2. 239"""43, 280
PaikIl, :1'3
Parties, Political, 277
Pc.... ions, 210, :171
Pitti tribe, '9)
Police, 38, 39, 41, 45, 56. 95. 231. aM.
:164, 266. lIh
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Shamaki(title), 47, 136, 331
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(table), 213
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Wagu (title), 43. 61. 97, 1]1, l34. 136:
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UMORlJ

1950

f'l~O

GAL.. mMAN
ASlnlTI
SA.... I
(KARFE)

SA'1

I
TURAKI

M, YERO

GALADIMAN
MAIUoMA

MARD....NNI
ALlYU

s.

TunON

WADA SHEHI

S\JLEMANU

MAKA){A

MADAKI
EHEHD

SHEHU

MAZADU

KATUKA

J93~-59

DOKAJE

~

MAKAMA
BABllA CIGARI

i

)A'MARU

I

r----1ri__,.,__--."
GALADIMA
HAYATU

r

s. Z.

MARDANNI

hL,
I

I

MACAJIN GARI

GALADIMA

WAKlLIN BlYA
RAMALAN
'950

TURAKIN
DAWAKl
ALlYU (alive)

I
KARFE
KWASSAU

MAKAMA
KARAMI LAOAN
ALKALl

IYA
ztJ1IAIRU

I

MADAKlN

WOMHAT

MARDANNJ
G'MBA

USUMAN
195 0

MUW
LAW•

GENEALOGY B
BORNAWA

o Female

.IS. Male

.... Marriage
S. Z. Sarkin Zazzau
Only Office-holders are repre..
sented

I

J
BAPAIYO
MAGAJlN CARl

8,Z. YAMUSA

~

GALADIMA
HAMMAN

S. YAKIN
GALADIMA

S.X. HAMADA

WOMBAI
MANGA

_---.J,I

MADAKI
lBURU

S. Z. ABDULLAHI

-,

TURAK[

TURAKI

DANMANGA

DANMANGA

I

I

WOMBAI
DAWAKI
DANMANGA

MAKA~'V

IYA FATE

S.Z. 'VERO

I

JA'AFARU

'i'URAKIN
DANGALADlMA

ALKAI,lN
KAURU

I

S. RUWA Y

S. Z. KWASSAU

l\Il.'l.G.

MAIKA'

M.YERO

S. Z. IBRAHIM

----L,

S. RL:WA
SAMDO

rl----r'
DAN~1ADAMI

ZUBAlRU

DANMADAMI
UMORU

VARIN
ZAZZAU

GALADIMA
HAYATU

MAG!

CARl.

M. KA'1

M. KILBA

S. Z. AUDUSALAMI

M. lAMO

I
GAL: MAKAMA
SAMBO

DIKKO

USUMAN

ALl

BARAWO

MUSA

ABUBAKAR

ALlYU

AUDl

ZUBAIRU
MAIDAWA

.:1

UMARU
MAOATAKADAN

YERO

MAMUDU

AHMADU

I

SALAU

JEBU

o

0

SODENGI

DAHU

SAMBa

IYA

MAKAMAN

MUHAMMADU

MAGAJl
JISAMBO

(al lbadan)

ABDULKADIRl

GENEALOGY D
SULEIBAWA

o Female

a

Male

= Marriage

S. Z. Barkin

ZazZIlU

DlKKO

HALIRU
M. SHANNU

1

(ot llorin 1950)

MALLAM MUSA

. - - - "- - - - r - l- - - - - . I - - - - T j---------------..,-----IL----Ir----I.-------r--------Ir---------r----'1
IYA -

o

L,,,.N

GADDO

MARDANNI
A'I

MAGAjlYA
HAUMATU

o

0
A

I

I

SARKlN MUSA

I

WAZIRIN
SOKOTO

I

1

WALl
MUHAlIIlIIADU

lIlAKAKAMA
YAHAYA

S.Z. SIDI
ABDUL KADIRI

S. Z. ABUBAKAR

1,,1;--__...,

.,..1_ _

Gm....
AOO
_ _.

WALl =
MAIBAUDINGA
I

S. YAKI
LAWAI.
M.\KAMA II
HASSAN

=

0

wor-mAI
NUHU

WOMBAI
MUHAMM,UlU

s. Z.

I

ALIYU

KARFEN GARI
AHMADU

I
FAGACI
FATE

I

FAGACI
HAWA

WOMBAI
SA'ADU

MADAKI
SA'IDU

MADAKIN MADAKI
TSABTA .
VERO
MUSA

~

WOMBAN
DAWAKI

GAL:
DAWAKI

WOMBAI
YARO MUHAMMADU .

MAGAjl
ZAKARl

A

DANGALADIMA
BAMURNA

A

MADAKI
ALI

TA]O

19$0

A

ILL
DALLATUN
KARFE

DANGALADllIL4.
GABoo

TURAKI
SADAUKI

IYA
ABDULLAH I

'950

A

GAL: DAWAKI
MUSA

lIIAGA]IN
GARl MAMMAN
GABDO

S. TUDUN
WADAN
KADUNA

GENEALOGY A
MALLAWA

o Female

WAKILIN
OFIS
M. SANI

WOMBAI
ZUBAIRU

A Male

I

= Marriage
S. Z. Sarkin Zazzau
Only Office-holders are represented.

WALl
HALIRU

SARKIN
TSABTA

DANGALADIMA
ABBAS

ABBAS

BM'AYAU
MAGAJI
DAKEIIBI

(SA'!

BALENKE

____1_---,

&, MAGAJI)
IAMO

lYA ALIYU

J
B.YARI

MADAKI
TSOHO

0=

S. Z. ADPUJ"KERIM

MA.MU:DU

I

I
IVA

ADDUIUtAHUL

IIL'\DAKI
LAWAL

MARDANNI
YELWA

lYA USUMAN

MAGAJ I ]lABDA
GANA

S.Z. SAMBO

MAKA:vrA
TSOHO

I
I

I
.6-

.6-

GALAPIMA
MAl KURNA

TUllAKI
ABDUJ"LAHI

I
MARDANN!
SHEHU

S. YAKI
ABBAS

.6I

.6-

,I

TURAKIN
MAKAMA

I

o
I

I

WAKILIN PARI
J95O'

I

I

ALIYU S.
TUPUN WAPA

SADA HUSSEINI
S. TUDUN WAPA

GENEALOGY C
KATSINAWA

o Female

A Male

~ Marriage
S. Z. Sarkin Zazzau
* Appointed Sarkin Zazzau
September 1959
Only Office.holders are represented

J"------r------II
WAKILIN
GABBAS
A DUJERI

MADAKIN
TAFARKI
MAClDO

SA'l
UMARU

IYA'
M. A....UNU
195'>

GAL: DAWAK!

JABDA

S. YAL!
SULE

TURAKI
KWARE

